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PREFACE.

Skobeleff's biography has not yet been written, an^l

the materials upon which I found this poor tribute to

the memory of our Slavonic hero are very incomplete.

I cannot pretend to have produced more than a short

sketch, and a most imperfect one, of the brief but

glorious career of him who has already become a

legendary hero of the Slavs.

The cause for which Skobeleff fought in Bulgaria

was a very precious one to me as to thousands of

Russians. On my present visit to England I was

happy to see that the generous sympathy expressed

in this country at the moment of Skobeleff's death

still existed, and that many of my English friends

were still anxious to learn ' something more ' of him.

That is precisely what I venture to offer.

Even that humble task I have undertaken with

much diffidence. Written under the pressure of

many troubles, far away from those whose ample
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kiunYlodircot ^kobcletV and liis work could guide my

poll an<l my rominisccnces, 1 am painfully impressed

with the tiliortcomings of this book. l>ut, with all its

im}>orfectious, I venture to trust that it will enable

Knirlit^hmen to realise somethinii" of the character of

my famous countryman, as well as of the cause

to the service of which he dedicated his life, and

without which he could never have been entirely our

own Skobeleff.

0. K.

LuMiuN DiCiinbtr. la82.
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CHAPTER I.

BIRTH AND EDUCATION.

Skobeleff born 1843—Pronunciation of Skobeleff—The SkobelefF

family—His parents—Russian women—Home-training—His first

tutor—Sent to a Paris pension— M. Girard^—At St. Petersburg

University—Joins the army—In Poland—^Dano-German war

—

Central Asia.

Michael Dmitrievitch Skobeleff^ was born at St.

Petersburg on September ^^, 1843. His grandfather,

as he used frequently to remind his troops, had been

a private soldier, and won his rank as general by his

own sword. His great-grandfather, Nikita, was a

sergeant in the army at the close of last century.

Beyond his great-grandfather Skobeleff did not trace

his pedigree. ' Family never made men great,' was

his democratic remark ; but the soldierly instinct

which he inherited from his ancestors contributed not

a little to the success of his career. His grandfather,

Ivan, did not win his promotion easily. He was

^ SkobelefF's name is accented on the first syllable. In the ma-

jority of Russian three-syllabic names the accent falls on the second :

Romdnoff, Souv(5roff, Derjavine, Pojdrsky, Aksd.koff, Lobdnoff, &c.

;

but some have the accent upon the third syllable, as Chomiakdfi',

Gortchakdff, &c., and others on the first, as Skobeleff, Kousheleff, &c.
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covoivil with lionililc scars, aiul lu' \v\'t at least one

liml^ oil ilir l\v\A iA' hattle. Ivan Skobcleif was a

ooneral of inlaiitry, ami at one time governor of the

i'ortross of St. Petersburg. He was more than a

o-eneral ; he was also a dramatic author, and in his

• hiv. his ])hiys, specially written for military audi-

ences, were very popular in the army.

Skobeleff's love for poetry, like his genius for

war, was hereditary.

Ivan Skobeleff had two daughters and eight sons.

]\Iost of his children died in infancy. One of the

daughters married the aide-de-camp of the Emperor,

Colonel Opotchinine, grandson of the celebrated

Prince Koutousoff-Smolensky. His seventh son,

Dmitry, became a cavalry lieutenant-general, dis-

tinguished himself in the campaign against the Turks

in Asia I^Iinor, and received the Order of St. George

of the fourth class.

Dmitry Skobeleff married the beautiful and grace

-

fid Miss Poitavtseff. They had one son and three

daughters. The eldest married Prince Belosselsky-

Belosersky ; the second, M. Scheremeteff ; and the

third, the Prince Eugene RomanofFsky, son of the

Grand Duchess Mary and the Prince of Leuchten-

berg, and first cousin of the Emperor.

Dmitry Skobeleff was a Russian of the Russians.

Stern, severe, respectful to old traditions, but kind-

hearted and passionately attached to his brilliant

son. There existed between them to the last hour the

most perfect sympathy and affection. But I think
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the moulding influence of his life was that of his

mother.

I hope I may be pardoned for confessing that it

often struck me that the Russian women have quali-

ties which are less frequent in women of many other

countries. They are more idealistic and self-sacri-

ficing, more real and less conventional. There are

exceptions, of course ; besides I am, probably, very

partial. But the number of superior women who
impress me, as I used to be impressed by the intel-

ligence of George Eliot, is, I think, greater in Russia

than in many other parts of the world.

I did not know Madame SkobelefF intimately

enough to speak of all her qualities from personal

observation. She chiefly lived at St. Petersburg, I

at Moscow ; but the latter events of her life proved

of what she was capable. She was very fond of her

children, and from her Skobeleff learned to love

poetry, of which he was passionately fond. His

favourite modern poets were Byron and Schiller. It

was under the superintendence of his mother that

he learnt to love to read, but his first tutor was a

German.

This good man was a severe martinet, who flogged

his pupil for the least fault. Skobeleft", who, from

his youngest days, was of an mdependent, passionate,

and extremely active temperament, was irritated at

this treatment, and a bitter feud grew up between

the tutor and the boy. Skobelefi* played no end of

tricks upon his master, and the latter retaliated in
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his own way. Matters cami' lu a crisis wlicii tlic

youni!: Micliaol was twelve years old. lie had

ridden otl" one day to pay a visit to a little girl of

his own age, to whom in l)t)yish fashion he was

paying- his eourt, when the hated tutor appeared

and slapped the lace of his truant scholar in the

very presence of his lady-love. The poor boy,

blinded with passion, struck out at him with all his

might.

After that fracas the father saw that it was of

no use persisting with the German tutor, who,

with all his cruelty, could not reduce the child to

order.

He dismissed the German, and sent his son to a

boarding school in Paris, kept by M. Desire Girarde.

The change for young SkobelefF was indescribable.

He found sympathy in place of brutality, kindness

for cruelty, and constant mcentives to diligence m
place of the savage blows of his German pedagogue.

M. Girarde soon won the love and confidence of his

pupil. The turbulent young Russian became the

most devoted and assiduous of scholars, and a lifelong-

affection grew up between them which was only ter-

minated by the death of the younger. Even to the

last Skobeleff, the hero of a hundred combats, and the

idol of the Slavonic world, never ceased to speak with

the reverence and humility of a pupil of liis old

teacher. Girarde followed him to St. Petersburg,

and has remained attached to the family ever since.

He was with him in Bulgaria during the war, and
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followed ' liim to Paris on the famous visit which

created so much excitement in Europe.^

Girarde used to say that, if SkobelefF had not

become a soldier, he would have been a scholar, so

devoted was he to learning, and so remarkable his

mastery over books and languages. Girarde taught

Skobeleff to make a religion of duty. It was a good

lesson, and one which he never forgot.

His parents, wishing him to finish his education

in Russia, brought him to St. Petersburg. The

St. Petersburg University was in 1861 infected with

foolish and subversive ideas. The students fancied

it would be much better to arrange political demon-

strations than to study their lessons. SkobelefF was

too well trained and too intelligent not to see the

folly of all these disorders, and never lost his own

ground. He remained from the first to the last true

to his duty, to his Tzar, and his country. But the

disorders continuing, the Government was forced to

close the University, and Skobelefi"s university

studies were cut short before their time.

He then entered the army as first ensign in a

horse regiment of the Guards. In 1863 he was made

an ofiicer, and went off" with this regiment to Poland,

where an insurrection was breakins; out. He was

^ Mr. Rose, writing in the Fortnightly JReview, Oct. 1882, on the

'Russian Bayard,' speaks thus of Girarde' :
— 'I had frequent oppor-

tunities of meeting with this excellent man. Possessing little of the

sprightliness of his race, he was reserved, shy, and unobtrusive in the

presence of strangers, but en famille frank and animated in conver-

sation, which displayed, though not pedantically, his profound learning

and varied reading' (p. 406).



stulioiu'"! wiili tlir Imssiirs ;il (Irodiio, iiiid Imd his

first oxporioiR't' of actuiil fiuhliiig' in (lie affair of

Mi'khotf. At Mi'kliotf, and tln'uug-liout the whole of

the eampainn. Skohi'leif, althon^-h only twenty years

old, displayed snrh riMuarkahle c()ura<;-e and ability as

to win hiuh praise from his commander. He received

a swonl of hononr for the gallantry which he dis-

])layed at the successful action in the forest of Rad-

kovitz, Avhen the band of Shemiote was dispersed,

lie remained in Poland till the insurrection was at

an end, and then, there being nothmg more to do,

he returned to St. Petersburg and entered the

staff academy, where he distinguished himself by his

uncommon abilities.

In 18G-1 he had his first experience of regular

warfare as a spectator, when he followed the course

of the Dano-German campaign, and witnessed the

first success of the needle-gun. He then returned to

St. Petersburg, finished his course, and afterwards

went on active service in Central Asia.

Skobeleff was drawn to Central Asia, not only by

the opportunity which it afforded for an adventure

and of distinction, but because, unlike many military

authorities, he thoroughly believed that the art of

war could nowhere be so well leanit as in active war-

fare, even against insignificant foes.

' The first essential,' he used to say, ' to a general,

or to any officer, is the habit of being accustomed to

danger and the responsibility of command under fire.'

These habits, he held, were acquired in irregular war
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in Central Asia, in Algeria, in Afghanistan. Having

once acqnired them, a general has secured one great

secret of success in regular war, and which more than

counterbalances the danger that his previous ex-

perience will encourage him to take undue liberties

with his foes.
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CHAPTER ir.

IN CENTRAL ASIA.

Centi-al Asia as a school of arms—SkobeleflF in Samarkand in 18G9—At
Krasnovodsk—The march on Kliiva—His first wound—First to

enter Khiva—A reconnaissance in the desert—Mission to Khokand
—The Khan and liis treasure carts—The battle of Makhram—An-
nexation of Namangan—Revolt of Abdurrahman—Cajiture of An-

tlijan—Anight attack on his pursuers—Khokand in revolt—Second

capture of Andijan—Annexation of Khokand—Governor of Fer-

ghana—His career in Central Asia—Slandered and vindicated.

AViiAT India is to Eno-land and Alo^eria to France,

Central Asia is to us—a school of arms, a training

ground for soldiers, where a handful of Westerns

hold sway amidst millions of Asiatics. These vast

regions conquered for civilisation by European arms

of precision, secured from anarchy by European

habits of administration, offer an irresistible attrac-

tion to ambitious and restless youth.

To Turkestan, therefore, Skobeleff hastened as

soon as he had completed those military studies of

which he was destined to make such excellent use in

later years. He had learned the art of war theoreti-

cally in the Academy of St. Petersburg. He went to

complete his studies by practical experience in the

rough apprenticeshi}) of Central Asian warfare.
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It was in the year 1869, when he was twenty-

six years of age, that he began his military career in

Asia, under General Abramoff, a gallant and active

officer who raised himself from the position of a sub-

captain to that of Governor of Samarkand, where he

greatly distinguished himself by his bravery, energy,

and justice. It was a good school for the young

Skobeleff to serve under such a commander, and he

learned his first lessons of Oriental war in Abramoff's

expedition on the borders of Bokhara.

Soon afterwards he was removed from General

Abramoff' s command and attached to the troops under

the command of Colonel StoMtoff, at Krasnovodsk,

Colonel Stoletoff is the officer whose visit to Shere

Ali in 1878 had such disastrous consequences, both

for the Afghans and for the English.

Stoletoff placed him in command of a detachment

of cavalry, and entrusted him with several important

reconnaissa'nces

.

He was not long in developing those extraor-

dinary faculties of observation which served him so

well in his after life. Nothing escaped his vigilant

eye. He discovered wells, before unknown, in sandy

steppes ; he mapped out new caravan routes ; he

sketched valuable plans, and made many geographical

discoveries in the then unknown regions between the

Caspian and the Aral.

After doing good service at Krasnovodsk, he

returned to St. Petersburg, and was attached to the

staff' of the Guards. His promotion was rapid : in
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Is7l' Itfiiiu" iKUiu'J :ii<l(.'-tle-f:inn) t<> 1 lie cliicl" »>!' tlu;

stair of the I'l'iul division of infantry with the rank of

eantain. Some months afterwards he was appointed

to the eonunand of a battalion in the Stavropol regi-

ment by order of the commander of the army in the

Caucasus.

When SkobelefF returned to Central Asia, he found

everything being put in train for the Khivan expedi-

tion. Four columns were to converge from different

pouits upon the robber Khanate. General Verevkine

commanded the column which started for Orenburg,

General Lomakine led a third column for Mangishlak

on the Caspian, while the fourth, under Colonel

^larkosoff, started from Tchikishlar.

The expedition set off in March, 1873. Alto-

gether we put 14,000 men into the field, of whom
3,500 were Cossacks, with fifty-four guns, not includ-

insf some ten or twelve mitrailleuses, rocket tubes and

mortars, and nearly 20,000 camels. Colonel Marko-

soff's column started on March ^f , and recoiled from

the waterless steppe on May ^ at Krasnovodsk,

without camels or provisions, with every man ill.

The northern column, to which Skobeleff was

attached, was more fortunate. Its formation was

an afterthought. General Kaufmann at first was op-

posed to the advance fi-om Orenburg or the Caspian,

but he yielded, and on ^^^2 ^^^ order was given

to the army of the Caucasus to prepare a detachment

for an advance on Kliiva from Mangishlak, on the

Caspian.
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The order was joyfully received, and on April

|-| Colonel Lomakine had a small, but compact,

body of men ready to start. It consisted of 2,000

men, with six guns. SkobelefF, now a lieutenant-

colonel, marched at the head of the vanguard, leading

the way across a desert hitherto unknown to our

soldiers. The heat was intense. The thermometer

stood sometimes at 149 degrees Fahrenheit, and the

Kirghiz, believing it impossible for Europeans to

traverse a region which at that period of the year

even desert-born nomads found insupportable, offered

no serious opposition to our troops.

In twenty-nine days Colonel Lomakine's column

had marched 400 miles of desert, for the most part

unexplored. The last seven days they had made

forced marches, but they effected their junction with

General Verevkine at Kungrad in good time and

excellent spirits.

It was in this march across the steppe that

Skobeleff received his first wound. Riding as usual

in advance of the column, he galloped with a dozen

Cossacks up to an encampment of the Kirghiz

Tartars. He was received with a volley of musket

balls. Nothing daunted, young Skobeleff, followed by

his twelve brave followers, charged the Kirghiz.

There were 100 of them, with 180 camels and a

large store of provisions. After a desperate struggle,

they fled across the steppe, but not before they had

inflicted six slight wounds with spears and sabres

upon Skobeleff. Fortunately the wounds, although
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jiinnonnis, ucn* not scvitc, .-ind the next day lie was

f>n liorscback licndini:- tlic advance of liis column

across the plain.

After reacliinu- Kmigrad, Colonel T.omakine's

troops were joined to the Orenburg column under

General A'erevkine. The united forces, numbering

r),(HK)men, Avith 10,000 camels, left Kungrad on ^j^y-4;'

an<l marched on Khiva. They had, on their way,

repeated encounters with Khivan troops, in all of

which SkobeleiF displayed his usual gallantry. On

f^^ they arrived in the neighbourhood of the north-

ern gate of the capital of the Khanate, and there they

halted, waiting for General Kaufmann.

After two days General Yerevkine determined

to attack. The town was bombarded on £f' and

the bombardment was continued the next day.

SkobelefF was then ordered to storm the north

gate. He had only two companies under his orders,

but he fulfilled his mission with such skill and

audacity that he succeeded in forcing his way in the

city. He was the first within the walls. He cleared

the streets with rockets, penetrated to the palace,

and carried off three cannon to his camp. General

Kaufmann then entered from the south, and was

acclaimed as conqueror of Khiva. The honour of

this campaign was, however, shared by the northern

columns, and in these columns no one distinguished

himself so much as Lieutenant-Colonel Skobeleff,

who was then only in his thirtieth year.

Before any troops withdrew from the Khanate—for.
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however strange it may appear to those who con-

stantly accuse us of breaking our word in annexing

Khiva, there is not one Russian soldier in Khiva to

this hour—SkobeleiF volunteered to go on the first

of those madcap expeditions of his which made

him so famous.

Colonel MarkosofF's expedition had failed to

penetrate the desert between Tchikishlar and Khiva.

Skobeleif undertook to make a reconnaissance of the

region over which Colonel MarkosofP's column had

found it impossible to advance. General Kaufmann

gave him permission, and on August -^, he started

from Zmukshir, and attended only by three Turkoman

guides he penetrated the steppes as far as Ortakuya.

Seven days afterwards he returned to Khiva, having

ridden 378 miles across a hostile country, without

escort, never knowing where he would find water for

himself or his horse. This exploit made a great sensa-

tion, and, in recognition of his bravery and daring,

he was appointed aide-de-camp to the Emperor, and

decorated with a St. George's cross of the 4th class,

the first decoration, and perhaps the most prized, of

the twenty-nine which were borne behind his bier on

that day of sorrow when all Moscow followed Russia's

hero to his last resting-place.

In the following years SkobelefF was in Turkestan,

and trouble being anticipated in Kashgar, an embassy

was sent to Khokand to secure the passage of our

troops through the Khanate. The envoy, M. Vein-

berg, was accompanied by Colonel SkobelefF and
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twenty Co^smks as escort. The special mission witli

^^l^K•ll Ski)l)i'l('fr was cliargcd was the exploration of

thr pa>s o( Tcrelv Davan, leading from Khokand to

Kashpir.

Our mission arrived at Khokand on July -^1,

1875, just as the rebellion of xVbdurrahman Afto-

batcha was breaking out against Khudayar Khan, the

cruel and worthless ruler of Khokand. During the

few days that the Veinberg-Skobeleff mission re-

mained at Khokand, SkobelefF found an opportunity

of making a very thorough examination of the city

and its defences. This task was accomplished under

great difficulties. The population was very excited.

Every day fresh bands went off to join Abdur-

ralunan. A holy war was on the point of being

proclaimed. But, cool, collected, and indifferent as

he ever was to danger, Skobeleff completed a de-

tailed plan not only of Khokand and all its forti-

fications, but of all the country for seven miles

round. Hardly had the work been accomplished,

when the country rose in rebellion, and the Khan

determined to fly.

When Skobeleff was in Khokand, he read in the

gardens of the Khan the account of the destruction of

the British army when in the defiles leadmg from

Cabul in 1842. At any moment that might be his

fate. The Kirghiz of the Khokand were not less

hostile than the Cabulees. Tiufisia, perhaps, even

more than England—in Mr. Gladstone's fine jjhrase

—ever carries aloft the torch of civilisation amid
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barrels of gunpowder, and at Kliokand in that year

the gunpowder was lying loose on every side.

Skobeleff was early initiated in the danger of

government in the Khanate. A very few days after his

first arrival in Kliokand, he had to fly with the Khan,

and Skobeleff often amused his friends around the

camp-fires in Bulgaria by telling the story of their

escape. It was a Central Asian version of the old

story of the peasant whose sledge was pursued by

the wolves.

The Khan set out from Khokand with a military

escort of a small army which revolted piecemeal

as it marched along, and announced its desertion by

salvos of musket balls. The Russian mission was

attended by fifty Cossacks, but for whom neither the

Khan nor his ambassadors would ever have reached

the frontier. The difficulty of escape was enormously

increased b}^ the presence of the harem of the fugitive,

and a cortege of no fewer than eighty carts of silver

and other treasure. The revolted army, after fra-

ternising with the insurgents, set off" in pursuit of its

sovereign. Skobeleff^ and his fifty Cossacks with

difficulty held the thousands of pursuers at bay.

They were being driven in by numbers, when a

happy thought occurred to the Khan. He ordered a

waggon of silver to be unyoked, and the contents

dropped in the road of the insurgents. It had the

desired effect. As soon as the Kirghiz saw the

money, they stopped to pick it up, and fought with

each other for the spoil. In the meantime the Khan

c
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was hiirryini:' nortliwards as fast as he could drag liis

troasiiiv. Once more liis subjects were on his trail.

A«^ain was the same expedient resorted to, and with

ecjual success. Before they reached the frontier no

fewer than sixty carts had been sacrificed in suc-

cession. When at last the Klian had reached Russian

territory, he had only twenty cartloads left. AVith

these, however, he was by no means badly off, and

he has contrived to live very comfortably at Oren-

burg on the wreck of his fortune. But for the ready

wit of the Khan, it is quite possible that Skobeleif's

career w^ ould have closed almost before it had begun
;

as it was, however, he escaped safely, and was able

to make good use of his experience in the subsequent

campaign.

The situation was then not unlike that which

threatened Enghshmen during the mutiny of the

Sepoys. All Turkestan threatened to rise. Our

envoys had narrowly escaped from a violent death.

Khokand was in open insurrection. In Tashkend

every Russian went armed. The clerks in the go-

vernment offices wrote with loaded muskets on their

desks. A holy war was near at hand, and all the

fanaticism of Asia was in danger of being let loose

upon us.

The rather cold but no less impartial authority

of M. Schuyler maintains that all this terrible crisis

was brought upon us almost entirely by England's

meddling two years before. The natives would have

welcomed the annexation of the provinces as a means
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of relieving them from their detested Khan. ' General

Kolpakovsky,' says M. Schuyler, ' saw this, and tele-

graphed to St. Petersburg for permission to intervene.

But the diplomatic storm with regard to that occupa-

tion of Khiva was then in full blast, and permission

was refused.' ^ The result was a gradual increase

of bitterness against the Khan, and indirectly against

Russia because she did not interfere with the Khan.

Thus we had a war with all its horrors to wasfe

because English diplomacy would be meddling with

what it had no more business to concern itself than

Russia had to interfere in the annexation of the

Punjab. Yet Russians cherish no ill-will to England,

while Englishmen pursue Russia with all manner of

absurd and unjust suspicions. It is as true of

nations as of individuals that it is only the injured

who forgive ; they never pardon who have done the

wrong.

The insurrection, however, broke out. Khokand

was besieged, and Andijan and Hodjent.

General Kaufmann took the field with 4,500 men,

of whom 1,500 were cavalry under the command
of Colonel Skobeleff. The expedition started on

^^^, for Makhram, where the Khokandians were

massed in force. After two days of marchino- our

little army encamped at Karatchkum, and next day

the battle was delivered which decided the destiny of

Khokand.

It is very strange, but it is on Skobeleff' s own

' Turkestan, vol. ii. p. 270.

c 2
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Word \\t' li;iM' it, tliMt oill" Micccss ;it Maklll'lllil \v;is

lariiX'ly diu' t<> llu- siu-ccss wliicli I'liLilaiid (il)taiiu'(l at

the battle nf Forozcsliali.

Sko1)elofr was an ttiimi\()i'(His rt-adci-. ami he

iiatiirall\- i-cail all the hooks hcariiii;' upon I'^nglisb

warlaiv w itii the natives of India. lie had a very

retentive memory, and as he never cam})ai<i;nc*d with-

out his books, he was constantly able to bring the

experience of other wars to bear upon the Avork in

hand. How the battle of Ferozeshah helped to win

the battle of IMakhram I must let Mr. Marvin tell in

General Skobelelf's OAvn words. After describing his

interview with SkobelefF in 1882, in St. Petersburg,

!Mr. ^larvin says ^ :

—

' Do you know the battle of Makliram ?
' asked Sko-

belefiF. ' That was a splendid battle and redounds to the

glory of Kaufmann, whom I admire very much. Poor

fellow ! his career is finished. Do you know that our

operations at Makhram were suggested by Sir Hugh
Gougb's battle at Ferozeshah? Shall I bore you, Mr.

Marvin, if I describe it on paper? It is a most interest-

ing thing. If you will have patience you will see what a

great battle this Makhram was.'

While I was expressing my interest in the matter,

Skobeleff was placing a pad of foolscap before him, and

selecting a number of pencils from a series of thirty or

forty, of various coloured leads, lying neatly on the table,

all sharpened and ready for use. Drawing his chair close

up to mine, he bent his head over the paper, and began

sketching the features of the ground at Makhram with

wonderful rapidity. Although a mere sketch, he made a

' The Jtusiian Advance toimnh India, by C. Marvin, pp. 107-110.

J
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scale at the outset, and used the various coloured leads to

indicate clearly the positions of the troops and the fea-

tures of the ground. There was no slurring of details at

all; the names of the localities were inserted, and the

numbers of the forces noted at the side. When it was

complete, it was more finished than many of the sketches

that have been published in the recent military works on

our war in Afghanistan. While drawing the sketch, he

described the battle-field with great spirit and minute-

ness ; he was never at a loss for a word, he stated his facts

one after another without displacing their order, and never

needed to exj)lain his explanations.

Briefly, the battle of Makhram was as follows :—The
fort occupied a position on the banks of the Syr Daria

sufficiently close to a chain of mountains for the Kho-
kandese to attempt to bar the Russian advance up the

valley by running out a trench towards them, armed with

sixty-eight cannon, all pointed towards the invaders, and
by continuing the line of defence to the foot of the hills

themselves, by stationi-ng in the intervening ground a huge
mass of cavalry. At the back of the fort, the settlement

of Makhram, with its numerous gardens, was held by

infantry ; the fort itself was armed with guns, and the

hills flanking the position were crowded with skirmishers.

On the opposite side of the river the position was ren-

dered unapproachable by swamps. On coming in sight of

this barricade, held by 60,000 Khokandese, General Kauf-
mann reconnoitred the position with his staff". Although
he had only a mere handful of troops, he decided to make
an attack the next day, to prevent the enemy overrunning

the country. Skobeleff" may as well relate, in his own
words, what followed :

—
' Having surveyed the position,

he turned to his staff and said :
" Who knows anything

about the battle of Ferozeshah ? " I had read all about
it, but waited for the other officers to reply. No one
knowing anything about it, I described the battle.' Here
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lu'ilr.'w ;i nniLrli skotrli of llif l'iiiij;il) and said: 'As you

kianv. Mr. Marvin, Sir 1Iiil;1i CJou^li, tlio fatlier of the

Ciononil in Arirhanistaii iluriiiy^ the Into war, pitcliod his

camp alon^'sido the oiuMiiy's at IVrozoshah, -without re-

connoitring the grouiul, and wIumi they fired into it, he

touLrht at once and lost several thousand men. The next

dav he reconnoitred the position, and found a hill on the

back that enfiladed it. Marching thither, he inflicted a

crushing defeat on the enemy with a loss only of eighteen

men.' Turning again to the plan of Makhram, he said

:

' There was a hill on the flank to the rear of the Kho-

k-andese position which corresponded with that at Feroze-

shah. It is now called the Peak of Kaufmann. The

next day we marched straight in that direction, keeping

all the way upon elevated ground alongside the mountains,

until the enemy's position Avas outflanked. Then we

changed front ; turned our back to the hills and our faces

to Makhram, and, marching straight towards it, swept the

enemy right into the river. Tiie river Avas quite black

with heads. Twenty thousand Khokandese perished. We
lost only eighteen men. I commanded the cavalry that

day. The account of Ferozeshah I read originally in

French, but more recently in Malleson's " History of

Afghanistan." Makhram was a splendid laurel for Kauf-

mann.' '

' This was a favourite story of SkobeleflTs. He told it to Mr. Rose

amongst others, whose version differs sliglitly from that of Mr. Marvin's.

It is as follows :

—

' One morning he related an incident which illustrates the extent

of his reading, and the advantages of accurate historical information to

a soldier. In the war in Turkestan he was on the staff of General

Kaufmann, and when the Russian expeditionary force swept down on

^Makhram it found opposed to it an overwhelming native army, num-
hcring by more than ten to one tliat of the invaders, and occupying a

strong position. This position lie proceeded to illustrate by a rough

diagram drawn on the table with the charred ends of the matches with

which we had been lighting our cigarettes. The right flank of the

enfiiiy, he showed, was protected by the walled city of Makhram, its
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The battle of Makhram was one of the most

decisive which we ever waged in Asia. Our loss

was trivial, our gains enormous. We captured 39

pieces of artillery, 1,500 muskets, and more than

fifty standards. The Khokandian army was crushed

at a blow. Our expedition marched on the capital.

Skobeleff's maps were of excellent service. Khokand

was occupied without firing a shot. After remaining

a week at Khokand, General Kaufmann marched

against Abdurrahman, who, with 5,000 men, was

offering a show of resistance. When he reached

Marghilan the town submitted, and Skobeleff was

despatched at night with a flying column of Cos-

sacks, a rocket train, and two companies of infantry,

conveyed in carts to follow up the traces of the

front was what seemed a wide grassy plain, while the left rested on a

low range of stony liills. Skobeleff, in surveying the position, was

struck with its similarity to that described in the record of, I think,

one of the Napier's Indian campaigns, though unfortunately I neglected

to note down at the time the names of the book, author, and city re-

ferred to. Skobeleff at once communicated to General Kaufmann his

impression, and the latter General sententiously asked him, "And
what did Napier do ? " Whereupon Skobeleff gave an outline of the

Anglo-Indian action : how at first the British troops delivered their

attack in front and found themselves floundering in the grassy plain,

which proved to be a treacherous swamp ; how the British genei-al had

to retire for the night ; how next morning he executed a flank move-

ment and surprised, demoralised, and hopelessly crushed the huge

native army, and captured both it and the city. At the close of

Skobeleff's recital, Genei"al Kaufmann quietly rejoined, "And that is

exactly what we will do, except fall into the mistake of attacking in

front, and to-night." With the concurrence of his chief, Skobeleff or-

ganised his celebi^ated plan for the movement with his cavalry, and in

combination with General Kaufmann's attack on the left front of the

enemy, they repeated Napier's plot, completely routed the immense
native army, and occupied Makhram.'—Rose, Fortnightly Eeview^

p. 414. 1882.
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ri'livaliui;' Al>iliirr;iliiii;m. This da^liiiii;- [)iirsuit ol" the

oiioiny c*oni}>KMr<l what Maklii-aiii had boi;iiii. On

Septeinher -^\ lio cauw upon \\\o ran' of the flying

ftu'. niul a sli^lit engagement ensned. remarkable from

ilie fact, as M. Schuyler says, that the opposing

forces fought almost unseen, owing to the dense clouds

of dust. But even against the invisible Skobeleff

was invincible, and the enemy fled, leaving forty of

their number hors de combat. Skobeleff* pushed on

to Usli. The city surrendered, and after a few hours'

rest he pressed after Abdurrahman as for as Karasu.

He then returned to Marghilan, after levying a

hea^y contribution in food and horses upon Ush.

His rapid pursuit of the insurgents prevented any

hope of rallying. All the other towns sent in their

sul)mission when they heard of the fate of Ush, and

at the beo-inning- of October General Kaufmann was

able to retire from the Khanate with a treaty pro-

mising a war indemnity of three million roubles and

the cession of Namangan, the strip of Khokand

lying north of the Syr Daria,

Our troops had hardly crossed the Syr Daria

when news came that our explorers had been badly

treated at Andijan, and that Abdurrahman was once

more at the head of a hostile force. General Troitsky

was at once despatched to reduce him to submission.

The Khokandians at Andijan were estimated at

60,000 strong. They were attacked, defeated, and

Andijan taken by storm. It was then decided that

the troops should be withdrawn. It was in the retreat
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from Andijan that SkobelefF distinguished himself by

one of the most famous among his many famous adven-

tures. For three days the Khokandians had dogged

their retreat ; the whole force under Troitsky and

Skobeleff did not exceed 1,200 men. The eneni}^,

elated by the retreat of the captors of Andijan,

pressed them hard. From morning to night their

firing was incessant. On the third day, when our

little column was but half way home, the situation

was critical. Our ammunition had run short. The

Cossacks had only three rounds left. The infantry

only fifteen. It was necessary to do something to

beat off the enemy, and a night attack was resolved

upon. The Khokandians, some 6,000 strong, were

encamped in the middle of a plain. Skobeleff, with

his usual audacity, insisted on heading the attack in

person. He refused, however, to take with him more

than 150 Cossacks. Like Gideon, when he led his

300 against the Midianites, Skobeleff divided his

little company into three bands, and stole silently

through the darkness, past the enemy's outposts, into

the camp. Skobeleff then gave the signal for attack

by firmg his pistol. In a moment, he and all his

men charged, shouting and firing, into the heart of

the camp. A scene of wild and maddening confusion

followed
; the Khokandians awoke, to discover, to

their horror, the enemy in their midst. ' The effect,'

says Mr. MacGahan, ' was tremendous. For a quar-

ter of an hour the plain resounded with shrieks and

yells, shots and the trampling of horses, shouts
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aihl »;ri);ins, and all the uproar ol" hattlo, 'IIk'H all

was silnu'O. Skoholoff assembled liis Cossacks, ami

Avhen luorniuL;- eaiiie lie iomid that the "whole army

of the eiuiUN had disa])|)eared, leaving on the Held

al)out 10 dead, 37 stamlards, 2,000 turbans, 2,000 or

.'),()()0 muskets and sabres, all their camp material

and bauu-aLre. Ibit what was his astonishment to

discover on calling- the roll, that he had not lost a

man either killed or wounded !

'

The annals of war record no more brilliant sur-

prise, but Skobeleff's father in 1854 achieved almost

as distinguished a success when, with 800 men, he

attacked and completely routed 5,000 Turks.

The blow dealt to the Kirghiz had been severe,

but as it was followed by our retirement, they

imagined they were victorious. The evil conse-

quences of this mistake were not long in making

themselves felt.

Our troops re-entered Namangan on October -{\.

Skobeleff, who had been the hero of the campaign,

was created major-general m the suite of the Em-

peror, and placed in command of the newly-annexed

district. It was his first independent post. The

troops were placed in winter quarters, and Skobeleff

was ordered to remain strictly on the defensive. The

country was very unsettled. Most of the natives of

the province ceded to Russia were hostile. Khokand

was honeycombed with disaffection. The Khan,

who had made the treaty wnth Kaufmann, fled for

his life to our cainp. Skobeleff at first contented
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kimself with defensive operations within Namangan,

He defeated the former Bey, who had taken the field

;

but, when he was garrisoning a fortified post eight

miles distant, the inhabitants of Namangan, assisted

by friends from outside, rose against the Russian troops

and besieged them in the citadel—exactly as the

Cabulees besieged the English General Roberts in

the Sherpnr cantonments. Skobelefi*, however, was

not far distant. He fought his way back to the city,

bombarded it with sixteen guns, and relieved the gar-

rison. But the situation remained menacing in the

extreme. 20,000 men gathered near the frontier at

Balyktchi. SkobelefF fell upon them, dispersed them,

and captured Balyktchi. None of these lessons,

however, induced the Khokandians to believe that

their only safety was to acquiesce in the new settle-

ment.

Skobelefi*, who saw that the Khanate could never

be quieted by standing on the defensive in its borders,

determined to strike a blow at the heart of his enemy.

He had only a mere handful of men. The whole

force under Skobelefi"s command was 2,800 men,

9 companies of infantry, 7^ sotnias ^ of Cossacks, and

12 guns.

Thirty thousand Kirghiz, armed to the teeth and

strong in the conviction that they were fighting a

holy war against a foe whom they had previously

defeated, were holding a strong fortified position at

Andijan. But Skobelefi* had already taught his

' A ' sotnia ' means a hundred.
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troops to lliiiik iitilirmu" oi' (lir immhiTs of tlu'ir loes,

V<niiiL!^ as he was— it was only his sccoikI year in

rurkostaii. i'ov after tlio expedition to Khiva he had

spent a viar in elose observation ol' tlic Carlist war

ill XortluTii Spain—lie had succeeded in aronsini;'

that enthusiasm and devotion which were to be dis-

phiyetl on a nuieh greater scale in Bulgaria.

A little incident is still recorded of the way in

which lie insisted upon plunging into an icy river at

two o'clock on a December morning, at the head of

a dozen of his men, in order to drag out a cannon

which was sinking beneath the stream. It was a

Avild night, the wind was high, the sky was dark, the

water was breast high : but he insisted on sharing with

the men the bitterest of their hardships.

Such a general they were ready to follow any-

where.

AVith SkobelefF at their head winters mattered as

little as the intensest heats. The stronger the enemy

the greater the glory of victory.

At the head of his small but intrepid band

SkobelefF crossed the frontier, destroyed the Kip-

tchak settlement at Paita, and marched on Andijan.

The citadel was surrounded by a strong wall

fifteen feet high and seven feet thick, occupied by

30,000 men.i He left Namangan on P^^^'^f , and
' O January 6 '

reached Andijan on January ^^. Instead of attack-

ing at once, with that prudence which in him was as

remarkable as his intrepidity, he spent four or five

' Turkestan, vol. ii. p. 299.
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days in making the most careful reconnaissances.

Day after day he employed himself and his staff in

ascertaining all the information which could be

gathered as to the best way of approach, and the

comparative strength of the various gates. These

perpetual reconnaissances dismayed the besieged, like

the people of Jericho before the walls fell down. They

could not understand the incessant activity of a foe

who nevertheless delivered no attack. On one occa-

sion, SkobelefF, attended by his staff and his escort,

rode boldly right into the entrance of the town. The

garrison, surprised and awed by his audacity, fled

behind the walls of the citadel, while Skobeleff, un-

disturbed by their fire, made his observations as to the

strength of their position. At length, when all his

information was complete, he fixed January 2^^^ for

the assault. As his troops advanced to the assault,

the scene was stirring. Behind the walls the whole

space seemed to be covered with the white turbans of

the defenders. The roll of their drums mingled with

the shriller chorus of their trumpets, and the fierce

cries with which the Uzbeks excited themselves for

the last struggle with the infidel. Skobeleff had less

than 3,000 men. Twice he had summoned the city to

surrender, and twice they had refused, and the last time

they slew his messenger. The hour had now come

when they were to learn to repent of their obstinacy.

Skobeleff stormed the village of Iskylik and then

bombarded Andijan. After firing 500 rounds, he

launched two storming columns against the town. In
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a ll'W hours they Ibrced their wiiy Avith a trifling loss

into the heart of Andijan, wliich in tlic course of the

next (hiy they conipleiely subdued.

Leavini:: a garrison in the city, SkobelefT took a

small detachment and started in ])ursuit of Abdur-

rahman.

On January 30 he overtook the enemy at Assake,

and inflicted u}mn him a severe defeat. So unrelent-

ing was liis pursuit of the enemy that when at last

Alxiurrahman, after three months' alternate fights and

flights, surrendered to his conqueror, his first Avords

are said to have been ' Before we begin to talk, let me

sleep, for I have not had a night's rest nor a sound

sleep for a whole month.'

CInHI war was then raging in the city of Khokand,

and to restore order Skobeleft" occupied the city.

As there was no native Government capable of

holdino; its own, the Khanate was annexed. It be-

came the province of Ferghana, and Skobeleff, whose

skill had contributed so greatly to the conquest, was

named its first governor.

From a military point of view, I am told that

Skobeleff"s campaign in Khokand was chiefly re-

markable for his aptitude m adapting his operations

to local circumstances and for his great attention to

all the details of the campaign. The organisation

of the division of tirailleurs which always accom-

panied the cavalry, the readiness with which he con-

verted his cavalry into infantry, the careful prevision

for all the wants of his men, the preparations for the
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inarcli, the acquisition of all kinds of ra|)id modes of

communication, and, above all, the care and the skill

with which he planned the assaults upon Andijan,

and the genius with which he enabled every man
under his command to form an idea of the plan of the

battle in which he was to take part, marked him out

in the eyes of all who followed those things as an

officer destined to rise high m the service of his

country. In this campaign of 1875-6, in his capacity

as chief of cavalry or military commander of the

province of Ferghana, SkobelefF took part in fourteen

combats—some, no doubt, trivial enough, but others

sufficiently serious to decide the fate of a province.

When he left Central Asia he had received the cross of

St. George of the third class, a sword of gold, and a

sword of gold enriched with diamonds, and he had

established a reputation as oneof the ablest and most

dashing commanders in our army.

Skobeleff's brilliant victories created enemies.

Every great man has his enemies ! Envy is the

shadow of success. He was a major-general deco-

rated with the cross of St. George, and governor

of a province as large as Ireland, and he was not

thirty-three. It was unprecedented, and all the more

imprecedented because it was notorious that he had,-

gained every step by merit. Worse even than th^

offence of his youth and his success was the campaign

Avhich he began against the fraudulent contractors of

the supply department. As is not unfrequently the

case, he found it more difficult to contend against
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tlu>M' wlin oUii'lil to li:i\c l»(iii his :iHir> tlmii ii^aiiiNt

a tWlart'il iW\ Tlir Imllots of the Turks were much

K'ss fatal t») our ^(>l^^K•^s in iMiluaria tlian the short-

c»)inin:;s ol' tlic contractors, chiefly ficws—but not

only Jews—who pilla^^ed the treasury and starved

the soldier at one and tiie same time.

Keckless as ever in the discharge of duty, Skobe-

leff set to Avork against corruption and incompetency

Avith the same vigour that he had shown in attack-

ing Abdurrahman and the Kirghiz. Many were

alarmed. To stand on the defensive against such a

man as Skobeleff was merely to court destruction.

They determined to carry the war into their enemy's

camp. They sent he after he to St. Petersburg

concerning Skobeleff 's administration. So persistent

were they, that at last the late Emperor sent his

aide-de-camp to report on their complaints. But Sko-

beleff preferred another and more effective line. On

hearing a part of the monstrous stories forged against

his honour, he telegraphed to General Kaufmann

for leave, and started for St. Petersburg, taking-

all the accounts with him, all the documents and

proofs. He had no difficulty in proving to .the entire

satisfaction of the Government that his enemies had

infamously slandered him. After all possible investi-

gations and verifications, he received a certificate from

the Treasury that his accounts were clear and correct

in every particular. In the meantime, events were

stirring in Europe which made Skobeleff's return to

Central Asia impossible.
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CHAPTER HI.

THE CROSSING OF THE DANUBE,

The War of 1877—Skobeleff joins the army of Bulgaria—Father and

son at Giurgevo—The passage at Simnitza—Under fire—Drago-

miroft^'s report—Swimming the Danube on horseback—Occupa-

tion of Shipka—Mr. Forbes on Skobeleff before Plevna.

To DESCRIBE the part played by Skobeleff in tlie war

in Bulgaria one should either be a soldier or a poet.

I am neither. I have no qualification for writing this

and the following chapters. To tell the story of the

hero in that great epic in the age-long struggle of

the Slavs for liberty and independence demands

much abler pens than mine ; nor can I even attempt

to supply, save by translations and extracts from

the descriptions of English and American eye-wit-

nesses, any account of the military aspect of his great

career.

Inadequate as I am, I venture, nevertheless, to

string together their narratives in this and the succeed-

ing chapters, in the hope that they may serve, how-

ever imperfectly, to give Englishmen some conception

of the genius and character of the young hero who
might have become the SouvorofP of the nineteenth

century.

D
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It ill no WAV lalls ^viI1^Ml my <luty to dcs(M'il)(i tlic.

rroiu'ral ()i)i'ratii)iis of tlie campaii;'!!, cxccptm<^- in .so

far as Skol)elofV was cniiaii'cd in tlicra.

The History of that war has still to be written by

soldiers for soldiers. It is not for me to intrude in

matters in which I am of necessity profoundly igno-

rimt. My object is to enable my readers to realise

Skobeleff—not to describe the campaign in which he

was the foremost figure.

There is even less necessity for me to dwell on

the origin of the war. To Skobeleff, as to all of us,

the campaign in Bulgaria was at once a crusade and

a war of liberation. ' No more generous or holy cru-

sade was ever undertaken on the part of a strong

race to befriend a weak one. So all true Russians

believe.' Such was the testimony of the American

Lieutenant Greene ; and his testimony is true. Russia

could not help doing what she did. It was at once

her instinct and her duty and her religion. For the

sake of their oppressed brethren Russians do not

mind dying. It is part of our life, of our very soul.

We did not go to war with the Turks as the English

went to war with Arabi, with Shere Ali, and with

Cetewayo. Skobeleff was like Sir Philip Sidney.

His soldiers were more like the Ironsides or the

Crusaders.

Skobeleff came to Russia from Khokand, when the

soul of Russia was deeply moved by the events in

the Balkan. The atrocities in Bulgaria, the disasters

of the Serbian war. the heroism of our volunteers
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under General Tchernayeff, which aroused Russia,

did not fail to touch the heart of the young soldier,

who, even in the remotest districts of Central Asia,

had kept himself au courant witli all that was going

on in the Western world.

When at last, after all the endless vacillations of

a feeble and hesitating diplomacy had been exhausted

and the Emperor had declared war, SkobelefF has-

tened to join the army at KishenefF. Although a

major-general, with the most brilliant record of any

of his brother- officers, he was only allowed to accom-

pany the army en disponibilite, as a supernumerary

attached to the Grand Duke Nicholas's staff.

When the war began there were two Skobeleffs,

the father Dmitry and the son Michael. Long before

it ended, to all the world there was only one Skobeleff,

for the fame of the son completely eclipsed the by

no means inconsiderable achievements of the father.

Father and son were devoted to each other, and in

the earlier stages of the campaign they were almost

always together. Skobeleff senior was in command

of the famous Cossacks of the Caucasus, whose rapid

march on Braila enabled us to command the Danube

and secure our communications from the Turkish

attacks. At the beginning of June a small army corps

was formed to hold the banks of the Danube about

Giurgevo, near where the crossing was to be made,

and this army corps was placed under the command
of Skobeleff senior, with whom Skobeleff junior was

associated as chief of staff. They lodged in a small

JJ 2
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house in front of ilir hoiilrvaivl of Giurgcvo. The

Turks wiTi' kept continually on the qui rirc hy the

Skobeh'tfs and their Cossacks. The father was always

repriniandiuiz: liis son for the recklessness with which

he exposed himself to the fire of the gunners at

Rustchuk, who fired at his white uniform when-

ever it showed, as it often did, against the bushes at

the Roumanian shore. IMiehael Skobelefl:" was in the

highest of spirits, full of fun and practical jokes,

and delighted with the companionship of the young

and joyous officers by whom he was surrounded. At

Giurgevo, opposite Rustchuk, he had occupied an old

earthwork without artilleiy, and filled the embrasures

with formidable-looking cannon—made of straw.

The resemblance was sufficiently good to deceive both

the Turks and the English correspondents on the

other side of the Danube, by whom the Russians were

reported to have heavy siege guns in position three

weeks before the real guns came down from Galatz.

Skobelefi:' spent much of his time in making recon-

naissances of the opposite shore ; but, although con-

stantly shot at by the Turkish sharpshooters, he

escaped unhurt.

On one occasion, about the middle of June,

Skobeleff" crossed the river in a steam launch and

landed on the Turkish bank. He did this out of no

foolish bravado, but because he was told off" to lay

a sunken hedge of torpedoes across the Danube at

Parapou, a village aboirt ten miles west of Giurgevo.

Jt was necessary to prevent the Turkish monitors at
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Riistcliuk getting- up the river as far as the intended

crossing place at Simnitza. The work was carried

out in broad daylight, but it only cost one officer

killed and seven men wounded. At last, after long

waitino;, the waters of the Danube fell, and on

June ^f, 1877, our army forced the passage of the

Danube. Michael SkobeleiF determined to take part

in it as a volunteer ; his position as a simple aide-

de-camp to General Dragomiroff, a general only

slightly his senior in rank, who had never before

been in battle, was indeed a very humble one ; but

he preferred it, as it enabled him to do some

real work. Major-General Yoltchine, with the first

detachment of troops, embarked at midnight, and

landed about two o'clock in the morning on the

Turkish bank of the river. The Turks had about

10,000 men in their camps near Sistova. The

Russian force consisted of 15,000 men, divided into

six detachments of 2,500 men each. They were

rowed across in pontoon boats holding from 15 to

40 men each. SkobelefF embarked with Drac-omiroff

and his staff. An eye-witness who was jDresent with

him in the boat thus describes the scene :

—

Hardly had we left the Roumanian shore, than the

bullets began to whiz around us, dropping on all sides into

the water ; but none struck the boat. We crossed the

river without mishap, and drew near to the little creek

of Tekir Dere, where Major-General Yoltchine had already

landed, and was maintaining a fierce combat with the

Turks. Dragomiroff, who had watched everything that

])assed as well as he could through the dense smoke and
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0x0 inoriiiui; jui.st. st'oniod very uiieusy. Evorytliin<^»'

seemed so frightfully coufused. From time to time lie

muttered some comments on the fiy^ht. SkobelefF stood

bv his side, silently watching the combat. Dray,-omiroil'

elmfod impatiently under the suspense. Suddenly he

lieard the voice of Skobeleif.

' I congratulate you,' he said.

' For what ? ' cried the startled General, looking at

the radiant lace of his companion.
' For the victory,' replied Skobeleff. ' Your brave

fellows have the best of it.'

' Where do you see that '?
' asked the General, puzzled

more and more.

'Where? On the faces of the soldiers. Look at them.

Watch them as they charge tlie enemy. It is pleasure to

see them,'

Dragomiroff ceased to trouble himself about the gene-

ral outlook of the scene. Dominated by the influence of

Skobeleff, he grasped the mystery wliich until tlien lie

liad not known—how to read victory Avritten in the face

of Russian soldiers.

They landed at five—three hours after Yoltchine, and

Dragomiroff at once took command. By nine o'clock

the passage was secured. The fourth brigade of Rifle-

men and the 14th Division occupied the heights above

Tekir Dere. The firing continued on the right flank.

' Is it not time to stop ? ' then asked Skobeleff.

' It is indeed,' rei^lied Dragomiroff ;
' but I have no

one to send.'

* May I go ?
' asked Skobeleff.

' I shall be only too delighted,' replied Dragomiroff

;

and Skobeleff set off on his dangerous mission. It was

his first reckless act south of the Danube. As he had

only landed four hours before, he had not lost much time.

On the left our riflemen were firing from some vineyard,

on the right the Turks obstinately held the heights.
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Skobeleff, ' tall, erect, the image of a young

English squire,' as Mr. Forbes described him, dressed

in his white overcoat, walked with tranquillity into

the heart of the combat. When he reached the rifle-

men he spoke first to one, then to another, delivering

the words of DragomirofF, and thus continuing,

with steady step and perfect coolness, he walked the

whole leno'th of the line of fire, until he had de-

livered the word of command to the whole of the

troops engaged.

In his official report Dragomiroff declared that

he could not sufficiently praise the courage, the

cleverness, the self-sacrifice of Skobeleff. From that

moment the clouds which had overshadowed our

young hero at St. Petersburg disappeared. He gained

the confidence of the Commander-in-Chief, the Grand

Duke Nicholas, and afterwards his progress was

rapid. The passage of the Danube cost 300 men
killed and nearly 500 wounded and missing. Before

night 25,000 troops were quartered at Sistova, and

the great obstacle to the Russian advance was over-

come.

Everyone has heard of Skobeleff 's crossing the

Danube on horseback when the river was still swollen

with the floods, and it is usually mentioned to illus-

trate his recklessness. But it was not done out of

bravado. It was an experiment made by Skobeleff

in order to test whether it was practicable to bring

the Cossacks across in that fashion. Mr. Kose de-

scribes the incident as follows :

—
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Vounix Sk(>l»i>l»'tV su«xi:::estctl that the cavalry should

swim across, ami ho otlorod to denioustrato the practi-

rabilitv o( his scheme. No sooner said tlian done. He
mounted his ^vhite eh:irt;er, wound his way down the

scarped clay clill's at .Simnitza, across the small bridg'e

which spanned a creek to the island of Ada, and then,

enterinj;^ the river, the <,Mllant horse, »j^uided by Skobeleff's

skilful hands, made for the further shore. The bold

experiment was watched with breathless interest from the

hiirh ground on the Roumanian bank, and no more moved

spectator of the daring- enterprise stood there than the

^rey-haired father. Witli his binocular he eagerly

followed the progress of his son and his gallant charger

through the swift current. Then liis arms began to

shake, and his hands refused to hold the glasses to his

eyes. He who had headed eight hundred troopers in a

fierce onslaught upon five thousand Turks was unnerved

at the sight of so venturesome a deed. Priiice Tzerteleflf,

who was by his side, noting the slow course of his com-

rade in his unequal struggle with the moving waters, in

response to the earnest appeals of the old general, reported

every circumstance of the exciting adventure. By-and-by

emotion broke the voice of the father as lie exclaimed,

ever and anon, ' Oh, my brave boy ! Is he drowned j^et ?

'

And when young Skobeleft' touched the little shelving

bay below Sistova in safety, a ringing cheer was given by

the Russian soldiery who had witnessed the rash feat

;

and the group which surrounded the grey-haired warrior

echoed his ' Thank God !

' as much for his sake as for

the success of an undertaking almost unpaiulleled in its

temerity. '

The experiment, although successful as far as

SkobelefF w-a-s concerned, was too hazardous to be re-

' Fortnightly Review, October 1882.
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peated on a large scale. The Cossacks all crossed by

the bridge.

SkobelefF was then placed in command of a

brigade of Cossacks of the Caucasus, the ' finest irre-

gular cavalry in the world,' as he used to declare, and

with them he was engaged in reconnaissance duty for

the next four weeks.

The chief incident in which he took part was the

capture of the fort St. Nicholas on the Shipka Pass.

He was sent there after General Gourko and Prince

Mirsky had twice attacked the position unsuccessfully.

Early on the morning of July y^g he took nine com-

panies of the 36th regiment with four guns, and ad-

vanced from the north in the same route as that taken

unsuccessfully by Gourko the previous day. He

found that the Turks had abandoned all their po-

sitions, leaving behind them all their material and

the mutilated bodies of their tortured prisoners.

He had done none of the fighting, but by singular

good luck the most important position occupied by

us in Bulgaria fell into his hands.

Before turning to that great siege which made

SkobelefF the hero of the war, let us give here a pen

and ink picture, sketched by an English correspon-

dent who bore no love either to SkobelefF or his

country.

In the dead of the nig-ht [(of July ^f), wrote Mr.

Forbes to the ' Daily News'], that extraordinary fellow,

General SkobelefF the younger, turned up in Prince

Shahofskoy's headquarters. He is the stormy petrel of
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the "Russian army. If 1 were ridiiiij: alonn^ a road in a

^ivcn ilirootion in oxpoctaiion of seoin<^ a liylit, and if I

chanced to meet younjjr Skobeleff ridinj^f in the opposite

diroctiiui, \vitho\it any inquiry or any hesitation, T should

wlieel my liorse and ride in Skobeleff's tracks in the full

assunince that I was doing the best thing for myself and

your readers. He is in the thick of everything. In the

grey dawn of the morning of the crossing, I shook hands

with him on the edge of the bank of the Danube, after the

bayonet charge in which he had taken part. His face

was black with powder, and he, general as he is, carried

a soldier's rifle with the bayonet fixed. He was in the

fighting at the Shipka, and led the first column which

traversed that pass. There seemed some prospect of

quietude for some days on the other side of the Balkans,

and the Plevna expedition offered a prospect of fighting.

Skobeleff is unattached, and can run from flower to

flower, from one fighting ground to another. . . . He is

a right good fellow, and a staunch comrade. He came to

us from Baron Kriidner's headquarters with instructions

that he should take the temporary command of Colonel

Toutolmiue's brigade of Circassian Cossacks, and execute

a reconnaissance in the direction of Loftcha. He rode off

in the darkness, and came back last night, after having

ridden fifty miles, with the tidings that Loftcha was held

by five battalions of Turkish, infantry, and its rayon in-

fested by Circassians and Bashi Bazouks.

Such was Skobeleflf before Plevna.
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The first battle of Plevna—^Tlie second battle—SkobelefFs first attack

—Reconnaissance before Loftcha—A nocturnal adventure—The

battle of Loftcha— Victory—The third battle of Plevna—The
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of Turkish redoubt—Skobeleff in the trenches—Belief in his in-

vulnerabiUty—Osman Paslia's last sortie—Surrender of Plevna

—

Skobeleff and Osman Pasha—A famous siege.

Ah ! this is a painful chapter to write. We ourselves

were not alto^'ether free of blame for our reverses,

which makes it only the worse for our feelings. Here

are the facts.

Skobeleff had no part in the first reverse at

Plevna. When Lieut.-General Schilder-Schuldner,

with 6,500 men and forty-six guns, scattered over

a distance of seventeen miles, stumbled blindly upon

Osman Pasha with 40,000 of the flower of the

Ottoman army at Plevna, Skobeleff was doing duty

at Tirnova. In the fight of July ^q, when our

poor soldiers were aimlessly hurled against an enemy

four times their own strength, without even sufficient

ammunition to last till nio-ht, there was no redeeminsf

feature save the bravery of our troo]is. 2,800 were
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kilK'tl ami wouiuK'd— sacriticed without gainino- a

single advaiilagv. When Skobclcir was in the field

the battle was never without at least one bright side,

even although it was but the silvci- lining of the dark

clouds of defeat.

Startled by this severe reverse, troops were con-

centrated around Plevna. Prince Schahofsky Avas

ordered back from Osman Bazar, at the foot of the

r»alkans, and Skobeleff was summoned from Tirnova

to take temporary command of the Cossack brigade

in Prince Schahofsky's force.

Arriving at headquarters on the night of July

-?,-'j, Skobeleff was at once ordered southward to recon-

noitre the Turkish position at Loftcha—a place where

he was destined afterwards to achieve his first great

military success in Bulgaria. He found it occupied

in force by the Turks, and here turned to take part

next morning in the first great attack upon Plevna,

w^hicli was ordered for July ^§.

Kriidner had to attack from the right, Schahofsky

from the left. Skobeleff was stationed on the

extreme left of Schahofsky, near Krishin, to prevent

the arrival of reinforcements from Loftcha.

We had only 32,000 men, 18G guns, and three

1 brigades of cavalry to attack a strongly entrenched

force of at least 40,000 men. Kriidner, with the

right wing, was unable to make any impression on

the Turkish position at Grivitza. Twice with

desperate valour our soldiers charged up to the

redoubt, but both times they were swept back by
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the withering fire of the Turks. Prince Schahofsky,

who attacked from Radischevo, captured two re-

doubts on the opposite ridge. The Turks, strongly

reinforced, pressed Schahofsky back, after a desperate

struggle. Our ammunition ran short, and all hope

of success died. Schahofsky's attack had failed as

completely as Kriidner's, and, with shattered ranks

and heavy hearts, our brave soldiers retreated in the

darkness, closely followed by the enemy, without

even being able to bring off their wounded. In these

two assaults, so bravely delivered, and so severely

repulsed, SkobeleiFhad no part. He operated inde-

pendently with the Caucasian brigade on the extreme

left of Schahofsky.

The official report of the action speaks of Sko-

belefF's brigade in high commendation. Here is a

summary of what it says : At five o'clock in the

morning of that fatal day, he advanced with twelve

sotnias of Cossacks, one battalion of infantry, and

twelve small guns from Bogot, to Krishin, a village

lying about a mile south-east of Plevna. Leaving

there eight sotnias of Cossacks and eight guns—I am
now quoting from the official report—in a very advan-

tageous position, from which it was possible to

observe and repulse the enemy coming from Plevna

and Loftcha, he himself advanced wdth two sotnias of

Kuban Cossacks and four pieces of artillery within

700 yards of the faubourgs of Plevna. From that

point he observed 20,000 Turkish infantry, massed

in reserve between the heights of Giivitza and the
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town. Wlun rriiuH' Solialiofsky open rd lire, General

SkoWli'tV (lid likewise with bis four pieces. The

onemv iinmediatrly ri'plied with six ^ii'ims, and after-

wards inereasini;- rai>idly his artillery fire, thre^v

forward all his infantry protected in front by a thick

screen of skirmishers, and in the flank by a screen of

eavalry.

Met by such a resolute attack, General Skobeletf

drew back his advanced guard to the principal

position, Krishin, taking at the same time measures

to cover his rear and flank, and to ensure his com-

numications with the other troops. Afterwards

leaving at Krishin three sotnias and twelve guns, he

proceeded with the rest of his feeble detachment to

attack the enemy, in order to prevent hhn from

getting possession of the height which commands

the country south of Plevna. Master of that height,

the enemy could have fallen upon Prmce Schahofsky's

flank. Notwithstanding a murderous fire and most

obstinate resistance on the part of the Turks, the

height was occupied. The Turks did not, hoAvever,

allow the little band to retain an undisputed posses-

sion. From 10 a.m. till 4 p.m.—Schahofsky's and

Kriidner's attack only began at half past two o'clock

in the afternoon—SkobelefF held the heiofht. The

struggle was veiy fierce, and more than once the

bayonet was used. At four o'clock, having learnt

that Schahofsky had assumed the offensive, and that

the enemy did not appear on the side of Loftcha,

Skobeleff made a vigorous advance, and almost
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reached the faubourgs of the town. But there he

received a cross fire from fresh troops, and a shower

of grapeshot, and was compelled to retire to the

battery, which continued to keep up an unequal

contest with the enemy's artillery. At ten o'clock in

the evening he received from Prince Schahofsky the

order to retreat to Bogot and Pelischat. Thus the

feeble column of the extreme left fought during twelve

hours against an enemy eight times its numbers.

In attracting the attention of considerable forces, it

powerfully assisted the troops of Prince Schahofsky,

and saved them from a dangerous flank attack.

Lieutenant Greene, who gives a more detailed

account of Skobeleff's operations, says that his force,

' though smaller in numbers, was handled with such

skill as to establish beyond doubt the military genius

of this brilliant young commander.' The height

which was contested between him and the Turks was

the second of the famous Green Hills destined soon

afterwards to be for ever associated with his name.

He attacked the Turks with two companies, two

dismounted sotnias, and four guns. When his men
were beginning to yield before the 4,000 Turks who
opposed them, he sent in three companies he had kept

in reserve, and kept up the fight till dark. Then,

when the sun sank behind the horizon, and darkness

came down over the bloody field, he drew off the

remnant of his shattered force. Every wounded man
—and 50 per cent, of his soldiers Avere killed or

wounded—was brought off in safety, and sotnias of
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Tossacks ki']>i uii:ir<l in \\\v rear, as tlie little force

uiarrluMl hack sinn-iiin- in \\\v niulit, says an ol)-

MTViT. tlu' will! melodies wJiieh they liad hronii^ht

with them from the distant Caucasus. The loss had

heiMi heavy, hut he had saved Prince Schahofsky

tVom destruction and achieved the only success of

that disastrous day.

Russia lost m that ' second battle of Plevna

'

more than 7,000 men, out of a total force of 30,000.

Neither Schahofsky nor Kriidner had been able to

bring off their wounded. That was done by Skobe-

lelf alone, and it was in recognition of this that he

was summoned to the headquarters of Gorny Studen

after the fight to receive the jiersonal thanks of the

Emperor.

Only after the second battle of Plevna was it

deemed necessary for Russia to put forth her whole

strength. The Guards were ordered to Bulgaria, and,

awaitmo" their arrival, the Russian armies in the

Balkans and on the Lom stood on the defensive

ao"ainst the attacks of the Turks. SkobelefF was

ordered to Selvi with the Caucasian brigade of

Cossacks, and there received in addition one regiment

and })art of another from the newly-arrived Fourth

Corps. In order to restore the spirits of the men,

disheartened as they were by the reverses of Plevna,

and also in order to ascertain the real strength of

the Turks at Loftcha, he determined to make a recon-

naissance against the Turkish position. He was ac-

companied by ]\Ir. ]\IacGahan, who sent a graphic
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account of the affair to the ' Daily News,' from which

I take the liberty of reproducing it as a faithful

description of the way in which Skobeleff did his

work. Mr. MacGahan, writing from the headquarters

near Loftcha on ^^, says :—

General Skobeleff pushed a strong reconnaissance to-

day against Loftcha. Leaving the Grand Duke's head-

quarters three days ago, he took five battalions of infantry,

his own brigade of cavalry, and two batteries of horse

artillery, and came out on the Selvi road half way
between Loftcha. His right wing, composed entirely of

cavalry, advanced and occupied several villages encircling

Loftcha, from the Plevna road to the Selvi road. He
theu advanced his artillery on the Selvi road to the

heights, a mile distant from Loftcha, overlooking the

town, opened fire Avith sixteen pieces of artillery, and

pushed forward his infantry.

It was evident from the moment the heights were

reached that the reconnaissance could not be turned into

an attack. Erom fifteen to twenty thousand troops coukl

be seen camped in and about the town, while the low hills

immediately surrounding the town were strongly en-

trenched. There is a strong redoubt on a low hill over-

looking the Plevna road, while a high, steep hill on the

Selvi side is covei-ed with trenches. There were twelve guns

in position and a considerable number in reserve visible.

General Skobeleff nevertheless resolved to feel the

enemy, and the hills soon resounded with the roar of

artillery and the noise of shells. The Turks replied at

once, and for a time there was a lively artillery fire.

General Skobeleff pushed forward his infantry, and
my attention was soon directed to his side by a heavy

fusillade. From where his guns were placed in the road

leads down a narrow hollow, whose sides were covered

E
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witli wDoils. «l(>\vii t(» tho foot of the stoep liill wliiih was

oi'oupinl l»y tlu' Turks in intronehments. The intaiitry

wont down pjirtly uiult>r oovcr of the woods, but not

unjxMToivod by tho Turks, who poured a heavy fire into

tho woods. The Kussians pushed forward, however, and

in much h^ss time than I conld have thought, had reached

the foot of the hill. They announced their arrival with a

shout, and to my surprise, knowing no attack was in-

tended, I saw them begin to dodge up the hill two or

three at a time under cover of the bushes and little

hollows with which snch hills are usually covered. It

began to look like a real attack. The Turkish fire grew

heavier and heavier, until it was one continuous roll, far

more terrible than the heaviest artillery fire, because a

hundred times more destructive.

It was evident from this fire that the Turks were

three times as numerous as tlie Russians. An assault

under such circumstances would be madness, and I was

beginning to wonder if Skobeleff could really be madman
enough to attempt it. Suddenly I saw a small party of

horsemen dashing down the road within full view of the

Turks, and within easy range of their fire, and perceived

in a moment Skobeleff. He was mounted on a white

horse, and wore a white coat, offering a splendid target

for sharpshooters. As I afterwards learned, he, like

m^'self, began to perceive that the attack was growing

far too serious, in spite of his orders, and was now going

forward to stop it. The soldiers were, it seems, deter-

mined on an assault, and the officers maintained, when
reproached by Skobeleff, that they could not restrain

them. T saw Skobeleff stop apparently to give an order,

then saw him dismount, get on another horse, while the

white Arabian was led back. He had received a bullet.

His escort, which had been composed of six Cossacks,

was now reduced to three, the others having been more

or less seriously wounded, one mortally.
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The fire was still rao-in^ aloii^ the Turkish intrench-

meiits, and the Russians were still pushing forward.

Skobeleff, mounting another horse, a sorrel this time,

again galloped forward.

He reached the foot of the hill evidently shouting and

gesticulating, while his trumpeter sounded the retreat,

apparently with effect, for the skirmishers began to with-

draw. Then I saw him go down, horse and man together,

and I said to myself, ' He has got it this time.' He had

had two horses killed under him at Plevna. If it is the

horse only, it makes the fourth within ten days. It is

impossible for him to go on in this Avay long without

getting killed. He is fairly under the Turkish intrench-

ments, and within easy range of the Turkish fire, which

is growing stronger and stronger. They are evidently

getting reinforcements from the other side, where they

are only threatened with cavalry. The roar is continuous,

and rolls up and down the hollow like one continuous

crash of thunder, only broken by the heavier booming of

the artillery. The bullets must be falling about there like

hail. It will be a miracle if Skobeleff comes out of it alive.

Here a cloud of dust and smoke gathered for a moment,

and was swept away by the wind two or three minutes

later. I then saw Skobeleff again on another horse,

fresh as ever, coming back up the road at a trot. He had
not received a scratch. The reconnaissance was now
over. The troops retired as they came through the wood
under the Turkish fire, which was not here very effective.

The whole loss was five killed and twenty wounded on

this side—rather heavy for a mere reconnaissance. Had
the troops not been stopped in time, they would simply

have been annihilated, as several battalions and regiments

were at Plevna.

Skobeleff retired about two miles, camped, and made
his report.
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WliiK" Skdlu'K'ir was liulitiii,u\ h\s t()|)()g-rapliers

wt'iv ski'lcliiuLi-, aii'l when his last soMicr was out of

tlaiiii'iT, \\v li:ul srriiivd an cxrcnciil iiia|» of (lio

Turkish position. \\v found also (hat the Turks

had -."> jiuiis and l.'>,(Hi(l rei>'uhir soldiers. Their

]>osition was fortified hy a redouht and some batteries

on hoih hanks of the river Osina, but it was com-

manded hv a ridi;e running across the Selvi road,

about four miles east of the villao-e. SkobelefJ' with-

(h*ew his forces and fell back on Kakrina, to await

reinforcements.

He spent the interval in making frequent recon-

naissances and in superintending, with his usual care,

every arrangement for the benelit of his men. On
one of these reconnaissances he was accompanied by

(jreneral Grant, not the ex- President, but an American

who was acting as Correspondent of the ' Times.'

After attempting in vain to draw the Turks into a

skirmish, Skobeleff and his friends returned to the

cavalry camp on the Osma, and took a carriage to

Poradim. On their way there the following incident

occurred, which General Grant shall describe :

It was nearly dark when we started for Poradim,

about fifteen miles distant. After accompKshing about

two-thirds of the distance we became aware that we had
lost the way. It was now dark, and we had only two
Cossack cavalrymen as an escort, while in some places

the lines were less than two miles apart, and, therefore,

easily passed in the night. By reference to the north star

we found that we were travelling directly towards Plevna,

a line at right angles to the proper course, and no road
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leading to the northwards conld be found. We turned

round several times until we lost the road we had come

on (there are no fences, and newly-made waggon tracks

lead in all directions over the open fields). Suddenly we

came upon a line of fires, only a short distance ahead
;

they sti etched away in a direction different from our own

camps. I had been out the night before, as previously

narrated, and had seen all the camp fires of the centre

about Poradim. Here was a dilemma : if those fires were

Turkish, we must be already inside their picket lines.

SkobelefF seemed most annoyed by the idea that ' Punch '

would have a cartoon of a Russian General riding into

the Turkish army in his carriage, and by the fact that he

had no revolver, and as, therefore, he could not fight until

the Turks killed him, he might be taken prisoner in this

uncomfortable way, like a rat in a trap. We were dis-

cussing the idea of passing the night in Plevna (if not

massacred), and the Cossacks had their carbines at the

* ready.' Finally, we came to a halt, as we were dan-

gerously near the fires, if they were those of the enemy.

Again we turned back, and the sensation was becoming

most decidedly disagreeable. We had not proceeded far

when we were suddenly stopped. Looking ahead, I could

see a clump of horses in the road. We listened, and the

seconds seemed slow in passing while we waited for a

voice to ascertain whether the accents were Moslem or

Muscovite. Never did the Russian language seem so

melodious in my ear as it did when the escort exchanged

greetings with the drivers of several carts loaded with

barley which had barred our passage.

In this way, varied by occasional excursions to

the Trojan Pass, sometimes by an attack from the

Turks, the month of August passed. On August ^^
he concentrated his detachment on the left flank of
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the annv of tlir west in lace ol Loltelia. It wns a

iiKn-ouuMit of cxtroiiio toincritv. It Avns a circuitous

ailvaiu'i' in tlu' i'acc of llic enemy, oxer the roughest

irnnind. across a river with a I'orniichibh' Tiirkisli force

on the ri<^ht think. The artillery was drag^rjetl w ith

llu' utmost ilitHculty over steep, slopmg hills, crossed

only by winding- footpaths ; the heat was excessive,

and the difhculty of movement so great, that two

days were occupied in the march. The Cossacks of

the Caucasus, acting as an advanced guard, covered

the movement of the main body, and on the evening of

the -^ Skobeleff had the satisfaction of seeing his

division encamped near the village of Sebria, on the

liio;h road between Loftcha and Selvi.

Loftcha, althouo'h twelve miles from the most

advanced Turkish position at Plevna, covered the

extreme rio-ht flank of Osnian Pasha, It was held

by Adil Pasha with 15,000 men, and was strongly

defended by earthworks thrown up along the east of

the rido;e above the river Osma. Behind the town,

on a hill to the west, stood a redoubt and several lines

of trenches ; the ground was rugged and broken,

difficult to storm, but easy to defend. Prince

Imeretinsky, to whom the command of the attacking

force was entrusted, had 20,000 men and 80 guns,

without counting the Cossacks.

Skobeleff, who commanded the left wing, made a

niffht march on /"f"^^*^, from Kakrina to the foot of
rj September 1

the ridge east of Loftcha. Arriving at two o'clock

in the morning, he drove in the Turkish outposts from
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the north of the Loftcha road, and spent the few hours

of darkness in entrenching his position and construct-

ing epaulements for twenty-four guns.

As soon as day dawned Skobeleff, who had been

marching, fighting, or digging since the previous

sunset, opened fire on the Turkish position on the

rido;e to the south of the high road. After an artil-

lery fire had been kept up for several hours, he

drove the Turks out of the southern ridge, occupied

it, and spent the night of September 2 in entrenching

his new position and in constructing epaulements for

thirty-two guns. As the result of this consecutive

work kept up for a day and two nights without a

moment's intermission. Prince Imeretinsky found on

his arrival with the main body of the troops that

Skobeleff had seized the positions commanding the

Turkish batteries and that everything was ready for

attack.

Skobeleff usually began the attack at five o'clock

in the morning, and at that hour, A^^m^^^*^ fifty-six

guns began to play upon the Turkish lines at Loftcha.

General Dobrovolsky soon afterwards joined in witli

twelve guns from south of Pressiaka. The Turks

attempted to crush General Dobrovolsky early in the

morning, but their offensive movement was smartly

punished, and they were driven back across the

Osma.

It was on the left between where Skobeleft' was

commanding that the decisive struggle took place.

The artillery fire was kept uj) till two o'clock iu
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tlu' alUTiioon, wlun tlic I'lirkisli irmis li;iviiii( been

siloiuvd, the <^nli'r was ^ivon for an attack in iorcc.

( >ur troops wore advancing rapidly wlicn they came

snddenlv to the edge of a perpendicular ra\iiic, whicli

intervened het ween thi'ni and llic liirkisli eartliworks
;

they stopped in some confusion ; several iMl wounded

into the stream at the bottom of the ravine and w'ere

drowned. In a few minutes, however, a path was

found dowai the side of the cleft in the hill. Down
this some rolled, others slid, and j^lunging np to their

middle, they crossed the water and clambered np

the precipitous hill. It was difficult and dangerous.

Men stepped on each other's shoulders or struggled

up with the aid of poles under a murderous fire from

the Turks above. At last a few hundreds gained the

summit. The fire of the enemy slackened ; with

a rousing hurrah our troops flung themselves upon

the intrenchments. The Turks turned and fled.

The whole of the first line east of the Osma was

carried by three o'clock. Skobeleft^" brought up his

artillery into the deserted Turkish positions and

pursued the fugitives, through the town, to their

second and last line of defence.

Once more the artillery fire reopened, and after

two hours' cannonadino- the order was ao-ain oriven to

advance. Skobelefl' again led the way, supported on

his right by the first brigade of the Second Division

under Dobrovolsky and the Rifle Brigade still further

to the. right. The fighting was very fierce, and the

contest was still in doubt when some groups of
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mounted men were seen leaving the redoubt. ' They

are withdrawing their cannon,' cried he to his soldiers,

and an indescribable rapture of victory shone on

every face. The artillery retreated along the western

road, but there was no abatement in the infantry fire

from the redoubt. Confident of victory, our officers

and men rallied for the final assault. The Turks

within the redoubt kept up an incessant and deadly

tire. The parapet was 24 feet high, the ditch was wide,

and for some time the defenders beat off our attack
;

but some hundred men havino; collected in a sheltered

spot unseen by the Turks, an attack was made at the

side of the redoubt. While they were repelling this,

the storming party, headed by a colonel who carried

nothing but a cane in his hand, climbed up the wall

and plunged into the redoubt. The Turks, seeing all

was lost, tried to fly. As they rushed down the long

and narrow traverse, which ran the whole length of

the redoubt, the exit got blocked by an ammunition

cart. The Turks, caught as in a trap, sold their lives

as dearly as they could ; but in five minutes all was

over, and a horrible pile of dead and dying men
choked the gorge of the redoubt. The bodies were

heaped six feet high—Russians and Turks were

intermixed, and so sudden and so resistless was the

slaughter, that no fewer than 103 Turks, either un-

hurt or only slightly wounded, were extricated from

the gory pile. Loftcha was won.

The Cossacks pressed the flying Tia'ks for miles

across the country. Three thousand are said to have
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Ikvii killt'd ill tin- pursuit. Atlil Pnslia's aruiy ccMsfd to

I'xist. Osiiian I'asha's strouiiost su|)|>(>rl wasdostroyud,

our foiniuuuications uitli the r>;ilk:iiis were secured,

aud tlu' tirst decisive victory since the capture ol'

Shipka restored conlideuce to our ai-uiy. < >ur losses

were 1,500 killed and wounded. Next day Osinan

sent a strono- column from Plevna to reinforce Loftclia.

It came too late. Skobeleff went out to meet the

Turks, but after some skirmishing they withdrew.

From that day the fate of Plevna was only a

matter of time. The victory was brilliant and com-

plete, and it can be imagined how popular became the

name of Skobeleff in Russia when, after dreary news

of repeated reverses, we read the Grand Duke's tele-

gram announcing the capture of Loftclia, which con-

cluded with the brief but emphatic declaration,

' General Skobeleif, junior, was the hero of the day.'

The great attack on Plevna was now pending, and

after one day's rest, Skobeleff and Imeretinsky

brought their troops to Bogot. On ^^^^^ they

took up their positions before Plevna. The next day,

when Skobeleff made a reconnaissance, he f(jund that

Osman had encircled the town with a ring of 18

redoubts and batteries. The cannonade had already

begun. It was continued five days before the general

assault.

But Skobeleff was already engaged in an attack

upon the Turkish position the very next day. He

was posted on the left with the advance guard of

Prince Imeretinsky's division, with Brestovetz behind
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Liiii, and the Turkish position on the Green Hills

south of Plevna immediately in front. On the after-

noon of the 8th he captured, after severe fighting, tlie

three Green Hills in succession, and by five o'clock

had come within 1,500 yards of Plevna. The Turks,

beino' reinforced, drove him back to the second hill,

and after he was informed that the general attack

intended for the 9th had been postponed, he withdrew

to the first hill, where he entrenched himself. He

lost in that day's fighting 900 men. The next day

the Turks made two attacks upon SkobelefF's posi-

tion, and were driven back. The struggle for the first

hill was witnessed by Mr. MacGahan. Here is his

description :

—

Skobeleff was on the ridge before me, and I was about

starting to join him, when the sudden din and uproar of

battle, like a taunder-clap, held me spell-bound with

admiration. The crest of this ridge suddenly began to

vomit flame and smoke. Above this ridge, far higher up,

w^ere balls of flames that flashed and disappeared, each

leaving a small round fleece of white smoke. The Turkish

shrapnel exploding over the heads of the Russians was

deafening ; and the heavy booming of the distant siege

guns slowly pounding away at short regular intervals, as

though keeping time, produced a sublime effect. The
Turks were in their turn attacking the Russians from the

other side, and the Russians had evidently reserved their

fire until the Turks were very near, which accounted for

the sudden furious outburst. ' That Skobeleff",' said the

officer near me, ' how he is giving it to them !
' and three

or four Cossacks Avatching with intense excitement depic-

ted on their faces, expressed their satisfaction, convinced
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that ho was lluTC in the iniddK' of tlio ti^'lil, wiili tliat

rlianm^l lifo «•!' liis, ordoriiij; and directin'j^.

In a few minutes the tire began to shieken, and two or

throe niinntos hitor a lond shout swept ah)ng tho ridyo

before us, followed by prolonjjfed choering. The Turks

were evidently beaten back. Then the fire ceased, but

slu>uting continued, going farther and farther away. Sko-

belett' was evidently going at the flying Turks with the

bayonet. Now the fighting is over for the present, but

the big gnus are still pounding away on our right.

All that ligliting was preliininaiy to the general

assault, which took place on /"^^^^.
' 1 September 11

On the night of the 9th, SkobeleflT, who until

then had been acting under Imeretinsky, was given

independent command of the first division of his

troops, wliilst Imeretinsky, with the second division,

was to support SkobelefF in the attack and to protect

his left flank. On the morning of the lOtli, Skobeleff

occupied the second hill with little difficulty, the

troops throwing up earthworks, using their bayonets

and soup dishes as spades. There they remained

until the fatal morrow, when the last great assault

was to take place.

I cannot attempt to tell the story of that tragic

day. I have not the heart to try. All that I can do

is to reproduce here three accounts, one English, a

second American, and the third Jlussian, written by

eye-witnesses of Skobeleff's terrible struggle.

Here are a few introductory data. The Russian

plan of attack was chiefly directed against three

points : the Grivitza redoubt to be attacked by 25,000
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Roumanians and Russians in four columns. No. 10

redoubt, the south-east of Plevna, in front of the

Radischevo ridge, to be attacked by Generals Kriloff

and Schitnikoff with 27,000 men ; and the redoubt

on the Loftcha road on the Green Hills to be attacked

by Skobeleff with 18,000 men. Altogether, 60,000

troops were sent against the redoubts, of whom 7,633

were killed outright, and 10,948 wounded. The

Grivitza redoubt was captured, the attack on No. 10

redoubt failed from the first. Mr. MacGahan's de-

scription of what he witnessed on the Green Hills

that day is as vivid as trustworthy. ' Most of what

I relate,' he says, ' I saw with my own eyes, and part

I have learned from Skobeleff himself and the officers

who took part in the combat.' Here is his account

of the battle :

—

Early in the morning Skobeleff had occupied the third

knoll without difficulty, but up to the moment of the second

rejDulse of Kriloff, Skobeleff had not yet made his assault.

He had well prepared the ground, however. At four

o'clock he had brought down twenty pieces of artillery to

the spur of the ridge overlooking Plevna. Not more than

a thousand yards distant from the redoubt I saw an im-

mense volume of smoke rising, and heard a terrible thunder

which was not more than five or six hundred yards away on

my left. It was evident that Skobeleff, risking his artillery

in this advanced position, was determined to make a

desperate effort to capture the redoubt in front of him.

The distance from the Russian positions to the redoubt

is probably something over a quarter of a mile, up a smooth
even slope, where there is not cover for a rabbit. The
glacis is a cpiartcr of a mile, or perhaps a little more, in
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i'Xt<Mit. Tho loss (.if ail assault iiijj: cnhiiim rusliiiifj^ up uVlt

this '^hu-is untlor tht.' tiro of the Turlcs would bo soiuethinj,^

torriblo. The roiloubt Skobolelf was attacking was ii

double nuloubt in the bend of the Loftcha road down near

Plevna. He had adva urod his troops down the slope of

the mountain to within easy range.' As the Turks imme-

diately t>pened tire upon hiui from the redoubt, he returned

the tire with steadiness and precision, putting his men

under cover as much as possible, his cannon pouring a

steady stream of shell and canister into the redoubt as

^yell. In fact he worked his cannon so much that several

pieces have been spoiled. He had evidently determined

to risk everything to capture this redoubt, and if Plevna

were not taken it would not be liis fault. For three hours

he kept \ip this fire, and just after Kriloff's second repulse,

the Tui'kish fire having somewhat relaxed, dominated by

the Russian, he thought the moment had come for making

the assault.

He had four regiments of the line, and four battalions

of sharpshooters. Still keeping up his murderous fire, he

formed under its cover two regiments in the little hollow

at the foot of the low hill on which was built the redoubt,

together with two battalions of sharpshooters, not more

than twelve hundred yards from the scarp. Then placing

himself in the best position for watching the result, he

ceased fire and ordered the advance. He ordered the

assaulting party not to fire, and they I'ushed forward with

their guns on their shoulders, with music playing and

banners flying, and disappeared in the fog and smoke.

SkobelefF is the only general who places himself near

enough to feel the pulse of a battle. The advancing

' Lieutenant Greene says :
' They went down the slope of the

third kiioU in two lines of company columns, preceded by a strong

hne of skirmishers, and with all the bands playing, cleared the Turks

out of their rifle-pits at one foot of the slope, crossed the little stream

and began ascending the hill.'
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column was indistinctly seen, a dark mass in the fog and

smoke. Feeling, as it were, every throb of the battle, he

saw this line begin to waver and hesitate. Upon the

instant he hurled forward a rival regiment to support, and

again watched the result. This new force carried the

mass farther on wdth its momentum, but the Turkish

redoubt flamed and smoked, and poured forth such a

torrent of bullets that the line was again shaken. Sko-

beleff stood in this shower of balls unhurt. All his escort

were killed or wounded, even to the little Kirghiz,' who
received a bullet in the shoulder. Again he saw the line

hesitate and waver, and he flung his fourth and last regi-

ment, the Libausk}', on the glacis. Again this new wave
carried the preceding ones forward, until they were almost

on the scarp ; but that deadly shower of bullets poured

upon them; men dropped by hundreds, and the result

still remained doubtful. The line once more wavered and

hesitated. Not a moment was to be lost, if the redoubt

was to be carried.

' This little Kirghiz followed SkobelefF from Khokand ; in his

dress of purple silk, and in constant attendance on Skobelefl", he was one
of the most conspicuous figures in the Russian camp. Mr. MacGahan
gives another picture of the Kirghiz follower, after the reconnaissance

at Loftcha, in which Skobelefi''s white Arab was shot under him. ' I

found him,' says Mr. MacGahan, on returning from the fight, ' sitting

on the ground crying ov^er Skobelcfi''s horse, which he had also brought

from Khokand—a splendid animal that did eighty miles the other day
without feeling it apparently, while a tine English mare Skobelefl' had
was completely knocked up, and had to be killed. The Kirghiz,

although himself slightly wounded, had brought the horse back from
under fire, and finding there was no hope of saving him, killed him,

skinned him, cut off his hoofs, came into camp, sat down, and had a

good ci'y without paying the slightest attention to his wound. He had
been utterly indifl'crent when other horses were killed ; but this one,

he said, was his countryman and brother—the only thing he had to

remind him of his far-away home. I saw tears rolling down the poor
fellow's cheeks in a stream. He got two bullets through his clothes,

one of which made a flesh W(jund in his arm. He likewise had two
horses shot under liiui at Plevna.'
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SkobflflV liiid Mow only Iwo hattalions of sharpshooters

K'lt, tho host in liis (U'laclmuMits. rutting' himself at the

heml «>f these, he ilasheil fi»rwarJ on h.orsebaek. ]Ie

pickoil lip the straj^i^U'rs ; he reached the waverin<^, fliie-

tuatiiii^ mass, and ^ave it the inspiration of his own

eounijjfe ami instruction. He picked the whole mass up

and carried it forward with a rush and a cheer. The

whok^ redoubt was a mass of flame and smoke, from which

screams, shouts, and cries of agony and defiance arose,

with the deep-mouthed bellowing of the cannon, and above

all the stead}', awful crash of that deadly rifle-fire. Sko-

V>elt'ft"'s sword was cut in two in the middle. Then a

moment later, when just on the point of leaping the ditch,

horse and man rolled together to the ground, the horse

dead or wounded, the rider untouched. Skobeleff sprang

to his feet with a shout, then with a formidable, savage

yell the whole mass of men streamed over the ditch, over

the scarp and counter-scarp, over the parapet, and swept

into the redoubt like a hurricane. Their bayonets made

short work of the Turks still remaining. Then a joyous

cheer told that the redoubt was captured, and that at

last one of the defences of Plevna was in the hands of the

Russians.

Having seen as much as I ha.ve seen of the Turkish

infantry fire from behind trenches and walls, I thought it

was beyond flesh and blood to break it,—a belief which

had been strengthened by Kriloff's repulse, which I had

just witnessed. Skobeleff proved the contrary ; but at

what a sacrifice ! In that short rush of a few hundred

yards, three thousand men had been left on the hill-side,

on the glacis, the scarp, and the ditch—one-fourth of his

whole force. I believe that Skobeleff looks upon such

attacks upon such positions as almost criminal, and dis-

approved highly the whole plan of attack on Plevna ; but

he believes that if an attack is to be made, it can only be

done in this manner, and that, although the loss of men
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may he great, it is better that the loss should be incurred

and the victory won, than half the loss with a certainty of

defeat. SkobelefF seems to be the only one among the

Russian generals who has studied the American war with

profit. He knows it by heart, and it will be seen by those

who have studied the great civil war, that in this assault

Skobeleff followed the plan of the American generals on

both sides when attempting to carry such j)osifcions, to

follow up the assaulting column with fresh troops without

Avaiting for the first column to be repulsed. If the posi-

tion proves too strong for the first column, then rein-

forcements are at hand before they have time to break

and run.

Skobeleff had the redoubt. The question noAv was how
to hold it.' It Avas dominated by the redoubt of Krishin

on the left already spoken of. It was exposed at the

Plevna side to the fire of the sharpshooters, and to the

Turkish forces in the Avood bordering on the Sophia road,

and open to the fire of the entrenched camp. There Avas

a cross fire coming from three different points.

At daylight next morning the Turks opened fire from

all sides. The distance from the redoubt at Krishin had
of course been accurately measured, and the guns dropped

shells into the redoubt with the utmost precision on the

exposed sides. The back of the redoubt was a solid rock

on which it was impossible to erect a parapet. All the

earth had been used for the construction of the parapets

^ The middle redoubt, which the Russians had taken, as well as the

eastern one, which was still in the hands of the Turks, were properly-

speaking not redoubts at all, since they were only built up on three

sides ; the front side of each was simply an increased height to the

strong line of trench connecting the two, and extending to the west (left)

of the middle one ; the other two sides were j)roperly mere travei'ses to

this line ; and the fourth side—the rear—was wholly open and exposed
to the fire from the trench of the camp, only 600 yards off. The ground
was hard and rocky, and there were no spades at hand for digging.'

Greene's Campaign in Bulgaria, p. 250.
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on the othor sido. It was evident that the position was

nntenable unless the entrenched camp on the other side of

the Plevna and the Krishin redoubt could be taken.

Skobeletf renewed his demand for reinforcements made

the evening before. AUhonjjfh his losses had been f^reat,

the spirit of his troo[»s was so good that with another

regiment he was willing to undertake to capture the

redoubt and the entrenched camp, or he would undertake

to hold the positions until something could be attempted

in some other quarter. Could one or two more positions

be carried during Wednesday, say the Krishin redoubt,

and one entrenched camp on the same ridge as the Gri-

yitza redoubt, the fall of Plevna might be considered

certain. At sunrise the Turks began an attack upon the

captured redoubt, and the storm of battle again raged with

fui-y here, while all was quiet everywhere else. The despe-

rate attack of the Turks was repulsed. Another attack

was made and another repulse, and this continued all day

long, until the Turks had attacked and been beaten five

successive times.

The Russian losses were becoming fearful. General

Skobeleff had lost, he thinks, 2,000 men in attacking the

redoubt. By tlie afternoon he had lost 3,000 more in

holding it, while his battalions shrivelled up and shrank

away as if by magic. One battalion of sharpshooters had

been reduced to 160 men. A company which had been

150 was now forty. An immense proportion of ofl&cers

were killed, or wounded only. Only one commander of a

regiment is alive ; scarcely a head of a battalion is left.

Two officers of the staff are killed, one of whom was
Verestchagine, brother of the great artist. Another

brother was wounded. General Dobrovolsk}-, commander
of sharpshooters, was killed. One officer was blown to

pieces by the explosion of a caisson. Colonel Kura-

patkin, chief of the staff, standing beside this officer, had
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liis liair singed and suffered a severe contusion. Only

General Skobeleff himself remained untouched. He seems

to bear a charmed life. He visited the redoubt three or

four times during the day, encouraging the soldiers,

telling them help would soon arrive ; Plevna vs^ould soon

be taken ; victory Avould soon crown their efforts ; telling

them it was the final decisive blow struck for their coun-

try ; for the honour and glory of the Russian arms ; and

they always replied with the same cheery shouts, while

their numbers were dwindling away by hundreds. He
again and again sent for reinforcements, and again and

again informed the Commander-in-Chief that the position

was untenable. The afternoon wore away and no rein-

forcements came. . . .

General Levitzky, as I have been informed, formally

refused reinforcements, either because he thought the

position, in spite of General Skobeleff's representations,

was tenable, or because he had no reinforcements to give.

General Kriloff, on his own responsibility, sent the rem-

nant of a regiment which had attacked the redoubt,

which I saw rush forward and then back through the

Indian cornfield. Of the 2,500 there were barely 1,000

left, so it was utterly incapable of going into action that

day, and even this regiment arrived too late. General

Skobeleff had left the redoubt at four o'clock to go to his

tent on a woody hill opposite. He had been there scarcely

an hour when he was informed that the Turks were ao-ain

attacking the right flank on the Loftcha road immediately

above Plevna. He galloped forward to see, and was met
by an orderly with the news that the Turks were also

attacking the redoubt a sixth time. He dashed forward

towards the redoubt in hopes of reaching it in time, but

was met by a stream of his own men flying back. They
were exhausted by forty-eight hours' incessant fighting,

and were worn out, hungry, and dying of thirst and

V 2
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fati«:ji)o. Owin^x <•> <1h' inactivity of the Russians ilnrin;^

tluMlay, i\\o Tnrks hail hoon abh:* to colh'ot an ovorwliohn-

ing forco which had made one last de8i)crate effort and had

succeeded in drivinjjr Skobeleff's force out. One bastion

was held till the last by a young officer, whose name I

regret I have forgotten, with a handful of luen. They

refused to fly, and were slaughtered to the last man.

It was just after this that I met General Skobeleff, the

first time that day. He was in a fearful state of excite-

ment and fury. His uniform was covered with mud and

tilth ; his sword broken ; his cross of St. George twisted

round on his shoulder ; his face black with powder and

smoke ; his eyes haggard and blood-shot, and his voice

quite gone. He spoke in a hoarse whisper. I never before

saw such a picture of battle as he presented. I saw him

again in his tent at night. He was quite calm and col-

lected. He said, ' I have done my best ; I could do no

more. My detachment is half destroj^ed ; my regiments

do not exist ; I have no officers left ; they sent me no

reinforcements, and I have lost three guns.' They were

three of the four guns which he placed in the redoubt

upon taking it, only one of which liis retreating troops

had been able to carry off. ' Why did they refuse you

reinforcements ? ' I asked. * Who was to blame ? ' 'I

blame nobody,' he replied. ' It is the will of God.'

Mr. ]\IacGalian's account contains no description

of the capture of the eastern redoubt, but Lieut.

Greene describes it as follows. I begin his narrative

at the critical point of the attack on the middle

redoubt. He says :

—

The arrival of the 7th regiment gave new courage to

the men already so hotly engaged, and they made a

renewed effort to advance up the slope, but found it im-

possible, and again they lay down and open fire. But it
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was evident that they could not long remain in such a

position, only 200 yards from the redoubts ; the Turks

behind trenches and the Russians in the open and ex-

posed not only to the infantry fire in front, but to artillery

fire on both flanks—on the left from the Krishin redoubt

and on the right from the redoubts of the ' middle group,'

The critical moment had therefore arrived, and Skobelefi"

sent forward the rest of his troops, viz. the 6th regiment

and the two remaining rifle battalions ; and he himself,

leaving the second knoll, whence he had been directing

the attack, rode forward rapidly, caught up the two rifle

battalions, and went forward with them. He was well

known to his men as being the only general officer who
always rode a white horse, and wore a white coat in

battle, and there is no doubt that his personal presence

encouraged the men : he had the good luck not to be hit,

though nearly all his staif fell, and he entered (on foot, his

horse being killed) the redoubt with his men. As these

reinforcements came forward there was a tremendous

enthusiasm and ' hurrah ' among the men ; one more final

effort was made to get up the slope ; the Turks were

driven out of the trenches in front of the redoubt, then

for a few minutes, just as at redoubt No. 10, the affair

hung in the balance, but here it succeeded : the Turks

began to weaken, a portion of the Russians entered the

trenches between the two redoubts, then turned to the

left, and finally, at half-past four, the middle redoubt was

in the hands of the Russians. The Turks, still firing,

retreated to a camp surrounded by a light trench, about

600 yards in rear of the line of redoubts.

The Russians had lost 3,000 men in the assault, which

lasted little less than an hour.

But the fight did not now in the least abate. The
middle redoubt, which the Russians had taken, as well as

the eastern one, which was still in the hands of the Turks,
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wore, pn>i)(M-ly spi'akiiiijf, iit)t rodoubls at all, since they

were only built up on throe sides: the front side of each

was sini[)ly an increased height to the strong line of trench

(.•onnecting the two and extending to the west (left) of the

middle one ; the other two sides were properly mere

traverses to this line : and the fourth side—the rear

—

was wholly open and exposed to the fire from the trench

of the camp only GOO yards off. The ground was hard

and rocky, and there were no spades at hand for digging.

While the Turks, therefore, kept up an incessant fire from

this camp and from the eastern redoubt, which was still

in their possession, a force of one or two battalions sortied

from the redoubt (No. 13 of plan) on the left of the Eus-

siaus, and advanced to the attack of the left flank. See-

ing this, Colonel Kurapatkin, Chief of the Staff to Sko-

beleff, and the only one of his staff not killed or wounded,

took about 300 men and went forward to meet these Turks

in the open. A desperate fight at short range took place,

in which the Russians lost the greater part of this little

force, but drove the Turks back to their redoubt (No. 13).

Just at this time some of the artillery which remained in

front of Brestovetz increased their fire upon the Krishin

redoubt from the other side, and a portion of the Cossacks

on the left flank dismounted and advanced on foot against

the same redoubt. This created a diversion upon the

Russian left flank, and relieved them for a time from

further attacks in that quarter. Meanwhile a small force

of a few hundred volunteers came out of the middle

redoubt, and made an effort to get into the eastern one,

but they all, or nearly all, perished. Then Colonel Shesta-

koff", of Imeretinsky's staff, came across the valley from

the third knoll to the line of redoubts with three com-

panies of the 6th regiment and portions of the other

regiments which had been left in reserve, and, picking

up on the way the stragglers and scattered detachments
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ill tlie valley, made a force of about 1,000 or 1,200 men,

with which he made a desperate effort against the front

of the eastern redoubt at the same time that a fresh lot of

volunteers sortied from the middle redoubt against its

left flank. The attack succeeded, and at 5.30 p.m. the

eastern redoubt was also in the hands of the Eussians.

Soon afterwards darkness set in, and the fight slackened

down to desultory picket-firing, with an occasional shell

from the Krishin redoubt.

Skobeleff's position was precarious. He occupied, with

the 6th, 7th, 61st, and 62nd regiments and the Rifle

Brigade, the line of trench and redoubt shown on this

plan just south-west of the town. In his front, at 600

yards, was the entrenched camp of the Turks ; on his

left flank, at 800 yards, was redoubt No. 13 ; and on his

left rear, at 2,300 yards, was the Krishin redoubt (No.

14). On his right flank was the middle group of redoubts,

and on his right rear was redoubt No. 10, where the

Russians had been repulsed during the afternoon. He was

entered like a wedge into the midst of the Turkish lines,

and on three sides of him were strong works against

which either no attack had been made at all or the attack

had failed. In his rear, at about 1,800 yards, were still the

24 9-pounders, supported by two battalions of the 8th

and two very weak battalions of the 5th regiment, which

had lost 700 men in the affair of September 8. The
other battalion of the 8tli was at Brestovetz, and that

of the 5th regiment was keeping up the connection be-

tween the two portions of his command. If the Turks in

the Krishin redoubt were strong enough to come down
upon his rear, there was a good chance that his whole

force would be lost. He sent word to Zotoff explaining

his position, and saying that it was untenable unless he

were strongly reinforced, at the same time that other rein-

forcements wore scut against the Krishin redoubt : saying
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also that ho \\ou\d hold on as lon^ as ho could, and asking

for furtlu'i" instructions.

Not only was his position most critical, l)ut his men

were exhausted and their aniniunition was ruiuiing very

short. SkobeletV was indefatiy;able. He himself posted

the battalion of the 8th regiment between the two posi-

tions, -Nvith one company facing east across the little valley

between the redoubt line and the third knoll, another

company facing west towards the Krishin redoubt, and

the other three companies in the centre. Some Cossacks

who arrived during the night, he employed to bring up

cartridges, and himself personally visited the left Hank

of the redoubt line, and set the men to work with their

bayonets, soup dishes, and Avhatever the}' had, in throwing

up a sort of traverse or trench against the fire from the

redoubt No. 13. Twice during the night he was attacked,

once from Ki'ishin and once from the valley on the side

of Plevna. The troops making the latter attack were in

the darkness mistaken for Russians, supposing that they

might be a portion of the IV. Corps coming to their

aid from that direction. The Turks thus got within 100

yards of the Russians before it was discovered ; the latter

fell back upon the three remaining companies of the

battalion (8th regiment), and then fired by volleys on the

Turks, and thus drove them back. This Avas about mid-

night. About the same time arrived an aide-de-camp

(Colonel Orloff) of the Grand Duke, who had been riding

since six o'clock in the darkness and absence of roads (it

was nearly fifteen miles round through the Russian lines

from the Grand Duke's head-quarters to Skobeleff's posi-

tion) ; the critical condition of affairs was explained to

him, and he returned to head-quarters. A little before

daybreak SkobelefF brought four 9-pounders forAvard and

established them in the middle redoubt to open fire

against No. 13.

The morning of September 12 dawned bright and
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clear, after forty hours of continuous rain and fog. At

six o'clock the Turks opened fire with their artillery from

the redouhts surrounding Skobeleff's position, and with

musketry from the camp in his front; and not long after

appeared a strong column of infantry from the direction

of the Krishin redoubt, which advanced to within 300

yards of the Russian position before it was arrested by

their fire; it then fell back to redoubt No. 13. At eight

o'clock they made their second attack in the same direc-

tion, but with no better success. SkobeleflP had mean-

while brought up eight 4-pounders to the third knoll,

which did good service with shrapnel against the advanc-

ing Turks. At 10.30 a.m. they made a third desperate

assault, still upon the left flank of the Russian position

;

it was repulsed, but now the men in that part of the line,

worn out and discouraged with thirty hours' continuous

firing, began to drop out one by one and make their way

to the rear. Seeing this, SkobelefF, who was on the third

knoll, rode over and expostulated, threatened, ordered, and

encouraged the men, and got them back into the redoubt

again.

Meanwhile Skobelefi* had received two orders from

Zotoff", the first about 7 a.m., and the second at 10.30 a.m.

They were as follows :

—

'1. To General Prince Imeretinsky : By direction of

the Commander-in-Chief, I give you and General Sko-

beleff the order to fortify yourselves in the position which

you have taken to-day, and to hold out to the last ex-

tremity. We can send you no reinforcements, for we have

none.
' (Signed) Zotoff, Lieutenant-General.'

'2. To General SkobelefF: By order of the Commander-
in-Chief, if you cannot hold the positions wdiich you have

taken, then you must retreat slowly—but, if such a thing
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is possible, not before evoning—to Tutclienitza, covering

your retreat by the cavalry of General Leontietf. Send a

copy of this order—which otherwise keep secret—to

(uMioral Priiico 1 nioretinslcy. The Grivitza redoubt is in

our hands, but in spite of this the attack cannot be con-

tinued ; but the retreat must be slowly begun : 8.0O a.m.

' (Signed) Zotoff, Lieutenant-General.'

This latter order was brought by the same Colonel

Orloff who had visited SkobelefF during the night, and

thence returned to the Grand Duke and ZotofF to explain

the condition of things in Skobeleff's front.

Skobeleff did what he could to obey these orders—to

hold on till evening ; but from the very first his case was

hopeless. He always kept hoping, in spite of Zotoff's first

order, that a portion of the IV. Corps would be sent to

help him, or at least that the attack would recommence on

some other part of the line, and thus relieve the pressure

on him. But this did not happen. There was hardly a

shot fired from any other part of the line throughout this

day. ZotoflF and Levitzky were at the Grand Duke's head-

quarters all the morning, over on the hills east of Grivitza,

about six and a-half miles in a straight line from Skobeleff's

position, watching the fight with their glasses, but unable,

of course, at that distance to make anj-thing out of it.

The distance over the route which messengers had to take

through the Russian lines was about twelve miles. As to

the question of reinforcements, the Roumanians and the

1st brigade, 5th division, were fully occupied in holding

the Grivitza redoubt : from the Grivitza village to the

Tutchenitza creek the line was held by five regiments of

the IX. Corps and six regiments of the IV. Corps, and of

these eleven regiments, five had not been engaged the

previous day at all, viz. the 121st, 122nd, 119th, 120th,

and 20th. Whether two or three of these regiments

might not safely have been sent to SkobelefF—as there
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was no intention of attacking in any other part of the

line—is of course a matter about which opinions will

differ. The fact was, however, that at the Russian head-

quarters it had been determined not to continue the attack

(on the ground that their force was not strong enough)

and the Chief of the Staff had no realisation of what a

desperate position Skobeleff was in. Hence the orders

cited above.

Skobeleff's position, however, was most desperate. As
the morning wore on and there was no sign of a renewal of

the attack on the other parts of the line, Osmanbeganto mass
a strong force in Plevna to drive Skobeleff out. Whether
these troops were drawn from the reserve camp in the valley

between the town and the river, or from the Bukovaposition,

or from the middle redoubts, is not known; but it is certain

that Osman reinforced the troops in front of Skobeleff to

the extent of not less than 12,000 men. Part of them went

over the hill and round into the Krishin redoubt, and

thence against Skobeleff's left flank, and part of them

came out of the town and followed up the Tutchenitza

brook for about three-quarters of a mile, and then climb-

ing up its bank, endeavoured to get possession of the

third knoll from the rear, and thus cut off Skobeleft's

retreat. This latter movement began to make itself

appai-ent at about 1 p.m., and to meet it Skobeleff brought

up the two battalions of the 5th regiment, which up till

now had remained with the batteries on the second knoll.

Meanwhile, of the four guns which he had placed in the

middle redoubt, two had been dismounted and the other

two had lost all their horses and gunners ; to replace

these guns Skobeleff sent three of the eight guns which

he had kept on the third knoll ; they had been in the

redoubt but a short time before they were dismounted,

and about this time a caisson, which had been brought

under the shelter of the side of the redoubt for protection.
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was, nevortlioloss, f'ouiul by a shell from the Krishln

redoubt, aiul explodoil in the iniJst of the men, not only

creating^ a fearful loss, but carrying dismay to those who
were not hurt. Skobeli'iV again rushed forward in person

to the redoubt, and endeavoured to reassure his men ; and

he was barely in time, for a few minutes hiter, between

2 and 2.30 p.m., the Turks from the direction of the Krishin

redoubt and from No. 13, reinforced by fresh troops, made
their fourth assault. The Russians let them approach to

within 400 yards, and then opened on them with well-

aimed volley firing, and with deadly effect. The Turkish

line halted, and sought shelter, and returned the fire
;

but every time they endeavoured to move forward they

met with such terrible losses, that they finally gave it up

and returned to No. 13.

As Skobeleflf was returning from the redoubt to the

third knoll, he learned that the 118th regiment was

arriving ; it had been sent to him as reinforcement by

General Kriloff, commanding IV. Corps, on his own respon-

sibility, on account of the heavy firing which he had heard

so long on Skobeleflf's front. The regiment numbered

1,300 men. At 4.30 p.m. the Turks, greatly reinforced in

numbers, began their fifth assault from the direction of

Krishin, and simultaneously from the camp. They kept

advancing in spite of the murderous fire of the Russians,

and as they neared the redoubt, the majority of the latter,

worn out with thirty-six hours' continuous fighting with

no appreciable result, began to make oif to the rear in

small groups ; the little band of 200 or more brave men
who remained behind under Major Gortaloff were cut

down to the last man in a fierce hand-to-hand fight.

The middle redoubt was thus lost, but still the men
in the eastern redoubt and a part of the trenches between

the two remained in their places and kept up the fight.

To prevent their being massacred, Skobeleff hastily sent
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tliem an order to fall back to the third knoll ; and in

order that this might be possible, he himself took the

118th regiment (which had recently arrived as just stated)

and led them to the assault of the line between the two
redoubts. Under cover of this they returned (what was
left of them) to the third knoll. The retreat was then

continued under the protection of the twenty-four guns

and two battalions (8th regiment) on the second knoll.

Except those who fell in the last affair in front of the

redoubts, nearly all the wounded were carried off; the

dead were left upon the field.

Skobeleff" retreated to the ' first knoll ' and remained
there all night and all of the 13th. The Turks Avere too

much used up to follow or attack him. At night of

the 13th he returned to Bogot. His losses were 160

officers and over 8,000 men. About 18,000 men had been
engaged.

That is the American account of the third battle

of Plevna, to which I only need to add that Mr. Mac
Gahan subsequently states that, in a conversation

which he had with Skobeleff before the assault began,

he had declared that the plan of a general assault was
a mistake, and a terrible mistake it proved.

Here is the Russian description of the events of

the fatal day.

On the evening of |g^J^ the clouds obscured the

horizon and dissolved in heavy rain. At midnio-ht

all the troops received the dispositions signed by
General Zototf. They were as follows :

—

To-morrow, f^°, will take place the general attack

on the fortified camp of Plevna.

1 . At daybreak all the batteries will open a heavy fire
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;iL,'ainst iill the ciiomy's ontroiichinoiits, ami continue it

until nine o'clock, and then stop at the same time evcry-

Avheiv. Resume firing at eleven and keep up till one.

Afterwards cease firing till half-past two. At half-past

two resume the bombardment from all guns, excepting

those which would interfere Avith the assault.

•J. At three will begin the attack.

The Roumanians and Baron Krildner were to attack

Grivitza, General KriloiF commanded the centre, and

General Skobeleff the left wing ; while the cavalry,

under General Leontieff and General Lachkaroff,

were to operate against any Turkish troops which

might show themselves to the left bank of the Vid.

The object of the assailants was to determine

the key of the enemy's position, and to strike so

as to sever their line of operations and to weaken

their resistance. We thought that the Grivitza re-

doubt was the vital point in Osman's defence. It

was the laro:est and the hio-hest, and ao;ainst it we

sent sixty-four battalions, while Skobeleff was given

twenty-two battalions to attack the Green Hills.

When the battle was over it was found that the key

of the position w^as in front of Skobeleff, and that the

Grivitza redoubt only represented the extreme front

of the enemy's line.

The morning of
g^^-^J began with a fine rain,

which grew heavier as the hour of assault drew near.

At nine o'clock, seeing that the reserves on the left

flank were moving, we began to reply with shell.

On the other side of the deep isolated ravine
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of Tutclienitza, SkobelefF had pitched his tent in a

valley between two hillocks, and immediately in front

of the Loftcha road.

SkobelefF knew that if he be2:an to attack at three

he should fail to take the redoubts. It was necessary

to begin soon, he said, and without waiting for three

o'clock he started the first battalions towards the Green

Hills.

The Turks began by firing at intervals a few

rounds. Skobeleff' s took up a position among the

vines ; but the Turkish fire increasing in volume

in proportion as the vanguard advanced, it became

necessary to fall back towards the tents in the

valley.

At three o'clock the sreneral attack bea-an. It

was impossible for anyone to see all that was going

on. They noticed that with Kriloff things did not

go well ; only on the two wings was there any suc-

cess. The rain increased towards evening The

night came : the bombardment died away. KrilofF

had been beaten back with enormous loss. On the

right the Grivitza redoubt had been captured, and on

the left SkobelefF had chased the Turks out of two

redoubts which defended the town of Plevna.

Before the battle began, SkobelefF, followed by his

aides-de-camp, rode through the ranks of his detach-

ment.

' Good day, my friends,' cried the General as he

rode up smiling to the front of the regiment. .

The troops returned his greeting with pleasure.
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' I mil very Impjw, niv IVicmls, to serv(^ willi yon,'

' We \\\\\ ih^ all wc c-:iij, l'].\celloiioy.'

'Arc vou not l»r;ivc fellows, then V ' he asked,

sniilinu'.

' Wf will do ;dl we can, l^xcellency.'

• And ir will he necessary to do it, my friends.

Vou know well that all Russia is wntchinii- us. But

1 know you—what you are worth. . . . We shall

meet under lire,' and then, with a friendly nod, Sko-

beletf would ride off from the regiment. These simple

words of his sank deep into the heart of every soldier.

He did not trust them in vain.

Skobeleff led into battle against the Turkish re-

doubts, the regiments Vladimiri, the Suzdal, the 9th

and 10th Tirailleurs. In the second line he placed

the 1st and 12th battalions of Tirailleurs, and his

infantry regiments. The Turkish redoubts were

placed thus : one great redoubt rose at the summit

of a gently sloping hill ; half-a-mile to the right of

this redoubt stood another smaller redoubt, and a

mile and a-half further was the principal fortified

camp. To the left of the central redoubt was another,

also at a mile and a-half distance, which took the

assailants in the rear as soon as they seized the

central fort.

Before reaching the latter redoubt, our brave

troops had to cross about a mile of country, entirely

without cover, under the terrible fire from the Turks.

On they went cheering, with flags fljning, bands play-

incr, and drums beating, as they marched. Skobeleff
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rode at their Lead on his white horse, and was one of

the first to enter the redoubt. The Turks fled, but

from the other redoubts they opened a deadly fire

upon our troops. The redoubt was open to the rear,

and every shell was dropped into our midst. The

Turks had the range exactly ; not a shot was wasted.

Our soldiers found shelter as best they could in the

redoubt, and then an attack was made on the neigh-

bouring redoubt on the right. The first assault was

beaten back, but at night they chased the Turks out

of the second redoubt. The Turks attempted to

retake it during the night, but they were driven back

at the point of the bayonet. Next day the Turks

attacked on both, flanks. Twice our outnumbered

garrisons were on the point of giving way, when

SkobelefF appeared as if suddenly rising out of the

ground, reanimated his men by his presence, and

drove back the Turks. We had held tbem for twenty-

four hours—under a deadly cross fire—counting upon

the success of the general attack. But our hopes

vanished. Our troops dwindled, not by the hour,

but by the minute. Five Turkish attacks, the most

persistent and desperate, had been repelled ; the re-

doubts were literally drenched with Russian blood
;

but in the end SkobelefF's force failed him, and he

was compelled to give way.

The failure of their five attacks did not dismay

the Turks. Although the fire ceased along all the

rest of the line, it never stopped for one minute on

the left flank. There was a moment very propitious
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for us to attack tlio last re(loiil)t on the riylit, but

attack was out of tlio (juestion ; it was uiorc than we

rouM lit! to hold our own. Towards four o'clock in

till" al'trrni^on, after the tiftli attack liad been driven

back, the Turks were so weakeucil that, il" Skobeletf

IkuI only received a few fresh troops, he could have

ca})tured the third redoubt ; and, the position on the

left tlauk being' thus secured, the aHair of Plevna

would have been brilliantly concluded. Skobeleff

thrice demanded reinforcements : but none were sent,

and the opportunity passed.

The Turkish general, profiting by the general

lull, brought together all his reserves, and launched

them against SkobelefF's position. The Turkish

column fell upon the small redoubt on the right, and

of the handful of heroes who had defended it from

the first, some were shot, others bayonetted. Only

a few contrived to escape to the larger redoubt.

That shared the same fate. The Turks, in over-

whelming numbers, crushed all resistance. The

remnant of Skobeleff' s detachment in the redoubt

was bayonetted, and Skobelefi" brought back two

companies alone of all the troops with which, but

twenty-four hours before, he had captured the three

redoubts.

The Turks were victorious. They had regained

their redoubts, and their impregnable line once more

confi-onted our positions. At seven o'clock Skobelefl^

fell back, according to orders, on Bogot, and the

great assault had finally failed. But, if Skobeleff had
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only received the reinforcements which he had vainly

demanded, Plevna would that day have fallen into

our hands.

After the repulse of
g^^^^^^^^^J"^

our forces remained

almost inactive.

On September ^§ General Kriloff, at Teliche,

allowed the Turks to reinforce Plevna with 12,000

men and 2,000 wagons of munitions of war ; on
September 23

Qi^^gfi^et rciuforccd Osman from Orkhanie.
October o

The day before this misfortune General Todtleben

was appointed to the command of the army of the

West, and the siege of Plevna was begun. Had the

Sebastopol hero, so well appreciated and so brilHantly

described by Mr. Kmglake, been appointed some few

months sooner, our Plevna disaster would probably

never have taken place. We had about 250 guns

in position : 20 24-pounders and 230 9-pounders.

The Turks had only 80 field guns. From his base

at Orkhanie Chefket kept pouring supplies into Plevna

by the Sophia road ; for, strange though it appears,

Osman's communications with Sophia were never cut

until October ^f, when the Guard, which had just

arrived from Russia, defeated, at severe sacrifice of

precious lives, the Turks at Gorni Doubniak. Around

Plevna nothing but trench-making and occasional

firing went on, except at Grivitza, where the Rou-

manians, on October -^-r^ made two unsuccessful at-

tempts to take the second Grivitza redoubt. The

investment of Plevna was not completed until

Kovembefa ?
whcu General Gourko occupied Dolni Doub-
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niak an^l thrrw a riiiu' (»!' slrrl arniiiiil llic 'riirkisli

fortivss.

Sk(il)olofr soon allcr recoinmcnceil active; o])(jra-

tions. ( )ii ( )c'tol)(M* 27 liis troops, having oradiially

worko'l tiitii- way up to tlif Green Hill hy trenches,

eai>tnre(l the famous position hy a sudden night

assault. His division before the assault nmnbered

11,000 men. The Turks, takino; advantaf:re of his

reindse on -^"p^^^^i
-yyi^^ju j^g -^.jg ordered to fall back

•I September 12'

beyond the Loftcha road to Tutchenitza, constructed

four other redoubts, so that, instead of three between

him and Plevna, there were seven, or six, if we deduct

that captured on Xovember 8. The soldiers around

Plevna now numbered 120,000, and the line of invest-

ment was forty-six miles long. Osman's line extended

tsventy-four miles.

The foliowino; is Mr. MacGahan's account of the

successful surprise of the Turkish redoubt and the

heavy fighting which followed for the next ten

days :—

The Brestovetz redoubt is just opposite the Turkish

Krishin redoubt, from which it is distant about 1,300

yards. But this Brestovetz redoubt forms a kind of angle

projecting into the Turkish lines, and is somewhat ex-

posed and dangerous. It became necessary to strengthen

the Russian line. This could be done by seizing the small

wooded hill immediately in front of the right wing between

the Loftcha road and the parallel ravine.

It was most unfortunate for the Russians that these

positions were ever abandoned, for they are about as high

as the Krishin redoubt ; they completely command Plevna,
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and the two redoubts captured by Skobeleff in the last

affair, and fortified, would have rendered the Russian

positions here much stronger than they can now be made.

The Turks have now constructed a strong redoubt on the

summit of the hill between the Krishin redoubt and the

Loftcha road, the very spot where Skobeleff planted two

batteries during the last affair. It was not the hill with

the redoubt which Skobeleff resolved to capture, but one

between the Loftcha road and the ravine. It was de-

fended by trenches, and held by about fourteen tabors,

perhaps 7,000 men, though Todtleben believed there were

a great many more, as the position was most important.

The combined movement was arranged with General

Gourko, who was to open fire all along the line, and like-

wise advance and occupy the position in front of him
towards the bridge over the Vid, in order to shorten his

line likewise. The weather was so foggy one could not

see more than fifty feet.

The attack was fixed for five o'clock. By that time it

was so dark that nothing could be seen more than five

feet off. Skobeleff reviewed his troops that were destined

for the attack—the battalion of sharpshooters. He then

got down from his horse, went about among the men, talked

to them, told them, especially the under-officers, just what

they were to do, and finished by informing them he would

lead tlie assault in person. This regiment, I may remark,

was one which attacked and carried the same heights

during the last affair of Plevna on the second day of the

bombardment. The regiment, having taken these heights,

slipped out of the hands of its officers, and pursued the

Turks to the foot of the glacis of the redoubt afterwards

captured by Skobeleff, with the result that two-thirds of

the regiment were destroyed. The regiment is now full

again with reserves that have come up. It was the recol-

lection of this event that decided Skobeleff to lead the
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iittiiok hiinsolf. It was important tliat tlio iikmi sliould bo

stopiuMl at tlu» rii^lit inoincnt and at the rijj^lil place, iin<l

that tlio intri'ncluuents wliidi lie intended to throw u[)

should bo pn>porly laid, as a little mistake easily made

mijjjht end disastrously. It was not, therefore, mere

bravado which made him decide to lead the assault

himself.

At half-past four ho mouuted his horse, put himself at

the head of his troops, and disappeared in the fog. At

five o'clock the fog began to turn dark, showing the ap-

proach of night. The Turks must have thought there

would be little call for further vigilance that day. On the

approach of darkness the roar of eighty guns was heard

that vomited splashes of flame upon the murky fog, and

then were' silent. Then came the scream of eighty shells

seeking their destination in the obscurity. Then there

was the crash of the infantry fa-e along the whole line,

except on the point of the attack, for it was Skobeleff's

design to use the fog for cover and take the Turks by

surprise. The infantry fire rolled along in front of Bres-

tovetz, where I had taken my station, and soon the bullets

began singing overhead, telling that the Turks were

replying ; but we could hear as yet little firing on the

right wing, where the attack was to take place. Finally,

after about a quarter of an hour, there were two or three

volleys in this direction, followed by a Russian shout, and

we knew the position was carried.

As it turned out, the Turks were surprised, and did

not discover the approach of the Russians until they were

within one hundred yards. By the time they had seized

their arms and fired two romids, the Russians were on

them with the bayonet, and it was all over. In a moment
those who did not fly were bayoneted. The attack was
led by two companies of sharpshooters, followed closely by

the 9th Battalion and the Vladimirsky regiment. Every
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man was provided with a sliovel, and immediately began

making trenches, as indicated by Skobeleff. In a very

few minutes they were under cover from a heavy but ill-

directed fii'e poured into them from the next hill, not

distant more than 250 yards. Skobeleff stayed until about

ten o'clock, when he thought the men had made the place

secure, and returned to Brestovetz to supper. He had

scarcely washed when the hre broke out again with fury

on the right flank, Skobeleff mounted again, disap-

peared in the darkness and fog, and did not return till

this morning. He found the Turks making a despe-

rate attempt to recapture the position, and arrived on
the ground in the nick of time, as some confusion had
ensued, for the reserves, who lost their way in the fog,

coming in the wrong direction, got fired into from their

own side. There was also a report that Skobeleff was
killed, which discouraged the troops. He arrived in the

middle of the Turkish assault, one fellow having leaped

into the trench with the cry of ' Allah !
' where he was

bayoneted. The attack was repulsed, but the Turks made
a second and third one, and each time were driven back

with ease. The Eussian loss was comparatively small,

only 250 killed and wounded, among whom were two or

three officers.

The new position of General Skobeleff not only brings

him nearer to the Turks, but shortens the line of invest-

ment materially. There is a certain green hill to the

north of the line, thinly wooded, and not over five hundred

paces from the battery on the Loftcha road ; on the slope

of this hill has been stationed the advanced picquets of

the Turks, who have made it at times decidedly uncom-
fortable for passers between the battery and this village,

and have sent a multitude of compliments in this direc-

tion. General Skobeleff has been meditatiner for some

days the capture of this territory, and it was decided to
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attempt tho lulvivnoo on Novoiubi'r i), in conjmiotion wltli

a forward luoviMiuMit of (Ji'iu'ral (iourkooii the left.

At tliroc oV'loi-k tlic ra<jc^od rod and yellow lla;^ was

taken fioiii its place by the side of the door of the low

iinul hovi'l occupied by General Slcobeleti", and the staff

assembled to inspect the troops and to accompany the

Gen< ral, who was to conduct the attack in person. It was

a most picturesque and romantic cavalcade that filed out

of the yard and followed the young leader out to certain

danger and possible death. General Skobeleff, alike heed-

less of cold and damp and whiz/ing missiles, was the only

one who was not bundled up in overcoat and capuchin.

He led the way through the narrow alleys of the village,

mounted on a white horse—the soldiers look for the white

horse as much as for their beloved commander—confident,

cheerful, inspiriting to look upon. Behind him a motley

retinue ; Circassians with long surtout and silver-mounted

harness and weapons ; blond youths already scarred and

covered with decorations, correspondents m civil dress,

Cossacks half hidden in their grey coats and hoods, and in

the middle of the group a picturesque Circassian on a white

horse, bearing the tattered banner, quite like an old cru-

sader, with his quaint arms and curious dress. The flag,

too, is quite mediceval in appearance, and completed the

illusion to perfection. It is a square silk banner, fastened

to a Cossack's lance, and has on the one side the white

cross of St. George, and on the other the letters M.C.

(Michael Skobeleff), and the date 1875, in yellow on a red

ground. The tattered silk was carried through the Kho-

kand campaign, and has fluttered in all the hard fights

which have made the young General so famous. We went

on losing our way a dozen times, and at last reached the

spot where the troops were massed near an encampment

of straw huts, all drawn up in order, witii arms in hands,

and with spades to intrench the ground they were about
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to take ; stretcher-bearers in a group at the rear, a sug-

gestive but unpleasant siglit; a battery of mitrailleuses

bundled up like so many human beings to keep out the

damp, and in front of the troops, the little body of picked

men, each with his shovel, his rations, and plentj^ of

ammunition, who were to make the first rush across, use

the bayonet, and then throw it aside for the spade, and

endeavour to cover in time to resist the attack of the

returning Turks.

It was a dramatic and intensely impressive scene, these

square masses of earnest men, every one with his eyes

fixed on the face of the General, who passed before them

all with the customary greeting, which was answered

with a will like one voice from the battalion, in turn.

Against the background of grey mists which had now
settled down so thick that objects were not visible the

length of a company front, came out the forms of men and
horses in exaggerated relief and made wonderfully pic-

turesque the groups and masses of expectant soldiers.

General Skobeleff dismounted and told the men just what
he expected of them—-that they were not to storm the

works of Plevna, but only to rnn forward and take the

piece of ground they knew perfectly well in front of the

road, and to hold it until they had works thrown up. He
cautioned them, as many were young soldiers sent out

from the reserves to fill the great gaps in the ranks, not

to advance too far, but to mind exactly what the officers

told them. He would be with them himself, and would

direct the movements personally. Surely a finer lot of

men never went into a fight; young, healthy, devoted,

and confident, every face wore an expression that was a

proof of courage and earnestness and even religious zeal.

As we stood there the darkness rapidly increased, and it

was nearly five o'clock as the troops moved forward at

quick pace in front of the General and staff. As the men
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passed thoy all ivceivotl oneoura^in;;- wurds, ami tlioy wont

b}' siuiliiiij at the good-naturod chait" from tlio Clrneral,

who called to thorn by name, remarked on their mnv boots,

which he said were like those of a Spanish don, and told

the musicians they would play a waltz in the new redoubts

on the morrow.

The perfect confidence of the soldiers, inspired by the

presence of the man whom they regard as a protector,

infallible leader, and beloved friend at the same time,

made the success of the undertaking assured. The hot

breath of sixteen field-pieces scorched our faces as the

opening salvo shook the heavy air, then came a cheer on

the right, just down in the hollow, and the singing of

bullets filled the air over our heads. The musketry

rattled and roared in the hollow, and off on the green hill

on the right, and sounded like the surging of a storm.

The fog began to condense and gather on the ground, and

the cold increased, and still the battle roared, and rose and

fell, ceased and began again. At last it was evident from

the firing that the position was taken, and we retired to

the village. At a quarter-past ten it broke out again, and

the same fiendish noise and rattle went on as before, and

the bullets and shells kept singing about our ears for a

long half-hour, and all was silent, with an occasional

cannon report, until daybreak, when we were awakened

by a new peal of artillery, and had the same contmuous

rattle of bullets among the twigs. Then we learned the

details of the occupation of the ridge. . . .

I have given the notes of one day at Skobeleff's camp
and head- quarters. This is the treat he generally gives

his visitors. The General himself is asleep on a stretcher

in the trenches, and will not come up again until the

occupation of the ridge is a settled fact, and there is no

more danger of the Turks retaking it. It is no wonder

that the soldiers of such a general fight well.
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Writing on November ^, Mr. MacGahan says :

The position here remains unchanged. Since the seizure

of the Green Hill by Skobeleff, no important movement
has been undertaken by the Russians. The Turks have

made three attacks upon Skobeleff's position on three

successive nights, but were each time repulsed with heavy

loss. The defence of this new position is most successful

and brilliant, and the position itself is of more importance

than I was at first disposed to acknowledge. Skobeleff

remains night after night in the trenches, and has suc-

ceeded in pushing his lines up to within one hundred

yards of the Turks. They are indeed so close to each

other that scarcely a night passes without heavy firing.

Fire is opened all along the line upon the slightest

alarm.

The Turks attacked on the lOtb, 11th, 15th,

and 19th of November (new style), but were always

driven back. Skobeleff drove his trenches within

150 yards of the Tm-kish lines, and there he used to

spend days and nights, encouraging his men, watch-

ing the enemy and pressing ever closer on Plevna.

His life in the trenches is described at some leno;th

by M. Nemirovitch Dantchenko, extracts from whose

reminiscences I venture to translate.

' Skobeleff,' says M. Dantchenko, ' was a constant

puzzle to me. Is it possible, I used to ask myself,

that in that iron heart there was no room for fear,

dread, and the sadness which seizes everyone before

going into battle ? I once asked him the question

point blank. " It is difficult to feel at one's ease,

certainly," he replied ;
" never believe anyone ^\ho
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tells you tlic contrary ; l)ul," lie continued, "it is

not a tiuu' iii»\v to discuss, lo criticise, to di'spair.

You liavi' said that men of talent (UiLilit to lake care

of themselves. It is hetter to die ; and avc would

irladlv die if therehv we hroui-ht no shame upon

Russia and held high the banner of our country. It

is good to die for one's country. There is no better

death."

' ^^ liile he spoke, we were confronted by a platoon

of volunteers, under Lieutenant Tarashenko. They

asked that they might be the first to assault the

Turkish position. I glanced at the figures of these

determined fellows. There was nothino- remarkable

about them. They were simply ordinary grey-coated

soldiers, some smiling naively, all confident. Sko-

beleif caressed one, talked to another. There was no

oration, no rhetoric. He chatted as a man with men.
'' Remember, my friends," he said, " to-day w'e are not

going to take Plevna ; we are only going to turn the

Turks out of their trenches, and to occupy them our-

selves ; but, understand, once that you are in the

trenches, you will stop there." " We will do our best."

" And, look you, remember that it is not a question

of courage, but of obedience. When your chief says

' halt,' stop where you are standing, no matter how

you may be tempted to pursue the enemy. As for

the Turks, there is no reason to fear them." " We
don't fear them. Excellency." " All right. Do you

remember how we fought at Loftcha ? " " We do

indeed, Excellency," they answered without hesita-
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tion. " You remember how we chased them? " " They

ran altogether," said a soldier, smiling. " You were

there with me then ? " said SkobelefF ;
" you are pro-

bably one of the veterans ? " "I took three redoubts

also with your Excellency before Plevna." SkobelefF

sighed. "Ah! well, my friends, you see the affair

is not difficult ; we have captured this hill once

before. It has already belonged to us." "And we

will take it again, Excellency," they reply ; and

Skobeleff passes on to hold a similar conversation

with every battalion. Skobeleff came up to us

and began talking. Sir Henry Havelock was there

with his curious gutta-percha hat, Mr. MacGahan,

and others. " Do you know," said he, " I am
rather afraid about the young soldiers. It is a very

risky affair. In a night attack during fog, even

veterans might lose themselves. I will not remain

with the reserve as I intended. I must lead them

myself. Ah ! if I only had my Turkestanis. You
remember Makhram and Andijan," he said to Kura-

patkin. The two comrades in Central Asian war-

fare gazed for a moment in silence into the stormy past.

Then Skobeleff continued, " Do you remember how

they derided my Turkestanis at the beginning of

the campaign ? They declared that they could

not even trust me with a battalion, and they de-

spised my officers, who, nevertheless, were the

first to die. Where arc they now ? Some lie at

Eski Saghra ; others in the l^alkans ; most of them

are dead."
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' Skobeleff was rii;Iii. Wlicn the war broke out

tlie term Taslikentian was a word of reproach, l^iit

w hon the cainpaii;ii progressed, and thmgs began to

be hxiked into, it was found that the Taslikentians

wore tlie best iiu-n in tlie army. It was they who

created the Bulgarian Militia, and converted it into a

compact body ; it is they who have furnished the

best chiefs of detachments, the best chiefs of staff,

the best lighting officers.

'Skobeleff halted before the regiment. He took

off his cap and crossed himself. As if a breath

passed through the air, officers and men all made the

sign of the cross, and each one silently offered up a

prayer, and communed for a moment with himself

;

for who knew whether as they fell they would be

able to cast a last uj)ward glance to heaven? All

uncovered ; and even foreigners shared the solemn

feeling of that moment—when, we know not why,

there returns to our minds the memories of a distant

past, the home of our childhood, our loved ones. It

is but for an instant.

' " To your ranks !
" At that word the long line

of tirailleurs spread out like a fan, and the advance

began.

' On their countenances there is neither sadness

nor preoccupation. The eyes of some officers gleam

with enthusiasm as they repeat their orders. Skobeleff

is already well in front ; we see his handsome figure

in advance of the line. The line pushes on quietly,

the figure of the General fades away in the distance.
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The tirailleurs are but black specks hardly visible in

the misty twilight. Night is coming on.

' Thank God the Turks do not notice our advance

!

" I begin to believe that the affair will be settled

without great loss," murmurs a voice near me ; but

at that moment the sharp crack of a Turkish rifle

rmgs through the air. The sentinel has given the

alarm. Another shot follows and then another. The

heart almost ceases to beat. Our men do not answer.

The Turks do not yet realise their danger. They

fire occasionally, but their dropping shots gave no

alarm. Our fellows should now be near enough to

attack. The suspense is painful.

' " Follow me, my friends! " suddenly sounds out

of the fog, and in a moment the hurrahs of the as-

sailants mingle with the roll of the Turkish drums

and the fusillade of the first Turkish trenches. We
can see nothing, but soon the balls come pouring

thick and fast over our heads.

' The tirailleurs had done their work. They

cleared the Turks out of several entrenchments,

which they could hardly distinguish in the thick fog

of that autumnal night. Then from all our batteries

on the left flank our artillery opened on the Turkish

position ; the night air is alive with shells and the

flame of cannon.

' The enemy flies. We can hear the tramp of

flying men as they run through tne maize fields.

Where was Skobelefl" ? At his accustomed place.

He led the volunteers into the trenches, and spring-
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iiii^ u\Mm tilt' l)ri'jist\vork stood roiuid tlie jiowder

snu)ko in tlu' midst of tlio Ijottest lire from botli

sides, ivanimntiiii;- tlie C()iira<i;(' of liis men. and cn-

couraixino- tlu'iii to complete their task. Wlun tlie

tiiT lulled ilio Turks fled. Sko])eleff strolled along the

line chatting with his men, noting the construction of

the work done hy the reserves, and strengthening the

weak points m his position. "Listen, my friends!"

he exclaimed to the troops on the right'; " the enemy

is about to attack iis again immediately. I shall be on

the left flank. Hold your ground, my brave fellows !

Die in your place rather than yield the position to

the enemy."

' " Yes, Excellency. Do not disquiet yourself."

" ' We are with Maneffsky," cried the soldiers.

Skobeleffgrasped the hand of Maneffsky and went off.

' There ensued a moment of stillness, and Skobeleff

hastened to Brestovetz to send a report of the opera-

tions to the Commander-in-Chief. Hardly had he

written the words when the firing recommenced.

Skobeleff seized the first horse he could find, and

rode back beneath a shower of shot and shell to

the newly-captured positions.

' A s they were beginning to climb up the steep

slope of the Green Hill, they came upon a troop re-

treating in disorder. " Good day, my brave fellows,"

said Skobeleff. The soldiers instinctively fell into

line. " What !
" cried Skobeleff. " Are you running

away ? Dress. Follow me. March !

"

' Sending Kurapatkin to the trench to announce
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his immediate return, Skobeleff himself led the troop

back to its work. Like a simple company officer,

the General led the soldiers under fire, distributed

their places, and after giving strict orders to the

officers, he returned to the advanced trenches.

' Morning dawned grey and foggy. All night the

men had had no rest. The moment the fight ceased,

digging began.

On the trenches of his foremost outpost line, only

150 yards distant from the trenches of the enemy,

they dug out a square shallow pit for the General,

in which Skobeleff, Kurapatkin, and Melnitzky

snatched a little sleep on the straw.

' The day passed, night again came on, and as

the light faded from the sky, the vigilance of the offi-

cers increased. Orders were given to the sentinels to

keep a strict look-out. The sous-officiers were or-

dered to remain awake in order to keep the sentinels

perpetually under inspection.

' Skobeleff went round the trenches several times,

urging the sentries to be vigilant, and commanding

them, whatever they did, not to fire.

' " When you see the Turks," he said, "do not fire

;

but call out at once, ' The Turks are coming ; make

ready!' The nearer they come the better it will

be ; keep the muzzle of your gun low down ; and

when the order is given to fire you will not hit the

crows up in the sky, but will fire directly on the

enemy. Let no one fire a shot without orders. As

H
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soon ns tlio Turks loap upon tlu' breastwork receive

them at the ])oint of the bayonet. It will not be the

first time we have beaten them, my friends."

• It became darker and darker. Tlie Turks fired

less friupiently. It seemed as if they also were

wearied. I heard some officers nmttering in their

sleep. "Stand firm! " murmured one ; and then all

was silence. I was alone as if m the kingdom of

the dead. The fires went out. You could not even

hear the rustle of a dry leaf. The sentries gazed

more and more steadily into the darkness. It seemed

as if something fell on the breastwork, then once

more all was still. But then again there is a sound.

It was the tread of stealthy footsteps. The sentry

excitedly turns the muzzle of his rifle on the place

where he heard the sound, and gazes with straining

eyes and throbbing heart into the fog.

' " Do not fire," whispers some one behind the

breastwork ; "I am one of yours. I bring news

from the front. Do not fire. Wake the General. The

Turks are going to make a sortie ; they are drawn

up in line."

' Then behind me I heard the cry, " To arms!
"

I turned. It was Skobeleff already at the breast-

work. " To arms, friends ! Up to the front !

"

' SkobelefF had heard the whispering in his sleep,

and roused himself in time to hear the last words

of the scout announcing the coming of the Turks.

' " I knew they would attack to-day," said he.

" Friends, see now that you act as brave men. Let
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the enemy approach quite close ; do not fire a shot

without an order. Officers, to your places !

"

'

" We shall beat them," he said to Kurapatkin,

" but for half an hour they will give us some trouble."

' As the Turks advanced, they opened fire and

continued tiring. Judging by the flame jets of the

rifle, their front was at least a verst in lenoth. The

Turks advanced not in skirmishing order, but in a

dense mass. Thousands of bullets whistled overhead.

' " Don't let them get cool," said Skobeleff. " Fire

along the whole line."

' Then our mitrailleuses began to speak. Our

batteries at Brestovetz opened fire. The Turks

replied from Krishin. One Turkish shell burst in

the middle of their own men.

' " Again a volley," cried Skobeleflf.

' It seemed as if the ground reeled beneath our feet.

The Turks to-day were extraordinarily tenacious.

Death was in their ranks, but they kept on ad-

vancing. The situation was becoming serious. Sko-

belefi^ mounted the breastwork and directed the

defence of the breach. The opposing fires blazed

like an aureole around him, and then everything was

hidden in dense smoke. The air was thick with

bullets, which splashed along the breastwork. The
attack was directed against both sides simultaneously.

Through the incessant roll of the rifles you could

hear the cries of the officers. Then a kind of chaos

seemed to come over everything, my head reeled, and

I could no longer take count of anything.
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'"' God 1)0 ])r;iiso(l !
" says sonic one noar mc, '' tlicy

Ikivo JH'on tlrivcMi back."

" Stop tirino-
; cnoug'li !

" cries some one in tlie

darkness. . . . "Why enoui;ir?" cried Skobeleflf, " the

Turks tire as tliey fiy. Fire into their backs." Some
more volleys were fired, and then all was still, but for

the groanmg of the Avoiinded on the breastwork and

the animated conversation of the soldiers.

' During the night, the opposing trenches blazed

away at each other, without exactly knowing why,

for half an hour ; then the Turkish outposts, climb-

ing trees, began firing over our breastwork into the

trenches. Their balls buried themselves in the earth-

work all roiuid the sleeping soldiers.

' SkobelefF determined to place the scouts himself.

Leaping over the breastwork he disappeared out of

sight. The next half-hour was one of extreme

anxiety. A stray bullet might strike him, and there

would end at once that brilliant career and all hope

of holding the position. Our men ceased firing. He
should not fall by a Russian bullet.

' " God keep him safe !
" cried a soldier.

'"None can harm him," said another. "God

watches over him, and he will come back safe and

sound."

' " lie is enchanted," said another, " nothing can

harm him."

' " At Khiva, he was nine days and nine nights

under a Khivan spell. During all that time he neither

ate nor drank, the incantations never ceased, and at
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the end he became proof against bullets. A ball can

pass through hhn without hurting him in the least." ^

So ran the talk in the trenches when SkobelefF was

away.

' This time he returned safely and our anxiety was

at an end.'

So passed November. In December, at last, thanks

chiefly to General Todtleben's skill and perseverance,

Plevna felL SkobeleiF had no share in the fighting

in the last struo'ode, when Osman tried to cut his

way through the enemy's lines. His part in the

affair is described by Mr. MacGahan, who was by

his side during the whole of that eventful day.

Here is his description of what happened, written on

IZZZlw tlie night of the day on which Plevna fell :—

On Sunday night occurred the first snowstorm of the

season. It was quite dark, and the hghts of Brestovetz

were barely discernible through the gloom when I found

my way through the storm and the obscurity to Uzendol,

Skobelefi:''s headquarters. Here I found everybody keenly

on the alert. A spy had just come in with the news that

Osman had issued three days' rations to the troops, one

hundred and fifty cartridges, a new pair of sandals to

each man, and that, to all appearances, the concentration

would begin at once. At ten o'clock another spy came in,

who reported that Osman was concentrating near the

bridge over the Vid. A few minutes later there was

a telegram stating that from the other side a great many

' The belief in SkobeleflF's invulnerability was very general, but it

was usually ascribed not to Khivan witchcraft, but to the direct inter-

position of the siiints. Wounded men declared in hospital that they

had been struck by bullets or shells which, before reaching them, had

passed through the body of their General.
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liij;l»ts wore .soon moviiij^ about in I'levua, iin umisual

thinij^. Evidently there was some movement on foot, and

the spies were ri^ht. The night wore slowly away. The
snowstorm eeased, and was followed by dark clouds seud-

dinij^ swiftly across the sky, with now and then a blast of

sleet. At three o'clock another spy brought news that

the men of Skobeleff's command had a position on the side

of the Green Hill, and that the Krishin redoubts were

being abandoned. He was veiy sure, he said, that all

the positions along our side would shortly be abandoned.

Would he go along and lead the way into the Krishin

redoubts at the risk of being bayoneted if his words

should not prove true '? Yes, he would, and orders were

given by Skobeleff for the troops to begin to move

cautiously forward, and feel their way with care. This

was done, and the positions were taken. At last now it was

certain that the Turks were moving, and that the final

decisive moment had come. Skobeleff ordered the cap-

tured positions to be instantly placed in a state of defence,

in case the Turks, repulsed and not yet ready to surrender,

should attempt to recapture them. The grey light of

morning came. It was cloudy, and threatened more

snow. Suddenly there was the booming of thirty or forty

guns speaking almost together, followed instantly by that

steady, crashing roll we have learned to know so well.

The battle had begun. We mounted our horses and rode

towards the battle. It was in the direction of the bridge

over the Yid, on the Sophia road, and half an hour's ride

brought us in sight of the conflict.

A terrible and sublime spectacle presented itself to our

view. Osman Pasha had during: the nig'ht abandoned all

his positions from Grivitza to the Green Hill, and concen-

trated the greater part of his army across the Yid, over

which he passed on two bridges, one the old, and the

other the new one lately constructed. He took part of

his artillery, some three batteries, and a train of about
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fiv^e or six liundved carriages drawn by bullocks. He
succeeded in getting- liis army, the artillery, and part of

the train over by daybreak. The attack was directed

against the positions held by the Grenadiers, north of the

Sophia road, whose lines extended from the road to a point

opposite Opanes, where they were joined by the Rou-

manian curving line through Susurla. The Turks advanced

as far as they could under cover of their waggons, while

the Russians poured in a terrible fire on them from their

Berdan. breechloaders, scarcely less destructive than the

Peabody, and opened on the advancing line with shell and

shrapnel. The Turks then dashed forward with a shout

upon the line of trenches held by the Sibirsky or Siberian

Regiment, swept over them like a tornado, poured into

the battery, bayoneted the artillerymen, officers and men,

who, with desperate heroism, stood to their pieces to

nearly a man, and seized the whole batter}^. The Sibir-

sky Regiment had been overthrown and nearly anni-

hilated. The Turks had broken the first circle that held

them in. Had they gone on they would have found two

more ; but they did not have time to go on. The Russians

rallied almost immediately.

General Strukoff, of the Emperor's staff, brought up

the first brigade of Grenadiers, who, led by their general,

flung themselves on the Turks with fury. A hand-to-hand

fight ensued, man to man, bayonet to bayonet, which is

said to have lasted several minutes, for the Turks clung to

the captured guns with dogged obstinacy, and nearly all

of them were killed. The others began a retreat which,

under the murderous fire sent after them, instantly

became a flight. The majority made for the deep banks

of the Vid, where they found ample shelter from the

Russian shells and bullets. They formed here behind the

banks, and instantly began to return the Russian fire.

It was now about half-past eight, and the Turkish sortie

was virtually repulsed, but for four hours the storm of
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lo;iil swopl on, as lOO j^auis soul I'dilli Ihuue and smoke

and iron.

About twelvi? o'clock the lirin'j: bo'jan to diminish on

both sides, as if by mutual ajj^ivement. Then it stopped

entirely. The firinj^ had not ceased more than half an

hoiu" when a white flag was seen waving from the road

leading around the cliffs beyond the bridge. Plevna had

fallen, and Osman Pasha was going to surrender.

A long, loud shout went up from the Russian army

when the white flag was seen, and its significance was

understood.

A moment later, a Turkish officer was seen riding over

the bridge with a white flag in his hand. He was an

officer of inferior rank, and General Ganetsky, Com-

mander of the Grenadiers, sent him back to send an officer

with the rank of pasha to negotiate the terms of capitula-

tion. Then thirty or forty of us, headed by General

SkobelefiF, who had been this morning placed on the

Sophia road, rode down the road towards the bridge, within

point blank range of the Turkish rifles, if the Turkish

soldiers grouped in masses on the road behind the bridge

on the cliffs overlooking the Vid had chosen to open on us.

About fifty yai'ds from the bridge, and seventy-five from

some masses of Turks on the other side, we halted. General

Skobeleff and two or three other officers waved white hand-

kerchiefs. This signal of amity was answered by the

waving of a piece of white muslin, about two yards square,

attached to a flag-staff. Then two horsemen came forward,

each carrying a white flag. They rode across the bi'idge

and approached us. There was a moment's conversation

with Skobeleff"'s intei'preter, and then it was announced that

Osman himself was coming out, and the two horsemen

galloped back.

' Osman himself coming out !
' exclaimed all of us with

surprise.

'At any rate we will give him a respectful reception,'
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exclaimed one Russian ofificer, in the spirit of true

cliivahy.

' He lias saved the honour of his country,' said General

SkobelefF. ' I will proffer him my hand and tell him so.'

All were unanimous in his praise, and the butcheries

of Eussian wounded committed by the Turkish army of

Plevna were forgotten.

Two horsemen then were seen approaching with a

white flag, the bearer of which was apparently merely a

common soldier. The other horseman was not Osman
Pasha, but Tefik Bey, his chief of staff. Tefik Bey rode up.

He halted for a moment and was silent. He then spoke

in French with good accent, but slowly, as if choosing his

words.

He said 'Osman Pasha'— then stopped fully ten

seconds before he proceeded— ' is wounded.'

' Not severely, we all hope ?
' exclaimed General

Skobeleff.

' I do not know,' was the answer, with a pause of a

second between every word. Then there was a pause,

which became embarrassing. The Turk showed no hurry

to speak. Finally, General Skobeleff stammered out, ' Is

there anybody you would like to see ?— [pause]—-With
whom did you wish to speak ?—Is there anything ?

—

[pause]—What the devil is the matter with the man?
Why don't he speak ?

' blurted out the General, in English,

turning to me. Tefik Bey remained impassive.

' General Ganetsky is in command here. He will be

here presently, in case you should like to speak to him,'

General Skobeleff finally observed. Tefik Bey simply

nodded.

' Osman Ghazi has made a most brilliant and glorious

defeuce,' said an officer. ' We esteem highly his soldierly

character.'

The Turk gazed steadily before him, and gave no sign

that he had heard.
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• Wo look upon liiiii as a very great f^eiieral,' said

nnother. No answer. The Turk's eyes were bent in the

iliivction of Sophia, as thon<jfh looking for Meliemet Ali

Pasha. There was evidently no use trying to converse

with this obstinately silent man, and they gave it up.

Fortunately, CJeneral Strukoff, of the Emperor's staff',

soon arrived, with powers to treat. He asked Tefik if

he had authority from Osmau Pasha to negotiate. It

appeared not. I did not catch all that was said ; but the

final result was that Tefik bowed to us and galloped away

back across the bridge.

We waited awhile longer. Then we thread our way

cautiously over the bridge, through broken carriages and

dead bodies of horses and cattle, and find ourselves among
the Turks.

The terms of capitulation were easily arranged. The

surrender is unconditional. Osman consented at once.

He could do nothing else. In order to attempt a sortie,

be had to abandon all the positions in which he had

defied the Russians so long, and to concentrate his army

down on the Vid. These positions once lost were lost for

ever, because the Russians occupied them almost as soon

as he left them.

We turned back over the bridge, and Osman Pasha

got into a carriage and drove to Plevna. The Grand

Duke Nicholas, with his staff, arrived a few minutes after-

wards, and passed the troops in review. Then we pass

again slowly across the bridge.

The scene had now changed. No more armed Turks

were to be seen. The interview with Osman Pasha had

taken place about two o'clock. It was now three, and the

Tui'ks had all laid down their arms.

We rode slowly on towards Plevna.

There was another halt in our slow onward progress,

and the cry was heard, ' Osman.' I pushed forward to find

that it was indeed Osman Pasha, who, having heard that
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the Grand Duke was coming in this direction, had turned

back in his carriage to meet him. The Grand Duke rode

up to the carriage, and, for some seconds, the two chiefs

gazed into each other's faces without the utterance of a

word. Then the Grand Duke stretched out his hand, and

shook the hand of Osman Pasha heartily and said :

—

* I compliment you on your defence of Plevna. It is

one of the most splendid military feats in history.' Osman
Pasha smiled sadly, rose painfully to his feet in spite of

his wound, said something which I could not hear, and

then re-seated himself. The Russian officers all cried,

' Bravo !
' ' Bravo !

' repeatedly, and all saluted respect-

fully. There was not one among them who did not gaze

on the Hero of Plevna with the greatest admiration and

sympathy.

' It is a grand figure,' exclaimed Colonel Gaillard, the

French military attache. ' I was almost afraid of seeing

him, lest my expectation should be disappointed, but he

more than fulfils my ideal.'

' It is the face of a great military chieftain,' said

young SkobelefF. ' I am glad to have seen him. Osman
Ghazi he is, and Osman the Victorious he will remain, in

spite of his surrender.'

When Skobeleff was iDtroduced to Osman Pasha

by the Grand Duke, the inscrutable countenance of

the Turk relaxed, and he heartily grasped the hand

of the heroic conqueror of the Green Hills.

Osman remarked afterwards that one day Skobelefl^

would be Commander-in-Chief of the whole Russian

army.

On the evening of the surrender of Plevna,

Skobeleif invited Tefik Bey to dine with him at

his headquarters at Usendol.
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Mr. .M;u ( J;ili;m mivs :

—

A warm tiro burning y^nil}' ^" CJoneral ISkobelctV's niuJ.

liut, II glass of vodka, and some hot soup at once thawed

out our benumbed hands and feet, and we were soon

onjoyiu!:: a hot dinner, with tlie appetites of men who had

been in the saddle since daylight, with not a morsel to eat.

Tetik Bey seemed much depressed and downcast. He
spoke little, and was at first almost as taciturn as he had

been on the bridge. He brightened up, however, as thq

meal progressed, drank a glass of red wine, a glass of

sherry, and a couple of glasses of champagne, when

General Skobeleff proposed the health of Osman Ghazi,

and drank to the brave defenders of Plevna. A merry

smile broke over his face when Skobelefi" asked him who

had commanded the Turks on the Green Hill, and I think it

must have occurred to him now for the first time that his

entertainer was Skobeleff, the indefatigable, restless, dar-

ing spirit with whom he had exchanged so many hard

blows on the Loftcha I'oad and Green Hill. Nobody had

mentioned Skobeleff's name in his presence, nor had

Skobeleff told him who he was, but the fact that we had

come out of the Loftcha road, together with Skobeleff's

question about the Green Hill, was quite enough to

enlighten him. So he said, with a smile, *Ah, it is you

who cjave such tough work on the Green Hill all this

time. You are General Skobelefi? ' Skobeleff laughed,

and said, 'Yes.' 'That was a very good attack of yours

that evening in the fog and darkness. Very well done.

But you did not get it all.' ' No,' said Skobelefi", ' I

did not want it all.' And they both laughed. But, after

this momentary fit of sunshine, Tefik Bey soon again

relapsed into melancholy and gloom. We had hardly-

swallowed our coffee when Skobeleff, taking pity on him,

turned us all out, gave up his bed to Tefik, had another

hastily made up for Colonel Gaillard, and then retired
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and passed the night in a hut of one of his ofl&cers ; and

so ended this eventful day on our side of Plevna.

So ended the famous siege of Plevna. It began

on July 2^, and ended on
y;;^;;;;^^' ;; , having lasted 142

days. The Turks lost 30,000 men during the siege,

and when they surrendered we made 44,000 prisoners.

A great sigh of relief went up from every Russian

heart. Plevna had fallen at last, chiefly thanks to

Todtleben. But when we talked of Plevna in Russia,

somehow or other the name of Skobeleff was always

on the tongue. Todtleben was in command, and the

greatest victory belonged to him, but Plevna was also

Skobeleff 's glory.
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It was the singular good fortune of Skobeleff to have

been accompanied throughout his great campaign in

the Balkans by English and American correspon-

dents, who have left on record what they saw of that

most remarkable soldier. To describe him in camp

and in the field, I need only collect some of the

testimonies which have appeared in the English

press. ' By all means,' wrote me my brother the

other day, 'give as many English testimonies as

possible. The more, the better. They cannot then

say that Skobeleff only owes his renown to partial

judges.' This task is a pleasant one. In all the

contributions to the English press I cannot find one

disrespectful, one disparaging remark. Not one.
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This, in itself, is no slight tribute to our hero, and

surely it also is creditable to the generosity of

England. If ever there was a time when English

newspapers—some English newspapers, at least

—

were in a mood to find everything wrong with

everything and everybody in Russia, it was when

Skobeleff was at the height of his glory.

There were representatives of all kinds r>f papers

m Bulgaria, many of them violently prejudiced

against Russia and ardent advocates of an Anglo-

Russian war. Yet, not even these Russophobists

had a word to say against SkobeleiF, although for

Russia and Russia's cause they might only have

unkind words. Of course, Skobeleff, as every other

Russian, would have much preferred being attacked

and calumniated himself rather than see that sys-

tematic hatred for a country which certainly was

dearer to him than his life. But that was not a

matter of choice. If all the other prejudices could

not be overcome, one was—it is, perhaps, a good

beginning. . . . Perhaps

!

Mr. Forbes, for instance, is not exactly a gentle

soul, subject to the enthusiastic impulses of a school-

boy, nor can he be reproached with partiality for

Russians ; but when the news of Skobeleff's death

reached this rough and hostile witness in far Aus-

tralia, he declared :
' It was impossible to know

Skobeleff, to have him smile on you, and not to love

him.' There was another correspondent, Mr. Boyle,

of the ' Standard,' who was, I cannot imagine why,
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fxprlKnl iVom llu' Uii>si;in (.'aiiii), ami who alti'i* his

expulsion wrote a l)ook "wliifli ilid not overflow

with Ikhu'V t'oi* luissian i^'eiicrals ; l»iit in liis

' Diary of an ICxpolled Correspondent '

lie speaks of

Skobeletr with almost as ninch enthnsiasin as if he

had been a Russian, l^nt so it was always. Knrj-lish

officers like Colonel lirackenbnry, distinguished

Anglo-Indians like Sir Henry Havelock, American

officers like General Grant and Lieutenant Greene,

all agree in praise of SkobelefF.

There is one very curious trait about English-

men. Whenever they wish to exhaust the language

of compliment and outdo all the suj^erlatives of praise

which they have bestowed upon a. foreigner, they

say ' he might be taken for an Englishman.' I like

that complacency. There is something so simple,

so charming, in the confident assumption that an

Englishman is the finest work of God, and that to

be like an Englishman is the utmost that poor

foreigners can aspire to. The correspondents unani-

mously agree that SkobelefF might anywhere have

been mistaken for an Englishman. ' He looked to

me,' said Mr. Forbes, ' like an English country

gentleman of the best t3rpe.' ' He would pass any-

where,' said Mr. Boyle, ' for a brilliant officer of the

Eno-lish service.'o
Higher praise, of course, is impossible from

Englishmen.

But I have not heard of anyone in the English

service for whom the army and the nation feel
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anything of the almost idolatrous regard with which

Skobeleff was regarded in Russia. England has

brave generals and heroic soldiers, no doubt, as

have other nations ; but Skobeleff stands alone. To

repeat a phrase used by an English lady, who had

just been reading Sir Henry Havelock's description

of Skobeleff in the field, ' He recalled the ages of

heroism and romance.' There was something: about

him that reminded you at once of the Paladin and

the Crusader, as well as of the heroic warriors of

classical antiquity. He not only commanded admira-

tion, he fascinated the imagination, he enchained the

heart. ' It was impossible not to love him,' has been

said not by Mr. Forbes alone.

Of the personal appearance of Skobeleff many
descriptions have been given, but, like his portraits,

they leave him undescribed.

Speaking of his first meetmg with Skobeleff, Mr.

Forbes wrote :

—

I thought then, as I have never ceased to think, that

I never looked on a finer man. Six feet high, straight as

a pine ; the head carried high with a gallant dehonnaire

fearlessness ; square across the shoulders, deepened chest,

slender of waist, clean ; of frank, graceful, supple figure,

set off to perfection bj the white frockcoat with decora-

tions and gold lace on it, Skobeleff, with his high frank

bearing, looked a genial king of men. ^ As I write, I see

before me that lofty forehead, shaded with the chestnut

curls, the clear, frank, manly blue eyes, that met yours so

' Melbourne Argxis, July 10, 1882, Mr. Rose uses the same expres-

sion. ' One felt instinctively that he was face to face with a king

among men.'

I
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staunchly, the loii^;, strai^^ht docisivo nose —the kintl of

iioso Napoh'on said hv hK>kod for anionjjf hia olHcers \vh(Mi

lie wanttnl to find a general—the beautiful mouth, Avilh

its wonderful njobility of ex[)i'essiou, the well-turned com-

pact chin with the deep dim]>l(^ in the centre. At this

time he wore only whiskers and moustache, later iu the

campaign a silky chestnut beard grew over his broad

chest,—he looked to me like an English country gentleman

of the best type.

Almost all who have attempted to describe

Skobeleff noticed the nicety, the elegance of his

dress. 'His hands were shaped hke those of a

cavalier in Vandyke's portraits.'

Skobeleif Avas sensitively sympathetic in his

intercourse with others. His smile was fidl of

raillery, and there was what Mr. Boyle calls ' a

reckless frankness in his speech/ but he shrank

instinctively from wounding anyone. He Avas

transparency itself, but for the sake of others he

put a curb upon his tongue.

Perhaps what attached casual acquaintances and

strangers as much as anything else, was his bound-

less flow of high spirits and the universality of the

interest which he took in everything, from the

loftiest idealism doAvn to the gossip of the theatres

and the clubs. Of this Mr. Forbes gives a very

good idea when he says :

—

It seemed to me that this young man had been every-

where, seen everything, and read everything. He was

familiar with episodes of my own professional career. He
had carried a flying reconnaissance from Khokand, over
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the Painir steppes, round Lake Uclona, unto the banks of

the Hindoo Koosh. He quoted Balzac and Hamley's
' Operations of War

'
; he had no belief in the first favourite

for the then approaching Derby. He thought Madame
Chaumont very chic^ and he imparted the information

that the upper parts of the Oxus vs^ere dangerous because

of quicksands. We dined together, and after dinner v,rent

to the music saloon, where Skobeleff, to his own pianoforte

accompaniment, sang songs in French, German, Kussian,

Kirghiz, Italian, English, and wound up with ' Auld Lang
Syne ' in admirable vernacular. He impressed me with

tbe belief that he was out of sight the most muscular

thinker of any Russian I had met, and that altogether

he was a Muscovite, or rather, indeed, a cosmopolitan
* Admirable Crichton.'

A Correspondent of the ' New York Tribune,'

"who seems to have knovs^n him well, writing of him

after his death, describes one of his characteristics

which some people overlooked, viz, a love of order

and method which strangely conflicts with the im-

pression prevailing in some quarters that he wa.s

nothing but an impetuous hot-head :

—

Skobeleff had a strong mental digestion for science and

literature. If he had not been a soldier, he would have

probably been a great geographical explorer and historian.

There were few more able strategists. It was a great

error to think he was a more dare-devil warrior, like the

theatrical Murat. The lamented general was no less a

man of study than of action, and extremely methodic.

Apple-pie order reigned in bis lodgings. He travelled

about with a small library of books of instruction, refer-

ence and amusement, or rather, recreative entertainment.

It contained neatly-bound diamond editions of the British,

1 2
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Avore i.'i»Yeivil with aimotatious written in small, distinct

charactors. ^\'h»Ml he bought a standard work unbound

he had several blank pages added between the chapters in

the binding lor critical and other observations that might

suggest themselves.

One day in Paris I was about to take notes at his

dictation. He handed me some English copybook paper,

and a A'aried assortment of pencils, neatly cut, and steel

and quill pens to cboose from. ' That paper,' he said, ' I

bought in Spain of a stationer who wanted to get out of

the w'ay of the Carlists. It was with me in Central Asia.

I hate waste as much as any skinflint ; as if I were living

tai board a war ship. I am particular about my pens.

For military work I like a hard and finely pointed one, that

lets down the ink sparingly ; for reports I take a freer one ;

and for writing letters into which my heart overflows I

prefer the goose-quill. There is no better medium with

which to express the feelings and sensations. People call

me headlong. So I am, but not in the sense they imagine.

I have never in my life butted against a stone w^all. In

daring much I have nearly always succeeded.'

These little details are not so trivial as perhaps

they may appear to some. Nothing is trivial, not

even a shoe-lace, if it enables one to realise more

vividly the character of a man.

SkobelefF had learned English in childhood from

an English nurse, and his familiarity with the lan-

guage was a constant source of astonishment to

Encclishmen.^

' Skobeleff was a remarkable linguist. Mr. Rose says: ' Skobeleff

spoke English without the slightest foreign accent. French, German,

and Italian he read, Vjut did not love Greek. He spoke modern Greek.

He was well versed in the classical works of England, France, and Ger-
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His high spirits were well under control. His

vitality, though vigorous, was never rude, and his

suavity, urbanity, and high-bred courtesy gave an

additional brilliancy to his conversation.

Of course when a man is so universally praised,

it is natural that some may have been disappointed

when they met him, and that was Mr. Marvin's

expectation when he went to St. Petersburg to see

Skobeleff, with whom, as the latter told me shortly

afterwards at Moscow, ' he had held very interestino-

conversations.' But Mr. Marvin was agreeably dis-

appointed. He says :

—

As a rule, I have found that important personages are

best regarded at a distance, through the medium of por-

traits and biographies. Skobeleff is the only great per-

sonage I have met who has become enhanced in my esti-

mation by personal acquaintance, and I have never come
in contact with any man who has left so charming an

impression upon me. An interview with Skobeleff would

have revived the extinct fires of Carlyle's hero-worship

;

as for Thackeray, I think, if he had known Skobeleff, he

would have made him his ideal of a pei'fect gentleman.'

many, and his favourite authors seemed Horace—whom lie was never

tired of citing—Schiller in German, and Byron in English, though he
was quite apt in quotations from Shakespeare. The other languages

Avhich he spoke were Wallach, Bulgarian, Serb, Kirghiz, and I believe

one or two other Central Asian dialects. In peculiarly military mat-
ters he had read a great deal ; and while his head-quarters were at

Slivno during the Russian occupation of Bulgaria following the war,

the walls of his private office were surrounded with bookcases filled

with volumes all bearing on the art of war. He did most of his read-

ing early in the morning, before receiving the members of his staff.

A large proportion of his collection, I noticed, were in English and
French, many of the former being records of British Indian cam-

paigns, with at least half a dozen on the great American civil waf.'
' TJie R'xssian Advmire, p. 07.
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Till' most ik'tailetl ncooiiiit of SkoheK'H'. alike in

camj) aU'l in tlu- llrM, wlii<-li 1 have srt'U in ICni;Tisli,

i- l/u'iilcnant Greene's iH-auliriil (lescri[»ti»»n in liis

' Skotclies of Army Life in Unssia,' ironi wliicli I

take the lil)ertv of making a lengthy extract :

—

The tliinl attack on Plovna was faulty in principle, and

Avith the force which Skobelett" had, was doomed to failure

from the beginning—but this was no fault of his ; he simply

obeyed his orders, and did his utmost to accomplish the

impossible. And, although nearly fifty per cent, of his

command pei'ished under him, yet from that day his name
was spoken of among the soldiers of the entire army, in

words of fables, as a man whose bravery could not be

described. I have heard them speak of him as a general

under whom they would rather fight and die, than fight

and live under another ; for with him they knew they

could never come to disgrace, but were sure they would

acliieve the fame of military heroes, whether they gained

or lost the day, whether the}- lived or were killed.

On the following day Skobeleff was made Lieutenant-

General, being then not quite thirty-three years old, and

was appointed to the command of the Sixteenth Division,

which command he retained, in addition, at times, to the

command of other divisions, till the close of the war. He
then set to work to make that the most famous division

in the army, and he succeeded. It is commonly spoken of

to-day as * the famous Sixteenth Division.' He won the

unalterable affection of the men by his ceaseless care for

their wants. They were the best-clothed and the best-fed

troops in the army : they were never short of ammuni-

tion ; they were never needlessly moved or exposed. If

he was without public funds, he never hesitated to advance,

or give outright, whatever private funds he had, if it

could in any way contribute to their comfort. At Con-
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stantinople, for instance, when there was considerable

delay in transporting the sick to Russia, Skobeleff ad-

vanced over 15,000 roubles out of his own pocket, and
succeeded in chartering an English steamer then in port,

and obtained permission to ship the sick of his own
division in it to Odessa. They thus reached home several

weeks in adva.nce of their regular turn. When his friends

expressed their admiration at his generosity, he replied,

' I owe everything in the world to these men, and the least

I can do is to spend a few thousand roubles to help them
in their sickness.' He passed his whole time in the midst

of his men, tasting their food, inspecting their arms,

learning their every want with his own eyes, and supply-

ing it with orders based on his own knowledge. He was
always with them in their most exposed positions, and
when he was slightly wounded he refused to go to the rear

;

but had a cot brought up and placed in the trenches, and
remained on it there until he was able to mount his horse

again. At the instant of going into a fight he called as

many officers as possible about him, to explain the exact

purpose and object of it, and the manner in which this

object was to be gained ; and then he always made a

short speech to his men, telling them what he expected

them to do, and that he felt sure they would do it. In a

word, he made himself and his division one—he represent-

ing the brains and they the body, and the heart being in

common. He succeeded so thoroughly in accomplishing

this union, that his men responded to his thoughts as

readily as tlie muscles obey the will. I have listened

in wonder at the enthusiastic admiration with which they

spoke of him and the no less enthusiastic way in which

they obeyed him, and I doubt if a more thoroughly ideal

relation between a general and his men has existed since

the days of Cromwell.

In return for his care of his men he demanded of

them, first of all, unhesitating, unflinching, unquestioning
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oltt'tlii'iu't' ti» liis (>i(l('i-s. If lie ordcrctl .i iiKUi to do :iiiy-

tliiu^', wlu'iv itmmHliiito dvatli was as ctn-tain as tlio .sun

in lu'avon, lie oxpeoted to bo instantly obeyed without so

nnu'li as even a look of question or surprise. Himself a

man of wide ivadin^, speakinjj^ many langnag^es, and hav-

in*j travelled in many lands, ho ^fathered about him, in

his personal stall', as ronj^-h and uncultured a lot of men
as I ever saw in officers' uniform ; but they answered his

j.m-pose to carry orders, and, as he said, if he ordered one

of them to ride his horse against the muzzle of a dis-

charging cannon, he would do it instantl3\ One morning

that I was with him on a reconnaissance we came to a

snuill brook. An officer of his staff, with whom he had

had some cause of dissatisfaction just before, rode forward

to try its depth. While he was cautiously feeling its

depth, another officer—a Cossack—rode toward it, and, as

his horse drew back, plied both spurs and the whip with

all his force ; the horse sprang forward into the middle of

the little stream, and as it was very deep, though very

narrow, both horse and rider disappeared under the water.

' There,' cried Skobeleff to the other, ' that's the way

I want my officers to do things.'

The first officer, greatly nettled, theu put spurs to his

horse, and, though Skobeleff, seeing his purpose, yelled at

him to stop, in an instant he and his horse disappeared

under the water. Both men were then dragged out,

di'ipping from their cold bath. Everyone laughed, and

Skobeleff was in the best of humour.
' Now go home and dry your clothes. You're both

fine fellows.' ' But,' turning to the first one, ' after this

never hesitate in what you have to do.'

On another occasion Skobeleff heard one of his colonels,

just as he was going into action, tr^dng to make a speech to

his men, but hesitating, and stammering, and breaking down

in it. He relieved him instantly. ' If at such a moment,'

he said, 'a man can't find a few simple words to tell his
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men what he expects them to do, then he don't know it

himself. At that moment a man can't lie ; his heart will

speak if he have a heart for fight ; and if h(3 can't find

words, it is either because he is a coward, or because he

has no notion in his head of what he is going- to do.'

Again, he punished his men without mercy for the

slightest depredation on unarmed inhabitants or their

property.

These little episodes read queerly ; they seem to be

almost like the doings and talk of a madman ; but it was

madness with a direct method—the pleasantry which is

merely another name for intense concentration of thought

and energy in a single purpose.

Of new officers he required that they should know their

own business ; not that they should be cultured, should

present a fine appearance, should be gentlemanly in their

speech. He demanded none of these things, but that

they should combine unflinching bravery and obedience,

with a thorough knowledge of the way to handle the

number of men each commanded, so as to obtain the

greatest results with them. If they answered these re-

quirements there was nothing he would not do for them ;

he continually praised them, he secured them rewards and

promotions, he shared with them whatever he had. If

they failed in these qualities, he pursued them relentlessly,

abused them in unmeasured terms, and sought the first

oj)portunity to get them out of his division.

His personal bravery was not only of the most reck-

less character, but at times it seemed to partake of the

merest bravado, in which only extraordinary luck pre-

vented him from reaping in death the well-earned reward

of his foolishness. He always wore a white coat, a white

hat, and rode a white horse in battle, simply because other

generals usually avoided these target marks. He was

perpetually riding at breakneck speed the same fence or

ditch, leavinii' half his staff sprawling iji it. He never
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lost an opportunity of ilisplayin^ cournj^e. Jlo wont into

battle in his cleanest nniforni and fresh underclothing,

covered with perfume, and weariui:^ a dianiond-hilted

sword, in order, as he said, that he might die with his

best clothes on.' For a long time lie wore wath evident

aft'ectation a coat in which ho had l)een wounded, and

which had a conspicuous patch on the shoulder. Yet all

this was not mere bravado and nonsense, but was the

result of thought and almost cold-blooded calculation. It

was intended to impress his men, and it did so. They
tirmly believed he could not be hit. Whenever they saw

a white horse, coat, and cap among them, they knew that

was Skobeleff, and seeing he was there they felt sure that

everything was going well. At the beginning of the war
he made up his mind firmly that he would never come out

of it alive. After reading over the telegram announcing

the armistice, one of the first things he said was, ' Well,

perhaps. I won't get killed after all.' With this idea firmly

fixed in his mind, that his death was only a question of a

few weeks or months, his one thought was how to best

use his life so as to make an impression on his men, and

gain such a control over them that they would follow

him anywhere. In everything that he did he tried to

eliminate the idea of danger from their minds, and to

make the most dangerous exploit appear as an ordinary

everyday affair. His bandsmen were kept up to their full

strength, and their musical instruments as carefully in-

spected as the men's arms ; when they went into battle, it

was with colours flying and the bands in their parade

positions, with orders to play till they had not a gasp of

breath in their bodies. At the battle of Shenova, he

moved over the snowy ground in this order and got over

' According to M. N^mirovitch Dantchenko, he used to don the

best of his clothes on going to a battle. ' We must all be prepared for

death, and go to meet it dressed as we are when going to take the

Holy Communion.'
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tliirt}' per cent, of his musicians killed and wounded. But

tliis device of giving to a bloody assault the air of a cus-

tomary afternoon parade, helped not a little to encourage

the men to do their usual part in it.

All these little affectations were merely superficially

calculated and employed for their effect on his men ; but

behind and below all this, forming the solid structure on

which these airy trifles rested, was his stupendous mili-

tary genius. I use these words advisedly, and firmly

believe that, should he live twenty years more, he will be

commander-in-chief in the next war about the Eastern

Question, and history will then speak of hiui as one of

the five great soldiers of this century, side by side with

Napoleon, Wellington, Grant, and Moltke.

Napoleon defined the requisite qualities of a great gen-

eral to be, first, greatness of character or moral courage,

which produces resolution ; second, coolness or physical

courage, which masters danger ; third, a well-grounded

knowledge of the guiding pi'inciples of his profession ; and

fourth, and above all, the capacity to see things as they are,

and not to make pictures in his mind. Although all these

men have differed widely in their personal character, and in

the bent of their minds, yet they have all possessed these

qualities in an eminent degree, and Skobeleff possesses them

all no less eminently. . . . He already belongs to history,

though he has lived but thirty-five years; hehas commanded
twenty thousand men in battle, he has received the sur-

render of an entire army of nearly forty thousand, he has

led more assaults than any living man but Grant, and in

not one of them has he failed to carry the line he assaulted,

though in one case he was subsequently overwhelmed with

numbers and driven out.

Such was the estimate of an Amei-ican observer

writing two years before Skobeleff died. It may

seem hio;h but it is no hio;her than that of an
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l-'nii'lish soldier niid war coiTcsimihU'iit who di'dai'i'd

Skolu'lort* to be tlir nci'V incarnation ol' (lie urnius of

Avar, and who once predicted that, if ever Juirope

wen.' to he ovcrwlielincd 1)\' an in\asion IVoni the

East, as she was eighty years ai^o invaded from the

West, SkobelelF would prove himself to be in no

deixree inferior to Napoleon.'

' Mr. Marvin, in the course of the ' interesting conversation ' before

alluded to, elicited from Skobeleft" some criticisms of the English

army, which perhaps may not be without interest to some English

readers. ' Skobelefl" said that he had followed the whole of our opera-

tions in Afghanistan.' ' For General Roberts,' he continued, ' I have

a gi'eat admiration. He seems to me to possess all the qualities of a

great general. His was a splendid march from Cabul to Candahar.

I think more highly of him than I do of Sir Garnet Wolseley, but there

is this to be said of all your generals—they have only fought against

Asiatic and savage foes. They have not commanded an army against

a European enemy, and we cannot tell, therefore, what they are really

made of.' On my describing the controversy between Roberts and

"NVolseley in regard to the Long and Short Servdce Systems he said :

' I myself prefer young soldiers to fight with. We take our soldiers at

twenty-one, and I think two years or three at the outside is quite

sufficient to fit them for war.' It is noteworthy that Skobelefl' likes to

surround himself with young officers. The recent brilliant campaign

against the Turcomans was essentially a war conducted by young men.

There was hardly a grey head in the force.

Mentioning Sir Garnet Wolseley's objections to the Tunnel, he

said :
' If I were an Englishman, I do not think I should like to see

the tunnel constructed. The possibility of 2,000 or 3,000 of the enemy
treacherously seizing the English end deserves to be seriously con-

sidered.' He went on to say, in regard to the English army, that he

thought we ought to have compulsoiy conscription in our country. I

pointed out the impossibility of carrying this into effect, and observed

that we had a vast resen'e of military jjower in India, which a Go-

vernment like Russia would know better how to make use of than our

own. ' I do not think much of the native army in India,' he replied.

' We have also a vast native reserve—Tartars, Circassians, and so

forth—but we do not draw upon them beyond a certain point.

Asiatics cannot be trusted against European troops.' I referred to the

Indian troops brought to Malta during the Turkish War, and said it

would have been interesting to have seen how they would have com-
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Mr. Boyle, in his ' Diary of an Expelled Corre-

spondent,' gives some details which I have not met

with elsewhere, and which are worth quoting :

—

A more recent history I may mention—one that is

told aroand camp fires, and contributes to raise still higher

the pedestal upon which Skobeleff already stands in the

soldier's simple view. In one of the forays or recon-

naissances, or what you please to call them, around Plevna,

his Cossacks suffered much from thirst. They breasted

a high ridge—I know it well—and saw below them, a

delicious spring, stone-faced and cisterned, as are all

springs near the highway in that Turkish land, Avhich

they tell us is so brutal and so far behind the age. The
General cried for water, but his Cossacks pointed out how
thick the Turkish bullets were pitting the slope below,

and how they pattered round the spring. Skobeleff leapt

down and slowly talking over his shoulder with the trusty

captain who has followed him for love from Turkestan—his

name I am sorry to forget at this moment—very slowly

he walked to the cistern, took a long drink, and then

another, washed his ftice and hands, shouting to his

officers how sweet and cool was the water. I know this

sounds like fanfaronade, though of the best sort; yet I

think that, if everything could be told that bears upon the

subject, even such acts would be recognised as neither

injudicious nor uncalled for at present. However that

be, the story goes on to tell that Skobeleff's Cossacks were

mad to see their idol thus run into danger which they

seemed to shirk. They clambered out of their forked

saddles as swiftly as men can disengage themselves from

ported themselves in the presence of a European army. ' It would
have been interesting,' he replied, 'but you did not use them, and we
therefore do not know what tliey would have done. The best cri-

terion of the quality of the native troops of India is the fact that India

should allow itself to be dominated by only 00,000 European soldiers.'
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i>uoh a clumsy apparatus, aud pressed forward, lu the

tones of real nuj^er, Avhieli are perfectly recognised by the

followers of this good-liunioured General, Skobeleft' ordered

them back, and jnit nuder arrest—not a nominal punish-

ment—those who had ventured to risk their lives a few

feet in the direction which he had traversed.

This is the camp story ; another is told in the ' upper

circles.' I could not myself doubt which represents the

truth. The General's knowledge of English speech, and

liking of things English—saving our policy alone—have

brought him into close relationship with correspondents

here. We know him well, and I regard him as the one

soldier whom Russia has visibly at command.

'

Our famous painter, Verestchagine, gives some

traits of SkobelefF in a letter which the EngHsh cor-

respondents appear to have missed :

—

As a man Skobeleff, although sympathetic, was too

capricious, but he was brave. As a soldier Skobeleff was

beyond comparison. I do not speak of his valour, which

was surprising, extraordinary, but of his military sagacity,

which is so much more valuable. He was not merely a

swordsman as many pretend. He was also widely read.

He knew the military history of all nations b}^ heart.

Very often in the middle of a battle, on inai'ch, or in the

"bivouac, he would say to me, ' Do you remember what

such and such a captain said on such a battle ?
' As I

was not so well versed in the annals of war I was much
embarrassed, and had to reply, ' Do leave me alone ; I

don't know.'

His reports on the actual condition of the Russian

soldiers and officers, reports which did not please every-

body, are full of good sense and of just observations.

The number of his writings, such as observations, narra-

' D'loryj oj an Expelled Correspondent, Boyle, pp. 321, 322.
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lives of campaigns, is very great, and for a Russian

oflEicer almost unprecedented. Our officers love better to

fight than to write.

To me SkobelefF appeared the incarnation of military

genius. One of my friends called him the god of war.

This may appear to you exaggerated, but not to those

who, like me, have seen him prepare for and command in

battle, address the soldiers, inspire with his spirit, and

superintend the provisioning of his troops and the supply

of all their wants, even to the greased cloths with which,

in severe frost, they enwrapped their feet.

Skobeleflf was superstitious.' Once we made an ex-

change of flags. He had given me his famous old

banner, torn and pierced in twenty battles. I had made
him a new and very beautiful one of Chinese and

Indian stuffs ; but he often demanded the old flag, which

I refused to give up. When before Geok Tepe, he

ascribed every little reverse to the ill-luck which my
banner brought him, and every failure led to a fresh

demand for his old flag. Not until he had taken Geok
Tepe and ended the campaign was he a little more satis-

fied with my banner.

Contrary to what has been said, he wept easily ; not

only at the death of his father and mother, but at that of

the Emperor he shed many tears.

In one word, to sum up my impression of my departed

^ Mr. Rose was of a difl'erent opinion, and it is probable that

SkobelefF's ' superstition ' was confined to the banner. Mr. Rose says :

' Nothing could be further from the truth than the allegation that so

robust-minded a man was superstitious, taking that word either in its

grosser or its more spiritual acceptation. But, like every other gener-

ous or high-minded man, he regarded the superstitions of a simple and
ignoi'ant people more with compassion than with contempt, and on
more than one occasion, touching on this very subject, he expressed

to me the hope that superstitious observances, which he wisely in-

sisted degraded both individuals and nations, would by-and-by be

eradicated by the spread of education.
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tViciul, it' 1 \\rr(> not siiri' of llie r;ij>i(l Imil;*'! ruliicss of

man, I wonld 1m' the liisl io raisr a snbscription lor a

inonuiiuMit Mollu' nit'nn>ry of llic Uiavt^st liussian sdldicr.'

Tlic war r»»nvs|»(>ii<lcnc(' (tf 1877—8, ])(»lli lliiLjli.sli

and liiissian, teems -with Jinecdotcs ^illustrating his

care for liis men, his iiKhfterence to danger, and his

attention to every detail of a soldier's life. After

his death, two of these correspondents recorded their

recollections of SkobelefF. Mr, A\ . K. Rose wrote in

the ' Fortnig-htly Review ' in London, and ^\r. Forbes

in the ' Melbourne ArgiTs ' m Australia, and both,

although at the opposite end of the world, agreed

entirely about his military genius. Mr. Rose, after

saying that it would be impertinence on his part to

speak of what has already been said by the highest

military critics in Europe, gives the following details,

which are very interesting :

—

Like all great commanders, Skobeleff inspired in the

officers and men under him the warmest attachment and

devotion. To use an old phrase, ' they would go through

fire and water for him.' Skobeleff was naturally the

object of much jealous irritation on the part of the older

generals in the service of the Czar. I remember him re-

ferring to this unpleasant state of matters, and stating

that with him honours brought additional labour and

greater weight of cares,, and enforced the most unwearied

vigilance against the slightest mistake.

AVith the officers of his own command he was frank and

friendly, but he never lost his dignity or proper reserve

even in moments when his natural geniality led him to

unbend. His keen glance took in all the details of an

action, and he never failed to note, commend, and reward
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any display of gallantry. The fall of a comrade, however

humble, he sincerely mourned.

It has been well said that SkobelefF hacJ. ' an almost

magic power of identifying himself on occasions with the

humblest of his men.' It was a proud day for a private

to be selected for even the slightest notice by the general,

and, mayhap, to have his ears gently pulled—a favourite

and peculiarly caressing habit of Skobeleff's when he was

in good humour. In a campaign he shared the privations

and the food of the meanest soldier in the ranks, he

shirked no hardship which his men were compelled to

bear : if they were in want, no luxurj^ was spread on his

board. On their part, the men admired his intrepidity

and his brilliant dash. Under such a nature even the

faint-hearted became brave warriors. When, after a three

days' struggle with the snows, the ravines, the precipices

of the pass of Hemedli, during which guns, waggons,

tents, even much ammunition, had to be abandoned

—

Skobeleff's tired column emerged on the valley of Tundja

and came face to face with Vessel Pasha's army, which

had just victoriously driven back Radetzky's and Mirsky's

columns— General Skobeleff rode along the line, inform-

ing' his men that there was no retreat : all that was left

to them was death, glory, or—after a pause—shame.
* Death or glory !

' was the cry, with loud huzzas for their

loved and devoted leader, and right nobly did they vindi-

cate their choice. Many instances of his consummate
courage and coolness in danger are already well known to

readers in Western Europe. Let me add one or two.

On the day before the assault on the Green Hill redoubt

at Plevna, I was with him on a vine-covered ridge which

commanded a view of the Turkish position. Skobeleff'

was making preparations for the assault. He had from

I)ersonal inspection made a plan of the surrounding

ground, and was, quite in view of the enemy, making a

series of sketches of the exact points and the ground.

K
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loading: to thom 'wliioli were to be the objects of iittack by

each of his battalions. The Turks opened fire ; at first

the shells were short, then they flew overhead, but

suddenly two shrieked unpleasantly near. One burst

within a few yards of where Skobeleff was sitting on a

camp stool, drawing, and he and his paper were covered

with the friable soil of the vineyard. Without a word or

a Nvince, he simply shook the soil ofi' the paper and finished

the preparation of his plans, ordering his staff, when he

observed that the fire continued exact, to find cover under

a sloping bank some twenty yards off. At the battle of

Shenova—and I refer to this engagement frequently be-

cause the details of it are almost wholly unknown in Eng-

land—Skobeleff, mounted on his white charger, went out

alone to reconnoitre the Turkish position. Of course he was

the mark for a pretty hot fusillade from both infantry and

artillery. Suddenly a shell appeared to strike the ground

right beneath his charger and exploded. Thousands

thought his temerity had at last brought the death he

seemed to court. But when the smoke cleared away the

Avhite charger was observed plunging gallantly onward,

and his rider, unharmed, soon afterwards rejoined his own

troops. Skobeleff told me that when the shell exploded

he was almost suffocated with the sulphurous smoke, and

that for a moment he actually believed his hour was

come. The plunging of his horse, as it were, awoke him

from the shock, and he was able to finish his survey

unnerved. It would be wearisome to multiply instances

of his escapes or of his daring.

As a disciplinarian he w^as firm and strict. No point

was too minute to be overlooked. Skobeleff's vedettes

were never caught napping. His knowledge of the detail

of military diaty was universal—even to sounding all the

bugle calls. An illustration of the discipline of his corps

occurs to me. I had been talking with him of military

breech-loaders and discussing the merits of various
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systems. Taking a * Berdan,' with which the troops

were latterly armed, from a soldier, he undid the breech

and lock and explained the mechanism with the precision,

of a gunsmith. Returning the rifle to the soldier, he

turned, and walking up to a sentry a few paces distant,

he said, ' Let me see your rifle '—extending his hand as

he spoke. The man saluted and replied, 'I cannot, your

Excellency.' ' But I want to see if it is clean,' persisted

the General. ' I cannot, your Excellency,' again said the

sentry, as firm as a rock. Skobeleff smiled, pulled his

ears, and walked on. I asked an explanation, whereupon

he said that a rule of war with him was that no sentry on

duty was on any account to give up possession of his arms

—not even to the Tzar himself. ' But, said I, ' suppose

the sentry had given up his rifle when you were seem-

ingly so serious in asking it. What then ? ' ' He would

have been shot,' quietly replied the General, ' for dis-

obedience to orders in time of war.' •

That is a grim little trait of the discipline which

he maintains in all his campaigns.

Mr. Forbes's testimony, although not so detailed,

is no less effective. ' Skobeleff,' he says, ' told him

that he w^ore white in battle that " my fellows can

see where I am and know, therefore, whither to

follow." ' It was but the nineteenth century repro-

ducing the white plume of Henri Quatre at the battle

of Ivry. Speaking of his generalship, Mr. Forbes

says :

—

Skobeleff, the evening before the successful assault,

promulgated detailed instructions to the officers, with
some words of soldierly advice to the men. The ' scheme
of attack ' has become a standard in all the war schools in

' Fortnightly Review, Oct. 1882.

K 2
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Europe as a huhIi'I of tactical conception, of lucid clearness,

of caivt'ul prevision for any and every contingency. I am
content to stand by it alone in my contention that

Skobeleft' is to be ranked as one of the greatest generals

of modern times. He alone was a practical sanitarian.'

He kept his camps clean, he made his men wash them-

selves, he gave them exercise, he saw to the baking of

bread for them, and bo\ight them vegetables out of his

own pocket, and abolished nostalgia by instituting amuse-

ments. . . . SkobelefF was the most brilliant man I ever

knew, and incomparably the finest fighting-man.

Skobeleflf was the soldier's hero. His fame has

already become legendary iii our army, and not in

our army only, but wherever Slavs are found. To

understand the love, the adoration with which the

soldiers speak of Skobeleflf, it is only necessary to

listen to the stories which they tell round their camp

fires of their young and idolized hero. In their

eyes he was more than mortal. One of his soldiers,

coming unexpectedly on the crowd which blocked

the street opposite the chapelle ardente where Skobeleif

lay dead, on asking ' Why this crowd ?
' received

answer, ' SkobelefF is dead !
'

' Nonsense,' replied

the simple veteran. ' Skobeleff is not dead. He

* Here is Sir Henry Havelock's account of SkobeleflF's care for liis

men. At Brestovetz, before Plevna, his division, the 16th, up to its

full number, is all ensconced in excellent huts, a mile and a half

further back, prepared for any cold, and with a fireplace and chimney

to every hut. His is the only Russian camp I ever saw that is clean

in the English sense of the word. All others are pigstyes or worse,

polluting the streams and breeding disease regardless of consequences.

His is clean. Being a rich man, Skobeleff keeps open table, and all

his Brigadiers and Colonels sit down with him twice daily, quite

unlike Gourko, of whom it is said that ' he never dines,' but takes tea

occasionally, writing and working all the rest of the day.
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would not consent to die. It is impossible,' And so

lie unconcernedly went his way, confident that his

beloved General was still alive.

' Ah ! he knew the soul of every soldier, as if he

were himself a private,' was the common remark of

the men who had fought under him in so many

battles and camped with him on so many fields. ' He
was so simple, so unassuming ; he was indeed one of

ourselves.' He used to eat with them with the com-

mon spoon out of the camp-kettles, and no one was

ever more careful to see that the camp-kettle was

in its place. It was not only the superb military

genius which they admired, but his sympathy, his

affection, his homely brotherliness. There was no

pride in him : with the poorest he was as friendly as

with the most powerful.

'Well, are you going to be a general ? ' he would

say familiarly to a private whom he met on his round.

' Never, Excellency,' would be the reply. ' What,

never? That is a bad sign. My old grandfather

was a peasant like you. Yet he became a general,

and so may you if you are brave.' All had their

chance ; at least, as much chance as his grandfather,

one of the heroes of 1812.

SkobelefF's generosity was lavish. He gave away

every penny of his pay to his men. He repeatedly

provided for their wants out of his own purse. No
father could be more careful of his children than

Skobeleff was of his soldiers. He was careful to

spare their feelings, and if by chance he offended.
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his n'pnrati»ni was |»n>mpi, Wlieii in Constaiitinn])lo

aftt'i* till' war. \\o uwl a Kussiau prisoner in a Tiirkisli

uniform. 'What a shamo!' lu' cried ini])iilsively
;

' liow ean you wear an eui'iiiy's iiuilnriii ? it is too

i.a.i:'

No sooner had the words escaped him than he

reflected and exclaimed, ' I am vexed with myself.

l*erhai)s the poor wretch had nothing to put on his

hack. ]\IacGahan, lend me some money ; we have

only twenty pounds—that is so little
;
you go at once

and tind him, and give him some money.'

^lacGahan got some fifty pounds. ' Xow go,' said

Skoheleff ;
' there are three Russian prisoners at the

Seraskeriate ; find them and apologise—apologise for

me heartily. Say how sorry I am. I should have

gone myself, but I camiot go to the Seraskeriate.'

When I returned, after having fulfilled my mis-

sion, I found Skoheleff impatient and fidgetty.

' Well, well, how is he? lias he accepted your help?

What a disgrace to leave our prisoners so long with the

enemy ! AVrite me an ofiicial paper about what you

saw and found. Though, of course, I cannot approve.'

' Approve what?
'

' Why, of course I cannot ap2:)rove of an officer

who allowed himself to be made a prisoner.'

' But what could he do?
'

' What so many Russians did on the Shipka ; a

revolver has six shots ; five to the enemy, the sixth

to oneself. What is the life of one man? The prin-

ciple is the great point.'
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Somebody wanted to warn SkobelefF— ' One of

your officers is spreading scandalous lies about you.

I may give you his name ?
' Skobeleff seized his

interlocutor by the hand. ' No, no, not a word, man.

My officers fought like heroes, I love them. One

word of mine was sufficient for their going willingly

to death.'

When the interview was over and the guest left

the room, Skobeleff called his servant. ' Have you

well remarked that face? ' asked he.

' Yes, General.'

^ If so, for this man henceforth I am never at home,

never ! Do not forget my order
!

'

Skobeleff was not a saint, and he was too young

and too witty not to be fond of jokes. A beautiful

young Bucharest lady, very eccentric and foolish,

having heard no end of stories of Skobeleff' s heroic

deeds and his extraordinary fascinations, sent him

a very enthusiastic letter, announcing, at the same

time her intention to visit him the next day.

The letter, hardly read, was thrown to the fire

and the whole thing forgotten. At the appointed

time, Skobeleff was deep in conversation with an old,

decrepid General, who was rather tiresome and

wordy. A servant brought in a card ; it was the

eccentric Roumanian. ' Dear General ! Do help me

!

I am in great trouble !
' exclaimed Skobeleff.

'What can I do?'

' There is a lady—T dare say a very nice one ; but

I am really too busy. Go and receive her ; tell her
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you aiv Ski)l)t'left\ :ni<] -aw luixioiis t<> know wlitit y<"i

can do lor lior I

'

Tlio old veteran went and soon returned with an

anjxrv face. '1 do not know wliat i^lie wanted. ISlie

stared at nie. exelainied, '" W hat ! you are tlie young

hero?" l)ursr out laughing and rushed away. She

must be mad.'

Soon alter that the Koumanian lady met one of

Skobeleff's aides-de-camp. ' Do you know that

Russians have a very funny notion of youth ?
' said

she, ^Yondering,

' And why do you say so? ' he asked.

' ^^'ell, I saw your young General Skobeleff.

A\ hat a monkey, what a horrid monkey!

'

But Skobeleff, although fall of fun, was also full

of generosity to all who needed his help.

Soon after the taking of Plevna he was walking

in Bucharest, and saw an officer looking very pale

and half- starving. ' What regiment are you in ?
'

asked he. ' Have you dined ?
'

' Well, I tried to get a dinner, but prices are tre-

mendously high at Bucharest ; I am trying to find

somethmg more in accordance with my pocket.'

' Come with me ; be my guest,' interrupted the

commander. The dinner was over, and the poor

officer went home. On his table he found an enve-

lope containing ten pounds and a note from Skobe-

leff, ' You forgot your money on my table. You
sliould not do so again 1

'

An eye-witness relates a scene which deeply im-
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pressed him. SkobelefF went to visit a transport of

soldiers badly wounded. One of the moribunds

recognised him. ' Oh,' said he, ' there is our own

one, our SkobelefF.' The others heard the name.

' Hurrah, hurrah !
' they tried to cry out ; so weak and

wavering were their voices it reminded one of death

more than of life. One of the wounded soldiers who

had to be operated on had both legs and an arm to

be amputated. Chloroform was offered. He refused.

'Why do you object? ' exclaimed the doctor. 'I

cannot,' replied the man ;
' rather let me smoke a pipe

during the operation. I cannot take any chloroform,

I tell you. I am a " Skobelevets
—

" ' belonging to

Skobeleft^'s division.

Another case : they bring in an officer. ' I am
dying,' said he ; 'no use concealing it from me,' said

he. ' Where is Skobeleff? I want to see him, if

possible.' They sent for Skobeleff, who was about a

mile off. 'I am here,' said the General, as he has-

tened to his side. ' What can I do for you? '

' Just shake my hand, General, before I leave this

world. I want nothing more. Thank you so much

for comino;.' He fell dead as he uttered the last

word.

His example even in small details was followed

by his men. When a reconnaissance was ordered, one

of the soldiers began putting on his new uniform.

'Why is this?' he was asked ;
' you will spoil your

uniform.'

' I must ; Skobeleff says that on going to meet
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one's (loath ono has Id hi- (hvsscil as wlicn goiiiij;

to take tlio h(~»lv toinimmiou. Skobclcrt' Ininsclf is

smartly drossod whoii ho «;"oos to a battlo.'

Thouiili insistin*]^ on the strictest discipline and

ol>odience, SkoboKtl" was not a formalist, and no

Ixlievor in red-ta})e. ]n tlio trenches soldiers were

allowed to sit even in the presence of their commander.

A soldier must have as much rest as possible ; he

nuist economise his strength. Had he to jump up

at every appearance of his chief, the latter would be

oblio'ed to avoid 2;oino- to his trenches.

After one of the attacks—the Turks already quite

defeated—the Russians by mistake were continuing

to shoot. ' AVhat are you doing? ' cried SkobelefF,

with a voice of thunder. 'Are you mad? Are you

Turks ? Are you blind ? The enemy is taking away

his wounded and his dead, and you are firing at

him ! Stop immediately !

'

The Turks called SkobelefF ' the just one.'

He once summoned all his officers. ' Gentlemen,'

said he, ' I insist upon one important fact which you

ought to keep always in mind. I cannot tolerate

cruelty or injustice amongst my troops. We must

pay for every trifle we take, and not plunder shops

and villages, as brigands. If you or anybody does

any harm to any child or woman, such an infamy as

that shall be punished, mercilessly punished. Keep

that well in mind, I tell you.'

He never treated his soldiers as machines. ' It is

not enough,' he used to say, ' for soldiers to be brave
;
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they must also be intelligent.' And he constantly

tried, with very great success, to make every infantry-

man in his division understand all the details of the

battle in which he took part.

There was a dangerous skirmish once at night, a

very dark night indeed it was. The troops could not

see their chief, but they heard his commanding voice.

They needed no better guidance.

When any young fellow in another division dis-

tinguished himself, Skobeleff used to give himself

no rest till he had secured his transfer to his own

division. To be chosen by Skobeleff, to be a Sko-

belevets, was an honour indeed. Another thing that

endeared him to his troops was the gaiety of his

heart, joined with deepest sympathy, which sometimes,

as we have seen, even found expression in tears. Sko-

beleff never was other than gay with his men, although

sometimes when alone, the injustice and stupid

hatred of some of the Petersburgers' nearly drove him

mad. He soon got over that, and his spirits used to

rise with danger, until he never seemed so much

himself as when he was leading a charge upon the

enemy's batteries. As he- once said when asked why

he dressed for a battle as if for a ball, ' Is not every

battle a ball for a soldier ?
'

There was something fascinating about the way in

which this splendidly gifted man absolutely ignored

himself and lived only for his country and for his

brethren. Why should not men be proud to die for
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liini wild MTiiU'tl (>iil\- t<» covi't the |>i'i\ llt'nc dl" dyiiii;'

lor thoiu ? llo only })rizeil liis life in order tliat he

iuii;lit givo it away for Russia and the Shivs. Who
would not be iilad to follow such a chief? AdcI his

troops followed him with an absolute devotion. His

presence was enough to induce them to confront any

number of foes. It was sufficient if Skobeleff was

there. Once, in the Tekke campaign, a fierce skir-

mish took place in the night. It was so dark the

troops could not see the Avliite coat of their General,

but the}?^ heard his voice through the black night, and

it was enough. With him, even though unseen, they

could not be defeated.

And now, after giving so many English, Scotch,

and American testimonies, let me add a few details

fi'om a Russian author, M. Nemirovitch Dantchenko,

who gives some charming specimens of his ways and

manners with his soldiers.

The General, though he was the chief, at the same

time was the beloved comrade of all.

Once, M. Dantchenko says, w^hen the heat was

intolerable, Skobeleff was driving in an open carriage.

He saw a soldier hardly able to move a step, per-

fectly exhausted. He cried, ' Well, poor fellow ! it

is hard to walk.'

' Yes, your Excellency,' he replied.

' I daresay you think it rather unjust that a

general, lighter and better dressed than you, should

]je dri^dng, and you should have to trot. Is it

not so ?

'
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The soldier, not knowing what to answer, was

silent.

' Well, come, sit down with me and drive.'

The soldier, thinking the General was joking,

hesitated.

' I tell you, sit down.'

The soldier looks amazed and delighted, and takes

his place.

' Are you well ?
' continues SkobelefF.

' Admirably, your Excellency.'

' Well, earn your general's epaulettes, then, as

my grandfather did—he also was at first a j^rivate

—and you will drive in your own carriage as I

do.'

On another day, at Giurgevo, SkobelefF meets a

soldier crying. ' What a shame !
' he exclaimed.

' What is the matter ? Why are you weeping like

a woman? '

The soldier tried as well as he could to look brave

and self-controlled.

' What is the matter, I ask? Speak to me with-

out fear.'

It turned out the poor fellow had just received a

letter from home. The cow was dead ; arrears had

to be paid ; the harvest was bad. There was no

help. ...
' You should begin by telling me what has

happened,' said SkobelefF, ' and not go on weeping.

Can you read and write ?
'

' Yes, Excellency.'
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" llrrc lire liflN' ri»ul)lcs ; m'IkI tlint Ikhiic, and

briiiii" WW \\\v vvrv'\\)\ Irmii tlir post-ollico.'

riio sum was iiiorc llian suflicu'iit, and made tlic.

soldier very liappv.

Skobelell' was kindness itself. He never touched

a tartliinu- «>l" his pay. It all went for good deeds,

llie numbers of applications of every sort he got

daily was enormous.

Skobeleff's physical powers were very great.

' AVhen do you sleep? ' somebody asked him.

' Oh, I can easily pass three days and three nights

without shuttuig my eyes, as I can also sleep unin-

terruptedly for twenty-four hours.'

He never trusted any report or description of

the positions, and always at daybreak was studying

everything himself, with his own eyes. Riding full

speed, sometimes fifty versts, he would immediately

resume his other work, reading and receiving official

reports, making annotations, and giving orders. He

would go to the kitchen, taste the soldiers' food,

and then begin to read again. It was curious to see

how he never failed getting books, and always serious

works, newly-published. He used to discuss their

contents with his friend General Kurapatkin or

others, showing on these occasions the profusion of

such an arsenal of facts, such a knowledge, that he

looked like a military professor in his pulpit.

' SkobelefF is quite one of us,' declared the troops.

' He is a thorough Russian, he knows and loves us.
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He is a regular eagle, flyirig in the air,' added some,

admiringly.

' You must explain to the soldiers,' he used to

tell his officers, ' what you want them to do. A
soldier who realises his duty is worth a thousand

times more than a man who is marching with closed

eyes.'

Skobeleff liked to be himself always in the most

dangerous place, though he did all he could to spare

others. Once he went to the front, and turning

round perceived a group of his officers. ' Why are

you here? ' he cried ;
' you are not necessary.'

' We will not let you die alone,' answered they.

He understood their stratagem, smiled, and re-

turned to another spot. But he yielded thus very

seldom. ' A general who is a coward ought not to

be tolerated.'

' My dear fellow,' he once said to a diplomatist,

' you have the right to be a coward. A young, un-

experienced officer may understand fear ; but a chief,

a commander, has no right to think of his precious

life.'

M. Nemirovitch Dantchenko's sketch of Skobeleff,

although somewhat flippant, abounds with anecdotes

of the General's influence over his men. Sometimes,

although very rarely, he had to use threats. Once

a wood-cutting party, assailed by a murderous fire

from the Turks, fell back upon the trenches. ' What
are you coming here for ?

' he asked. ' We are leaving

our work,' they replied. ' Have you finished it ?
'
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• No. llir Tiii-ks arc lirliiu" ; it is iinpossihlf ; tlicir

miiiilHTs arc inral('ulal)l(' ;' ami, in a panic, llic men

imnpcil clown into the tiviiclies. ' ^'oii ai-c fri^litcncd !

'

cried Skolu'lotl', in tones of'tlmndcr. ' Your conn-ades

an' -working, and you are Iriglitened. Form in

rank !

'

They obeyed.

' ^larch back to your work, and that at once. If

not, God be witness if I do not make you go through

3'our drill before the Turkish trenches. You know

me. It is enough.'

They resumed their work without hesitation. It

was seldom that they needed such exhortation. His

horses sometimes refused to go further ; his men

never. Their devotion for him was boundless. As

he never spared himself, neither would they. Their

greatest ambition was to be like him. His example

was ever before them. At the beginning of the cam-

paign, when he had swum his horse across the

Danube, he said, ' I never propose to do anything

without first doing it myself as an example. AVhat one

man can do, can be done by hundreds and thousands

of others.'

A striking illustration of his method of teaching

by example is told by Doukonin, Chief of Staff

of the Fourth Corps. ' The cavalry having fallen

much behind the infantry in effectiveness, Skobeleff

undertook to bring the former into better condition.

After having put them through manoeuvres on land,

he ordered them to swim a river. He explained how
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the operation should be effected. Then he selected the

worst and most obstmate horse in the troop to show

them how it should be done. Undressing, he mounted

the horse and forced it into the water. The animal

yielding to the stream landed on the same side further

down the river. He plunged in again and then

again. The regiment left on the river bank shuddered

as they saw their general persisting in compelling the

unwilling horse to take the direction he had indicated

at first. The persistence of the man overcame the

obstinacy of the horse, and it at last swam across the

stream and landed its wilful rider on the other side.'

SkobelefF then re-entered the river and swam back

to the place of starting. ' Now, my brave fellows,'

said he, ' follow the example ofyour commander.' In

a moment the whole regiment, officers and men,

plunged in the stream, each anxious to prove himself

more bold and more skilful than his comrade.

Skobeleff was far more careful of others than he

was of himself.^ When in the trenches before Plevna,

^ Prince L^on Schahofslcy, in his vivid and bi-illiant book, Ttco

Campaigns beyond the Balkans, gives tlie following illustration of this

in a description of a meeting between General Gourko and General

Skobeleff.

Having fixed an interview at the Mirkovitch redoubt, in order to

decide together upon the elevation of new fortifications, near Plevna,

they both came in the redoubt with their numerous suite of officers

and chiefs of their different regiments. The redoubt was some 800 or

1,000 sagenes distant from the Turkish forces. Turkish shells reached

it so easily, that almost every shot hit the mark. The Turks seemed
quite sure of their safety, and some of them were calmly working,

others walking or riding on their fortifications. Gourko seemed vexed

at that apparent sans-(jene, and drew Skobeletf's attention to it ; then,

turning himself to the chief of the battery :
' Send them some bullets,'

L
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his statV one dnv ilisousscil Imw ilicy could prcvont

lilm tVom so rockU'ssly exposing himself. Tlic only

expeilient they couUl devise was that they should

accoin]>any him whenever he went outside the breast-

work into the enemy's lire. Immediately afterwards

Skobeleff stood npon the breastwork against Avhich

the Turks were firing heavily. In a moment all his

stalf got up beside him. ' What are you doing here,

gentlemen? ' he asked. ' Are you coming to court

the enemy's balls? ' One of the officers saluted him

gi*avely and replied, ' We have the honour to belong

to the staff of your Excellency.' Skobeleff saw the

trick. He burst out laughing, and finding they per-

sisted, he returned to the trench.

His life in the trenches was spent among the sol-

diers. He slept on a stretcher in the straw, beneath

an awning of thatch which was often pierced by Tur-

kish bullets. In the bitter cold nights he used to

make a little fire in a frying-pan to keep him warm.

He slept very little. In the trenches, as in the

drawinsc-rooms of fine ladies, or at the dinner-table

he cried, hardly interrupting his debates with Skobeleff. All the

Turks suddenly disappeared, then some few of them came back.

'Some more bullets,' again ordered Gourko, and resumed his con-

versation. Again the Turks disappear, and this time they remained

below for a longer period of time. After which a light smoke is

beginning to be seen from their side. ' Lie down all of you,' cried the

Russian canonnier de 8er\-ice. Everybody immediately obeyed, except

Skobeleff and Gourko, who remained standing and talking. A Turkish

shell, howling and whistling in the air, fell near one of the officers

without Vjursting. Another cry of 'Lie down!' is heard, another

Turkish shell traverses the air ; the two generals, both looking calm,

continue their conversation. A third Turkish shell followed the

second, and also fell unburst.
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of boon companions, lie was continually drawing

maps and plans, jotting down ideas and suggestions.

When the Turks were not troublesome, he spent the

time in reading and writing. He was never idle.

' We have no time for rest,' he used to say. ' Russia

cannot wait. We shall find rest in our graves.'

He carried the same spirit into the campaign

against the Tekkes. " A doctor who accompanied the

expedition and who recently published some reminis-

cences of SkobelefF in the Buss, says :
' I once ven-

tured to give advice to Skobeleff, urging him not to

expose his life so recklessly, " Doctor," answered

he, " if I am wounded I am in your hands, and you

have to order. Till then pray give me no lessons,"

The intonation of the voice gave me to understand

that my role of voluntary mentor had to cease once

for all.'

' Soldiers when they perceived their chief in the

trenches rendered him military honours. " Don't do

that," said he, " don't bow to me when I pass, and

also never bow to the enemies' bullets." All that is

related about Skobeleff's legendary bravery, all that

seems hyperbolical, is only strictly true,' ^

' For some of Skobclefl''s orders of the day, see Appendix A.

L 2
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CIIAPTKi; VI.

THK PASSAGE OF THE BALKANS,

After tlie f;ill of Plevn.a—The position of the Tui'ks—Gourko crosses

the Balkans—Skobeleff's advance—Camp kettles and boots—The
position at Shipka— Across the Balkans by a sheep track—The plan

of the attack—Ascending the hills—The descent—Turkish resist-

ance— Sviatopolk-Mirsky's attack — Occupation of Imetli"— The
battle of Shenova—Surrender of Vessel Pasha—Capture of the

army of the Shipka—Advance on Adrianople—Occupation of the

Tchataldja lines — The armistice— The English fleet in the

Bosphorus—Advance to San Stefano—End of the war.

When Plevna surrendered there still remained

175,000 Turkish soldiers in the Balkan Peninsula.

Of these, more than one-half were in the quadri-

lateral. Against them some general is said to have

proposed to lead our armies. But a bolder policy

found favour at headquarters. Instead of a war of

sieges, it was decided to march at once across the

Balkans. It was a very adventurous undertaking.

Bulgaria in December is no Paradise. The broad

Danube Ijehind us ; the snowclad Balkans in front.

The roads were terrible. Northern Bulgaria was

stripped of food and forage. But Skobeleff and

Gourko insisted upon an immediate advance, and

the Grand Duke approved. General Gourko, with

65,000 infantry, 6,000 cavalry, and 280 guns, was

ordered to cross by the Arab Konak Pass, and then
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to advance by Philippopolis on Adrianople. Radetzky,

with SkobelefF and Mirsky, with 56,000 infantry,

2,000 horse, and 252 guns, had to cross by the

Shipka, and also make for Adrianople.

Suleiman Pasha, who was then commanding the

Turkish army south of the Balkans, distributed

35,000 infantry, 2,000 cavalry, and 114 guns in

various positions opposite Gourko. Vessel Pasha,

with 36,000 men and 93 guns, held the southern end

of the Shipka Pass, the northern end of which never

passed out of the hands of the Russians since Sko-

beleff made his way into the abandoned position in

July.

As it is not my duty to tell the story of the

campaign,^ I may briefly dismiss the heroic exploits

of Gourko' s column, as they may by themselves form

a brilliant separate epopee.

^ Beginning with the fall of Plevna on December 10, and ended with

the conclusion of the armistice of Adrianople on January 31. In

these fifty-one days the Russian armies had marched over 400 miles ; had
crossed a lofty range of mountains, where the snow was from three to

ten feet thick and the temperature as low as 10° Fahr. ; had fought

three series of battles, lasting from two to four days each, resulting

in the complete capture of nearly 40,000 men and the dispersion of

another army of over 50,000 ; had captured 213 guns, and small-arms,

baggage tents, and supplies of all kinds, including cartridges and
rations by the millions ; and, finally, had been able to dictate such

terms of peace to the conquered as to remove them permanently from
the list of independent military nations : and this the Russians had
accomplished with the loss of less than 20,000 men, of whom about

half fell in battle and the other half succumbed to the rigour of the

season and the climate. The natural difliculties of the Avinter cam-
paign were overcome by the extraordinary patience and physical

endurance of the men, and by the untiring energy of their com-
manders, Gourko and Skobeleff.—Greene's Russian Army and its

Campaign in Turkey, 1877-78, pp. 367-374,
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Ciourko ivachc'd (,)rkliaiiie on December
^j

from

Plevna. Two days later the advance began. On the

J-^ his cohunn was safely across the mountain. On

?^~^3* Gonrko occupied Sophia, having lost hi ac-

tion 1,000 men in eleven days, not including 53 men

who were frozen to death, and 810 who were utterly

disabled by frost in General Dandeville's column,

wliicli had to retire upon Etropol. Gourko advanced

on 5£2£El^ from Sophia.
Januarj- 9 i

Nine days later he occupied Philippopolis, after

havmg destroyed a strong and well-provided Turkish

army and captured 114 guns, together with an im-

mense store of provision and munitions of war. His

total loss was only 1,250 men.

Harder fighting, but even more signal success,

attended the Radetzky column, which advanced

through the Shipka Pass. That story, however,

must be told with more details.

The following account of the passage of the

Balkans by Skobeleff is taken from the narrative of

M. Imchenetzky, who was himself an eye-witness of

that remarkable feat of arms :

—

Plevua, the fatal Plevna, still detained tlie Russian

army, but a full month before its fall Skobeleff had estab-

lished sources of supply, of food and forage, for the whole

IGth Division, at Gabrova, Tirnova, Selvi, and in other

places. Even then he was preoccupied with the thought

of crossing the Balkans. Yet after Plevna fell we re-

mained inactive for two whole weeks. Plevna had wearied

us during the siege, but it Avas now more insupportable

than ever. Impatient to advance, we were doomed to
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complete idleness ; and, as day after day passed, we began

to lose all hope.*

The only consolation we had was the assurance

Skobeleff used to give us that we should soon be off

again. ' Take care of your horses, gentlemen,' he used

to say, * you will soon have need of them for a long and

difficult march. Buy all the horses the Turkish officers

have for sale. You will want to buy soon, and you will

find none.' Soon afterwards he told us that we were to

march on Shipka.

It was not till December if, 1877, that we started.

The march from Plevna was by no means easy. The snow

had fallen heavily, but sledging was not yet established

;

and the road over heaps of frozen earth was terrible, espe-

cially for the baggage wagons and the artillery. It took

us two stages to reach Loftcha, a distance of thirty versts

(twenty miles) . The third stage—to Selvi—was twenty-five

versts. We could not take all our artillery ; two cannon

in every battery were left at Plevna. Not only was a bat-

tery reduced from eight to six pieces, but each cannon,

even the small four-pounders, needed eight horses instead

of six. The forage and the mass of the baggage of

infantry was trans^Dorted upon sledges dragged by oxen

and mules. The reserve baggage, and part of that of

the artillery, which could not by any possibility cross the

Balkans, were left at Plevna ; and only rejoined the army

six months later, long after peace had been signed.

The detachment was divided into two echelons. The

weather was propitious. The frost was steady, without

wind or thaw. The detachment before crossing the Bal-

kans had always been lodged day and night, and had

never bivouacked. The camp kettles were always de-

spatched with great care in advance to the place where

^ The delay was caused, first by the necessity of waiting for rein-

forcements, and secondly by a severe snowstorm and the horrible state

of the roads.
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the ti-oops wore to sleep, ami when the men arrived iheir

food was ready eooked. Skobeleif always tasted it, and

reeorded whether it was good or had. The order of the

dav next nu>rnin^ praised the ^^ood ('Ot)ks, and ]>illoried

the eareless.

After the detachment had defiled past him, SkobelefF

severely reprimanded all who remained behind, insisting

that they should always advance Avith perfect regularity.

It was necessary to be very strict about this. A soldier

when left behind lakes to plundering, and often is frozen

to death.

^^^len the detachment began the march, it defiled

before its beloved chief singing gaily as it marched by.

He was accustomed to greet them with great geniality,

recalling the battles in which they had taken part, and

talking sometimes of the soldier's position, and sometimes

of subjects far removed from the scenes of the campaign.

The j)rivates, instead of being, as usually is the case, awk-

ward in the presence of their chief, were put perfectly at

their ease, and showed themselves at their best whenever

they had the kind and hearty greeting of Skobeleff. It

is needless to add that he treated the officers with the

greatest humanity as comrades. But why say more?

Ask any officer who has ever been in direct communica-

tion with Skobeleff, and he will speak with enthusiasm

of that man, the charm of whose sympathetic manner

was irresistible to all who surrounded him. What was

not less remarkable was the popularity Avhich Skobeleff

enjoyed among the Bulgarians. They crowded around

him, and testified warmly their affection for him and for

his troops.

Skobeleff never forgot the saying of Marshal de Saxe,

that the strength of an army lay in its feet. He was

most rigorous in seeing that there were no damaged boots

in his division. He spared no efforts to secure new boots

for his men, and it fared ill with the soldier and with his
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officer if the boots were not well and regularly greased.

Every man received a pair of warm stockings. Skobelefif

insisted strongly on the excessive importance of clean

feet ; and he used to recall the fact that when the French

before Sebastopol were so badly off for fuel as to have to

dig the vine roots out of the ground, the officers kept

part of that scanty allowance for heating water in which

the soldiers could wash their feet.

On arriving at Selvi on December i
j, we remained

there a week. (Gourko had already begun the passage

of the Balkans near Sophia.) During this period Skobeleff

repaired to Shipka,^ where he received instructions from

Radetzky as to the advance southward. Radetzky added

some regiments of Bulgarian Militia to Skobeleff's com-

mand, and ordered him to cross the Balkans by the track

of Imetli.^

^ Radetzky commanded the troops with which he had held Mount
St. Nicholas, since it was seized by Skobeleff in the early days of the

war. The Turks occupied the village of Shipka, to the south of Mount
St. Nicholas. The cold at Shipka that winter was so intense that

Radetzky had no fewer than 6,000 men Jwrs-de-combat by frostbite and
exposure on December ||.

'^ Lieut. Greene writes thus of Radetzky's plan of campaign :—'The
arrival of General Skobeleff with the ICth and 30th divisions and the

3rd and 4th rifle brigades at Gabrova, in the first days of January,

placed a force of 74 battalions, or about 56,000 infantry, besides artil-

lery and cavalry, at Radetzky's disposition ; but of these troops, the

24th division had to be sent to Gabrova to refit, and was for the

moment practically hors-de-combat. The rest of his troops, however,

were in good order. Radetzky's plan for forcing the passage was to

divide his troops into three columns, one of which, under his own
orders, was to remain in the works at the summit of the pass, while

the other two were to pass on either flank, cross the mountain, and attack

the pass from the rear (soutli) simultaneously with the attack from the

north. Radetzky's detachment consisted of the 14th infantry division

and the 35th regiment of the 9th division. The column of the riglit,

under Skobeleff, consisted of the 16th division, the 3rd rifle brigade

(3 battalions), 7 Bulgarian battalions, tlie 9th Don Cossacks, 6 moun-
tain guns, and G 4-pounders,—in all, 22 battalions, 6 squadrons, and

12 guns. It was to pass over the trail which leads from the village
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It was no easy matter. The snow lay in some places

ten feet ileop. The track— for it was a mere track among
tlie hills—was not a road which even in snmmei'-time the

natives of the hills cared to traverse. Miilj when there

was great nrgency would a Biihj^arian peasant, even in

summer, drive his ass along the mountain track over

wiiieh Skobelefif had to force an army in the depth of

winter. The artillery officers protested that it was im-

p(,»ssible. At last Lieut.-Colonel Kurapatkin, command-

ing the 4tli Battery of the 16th Brigade of Artillery, a

young man of thirty years, who had done good service

in Turkestan, volunteered to take six of his four-pounders.

All the rest were left behind, with the exception of a

mountain battery of eight guns.

On December -\^- we sent our cannon back to Selvi,

and started for Gabrova, which we reached in safet}-.

From there Skobeleff again went to Shipka, where he

secured a prize, in the shape of 300 pairs of boots, from

the chief of a tirailleur battalion. Skobeleff was very

uneasy about the march. His letter to Kurapatkin of
December 21 ghowed a miuutc attcutiou to every detail

—

January 2
*^

of Zelenodrevo to the top of the mountains (only about two miles and

a half from the left flank of the Turks on the Bald INIountain), and

thence descends to the village of Imetli in the Tundja Vallej' ; here

the detachment was to turn to the left and attack the works defending

the village of Shipka. The column of the left, under Prince Mirsky,

consisted of the 33rd, 34th, and 3Gth regiments of the Oth division,

the 30th division, the 4th rifle brigade, 1 Bulgarian battalion, the

23rd Don Cossack regiment, G mountain guns, 8 4-pounders, and 8

9-pounder8,—in all, 26 battalions, 6 squadrons, and 22 guns. It was

to leave tlie village of Ti-avna, and follow the trail over the Selky hill,

debouching in the Tundja Valley, at the village of Gusevo, then turn to

the right, and, joining hands with Skobelefi", attack the works de-

fending the village of Sliipka. Tlie movement was fixed to begin

on the morning of the 5th of January, and it was calculated that the

columns would arrive in the valley on the evening of the 7tli, and

attack on the morning of the 8th.'—Greene's Russian Army in Turkey,

pp. 349-350.
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forage, cartridges, the distribution of troops, the preser-

vation of the shells from damp, nothing was forgotten.

The sappers were then sent on in advance into the moun-

tains to clear a path through the snow.

The chief strategic difficulty in the way of successfully

execiiting the operation was the distance which separated

the columns. It was impossible to keep open communica-

tions between three divisions operating from Shipka in

the centre, Kazanlyk, and Imetli. Everything depended

upon the simultaneous attack of Mirsky, Skobeleff, and

Eadetzky; but beyond a calculation as to the distance

to be traversed, there was no guide to the commanders,

and distance was but only one factor in the problem. A
shorter road often takes more time to travel than a longer

;

and this Skobeleff found to his cost. His detachment

consisted of the following troops :—The 16th division of

infantry, the 9th, 11th, and 12th battalions of Tirail-

leurs, two companies of the 4th battalion of Sappers,

seven cohorts of the Bulgarian Militia, the 4th battery of

the 16th Brigade of Artillery (six guns), the 2nd moun-

tain battery (eight guns), the 9th Cossack regiment of

Naguibine, one sotnia of Kerslofif's Cossacks of the Ural.

Towards the end of the march they sent three regiments

of the 1st Cavalry Division, Cossacks, Dragoons, and

Lancers. Neither battalions nor squadrons were up to

their normal strength. The sotnia of the Naguibine Cos-

sacks only numbered forty men, and their horses were

little better than skeletons.

The first echelon of the main body marched southward

on the Shipka road on December 24^ After marchinsj eigjlit' January 6 » ts

miles they turned to the right near the Devil bridge

along the bed of a stream. The line of march was very

serpentine, and they had repeatedly to cross and recross

the bed of the stream. The weather was good, a slight

frost and no wind. After marching along the stream for

five or six miles, the road turned to the left, at a village
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naniod Toplii-lu>. Tlu'ro Ihcy lialted, pitcli»'<l llu'ir oiiinji-

ki'ttlt's, niul lH)il(ul lIuMT ratitHis. Tt was aliiu>sl the last

warm iiioal tlioy had until tlioy orossod tlio Balkans ; it

was impossiblo to carry the camp-kettles any riirtlu'r.

Duriii;^ the iii«2;ht a wolcoiue reinforcemciit arrived in

the shape of a transport of medicines, warm clothes, &c.,

come from the Countess Adlerberg. Each regiment re-

ceived twelve bottles of brandy and nine of wine.

Skobeletf, with his chief of staff, installed himself at

Topliche, from whence began the dolorous road to Imetli,

a mere mountain track in summer, in winter not even

that. Little by little the Bulgarian Militia began to

come in. The night was dark. Immediately before us

stood a dense forest ; between the trees the snow lay soft

and deej). They were compelled to march in single file.

It was terrible work getting the mountain battery over the

ground. The guns were light, weighing six pouds, about

two English hundredweight, but the feeble half-stai'ved

horses could with the utmost difficulty drag them through

the snow. The soldiers had to help them at every step.

The difiBculties wnth the mountain battery foreshadowed

no good to Kurapatkin's six-pounders, which were more
than three times as heavy. If a single false step was

made, the horse and his driver plunged overhead in the

snow.

Skobeleff determined to stop after marching seven

miles. The troops were exhausted. At six o'clock only

a few regiments had arrived, including the sappers, tirail-

leurs, and the mountain batter}*. The snow was cleared

off the ground, and fires were kindled, and the soldiers

with their little frying-pans set about cooking their

rations. The only water was melted snow, which had a

detestable taste. At seven o'clock the scene was striking

in the extreme. All the fires were burning brightly, and
the glowing flames lit up the depths of the forest. The
soldiers grouped round the camp fires were full of life and
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gaiety. Skobeleff, Kiirapatkin, Verestcliagine, and some

others sat around a bonfire and enjoyed their sup]jer. The

liorses alone seemed miserable. Those only of the moun-

tain battery received hay ; the others were perforce con-

tent with the twigs of trees.

Skobeleff formed a detachment under the command of

Colonel Laskoflfsky, composed of twent}" Cossacks, two

companies of engineers, and one battalion of the regiment

of Kazan. Two Bulgarian guides led the way. The

vanguard toiled slowly up the heights. The culminating

point of the ascent was reached near the Kardam Mount,

a perfectly regular cone, which it passes on the right

by a steep and narrow ledge, which wound round the

hill. On the right of the ledge towered the rock, on the

left was a precipice of incalculable depth. The day before

the sun had shone warmly, and the snow had melted. In

the night it froze, forming a crust of ice over the snow, on

which it was very difficult to walk. We advanced very

slowly after we had passed the crown of the Balkans.

The descent was almost as difficult as the ascent. We
laboured on, however, and at seven o'clock in the morning

came upon a declivity not more than 100 fathoms deep,

but excessively steep, the angle not being less than 45

degrees. We hoped that at the bottom of this slope we
should find the village of Imetli. Volunteers were called

for, and they slid down the slope. An hour and a half

passed, and it became evident that we were not yet at

Imetli. The vanguard therefore scrambled, half sliding,

down the hill, catching a distant glimpse of the valley of

the Tundja between the mountains, and began their

march onward. The track wormed its way amid great

stones and rocks, on the edge of a great ravine thickly

strewn with boulders, at the bottom of which the Tundja
made its way to Imetli at the foot of the hills.

Far below, so far below that their horsemen appeared

no larger than grasshoppers, we could see the fortified
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position of \]\o Tmlvs, hotwoon Shoiiova niul Shiplca. An
iiulosoribablo i-oiifusioii was visil)lo in ilio Ciunj) as ihey

oauj^ht sijjlit of our Iroopg. Two pieces of artillery were

sent out to oppose onr advance, and presently the first

sharp somul of rillo-shots ran<jf thron|];h the ravine.

The Turks attempted to surround us, and very soon

their bullets were whistling overhead along the whole line.

Their fire on our right and in front did not matter much,

for we were sheltered by rocks ; but on the left they had

us at a great disadvantage. Lying themselves hidden

behind boulders in the ravine, we could not hit them,

whereas we were without cover. They approached within

two to three hundred yards, and the number of casualties

became formidable. All round us were heard the groans

of the woiuided. The fire of the Turks was not returned.

Cartridges were dearer than life. The contest might last

all day, and not a shot could be wasted. The Turks were

continually reinforced. Their fire became hotter as they

drew closer. Our ranks were thinning fast. The Turkish

bullets, ricochetting among the rocks, wounded those

whose cover seemed the safest. There was no sign of

succour. Our little band began to lose heart. From break

of day till one o'clock in the afternoon we had kept the

road. The Circassians were mounting the ravine behind

us. In a short time we should be completely cut off.

' I was sent,' says Tmchenetzky, ' with a couple of

Cossacks as escort, to inform Skobeleff of our desperate

position. The scene was terrible. The Circassians were

gaining ground every minute. Our wounded, pale and

despairing, were writhing on every side, their groaning

mingling horribly with the hiss of the bullets. It was

two o'clock, and still there was no sign of succour.

Another hour, and it might be too late, and the Turks

would be able to fortify and hold against Skobeleff and

all his troops the position we had seized.

' With unspeakable joy I saw, even when almost de-
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spairing, the appearance of the head of one column. The

Kazantzi, and part of the regiment of Ouglitch, fell upon the

Circassians, who were on the point of occupying the road,

and drove them back. Our vanguard was saved. At the

foot of the steep declivity down which we had to slide I

found the officer in command of the Ouglitcli regiment.

While I was describing the position SkobelefF himself

arrived. All the others were on foot. He alone was

riding, although the foot soldiers were falling under the

enemies' fire. Providence shielded the solitary horseman.'

Skobeleff at once threw upon the heights on the right

flank a platoon and a halfof Cossacks, under Doukmassoff.

The Cossacks threw themselves with ardour upon the

Turks. They pushed their way without firing through a

hailstorm of bullets until they were close to their foes.

Then they poured in a volley at such short range that the

Turks turned and fled towards the village of Imetli, The
affair ended at four o'clock.

Before night set in Skobeleff ordered that great fires

should be kindled upon the surrounding heights to de-

ceive the enemy as to the numbers of our detachment.

As soon as the regiments of Kazan and Ouglitch were all

got together, Skobeleff ordered them to advance upon
Imetli. They marched in silence in the darkness of night.

Skobeleff himself accompanied them. The Turks had fled.

Imetli was evacuated, and immediately occupied by our

troops.

At daybreak the mountain battery, the Tirailleurs, and
the Bulgarian Militia began the descent. On December 27 ^j-^g

^ January 8

Kazan and Ouglitch regiments occupied the valley, driv-

ing out a few insignificant Turkish bands. Our moun-
tain guns fired a few rounds to advertise tlieir presence.

Skobeleff, who was very anxious about his weakness in

cavalry, sent at once for the 9th Cossack regiment,

which at 11 o'clock began at once to skirmish with the

Turkish cavalry. The tournament looked well from the
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niounlaiii ; luit, altlum^h lli«> Turks <tuliuiiiil'(.'ii'(l tlit^

(.'ossiioks by two to oiif, tlicy never c';iiiu> to close (luarters,

though many were hit on both sides with ritle-balls.

Far away in the east we could distinguish the roll of

musketry, and the cries of men in deadly combat.

' It is Sviatopolk-Mirsky,' said Skobeletf. ' How an-

noying it is that we can do nothing to help him !
' '

' Tlie following is Lieut. Greene's narrative of the fighting which

SkobeletV heard in the east, whicli, as it also mentions some details as

to Skobelefl's march not given by Imchenetzky, I give at some length :

' On the morning of the 8th, the day calculated for the attack,

Radetzky watched eagerly on Mount St. Nicholas for the appearance

of the other two columns in the valley. About 10 a.m. Mirsky's

troops were seen coming out of the mountains near Gusevo ; and de-

plo}-ing about noon, they moved forward to the attack in the direction

of the Shipka village. Skobelefl''s troops were not in sight, but a

cannonade was heard in the mountains in his direction, where he was,

in fact, still fighting with the Turks in the position half way down the

slope. About noon also arrived a messenger from Skobeleff, explain-

ing the difliculties that he had met. Radetzky sent word back to him

to concentrate his column in the valley and attack Shipka from the

rear on the morning of the 9th, and, if possible, to open communica-

tions with Mirsky and attack in conjmiction with him. He also in-

formed SkobeleflF, that the 1st cavalry division had been sent over his

trail to assist him. Mirsky, meanwhile, heard the cannonade oflF on

his left, but saw no Russian troops. Finally the cannonade died

away, and still no troops were in sight. He was evidently in a bad

position to attack alone, with his left flank out in the air ; but, during

the previous night, he had received a precise order from Radetzky to

attack on this morning. He therefore moved forward with the 4th

rifle brigade deployed as skirmishers, supported by the little mountain

battery and tlie 33rd regiment. In his second line were the 34th,

36th, and 117th regiments. The 120th remained with the baggage at

Gusevo, and the 118th and 119th, which had occupied Maglis on

his left flank the previous night, were ordered to move forward to

Kazanlyk.
' After a short but hot fight, his troops carried the villages of

Janina and Haskioi, but beyond Haskioi was a small range of hills

stretching across the road, covered with several tiers of rifle pits.

Here Mirsky's troops were brought to a halt by a veiy hot fire, and,

the colonel of the 33rd regiment being severely wounded about this

time, the line began to waver.
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The troops which had been in bivouac began to descend

into the valley. By night most of the detachment had

arrived, including the mountain battery, Kurapatkin's

cannon, which subsequently had to be left behind ; the

regiment of Sousdal, the Lancers, and a few infantry were

still in the hills.

It was impossible to attack that day. Our troops

were still scattered. Our position was not fortified, we

had -no point (Vapind, and Radetzky's orders were precise

—that no attack was to be made till the whole of the de-

tachment had been got together.

' The 36th regiment was then sent forward to the support of the

33rd, which held the right of the line, and the 34th to tlie support of

the rifle brigade, on its left. One battalion of the 1 17th was sent off

in the direction of Kazanlyk to guard the left flank, and only the

other two battalions of the regiment remained in reserve. The little

mountain battery advanced to within about 700 yards of the Turkish

position, and sent a lucky shot which exploded one of the Turkish

caissons. The Russians then moved forward with a rush, in spite of

the fire of the Turks, and carried the line of the trenches, capturing

3 guns and about 100 prisoners.

' They thus came in front of the last line of defence of the Turks,

a series of redoubts on the hills just south of Shipka village ; but

darkness was coming on, the troops were tired out, and their ammu-
nition was almost exhausted. It was impossible to try to carry these

redoubts that night. The Turks, however, pressed to the attack, and
rushed forward upon the Russians with considerable impetuosity, but

were driven back by the deliberate volley-firing of the latter.

' Although Mirsky was informed early in the evening that tlie

118th and 119th regiments had entered Kazanlyk without finding a]iy

enemy, yet his position was anything but comfortable. His left flank

was in the air, at his back was a high range of mountains, over which

it would be almost impossible to retreat, and in his front, only 200

yards ofi", was the enemy, in a position which he felt he could not

carry. He sent a report to Radetzky explaining his critical situation,

stating that he had fought all day with superior numbers, had sus-

tained very great losses, was nearly at the end of his ammunition, and,

unless he could be reinforced, he must begin to retreat. Radetzky
sent word back to him tf) hold on for another twenty-four hours ; that

Skobeleff would come to his relief on his left flank ; and that lie,

Radetzky, would try to operate a diversion by attacking the Turks in

front the next morning.'

M
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That iiii,'ht arouiul Iiiiclli IttMil'wts wiM't* bla/"m;jf, as if

wo liad an army of 100,000 iiicri. 'J'wo bands of iiiusic

wore oi\K'ivd to play. Tlic Turks hurled a few shells into

our camp. We answer by liriiejj a salvo into Sheuova.

The tableau was splendid.

The troops were ordered to rest. The Cossack patrols

kept the tires blazing, while most of the men went to sleej)

in Imetli. Before the village SkobeleflP met them, praised

them for their fortitude, and explained to them briefly

what should be done in ease of a night attack by the

Turks. In Imetli we found an enormous store of forage

and provisions, very welcome to our horses and our men.

Weary and worn with the excessive fatigues of the

march across the hills, the men slept as if they could

never awaken. The night was tranquil. It was the lull

before the storm. Only in one house sleepless eyes kept

watch through the night, where Skobeletf and his chief

of staff, Count Keller, drew up the plan of attack for the

morrow's battle. The dispositions for attack were drawn

up with difficulty. They had hardly any ink, and had no

clerk. The following is an extract from the plan then

drawn up :

—

' The object of the battle is the capture of the fortified

camp of Shenova.
' The advance will be made by the escarpments of the

right flank.

' I shall be found near the vanguard at the beginning

of the battle ; later I shall be near the general reserve.

' The wounded will be taken to Imetli.

' The positions which will be held by the infantry will

be indicated on the spot by Count Keller.

' The Bulgarian Militia and the engineers will defend

the village of Imetli from an attack coming from Kalofer.

'(Signed) General-Lieutenant Skobeleff.'

It was indispensable to take Shenova before attacking
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Sliipka, otherwise he would have exposed his flank to the

enemy's attack. Shenova was the strategic key of the

position. If the enemy were cleared out of it, he could

extend his hand to Sviatopolk-Mirsky, and unite for the

final attack on the Turkish position.

It was at nine o'clock on the mornino- QfjJecember 20 1}^^^
'-' Jauuary lu

the famous battle of Shenova began.

•

^ M. Imchenetzky only describes the fight which lie saw. Here is

Lieut. Greene's narrative of the fighting on the day of Shenova, under

Radetzky and Sviatopolk-Mirsky :—
' On the 10th of January, unfortunately, there was a tempest of

wind, filling the air with blinding snow and a dense fog of particles of

frozen mist. Radetzky could see nothing of what was going on in the

valley, but through the fog came the sounds of heavy artillery and
infantry fire, indicating that the Turks had begun to attack Mirsky.

Radetzky at once made his preparations for attack, in the hope of

relieving the pressure on Mirsky. He sent forward the 55th and 5Gth

regiments, and part of the 35th, along the high road and on its right,

against the Turkish trenches in front of Mount St. Nicholas. The
ground was extremely unfavourable for attack, and in the dense fog

it was impossible to see what was going on at a distance of ten yards

away. Still these troops, between noon and 2 p.m., carried the first

two lines of Turkish trenches in open assault, but with enormous
losses—over 1,700 men. Having gained these positions, the troops

remained there, unable to advance, until news ariuved from Skobeleft'

during the afternoon annouiicing tlie surrender of the whole Turkish

army.
' Meanw^hile, in the valley, the fog was not so dense. The Turks

had early in the morning opened an attack on Mirsky's right flank,

but had not made any impression upon it. They then made an attack

upon his left flank without any better success. Mirsky then riposted

with his left and carried a second Turkish redoubt (capturing two guns
in it), and also the village of Shipka. This cut oft' this portion of the

Turks from the Kazanlyk' road, but they still held a line of redoubts

behind Shipka village. While Mirsky's tix)ops were halted in front

of this and a lull had succeeded in the battle in their front, they heard

loud cheering oft" on their left at tlie village of Shenova. It was the

attack of Skobeleff's troops, the most brilliant assault of the whole

war, deciding the day and the fate of the entire Turkish army at

Shipka.'

The Turkish army which thus surrendered numbered 41 bat-

talioiTS, containing 36,000 men in all, of whom about 0,000 were sick

M 2
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Tlu' Turks, likt» the cxct'llciit tMiL,n"»M'rs 11i:it ili(>y

were, liaJ iMrclnUy t'orlilifd tln'ii- jiositioii. 'riit\y liiid

stiVM'j;tluMU'<l thrir Oiirt liworks, iiinl mi>iiiili'il j liciu Avit li

;irtillorv of loii^ raiij^*',

SkcibolefTs first caro liad boon to alttMiipt to open

coimnuiiications with Sviatopolk-Mirsky. With that end

and womuleil, ami witli it were captured 93 giina (inchuling 12 mortars)

and 10 Hags, Init the Russian losses were not sliglit, being as follows :

—

OUIccTS Men

Killed .... 19 1,103

Wounded .... 116 4,240

Total .... 135 5^349

Of this loss, 1,700 men were in Radetzky's, 1,500 in Skobeleff's, and

2,100 in Mirsky's detachment. Only 37 battalions, or about 25,000

men, had been brought under fire ; so that the proportion of losses

was about 22 per cent.

The capture of this Shipka army surpasses in boldness and

brilliancy the advance of Gourko over the Balkans at Arab Konak.

Although Radetzky's attack in front caused him terrible losses and

apparently gained no result, yet without this it is possible that the

Turks might have withdrawn from the mountains under cover of the

fog, and, concentrating about Shipka village, have broken through

between Mirsky and SkobeleiF, and escaped to the south ; and,

although Mirskj'- may be blamed for opening his attack before he had

established communication with Skobeleff, according to the plan of

battle, j'et it is possible that, had he remained idle at Gusevo during

the 8th, the Turks might have discovered him, and begun to retreat.

Finally, SkobelefTs energetic attack, as soon as he had got all his men
together in the valley, was one of the most splendid assaults ever made,

and renders more than doubtful the conclusion which has been hastily

drawn from this war (from Plevna particularly) that successful assaults

of earthworks defended by modern breechloaders are impossible.

The Turks seem to have relied, here as at Arab Konak, upon their

conviction that the intense cold, the deep snow, and the impassable

nature of the mountains, except over the road which they held, would

render any such movements on the part of the Russians wholly im-

possiljle.

One of the remarkable features of this battle is the fact that

Mirsky and Skobeleff both had to leave all their artillery behind

(except the little mountain guns, which amounted to nothing), and

that both of them carried the enemy's works without any preparation

of the attack by artillery.
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in view, and also in order to cut off the retreat of the

Turks to the Little Balkans, he sent off all his disposable

cavalry to turn the left flank of the Turks. He then

selected a position advantageously situated for seeing the

progress of the fight. It was the first time since the war

began that he had not taken his position in the hottest of

the fight. He was surrounded by a few sotnias of Cos-

sacks, and the clump of horsemen attracted the fire of

the Turks. A shell burst under SkobelefiF. He disap-

peared in the smoke and upheaved soil. ' He's lost this

time F ' cried everyone ; but to our amazement he was

unhurt.

The combat deepened. The fire on the side of the

Turks was really infernal. The companies of the Oug-

litchani and Kazantzi, taking advantage of every bit of

cover, went forward in rushes from one shelter to another

without firing a shot. The bands went into action play-

ing as if on parade. The Bulgarians flung themselves

upon their hated foe with less order certainly than the

Russians, but with equal courage, and even more fury.

The wounded grudged to die before at least slaying one

abhorred Turk.

No Turkish fire, however infernal, could stay the

charge of the Russian soldiers. They flung themselves

upon the Turkish lines, and cleared them at the point of

the bayonet. The Bulgarians gave no quarter. After

finishing with the fortifications, they all attacked the

town. The Bulgarians attacked on the right, the Ka-
zantzi on the left, the Ouglitchani in front. It was

difiicult to drive the Turks out of Shenova. They fired

from every house, they clung to every garden. At last,

however, the bayonets convinced them that they could no

longer hold the village, and they fled en tnasse to their

principal redoubt. The Kazantzi followed them at the run,

firing without ceasing. They hastened to finish the affair

and seize the central redoubt.
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This ri'doiil)!, projx'rly s|»l';llvill;^^ was not a redoubt at

all. It was a hillock surrouiKhMl by a spiral trench. Oii

the highest point stood the cannon. The whole hill was

covered with a niultitudinous mass of Turks. The variety

of their costumes gave an extraordinarily chequered ap-

}>earauce to the hill. It looked like a kind of fantastic

bouquet. Imagine the infernal flames which such a bou-

quet could produce when every man of the bouquet fired

not less than ten shots a minute.

' Hurrah, hurrah !
' cried the regiment of Ouglitch as

it flung itself against the monster ! But behold a thing

altogether extraordinary and unexpected. The fire begins

to diminish along the whole Turkish line.

' The white flag ! the white flag ! they surrender !
' is

the cry in all onr ranks.

It is true. The white flag is floating on the hillock
;

and thus, after a fight lasting five hours, from nine in the

morning till two in the afternoon, the battle is over and

Shenova is ours.

Skobeleff went forward to receive the army which he

had captured. He found that he had only taken half the

army of Sliipka, and that 15,000 more were opposing

Radetzky.

Skobeleff insisted that Vessel Pasha should send the

Pasha who commanded these men the order to surrender.

Vessel at first demun-ed. Skobeleff pointed out that he

would at once attack them in rear, while Radetzky at-

tacked in front; and that as resistance was useless, it

would be well to prevent a useless effusion of blood.

Vessel gave way, and sent an officer with Colonel Stoletoff

to order his troops to lay down their arms. They obeyed

at once ; and Stoletoff set off to announce the glad news

to Radetzky.

Radetzky's attack had been repulsed. The nature

of the locality was such that there was no room to

manojuvre. The dead lay piled up in two heaps like
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logs of wood. The Russians were downcast. What then

was their astonishment to see a Russian general leaning

on some Turks—for Stoletoff was exhausted with the toils

of the day—suddenly appear in the Turkish lines, and

wave his handkerchief as a signal to stop firing ! They

ceased, and then an exultant hurrah rang througli the

hills. The struggle was over, the battle was won !

The troops established themselves in the Turkish

fortified camp at Shenova, and Skobelefif and his staff in

Turkish barracks close by.

It was evident that the Turks had intended to retreat.

Carts, filled with the property of officers, had already

taken the road. Their drivers lay dead, and the death-

rattle sounded in the throats of the wounded horses.

What a mass of corpses lay everywhere !

The victor exulted. It was a gigantic success sur-

passing all expectation. 32,000 men,,93 cannon, and 6

standards were in our hands. We feared to ride over tlie

field, so thickly was it strewn with rifles. Trenches were

filled with boxes of cartridges, of the best English manu-

facture, and cartridges were scattered everywhere in the

mud ; rations had been issued, and everything made ready

for flight.

We seized at Shenova the hospital of the Red Crescent,

with seven doctors—one English, one Prussian, two Swiss,

and two Greeks. They told us that the Turks never

expected any attack from the west. The pass of Imetli

they regarded as absolutely impracticable. All their

attention had been devoted to Radetzky and Sviatopolk-

Mirsky. It was only on seeing the blaze of our fires that

they had fortified their position on that side.

The victory of Shenova only cost Skobeleff 1,500 men.

Very little is known in England of that great

rush across the Balkans. The Russian army, under

Gourko, was accompanied by English correspondents,
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lull Skolu'lctl" roiiizlit iiii:iItrii(l(Ml l.v liis ri-'u'iiils. 'IMie

most hrilliaiii aclitui of tlir \\:\v has thus Item least

approoiatod, J>ut tlu' victory <''^''('iio\ a is one ot'tlie

briglitost lauri'ls any gvnoral over won.

Little time was wasted after the capture ol" \'essi'l

Pasha on daiiuai'v ,\{. Orders were issued for an im-

mediate ad\anfi' on Adrianople. General Gourko

eumnianded the right and General Radetzky the left

wing of the liussian army, while Skoheleff took com-

mand of the centre. General Stroukoff, commanding

Skobeleff's advance guard, left Kazanlyk on New
Year's day, old style. SkobelefF himself followed

two days after, crossing the railway junction of Tyr-

nova, and marching directly on Adrianople. The

programme was executed to the letter. Tyrnova

was seized on June y^-, after a smart engagement.

SkobelefF reached the place on the night of the y%.

He had marched his men fifty-five miles in forty

hours. He then started for Hermanli. It was here

that occurred one of the saddest incidents of the

war. The great train of Turkish fugitives, several

miles in length, moving eastward under a strong

escort, was almost simultaneously overtaken b}' the

advancing forces of General Gourko, and inter-

cepted by the cavalry of SkobelefF. The escort

fled, but the peasants fired on the Cossacks. At

the moment when Gourko's troops were preparing

to attack in the rear, Skobeleff's horse appeared in

front. A wild panic seized the fugitives. They left

their 20,000 carts in the snow, deserted their children
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and their old people, and fled to the mountains.

The Bulgarians plundered the deserted encampment,

and scenes ensued among the most horrible of the

war. Skobeleff resumed his march, and the ghastly

w camp at Hermanli was left to its fate. The next day,

/ Skobeleff's advanced guard, under General Stroukoff,

occupied Adrianople. The Turkish garrison had

evacuated it after blowing up the powder-magazine,

and were then in full retreat on Constantinople. The

second city in the Empire, girdled with earthworks

and intended as a bulwark of Constantinople, fell

without a blow. Two days later, ^^, Skobeleff entered

Adrianople, having marched 100 miles in four days.

The rapidity of the advance was not slackened

for a moment. Skobeleff assumed the command of the

advance guard, and marched off along the line of the

railway, to attack the Turkish lines at Buyuk Tchek-

medje. His troops left their baggage and artillery

to follow by rail, living partly on the country and

partly on rations sent after them from Adrianople by

the railway. At Tchorlu General Stroukoff, who was

still commanding Skobeleff's cavalry, overtook the

Turkish rearguard, and the last shots fired in the war

were exchano-ed between Skobeleff's Cossacks ando

the retreating Turks. That was on January ^y-. On

January ^^ the armistice was signed at Adrianople

and the war was at an end.

On the way to Adrianople, Skobeleff repeatedly

declared that we should enter Constantinople. 'This,'

he said, ' is absolutely necessary. Russia expects
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it. \\ I' ("an <>iil\' stop at llic r>(>sj)lit>ni>." IJiissiaii

troops (I'ul rcarli the liosplionis ; l»ut alasl tlicy

abstained iVoni uoinii; to Constantinople. NO one

iViiTi'tted tliis more than Skobeleff'. ' However ini-

j)robable it may seem,' says M. Dantchenko, ' I can

positively declare the truth, that 1 saw even Skobeleff

sob with patriotic anguish when, in the neighbourhood

of Byziintium, he learned that we were not going to

enter Constantinople, and Avere losing thus the result

of all our sacrifices,'

If the war was ended the advance w^as not. By
the terms of the armistice the troops had to garrison

tlie lines of Tchataldja, while the Turks had to go

back behind the lines of Buyuk Tchekmedje. They

said they would go, but they delayed so long that

once it seemed as if Skobeleff would have to eject

them by force. The evacuation was completed on

FebroaTv n ?
^^^ ^^^ grcat uiarch southward was over.^

It was a memorable march. Victories succeeded

each other so rapidly that we ceased to take count of

them. Every day brought a new success, and each

order and despatch brought more and more promi-

nently forward the name of Skobeleff", General

Gourko and General Radetzky did admirably, but the

hero of the march on Constantinople was again the

favourite of the Russian people. It may indeed be said

' Lieut. Greene says :
—

' In both columns the guns were unlimbered

and arranged to be drawn on sledges ; but it was soon found impos-

sible to get them up the mountain even in this manner, and they were

all left Vjehind, except the little mountain guns, one battery of whicli

was with each column.'

—

Mussian Army in Turkey, p. 350.
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that Skobeleff and the Russian soldier shared equally

the highest place in the national admiration, and

Skobeleff was the very beau ideal of the Russian

soldier. None of their leaders did they love as they

loved him ; none was so absolutely devoted to their

welfare, so enthusiastic in their praise. And after all

the Russian private soldier deserves more than I have

said of him in my attempt to pay homage to his chief.

Well does Lieutenant Greene say in speaking of the

winter campaign

—

The great and permanent cause of their success lay

in the almost boundless patience and endurance of the

Russian soldier. From the time the movement was well

under way the men never saw their knapsacks, which re-

mained north of the Balkans till some time after the

armistice. They marched and fought and slept in snow

and ice, and forded rivers with the thermometer at zero.

They had no blankets, and the frozen ground precluded

all idea of tents ; the half worn-out shelter tents which

the men had used during the summer were now cut up to

tie around their boots, which were approaching dissolu-

tion. Always half of them had to sleep in the open air

without shelter. Their clothing at night was the same as

in the day, and it differed from that of the summer only

in the addition of an overcoat, woollen jacket, and bashlik.

Their food was a pound of hard bread, and a pound and

a half of tough stringy beef driven along the road ; they

were forced to carry six and even eight days' rations on

their backs- -in addition to which a supply of cartridges in

their pockets. There was more than one instance where

the men fought, and fought well, not only without break-

fast, but without having taken food in twenty-four hours.

Yet in the face of these unusual privations and hardships,

there was not a single case of insubordination; the men
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W(.Ti> usuallv ill ;:,H>(>il spirits, ;iiitl (lie iimiilx'r of slni^'i^lers

on tho UKirch >vas far loss than tluiiii|^ the lioai of tlu'

preceding; suinnu'r.

I'.vrii wluii hadlv led \ho. Knssian soldiiT lins

never disgraced his country. When led by SkobeieU"

he was irresistible.

Alter the two aiMuies had taken u\) the i)Ositions

appointed to them by the armistice, they were again

put in motion—this time by Lord Beaconsfield—and

again Skobeletf phiyed the most conspicuous part.

Before the armistice Avas signed, wdien it was

believed that at any moment the English fleet might

enter the Bosphorus, it was decided that, initil the

war was ended, Russia had no option but to treat

every ally of the Turk as her own enemy. Disposi-

tions were taken for the occupation of Gallipoli, and

the immediate entry of Russian troops into Constan-

tinople. The fleet very nearly precipitated a collision.

It steamed up to the mouth of the Dardanelles, and

was only counter-ordered at the last moment. If it

liad not been recalled there would have been war.

Possibly a knowledge of that fact explains its recall.

But even after that narrow esca^^e, Lord Beaconsfield

very nearly made war inevitable.

What a comedy of errors it seems now we look

Ijack upon it all, and see liow two great Empires were

almost }>lunged into war by the merest trifles! The
' Nous sommes dedans ' of Count Schouvalofl", misin-

terpreted by journalists to whom French seems like

an unknown tongue, provoked an intervention from
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which war would have been inevitable but for a

curious delay which arose in the transmission of a

telegram. As the facts ajipear to be but imperfectly

known in England, I will venture to repeat them,

although they will be found at much greater length in

a paper written by the body physician of the Grand

Duke Nicholas in the Nouvelle Revue}

When the English fleet anchored at Prince's Island,

that is to say, within less than an hour's sail of the Bos-

phorus, the Grand Duke telegraphed to St. Petersburg,

asking what should be done if the English, who were at

the entrance of the Bosphorus, should attempt to enter.

This telegram, like all that passed between Adrianople

and St. Petersburg, passed through Constantinople, owing

to the breakdown of the wires across the Balkans. The

day after he had telegraphed he received from the Em-
peror a reply, couched as follows: *! understand neither

your questions nor your hesitations, for I have already

sent you detailed instructions as to what you should do in

case the English enter the Bosphorus.'

Great was the consternation at Iieadquai-ters on re-

ceipt of this telegram. The detailed instructions to which

the Emperor referred had never been received. Mean-
while time was progressing. The English were within an

hour of the Bosphorus, while the Russian army was three

days' march distant.

Pending the arrival of the Imperial instructions, which

although despatched had never arrived, the Grand Duke
made all necessary preparations for a forced mai'ch on

Constantinople, in order that he might close the Bos-

phorus.

After a period of great suspense the famous instruc-

tions arrived at last. They had been three or four days

' Juno 15, 1880.
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t'li routi'. 'riirkish ]H>rs(Mi!iL;»'s iibsoliitcly to !>•' tlcpi'iidcd

upon subsonurnlly toUl us that tlif tt'lo;^nini had purpctscly

boon dotiiinod at d>iistantin(>i)h> in onh'i' to avoid a (•<illi-

sion between Russia and I'in;4;Iand. 'I'hc hiiiicrial or(h>r.s

were to the effect that while Gallij)oli was not to be occu-

pied, the entry oftho Enj^lish into the Bosphorus was to

be the sij^iial tor the inunediate occupation of Constanti-

nople. While we were wondering whether Prince's Is-

lands should be royarded as the Bosphoinis, a telegram

arrived from Constantinople announcing that the English

tleet had withdrawn to Ismid. The cause of this strange

manoeuvre, suspected at the time, ^vas confessed frankly

afterwards.

When the Turks deciphered our telegram, and dis-

covered that the orders of the Emperor were precise and

categorical for the immediate occupation of Constantinople

if the English entered the Bosphorus, they communicated

the contents of the despatch to the English ambassador,

and begged him to send the fleet away. lie intervened,

and in order to save the capital from a Russian occupa-

tion, he sent the ironclads to Ismid. This being effected,

the Turks then transmitted the Imperial telegram to the

Grand Duke, as there was no longer any cause for keeping

it back.

So it was not the heroic advance, but the dis-

creet retreat, of the English fleet which ' saved ' Con-

stantinople. But the fleet being in the Dardanelles, it

was necessary for us to be within the lines of Buyuk

Tchekmedje against a renewed surprise or act of bad

faith. The Grand Duke therefore tokl the Turks that

he must occupy San Stefano, and Skobeleif was

ordered to prepare the 4th Corps for immediate

advance. The Turks protested, but gave way, and in

February ^^ our head-quarters were installed at San
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Stefano. Thus what would have been known as the

Peace of Adrianople became the Peace of San Stefano,

thanks entirely to the interfering of the English fleet.

On ^^^^1^^" the famous treaty was signed. With

the exception of the defence of the Shipka and General

Gourko's two passages ofthe Balkans, there was hardly

one successful enterprise undertaken in the whole war

in which SkobelefF had not taken a prominent part.

He shared the honours of the passage of the Danube

"

at the beginning, and it was he who led the Russian

troops from Tchataldja to the walls of Constantinople.

It was he who first occupied the forts of the Shipka,

who, along with Prince Imeretinsky, won the first

victory at Loftcha, and whose valour made heroic

the second and third assault on Plevna. In the

winter campaign it was SkobelefF who captured the

army of the Balkans at Shenova—SkobelefF who
occupied Adrianople, and SkobelefF who pursued the

flying Turks to the lines of Tchataldja. Wherever

he had held sole command he never sustained a

reverse, and wherever he held a subordinate place it

was his division which preserved the honour of our

arms in the midst of the disasters of the campaign.

' To an army which has accomplished what you

have, my friends,' said the Grand Duke to the troops

at San Stefano. ' nothing is impossible.' That it

accomplished so much is partly due to SkobelefF,

who inspired every private with a sense of responsi-

bility, and set the whole army so brilliant an example

of absolute devotion to the service of his country.
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IN SOUTHERN BULGAKIA.

Expected w.-ir with England—Drilling the Bulgarian Militia—Sko-

beleff and the Turks—An excursion to Shenova—Bulgarian grati-

tvule—Tlie battle-lield revisited—Impressive service for the dead

—

The pass of Hemedli—The Turks and the Balkan Passes—Kussia

prepared for war—Skobeleff at Slivno.

Peace was signed, but Russia had to keep her armour

on, and prepare for war with England, which Lord

Beaconsfield seemed to be meditating. The time was

not lost. Skobeleff spoke quite truly when he said :

—

We were quite ready for England in May ; we were as

well armed as you were, and we had received new artillery

for the army. If there had been an attempt to sever our

communications, we had two years' supplies in the coun-

tr}-. Austria was watched by 400,000 troops, and I do

not think that even if she had joined England we should

have been beaten. All depended, however, upon the atti-

tude of Germany, whether she would adopt a policy of

neutrality—of honest neutrality —or not.

That was apparently the opinion of the English

Government, for on May ^^ Lord Salisbury signed the

secret memorandum with which a few days later Mr.

Marvin astonished the world.

^

^ The secret memorandum was the record of a private surrender by

Lord Salisbury to Count Schouvaloff of most of the points pressed in

the English Circular of April 1, 1878.
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After that typhus broke out, and we lost no fewer

than 60,000 men in a single month ; but the im-

mediate danger of war had passed. Skobeleff was

placed in command of the 4th Division of the army

of occupation in Southern Bulgaria, and he did not

waste his time. From his head -quarters at Slivno

he co-operated in what was the practical creation

of Eastern Roumelia, so far as Eastern Roumelia

possesses any ability to defend its own independence.

Europe drew up the organic statute, no doubt. The

Porte appointed Aleko Pasha ; but the foundations of

Bulgarian liberty south of the Balkans were laid by

Russia, when, by the aid of Skobeleff and others, she

organised and drilled the Bulgarian Militia.

During the eighteen months which he spent

south of the Balkans, Skobeleff won the love not

merely of the Bulgarians, but, strange though it may
seem, of the Turks.

The excellent Bulgarian paper ' Rabota,' which

has recently published a series of reminiscences of

Skobeleff, says that ' Ak Pasha ' was a great favourite

amongst the Turks. Here is an example of his ways

with the vanquished enemy, taken from an October

number of the ' Rabota.' The Russian troops were

staying at Adrianople. During the Ramadan, when
the Turks generally light up their mosques, Skobe-

leff having given strict orders to his men to be kind

to the Turks, the latter were grateful and seemed

pleased to see ' Ak Pasha.' He observed once, how
N
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over, that ihcv looked vi'iy gloomy and sorrowful.

Faiililul \o liis iial>il. ]\c investigated thoroughly the

cause of their grievance, and learnt that the ' faithful

'

Mussulmans were distressed at having no means of

lighting up their mosques. Skobeleff used all his

influence with the Russian authorities and got three

thousand roubles for ' his Turks.' It is easy to un-

derstand their gratitude and delight.

This was no isolated instance. In the midst of

the great struggle, even when the Turks were muti-

latmo; our dead and torturino; our wounded, Skobeleff

was kindness itself to his conquered enemy. ' Take

care, my children,' he used to say to his soldiers

after the peace was signed ;
' the Turks are now your

friends. Be kind to them. There is no greater

shame than to attack those who cannot defend them-

selves.'

During the war a young Turkish officer was made

prisoner, and his captors began asking him of the

position of the enemy. ' Let him alone,' cried Skobe-

leff ;
' an officer must not be a spy.' The young Turk,

however, offered help to our troops, and when the

campaign was over Nemirovitch asked him ' how he,

a Turk, could serve the enemies of his country?'

' Because,' replied the young officer with enthusiasm,

' to serve Ak Pasha is an honour to anyone. There

are no other generals like him.'

The Turks used to express their admiration and

astonishment at Skobeleff. ' Your Ak Pasha,' they

said, ' is better than our Osman. Yours visits even
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the Turks liis enemy and their churches. Osman

never saw us near at hand.'

' Ak Pasha,' said an old Ulema, ' could be a good

Mussulman. He knows the Koran so well.' Not

only did he know it well, but he was very fond of

quoting- it.

He always maintained the most friendly relations

with the Ulemas. He wished them to come to him.

' We are obliged to obey our conqueror,' they replied.

'But if we give up Adrianople to the Bulgarians,

what then? ' he asked. They answered, ' The Rus-

sians, not the Bulgarians, have conquered us. But

if they are as just as you, we will praise God for his

punishment. Life with the Bussians is easy. Our

property, our wives and children are safe—thanks

to them.' When he revisited Kazanlyk, the Turkish

women sent him a beautiful bouquet. ' What is this

for? ' he asked. ' To express their gratitude for the

good treatment they have received,' was the reply.

' Quite unnecessary,' exclaimed he ;
' the Russians

are not fighting with women.'

There was such a pleasant picture of the closing

scenes of his administration south of the Balkans

given by Mr. Rose, more than three years ago, that I

venture to give part of it ^ here :

—

' Will you accompany me in an excursion to Shenova

and Skipka? ' said General Skoheleff to me one day in the

second week in May. ' We are about to leave the country,'

1 The full description is in a paper called ' Shenova and Shipka
Revisited,' in the Gentlcman^s Magazine, July 1870, p. 87.

N 2
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contimitMl tJonoral SkobelefF, ' and 1 wi.sh once more to

look upon tlio scones of oui* |j^roatest struj^^j^les and our

bloodiest triumphs.' The invitation so heartily given was

as heartily accepted, for I too desired to x'evisit the Tundja

valley. On the following morning I breakfasted with

General Skobelett" and Prince T/ertcleff.

It was an hour and a half after midday before a start

was eflfected. The mode of travelling was a caleche drawn
by four horses harnessed abi-east, and as we rattled over

the streets of Philippopolis and across the new iron girder

bridge which spans the Maritza, and which the Russians

have built as a parting gift to the capital of Eastern E,ou-

melia, the General informed me that we should require to

go at a very stiff pace, as we had to accomplish a hundred

versts ere nightfall. We spun along with astonishing

smoothness, the road considered, at a mad gallop. The
small but hardy horses of the Ukraine breed never seemed

to tire, and maintained the gallop for two hours at a

stretch. At a village called Karatoprak we changed

horses, and in a few minutes were continuing our on-

ward way at the same headlong speed. Following the

bed of the Giopsu river, we cut through the Lower Bal-

kans, and entered the valley of Karlova. Passing the

village of Cukurli, we observed the gymnastic society at

their afternoon drill, and while the horses were being

changed the General and I walked on a short distance.

A turn in the road brought us face to face with the

National Guard, as these volunteers now delight to call

themselves. They had seen the General, and had marched

rapidly round the village so as to salute him as he passed.

A fine body of fellows they were, with good-natured ex-

pression, intelligent features, and considerable aptitude

for drill. Twelve months' experience of absolute freedom

from Turkish oppression, and safety for life, honour, and

property, have created a wonderful change in the poor
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Bulgarian peasants. Their bearing is totally different from

what I remember it two years ago. The cringing obse-

quiousness which was their characteristic while the over-

bearing Turk was still their master has disappeared, and

they carry themselves as men who feel something at any

rate of the dignity of manhood. ' Now,' said General

Skobeleff,- ' I will show you what we have made of these

lads in a few months.' Thereupon the hero of a score of

battles took command of this village band. At the word

they formed line admirably, broke into column, and

marched and counter-marched, re-formed line, and fired a

volley at 400 yards. We examined the rifles of nearly

every man to see that he understood what he was about,

and fou7id without exception the ' sights ' properly ad-

justed. Then, in obedience to the bugle calls, which the

General sung out, skirmishers extended and advanced in

front of half the company, which acted as supports. At
another rat-ta-ta-ta from the General, the latter also ex-

tended as skirmishers, and the whole advanced. Ta-ta-ta

tum sang out the General, and down the fellows laj' and

commenced firing. So went on the drill, and the ma-
noeuvres ended in a grand bayonet charge. Before taking

our leave of these interesting young volunteers, whose

determination it is never to permit a Turkish soldier again

to enter their country, General Skobeleff made them a

short speech, in which he complimented alike their intel-

ligence and their new-born patriotism.

When fairly in the Karlova valley we skirt the northern

slopes of the Lower Balkans, which, for the most part, are

covered with oak scrub, with here and there patches of

forest.

The necessity for having a broken spring of the car-

riage repaired gave me the opportunity of a closer inspec-

tion of the ruins of Kalofer, and of conversing with many
of the inhabitants who have returned to their desolated
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homes. Some of the houses are being rebuilt with money

grantoil by the Russian administration, but the work of

rooonstruetion progresses slowly. vVniong the charred

roMKiins of the houses human bones are still to be found

—indostrnctible testimony to the irutli of the tale heard

on every side of the cruelty of the Turkish soldier}-. Dur-

ing our promenade, melancholy though it was, a bright

incident occurred. Half a score of little children, very

scantily clad, but with pleasant features and beaming

faces, came and offered flowers, testifying alike to the

domestic qualities of the Bulgarians and their gratitude

to their deliverers. That the Russians are loved by the

children no less than by the adults is proof positive that

all the tales spread by interested persons of Russian op-

pression being greater than that of the Turks are baseless

falsehoods. Were the Muscovites the Huns some people

would have Western Europe believe, they would not com-

mand and retain the love of old and young which is mani-

fested on all hands and in every district. This was only

a specimen of the stories which we heard at every step.

One woman with tears in her eyes said :
—

' Thank God

that the Christians have remembered that we, too, are

Christians ; that we were suffering, and that they have

brought us relief. We are very poor, God knows, for our

all was stolen from us or destroyed ; but we will work and

trust in God and help each other.' This woman had also

taken to her home two orphans, and, commenting on the

fact. General Skobelefif told her that it was the duty as

well as the privilege of the j)Oor to help each other at a

time when God sent misfortune upon them. ' True,' re-

plied the woman ; 'and we do what we can for each other.

We are happy now that we are free and shall never see

the Turks again.'

Time pressed ; and, our carriage having been repaired,

we bade the women be of good cheer, while the General
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comforted the hearts of the children by a free distribution

of sugar bought from a primitive store in a half-ruined

house, and we took our departure from ill-fated Kalofer.

Clearing the mountain retreat, we descended by a steep

path to the plain of the Tundja. After fording a stream

called the Ak Dere, we leave the great chaussee which

leads to Kazanlyk, and strike northwards and eastwards

towards the base of the Greater Balkans. At last, in the

fast-approaching twilight, we reach the village of Becerli,

embosomed among trees and surrounded by rose gardens.

The General now stood up in the carriage scanning the

country on either side, and consulting a map in his hand.

At last the General said, ' I come to Shenova to pray for

the dead, and to take my last look at a battle-field which,

if it brought us some glory, cost us so much blood. I

have not seen it,' he continued, ' since the eventful 28th

December, 1877—five days before Gourko's battles at

Philippopolis.' Again he stood up in the carriage, and

eagerly scanned the contour of the ground. A few

minutes afterwards he raised his cap, and, looking round

and upwards, began to recite in his sonorous but musical

voice a Russian poem. Turning suddenly to me, the

General said, ' Here in this wood I posted nine regiments

of Cossacks to cover my right flank ; and there is the

plain over which my devoted men, without a single gun,

advanced against an enemy which outnumbered them, and

which moreover had 120 pieces of artillery.' ' It is with

great emotion,' he went on, 'that I look again upon this

battle-field. Many thousands of lives were lost there upon

my responsibility as a general.' Again he took oflP his

cap, sighed, and in solemn accents recited a Russian poem
by AksakofF about death, in which the poet pictured the

entrance to the tomb as terrible to the imagination at a

distance, but that when face to face with it in a holy

cause it lost all its terrors and became the entrance to

heaven itself. His voice rang with emotion, and his
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^osturos, as he eontiiiueJ to repeat the lines, were clianic-

terised by a treumlous yet g^racefiil animation, which told

of the deep feeling that stirred his heart. ' It was,' he

said, ' the bloodiest battle of the war.' With a quick

turn of thoutjcht, pointinnr to a spot on our left, he said,

' There, when reconnoitring- the enemy's position be-

fore the attack, a shell burst literally under my horse,

and the smoke coming up almost suffocated me. My
steed reared, and I thought for a moment that the end

had come ; but God was good—my work was not yet done

—and, strange to say, neither my horse nor myself was
harmed.' Onwards we went towards a wood. At every

step the General pointed out the dispositions which the

troops had taken during the progress of the battle. In

the darkening night a Cossack met the carriage, and led

the way into the wood, where twinkling lights discovered

a small encampment. Descending from the carriage at

the outskirts of the wood, the General, pointing to several

mounds, quoting Byron, said, ' There Slaughter lieap'd on

high his weltering ranks,' and, for the time throwing

aside the melancholy gloom which had sat upon him dur-

ing the last hour, he advanced with cheerful stride to

General Schnitnikoff and the members of his staff, who
had come to the Sheuova wood to meet him, and had formed

the encampment.

The manner in which General Skobeleff was surrounded

by all his officers, young and old, the greetings with which
he was received, and the earnest inquiries made as to

news, told of two things—the love and admiration with

which the young but brilliant soldier is regarded by all.

Next morning our little camp was early astir, and a

universal demand was made for coffee, which was speedily

brought by some soldiers. Very soon General Skobeleff

came out of his tent, and being joined by the whole staff,

we commenced, under his direction, an inspection in

detail of the positions. We had only gone a few steps
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when we came upon a wooden cross erected under tlie

shadow of a group of four spreading beeches. The General

at once uncovered, an example which all followed, and

stood for a few minutes in silence. Turning away, the

General said to me, ' That is the grave of a hero, and on

the day of the battle I especially ordered that cross to be

planted over his grave so as to mark his last resting-

place. He was a mere boy of between fifteen and sixteen,

of good family in Russia. During the war, fired by mili-

tary ardour, and the righteousness of the cause for which

the armies of Holy Russia were fighting, he escaped from

school and home and made his way to the seat of war.

Turning up at Plevna, I accepted him as a volunteer, and

he fought gallantly and well at the great assault and sub-

sequent capture of Osman Pasha's stronghold. At Shenova

he led a company of the 32nd regiment, and their duty it

was to make the attack on the central redoubt. Carried

away by his enthusiasm and utter disi-egard of danger,

the brave boy speedily left his men a considerable way
behind, and escaped the shower of bullets only, to be

bayonetted as he entered the redoubt. His was a brief

but heroic life !

'

Crossing the stream, we entered the centre redoubt

on the little peninsula, and what a sight was presented !

All around the door of the redoubt were scattered broken

canisters, fragments of shell, rags of uniforms, as if the

battle had only taken place a few days ago. But I was

hardly prepared for the ghastly scene within. Several

hundred men had been hastily buried here ; but the rain

and the snow had beaten aside the loose earth, wolves and.

dogs had done the rest, and all over the floor of the

redoubt was scattered a vast melange of human bones.

Vertebrte, arm and leg bones commingled in the strangest

fashion with skulls bleached by sun and rain. General

Skobelefi" said to me, as we gazed on this cliarnel-house,
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'Ami tills is L^dorv !

'
' Vos,' I. n'spoiulcd, ' aCtcr all,

(.JfiuMal.

Tlio «lryiiig up a sinyle toiir Inus more
Of honest fiuno than shedding sojia of goro.'

* You are right,' he ropliod, ' and yet I am nothin<^ but a

soklior.' Loavin«2^ the redoubt, he called out two small

detachments of soldiers representing the infantry and

cavalry who had taken part in storming these positions,

and desh-ed them to accompany us. ' Every one of these

men,' he said to me, 'was wounded in the battle, and

they have a right, as representing their comrades, to take

a last look of the field where they shed their blood.' As
we crossed into a large entrenchment, which had offered

a stout resistance to the Muscovite assault, and which also

bore marks of being the burial-place of many a brave

soldier, we encountered a small flock of sheep, the leader's

bell tinkling softly in the morning air. ' Is there not,'

said General Skobeleff, ' something extremely poetical in

the idea of these sheep so peacefully browsing on the

grass enriched with human blood ?
' Onwards we strolled

from position to position, stopping every few moments,

when the General, with his staff around him, would dis-

course on their strength relative to other positions, on the

method adopted by him in aiTanging his attack, and on

the reasons why he made such and such dispositions. In

fact, the staff throughout the day received on the spot

practical demonstrations of the science of war and the

value of well-conceived tactics. By-and-by we came out

in the open plain, where a monument had been erected

commemorative of the battle. It is situated on the ex-

treme right of the Russian position, and consists of a

small marble column, surmounted by a cross and sur-

rounded by pilasters crowned with large cannon-balls. A
Russian priest here donned his robes, lighted his censer,

and, with a simple dragoon for a clerk, began a solemn

service for the repose of the souls of the dead. Every
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head was uncovered, tlie party stood in respectful groups

around the column with its cross—the General to the

right of the priest. The sun shone in unclouded splendour,

nature seemed hushed for the moment, and the white

mists floated hazily around the head of St. Nicholas. I

have witnessed the gorgeous ceremonial of Continental

Catholic cathedrals,—have taken part in the rich ritual

of Anglican churches,—have listened to the sonorous mass

in a Greek cathedral,—have worshipped in the simple

chapels of Presbyterian Scotland,—but have never been

present at a more impressive religious service than that

on the battle-field of Shenova. Creeds and forms were

forgotten in the solemnity of the act and the earnestness

and devotion of the worshippers ; and as the trembling

accents of the priest, with the deep but sweet responses

of the dragoon-clerk, were borne on the still morning air,

one could not but hope that ' all was well ' with the

thousands of brave men who had perished in the discharge

of their duty as soldiers. As the service progressed, the

General wept like a child, and among the small but deeply

moved congregation there were few dry eyes, albeit these

hardy and sometimes rough warriors are seldom used to

the melting mood. One and all advanced and reverently

kissed the cross extended to them by the priest, and thus

was brought to a close a service touching in its inception

and the simple manner in which it was carried out.

But with a soldier weeping may only endure for a

moment, and the General gave the signal ' to horse.' All

were speedily mounted, one of Skobeleff's celebrated white

chargers being provided for me. The brief emotion of

the hour appeared to be dissipated in a smart gallop to

the south-west, where we came to the great redoubt

stormed by the 61st regiment. We rode to the crest of

the tumulus, and surveyed the field with astonishment that

such a seemingly impregnable position should be taken

by an army inferior in numbers, and without artillery.
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Thou wo turnoil into the wood, and inspoctod the masked

redoubts and the theatre of the bayonet fights, wliero

eorpses had at the end of the day been piled on each

other four and live deep. In shady ghides were lony;

lines of trenches, where the brave fellows had found hasty

burial, and it was without regret that we left the deeply

interesting but melancholy spot. A brief examination

having been nuvde of the trenches, by means of which his

right Hank had been secured in the early part of the day,

and whicli looked as fresh as if only raised a week ago,

we rode up to the village of Hemedli, which commanded

a front view of the whole battle-field. A halt was called,

and the General once more proceeded to deliver a dis-

course on the strategy and tactics he had adopted, and

the manner in which all such positions should be attacked.

An ascent was now made into the jjass of Hemedli, in

order that we might observe the difl&culties which General

Skobeleff and his troops had to encounter in their passage

of the Balkans in mid-winter. I said to the General, ' How
was it possible for infantry, much less for cavalry, to over-

come that obstacle ? '—pointing to the cliff. ' All things

are possible to determined men,' replied he. ' The men

crept down round by the sides on hands and knees, as we

will do presently, and I will show you how we got our

cavalry down.' Dismounting from our horses, we tied

the reins over their necks, and drove them up the pre-

cipitous slope. Sometimes the fore legs doubled under,

and back they would roll down the slope till, mayhap,

caught by some tree-trunk. It was every man for himself.

Scrambling on hands and knees, seeking the shelter of a

tree as a horse threatened to roll down upon you, taking

breath every few steps, and renewing the laborious ascent,

at length a dozen of us gained the summit of the cliff,

whicli we had circumvented ; and I must confess that I

bowed before the genius and daring of a General who

could successfully conduct an expedition through such
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places, and over such, to ordinary linman judgment, in-

surmountable obstacles. Horses and men alike were per-

mitted to enjoy half an hour's well-earned rest—the

horses in cropping the grass, and the men in discussing

the situation. When we had been sufficiently rested, a

commencement was made with the descent. First of all,

the horses were collected and one by one driven to the

side of the cliff, where the ground slopes somewhat.

Planting their four feet together, the wise brutes allowed

themselves to slide down, guiding themselves with won-

derful instinct, and taking advantage of any little shelv-

ing places to stop for a minute. Without accident, all

reached the bottom of the defile, and began to walk

quietly along the track. ' It was thus that twenty

squadrons of cavalry were able to accompany me to

Shenova,' said General Skobeleff. We made for Kazanlyk

at a gallop and reached it at six o'clock. Next day was

one of unclouded splendour, and early in the morning a

move was made to the meadows west of the town, where

a triumphal arch had been erected, around which had

congregated the whole people of the district in their

picturesque national costume. The raison d'etre of the

assembly was the reading of the Proclamation of the

Czar of Russia, counselling peaceful behaviour to the

Bulgarians. General Obroutcheff, the Imperial Commis-

sioner, on his arrival at the spot, was literall}^ bespattered

with flowers. After General Obroutcheff had read the

Czar's address, he made a short speech on the same lines

of peaceful policy ; and then there ensued a mass per-

formed by the Bulgarian clergy. Adieus were said, the

General continued his way into the Bulgarian principality,

and we returned to Kazanlyk.

Soon afterwards Bulgaria was evacuated and

Skobeleff returned home. Russian influence is no

doubt great both in the principality of Bulgaria and in
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so-called Kastcni iuniiiu'li;!. hnt it is not maintained

by the presence oi" an army of occupation, or even by

the a]ipointmc>nt <if Iviissian residents, lint before

En«!;land can venture to trust to a similar iniiuence in

Egypt, let her make for the Egyptian nationality one-

fourth, or say even one-tenth, of the sacrifices which

Russia has made for the Bulgarians.

After the war was over, SkobelefF was placed in

command of the army south of the Balkans. His

headquarters were at Slivno, and he made it his

duty to organise the Bulgarian militia into a formid-

able force, which would not have been left alone if

the Turks had attempted to occupy once more the

Balkan passes.

That clause of the Berlin Treaty, to secure which

Lord Beaconsfield was on the point of declarmg war,

and even ordered his express train from Berlin, was

made a dead letter from the first—thanks largely to

Russia and SkobelefF. This was very simple. The

Turks—most interested in the upholding of that

famous Berlin verdict—have not fulfilled to this hour

its most important clauses ; for instance, those relating

to Armenia, ]\Iacedonia, Crete, and their other pro-

vinces in Europe. If they had insisted on reoccupy-

ing Shipka, we should not have made that a casus

belli, for that was their treaty right. But half-a-

dozen legitimate causes for war were supplied us by

the Turks' neglect to execute other clauses of the

same treaty, and a declaration of war for the viola-

tion of the Berlin arrangement about Armenia and
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Macedonia would have left our hands free to help

the Bulgarians against the common foe. Mr. Rose

was perfectly right when he said :

—

I believe that, had the English Government persisted

in 1879 in demanding the literal fulfilment of this part of

the treaty, war vv^ould have been declared once more by

Eussia. The whole of the male population of Eastern

Eoumelia had been organised by General Skobeleff into a

well-drilled, fully-equipped militia, and in view of such

a contingency as a new war, Skobeleff had prepared the

most elaborate plans of the campaign. He himself had

ridden over almost every mile of Turkey from Constanti-

nople to the Danube, had surveyed every position capable

of defence or attack, and a new military map had been

constructed. I have no doubt that the plan of the cam-

paign is now in the archives of the Russian War Ministry

ready for future eventualities. ^

Mr. Rose's account of Skobeleff at Slivno, al-

though brief, is so suggestive of his relations with

the Bulgarians, that I make no apology for quoting

it here :

—

Genial good-nature and a remarkable warmth of heart

were eminently characteristic of this chivalrous soldier.

When the 16th Division, of which he then held com-

mand, was quartered in and around Slivno, I accompanied

him one day in his round of inspection. And here is an

exact report of the visit written at the time to a little

friend in England. ' General Skobeleff carefully goes over

the soldiers' quarters to see that the men are comfortable

and that their food is good. He tastes their broth, and

millet porridge, and bread and meat, and woe be to the

contractor who supplies bad stuff ! When we made our

1 Fortuujhtly Review, Oct. 1882, p. 417.
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unoxpectotl entrance into the yard Avlticli const itutocl the

kitchen of the regiment, we found a lot of hungry little

boys and girls -Nvhose parents had been killed by the

Turks. They were hanging about quietly watching the

soldier-cooks with hungry eyes, and hoping that they

might come in for a little bit of the dinner. The soldiers,

when they saw the General, whom they all love and

admire, were not verj- sure that they were doing what

would be api^roved of in giving a share of their dinner to

the poor starving orphans. So they tried to screen them

when they drew themselves up to salute the General.

General SkobeleflF, however, observed the urchins, and at

once surmised what they had come into the yard for.

And he said to the soldiers, " Do you give some of your

dinner to these ragged children?" They saluted, and

said, " Yes, your Excellency." " Do they come every day?"

again asked the General. " Yes, your Excellency," was the

answer of the soldiers. Then the General, c^uite moved,

drojDped his angry tone and said, " That is right, my men

;

a brave soldier is always a kind comrade ; and a kind man
is always a brave soldier. Never forget," he added, " to

share your little with the poor and the starving." The

soldiers thereupon gave a hurrah, and Skobeleff instructed

his aide-de-camp to distribute some money among the

little things.'

Some time before the last recorded incident I was

travelling with General Skobeleff from Philippopolis to

Kazanlyk, when our carriage broke down at Kalofer.

During our enforced stay the General, as was his wont,

went in and out among the inhabitants, making kindly

inquiries as to their lot in life. A woman who had taken

to her home two children, orphaned during the massacre

at that place by the retreating Turks on Gourko's first

advance across the Balkans, was earnestly commended for

her disinterested behaviour by the General, who added
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that ' it was the duty as well as the privilege of the poor

to help each other at a time when God sent misfortunes

upon them.' I wished to offer a little money to the

woman, but the General, speaking in English, forbade it,

stating that it might take the edge off" the very proper

feeling which had manifestly prompted her good action,

and blunt the spirit of independence which he was glad to

observe was the rule among the peasants of Bulgaria.

But the General himself comforted the hearts of a crowd

of children who had collected by a free distribution of

sugar—the whole stock of which he had purchased from a

little store in a half-ruined house.

Naturally conforming to the orthodox Greek

Church, which he thought, with his friend Aksakoff

and the majority of Russian Slavophils, peculiarly

suited to the genius of the Slav people, he was not

theoretically only religious. His lofty conception of

duty always endeavoured to take a practical shape,

which he discharged as earnestly as the strength of

the hour permitted. The motto of his life seemed often

to be :
' Fais ce que dois, advienne que pourra.'
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CIlAI'ri'K VIII.

GEOK TEPE.

Commander of the Fourth Army Corps—The Akhal Oasis—Expedi-

tion against the Tekkes—Skobelefl' in command—The advance to

Bami—The siege begun—Skobcleff on Asiatic tactics—Parallels

opened—Tekke sorties—Skobeletl" in the trenches^—The mine

—

The linal assault—Pursuit and slaughter of fugitives—SkobelefTs

theory of dealing with Asiatics—Proclamation to the Tekkes

—

The Akhal Oasis annexed—Skobeleff on the campaign.

After the war in the Balkans was over, Skobeleff

was named Commander of the Foin*th Army Corps,

and appointed Aide-de-Camp General.^ After he

returned from Bulgaria for nearly six months he

remained in Russia, but at the end of the year he was

aofain in the field.

Along the northern frontier of Persia, south of

the great sandy desert which stretches northward to

the Oxus, stands the long narrow oasis of Akhal. Its

entire population is only 1,200,000. Its length from

Kizil Arvat to Gyaoors is only about 190 miles
; its

breadth is sometimes not more than five miles. But

this narrow ribbon of land, studded with only fifty

villages, cost Russia more to conquer than the great

Khanates of Turkestan. There was none of our

1 Angust 30 1070
September 11'
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campaigns so long, so costly, so deadly as that which

was needed to reduce these borderers to order. The

greatest siege of Central Asian history in the nine-

teenth century was that which SkobelefF conducted

agamst Geok Tepe. Our first attempt under General

Lomakine failed completely. The defeat was serious.

It might have been disastrous, for the reverse severely

injured Russian prestige throughout Central Asia.

England was believed to have taken means to profit

by our misfortune. The Tekkes were led to believe

that English troops would be sent to their assist-

ance, and pressure was brought to bear upon the

Court of Teheran to induce the Shah to place himself

in opposition to her Russian neighbour.

Skobeleft' was sent to retrieve the position in the

Akhal oasis, while M. Zmovieft^, one of the ablest

and most active of our diplomatists, undertook the

defence of Russian interests at Teheran. Working

together they achieved a complete success. But it

was not easily won.

The Tekkes, of all the Turkoman tribes, are the

most formidable. The brigands of the border, no race

exceeds them in cruelty and in courage. The pest ot

both Khiva and Persia, they have pillaged impartially

both. They were not mere marauders ; they were

slave-traders. Their raids were made for capturing

slaves. No caravan was safe within a long distance

of their kibitkas
; every village on the frontier

lamented some of its people carried off to slavery

2
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aihl lortiiri- l»v ilic Tokkcs. Tlic l\Tsi;ins in vm'hi

attoniptiMl to cxt irpaii' this nest of liornets. Tliey

dolii'd IV'i'sia anil e\ i ii intlictcd a dcloat on Russian

ti\)ops. l>ur it was intolerable that a lionle of maii-

stealcrs should seize tlieir prey on the borders of

Russia and I'lrsia. and Skobeleff was sent to punish

them and reduce them to order. It was rough Avork.

Skobelett" was ahnost as long about getting it done as

the army of the Balkans "svas in making its way to

the lines of Tchataldja. But it was done at last, and

done thoroughly. Tliere arc no slaves in the Akhal

oasis to-day ; nor any s]a\^e-dealers to carry on the

practice of manstealing. Russia answers for order

alono- the Persian border. It is the latest addition to

the police duty of the world which Russia has under-

taken for mankind.

The Tekkes, according to a very interesting com-

munication made to the Russian Imperial Geographi-

cal Society, although barbarians, are remarkable for

the position which they accord their women. With

them the woman is the equal of man. She is not the

slave of her husband. Her property is her own after

marriage as it is before. She can vote in all the

national assemblies, and if her husband treats her

badly she can demand a divorce. Another curious

detail is that the social and political equality of the

sexes is accompanied by an almost exact identity of

dress.

When SkobelefF was appointed to command the

expedition against the Tekkes at the beginning of
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1880, some people shook their heads. They imagined

that SkobelefF was too reckless. He soon undeceived

them. Nothino- could be more cautious, more skilful

than his operations. He arrived at Tchikishlar early

in May. It was not till the middle of July that

he made a reconnaissance up to the walls of Geok

Tepe. He began the siege on December y%, 1880,

and he did not storm it until January ||, 1881.

Everything was throughout most methodically and

carefully carried out, and Skobeleff showed a pru-

dence and foresight quite as remarkable as the

more brilliant qualities by which he is most widely

known.

It is not my intention to give more than the

briefest outline of the campaign. The limits of my
work forbid it, even if I were competent to describe

operations which are only interesting from a military

point of view. Neither is it necessary, for the Intelli-

gence Department of the War Office has published in

English an excellent translation of SkobelefF's own

report on the siege of Geok Tepe, and before very long

another and more detailed account of the campaign

will be written by Mr. Marvin, who, whatever his

political prejudices, will not intentionally misrepre-

sent the actions of Skobeleff.

As in all Central Asian campaigns, the most

serious enemy with which we had to contend was not

the inhabitants, but the country which they inhabited.

Mr. O'Donovan's book on his adventures on his way

to Merv gives a lively account of some of the features
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of tlio iViiioii ill wliu'li (Uii- cxpcdiiioii IkkI to ('aiiijcriii,!!.

rnmsport ;iiul comiiiissMrint ncri' our ^iTat dilli-

iiiltifs, ;is tlu'y were thoise ot" MiiglaiKl in Ai'^Laiiistan.

'To siil)jiii:ate Aklial' said SkolH-lett' to Mr. Marvin,

' we had only a.OdO nii-n, and needed 20,UU0 camels.

To j;et that transport we had to send to Orenburg,

to Kliiva, to Ijokhara, and to Mangishlak for ani-

mals.' When the campaign began, Skobeleff used

to tell his ofticers that the Akhal-Tekke expedition

ought to be divided into two parts : the first might be

considered as terminated when the troops and the

]»rovisions were concentrated at Jximi. According

to Skobeleff, that first part of the expedition was more

difficult than the second, viz. the final blow at Geok

Tejje and its capture, l^ami is nearly 200 miles from

Tehikishlar, and the work of conveying all the stores

from the Caspian to his base at Bami was indeed no

child's play.

Bami was occupied on June -|^^, and three wrecks

were spent in strengthening it against a hostile attack.

On ''"^.j Skobelefi' started on a reconnaissance for
July 3

Geok Tepe.

He took with him 800 men, a few guns, and the

musicians. The distance was about 100 versts, or 06

miles. In crossing the oasis, the expedition met with

almost no obstacles except a few skirmishes wdth some

village inhabitants. At Geok Tepe the Tekkes heard

of the approach of the Russians, and a severe resist-

ance was prepared. When the Russians came within

eight a gun was fired at Geok Tep6 as a signal of the
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enemy's approach. The Russians were now at a dis-

tance of four versts from Geok Tep^, and the topo-

graphers were busily engaged in taking sketch plans

of the land and the fortress. The Tekkes seemed

greatly surprised at the small number of the Russian

troops, and hastened to take the initiative of the

attack. In the meantime, the survey being ter-

minated, our detachment began to retreat. The

Tekkes almost surrounded the Russians. SkobelefF

perceived that there was no order and no shadow of

discipline among the Tekke troops ; the Russian guns

fired ; the music, without which SkobelefF never

made any attack, played continually and produced

a superstitious fear upon the assailants. The Rus-

sians escaped the danger and reached Bami with very

slight loss. Skobeleff thus gained the conviction,

which he communicated to his troops, that the Tekkes

were not so terrible as they had been described.

They were, however, much too formidable a foe

to be trifled with. Skobeleff set to work to fortify

the lines of his communication witii the Caspian at

Tchikishlar and Krasnovodsk, which for the next

four months were exposed to the constant raids of the

Tekke horsemen. Even after the siege began, they

seized a convoy of 2,000 camels on the road between

Kizil Arvat and the Caspian. It was retaken, but the

attack cost us the lives of: twenty-five soldiers. Early

in December, sufficient munitions of war having been

stored at Bami, and the transport being ready for

further advance, Skobeleff began his march on Geok
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Topt*. On Decembor ,-, \\v ivaclicd Saimir, six miles

\'\'ou\ (irok 'Vv\h'\ aiitl nuuK' it tlio iic\v base of his

operations against the TekivC strongliold. Next day

he eoiuhicted another reconnaissance against Geok

're]>e. and tliere remained throwing up intrenchments

and bringing nj) snpj)lies of food and gunpowder

iVom Uami. The troops were regularly drilled in

camp, and they frequently rehearsed the assault and

accustomed themselves to the use of dynamite, an

explosive which it was intended to use against the

fortitications of the enemy.

An abortive reconnaissance was made on Decem-

ber l^, but the next day the attempt was renewed

with better results. The heliograph which accom-

panied the reconnoitring party was used with signal

success to order up reinforcements which saved Sko-

beleff from being surrounded and cut off by the Tekkes,

who came out in great force. Three days after Colonel

Kurapatkin, Skobeleff' s chief of staff in the Turkish

war, arrived with some Turkestan troops, after a long

and diflficidt march from Petro-Alexandrovsk.

On December i§ Skobeleff had under his orders

3,520 bayonets and (JoO sabres. A reconnaissance

was made towards the Kishlak of Yanghi Kala, a

fort lying to the south of Geok Tepe, commanding

the roads to Astrabad and Persia, and occupying a

position from which Skobeleff intended to attack

Geok Tep^. On December ^f Skobeleff" issued the

following instructions for the officers of the troops on

the field :

—
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The circumstances under wliicli we have to fight are

peculiar, and a series of hard struggles for localities lie

before us. The enemy is brave and skilful in hand-to-

hand fighting ; he shoots well and has good armes

blanches, but he fights in masses or in small bodies which

obey the will of no one leader, and are therefore unable to

co-operate towards the attainment of a common end.

The various peculiarities of the theatre of war and

other circumstances compel us 'to employ few troops, and

at the same time to act on the offensive. The recognised

European method of fighting is therefore inadmissible

with our small forces. In the open field, the enem^^'s

cavalry, which is brave, well-mounted, and skilled in the

use of its arms, would be a source of the greatest dan-

ger to long, thin fighting lines, and his infantry masses,

although badly organised, are composed of brave, strong,

and skilful men, and would of course seek to turn the

fight to their own advantage by rushing to close quarters.

The main princij)le of Asiatic tactics is to preserve

close formations.

In combats, such as we shall shortly have, against an

enemy who holds a position covered by gardens, buildings,

and walls, previously carefully prepared, we must expect

an obstinate defence, and this species of position will be

preferred by the eiiemy ; firstly, because it was against

such a one that we failed last year ; and secondly, because

it also protects the families and property of the defenders.

We shall have to enter on a life-and-death struggle against

knives and yatagans. Long, thin lines, in which troops

easily get out of hand and separated into small groups

which cannot obey the will of their common leader,

prevent the latter from opposing strong formations, in

which the superior discipline and mobility of our troops

tell most, to sudden or unexpected hostile attacks. The
observance of the principle of close formations is the

secret of good Asiatic tactics, and will enable us to look
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ttirwaril with I'uiitidiMK'c to tlic result, ot" a stni<i^<^le, how-
over superior the enemy be in ininibor.

We shall tlel'eat the enemy by means vi' tliose attri-

butes which he does not possess. We shall take advan-

iiigi} of our superior discipline and qnick-lirinj^ arms. We
shall conquer by means of close, mobile, and pliable for-

mations, by careful, well-aimed volley firing, and by the

bayonet, which, in the hands of men who by discipline

and the soldier-like feeling have been made into a united

body —the column of operations—is always to be feared.

The attack of the enemy's cavalry is to be met by cor-

responding change of front, if necessary', and by volleys at

short ranges. I recommend even squares (battalion or

other) when circumstances permit.

Volleys are to be used against an attacking force,

cavalry or infantry, when it arrives at COO paces from

our line ; but it must also be remarked that volleys at

long ranges on close masses, whether under cover of walls,

&c., or in the open, are very effective. In such cases

volley fire may be o]3ened at 3,000 paces, the sight being

varied, and an aim being taken at the top of the wall or

even over it. Such indirect firing at 3,000 paces is, how-

ever, only to be carried out by parties of the strength of a

company or under: it requires careful control by the com-

mander of the part3\

Mitrailleuses arc to be used exclusively in close con-

nection with infantry or dismounted cavalry, like the

former regimental guns ; all other guns are at first to be

kept in reserve, so that they may be used in masses where

required ; and so good results will be obtained by a few

dozen guns working under one man's will. Artillery is

only to be brought up from the reserve on my express

order, but its taking up position and the choice of the

object to be fired at is the business of the commander
of the artillery. Souvoroff's well-known saying— ' The

artillery follows its own sweet will '—must constantly
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be kept in mind by artillery commanders and also the

commanders of the detachments to which they are a,t-

tached. But all this holds good only till the signal for

the attack is given. In this solemn moment the artil-

lery must devote itself to closely supporting its comrades

v^^ithout the slightest regard for itself ; it must come up

in line with the attacking party, and shatter the enemy
b}' its fire at close ranges, which has always a depressing

moral effect on him. All purely technical (artillery)

maxims must then be set aside. In the decisive moment
the artillery must have a soul, for the gunner is not a mere

machine. The artillery must, if necessar}^, sacrifice itself

that the attack may succeed and expose itself as the

infantry do in an attack. Its escort provides for its safety,

and the shame of losing a gun is not borne by the artillery,

but by the other troops.

The cavalry is to be kept in reserve till circumstances

permit of its action in masses, and our cavalry must not

let itself be drawn into isolated fights with a numerous

enemy possessed of splendid horses, and accustomed from

childhood to the use of Varme hlanche. As long as the

enemy's cavalry is unshaken and is not in an unfavourable

position, e.g. with an obstacle in rear, in a hollow, &c.,

our cavalry must not enter on a combat with it. Pursuit

of a retreating Turkoman cavalry is useless, as it only

breaks up the tactical formations—our one strong point

and sheet-anchor. Cavalry must attack in close forma-

tion, which even infers no intervals being left between

regiments, squadrons, or sotnias.

In attacks so much importance is not to be attached to

the pace as to the keeping knee to knee ; and attacks, only

to be made under favourable conditions, must therefore be

short, so that the troops may not get out of hand. The

shock must be carried out in close order and with decision
;

in a word, caution and care must be the fundamental prin-

ciples of our cavalry tactics in action.
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On tlie contrary, attacks aj^ainst disordered masses of

int'imtrv, as all Asiatic militias are, must be made with

t'lmi, altlio»iy[li dasii must be tempered by ordi'r aud caution,

and sutKcient reserves must be kept.

T must refer to the extreme importance of careful per-

fornuinceof outpost duty while in cainp before Geok Tepe.

The commanders of outposts must realise the importance

of the roads which lead from our camp to the points

where the enemy can assemble for sorties. Each com-

mander must study and carefully watch the ground in his

front, and take all measures for supporting the parties on

each flank ; for I repeat that co-operation is the key of

victory. Ranges are to be measured. This last point

must be carefully attended to, as experience has shown

how dii!icult is the conduct of a tight by night. Any devi-

ating from certain lines of fire may^ lead to firing on

friendly troops, and thence to confusion and disaster. I

also draw attention to the utility of putting up marks by

which the men ma}' recognise the various ranges. Large

heaps of wood, which can be kept burning all night, and

behind which the picquets or even sentries are placed, are

of great use. No large fires must, however, be lighted in

camp without permission of the officer commanding, and

in the event of an attack all fires in camp must at once

be extinguished.

While by day a combat is decided by carefully utilising

the ground and the means at one's disposal; by night

everything becomes more complicated, and more energetic

action is required. Therefore by night volley firing alone

is allowed. It must be remembered that distances are

judged with difficulty by night, and soldiers should there-

fore be impressed with the necessity of aiming low.

On """""'^'" ^"
, after a vigorous bombardment, Yanghi

January I O ' o

Kala was carried by storm. The siege had now-

begun in earnest, but the first parallel was not opened
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until dawn on ?r'""''",'^^ at a distance of 700 yards from
January 4 J

the south-eastern ano;le of the mud-walls of Geok

Tepe ; 1,250 workmen were set to work at the

trenches, while a demonstration in force was made on

the other side of the fortress. The attack, although

not intended to divert attention from our works, cost

us the life of Major-General Petrushevitch. ' My
extremely energetic and brave assistant,' as Skobeleff

describes him, under whose command the demonstra-

tion took place. It was but poor consolation for such

a loss to know that several hundred Tekkes fell in the

fight.

At midnight on ^^^^^* a volley was fired from

all the guns at the fortress of Geok Tepe, and after-

wards all the bands played the national anthem.

Work in the trenches was continued without inter-

mission. The troops even when relieved from work

and resting in the camp had often to go on forage duty,

escort transport trams, to go to the assistance of the

troops in the trenches when suddenly atttacked. On
the night of ^-^^^^ the first parallel was completed,

and an approach driven forward towards the second

parallel, which was opened on the next night. On
the niorht of 55£?!ii]i5L?8 the Tekkes, in overwhelminsfO January !> ' o
force, made so sudden and determined an onslaught

on the right of our lines that they swept across our

second parallel, captured the colours of the 4th bat-

talion of the 81st Apsheron regiment, and carried

off one mountain gun and two boxes of ammunition.

Two staff and three regimental officers were killed
;
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Mini niiu'tv-oiio iK^n-coinniissioiK'd officers nnd incn ;

more tlinn thirty wore wouikUhI, 'IMic sortie was very

spirited, and was only driven back alter very severe

linhtinir. in order to remove the iniiiression it liad

prodiice<l, Cohiiiel Kiiraj)atkiii was ordered to take

by storm, tlie ver}^ next day, the Grand Hiike Kalas,

a group of forts only 116 yards in front of the

moat of Geok Tepe. After three hours' bombard-

ment the storming column issued from the trenches

and advanced to the assaiilt of the position with

bands playing, drums beating, and colours flying.

The Tekkes resisted bravely, but in the end the

forts were taken. The newly-captured fortress was

at once connected with the parallels, and we were

now brought into very close quarters with the garri-

son of defence. On the next night another sortie

took place, this time against our left flank. Although

we had warning of their approach, the vigour of the

onslaught was such that they swept our troops out of

Xo. 3 redoubt, captured a mountain gun and carried

it oft" into Geok Tepe. Our losses were fifty-three

killed and ninety-eight wounded. The camp was

next day brought nearer to the fortress. Our line

was shortened and strengthened. It was also deter-

mined to push forward the siege works exclusively

from the Grand Duke position to the ditch and the

wall of the fortress. The third parallel was begun

on the night of i^J£!ei!^. The resistance of the TekkesO January 11

was so determined that the situation began to look

serious. All the cavalry were detailed for duty.
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' The state of affairs was so serious,' Skobeleif

reported, ' that for the protection of the camp and

flanks of the siege works it was necessary to violate

for the first time the fundamental rule of warfare in

Central Asia, not to send small cavalry detachments

into the zone of operations of the enemy, especially at

night.' On the night of the yg-, an enclosure with

earthen walls seventy yards from the wall of the

fortress was occupied. On the same night the follow-

ing instructions were sent to the commander of the

flanks and centre :

—

In case of an attack by the enemy, and in anticipation

of it, detachments are to be posted behind the trenches,

aiming' as low as possible should the enemy escalade the

trench. The best shots and sentries are to line the

parapet of the trenches. This, it is of course understood,

is only at night in view of the absence of hostile fire,

especially before and after an attack. The troops may
sleep, covering themselves with a blanket.

There was not very much sleep for the besiegers.

Firing went on every day. Skobelefi' had 69 guns

from which he fired 100 to 500 shots into Geok Tepe,

and from 10,000 to 70,000 rounds were fired daily

by the infantry. Every night there were alarms of

sorties, not always unfounded. A determined sortie

was made on January -j^g-, but it was driven back

before it reached our line. ' Trenches,' said SkobelefF,

in this struggle with such very brave opponents had

not the same importance that they have in warfare with

European armies. By day they served as a covered road

of communication, and the troops could meet the enemy
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firiiiiX ami concoalod bohiiul the parapet. At iii^lit, wlioii

tho oiu'iny i-ivpt up within very close range without liriny^,

the troops behind the parapets of the trenches at the time

of ii ileteriuiueil attack, would have to tij^'ht under very un-

favourable conditions at the decisive moment when the

enemy was on the crest of the trenches.

( >n the Digbt of the -f\th a volunteer went u\) to

ibc wall and measured the ditch. C)ur advanced

Ti-ench had been driven to within 68 yards of the

ditch ; the ditch, Avhich was dry, was 4 ft. 8 in. deep

and 16 ft. broad. From that day it was made the

custom to relieve the troops at night before it was

quite dark, so as to enable commanders of companies

and troops an opportunity to see how the ground

lay, and how these neighbouring detachments were

distributed.

The following description of SkobelefF in his last

campaign is taken from the account given by one

who was with him at the taking of the Tekke strong-

hold :—
' Without paying any attention to the misgivings

of some, Skobeleff was never absent from his ap-

pointed post. Pale and nervous, but sustained by an

energy like iron, he worked without relaxation, some-

times receiving reports, then drawing up dispositions

and plans of attack. At night he either wrote or

examined books describing former sieges, searching

in history for examples resembling the task he had in

hand. He only ate and slept by snatches. Working

in this fashion he exacted from everyone the strict

discharore of all his duties.
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Notwithstanding the anguish which he must

have suffered in those bitter moments when the

Tekkes swept down like an avalanche in the night

upon our lines, he never showed the least discourage-

ment. His troops always saw him wearing the same

gay and smilmg countenance which the 16th Division

used to see at Plevna and Shenova.

When the soldiers saw him, they felt a true leader

of men was in their midst. The force of his inspira-

tion was felt in every trench. Every soldier felt that

the eye of his General was upon him. ' SkobelefF is

coming!' said the soldiers. 'Good-day, my brave

fellows,' rang out that sonorous voice, and an electric

flash would leap through the harassed and dust-

covered ranks of officers and men, and ringing cheers

would salute the General. He went through the

ranks, the balls whistling round his tall, upright

figure, clad in a white uniform, with the Cross of St.

George, and at his word the soldiers were ready to

live without resting, and to die without a murmur.

Durmg the whole of the time of the siege, Skobe-

lefF was constantly on foot superintending everything,

and seeing that his orders were carried out in every

detail. Thanks to this unceasing solicitude, the

mine which played so decisive a part in the issiie

of the siege was got ready in an incredibly short

time, at a period when, owing to the difficulty of

securing fresh supplies of food or of munitions of

war, hours were worth days. SkobelefF was adored

by his soldiers, who were devoted to him without
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rescrvt'. \\v was ;is cnrrl'iil nf ihcii- Mood ns lie was

prodi»;"al ot' his own, ami lir always luado it a point

to ox}>laiii to tlu'iii l)oili the obifct and the dcvclop-

nu'iit of tlio operations which tlioy were to accomplisli

under his orders.

On the inornini;' of January y^. a mining sliaft was

sunk and mining operations commenced. A min-

ing gallery was driven with a vaulted roof and with-

out boring at the rate of four feet per hour. A
column with 82 packhorses attached was despatched to

cut reeds for fascines in the gorge of Djermab. Two
ventiLating shafts were made in the mining gallery

and the breaching battery was enlarged. On January

-^jf
an armistice was offered to the Tekkes during

which they could bury their dead. The decomposing

bodies around our works filled the air with the worst

of odours. They refused our offer and the firing was

resumed. A breach was knocked in the wall 23

3^ards broad, but it was quickly repaired by the

Tekkes. On January -gx the ventilating apparatus

went wrong m the mine, and the assault, which had

been fixed for the next day, was postponed till the

-|^. Every night rockets were thrown into the for-

tress, the garrison of which was beginning to show

signs of losing courage. On the 1^3-72 pouds or 1 ton

8 cwt. of powder was placed in the mine under the

wall of Geok Tepe.

Next day, January ^f, everything was made

ready for the assault. Geok Tepe was to be attacked

on three sides simultaneously. Colonel Haidaroff, on
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the left, began by attacking and occupying Mill Kala

at seven. He then advanced to the eastern front of

the walls, and opened fire for three hours. On the right

Colonel Kurapatkin was told off to storm the breach

that was to be made by springing the mine, while

Colonel Kozelkoff in the centre was to storm the

breach made by artillery in the extreme southern

point of the fortress. In addition to the fire from

the heavy batteries, a heavy fire of common shell and

shrapnel was kept up on the fortress, to which the

enemy replied vigorously. They were also seen

throwing earth on to the breach made by artillery in

the midst of the fire. At 11.20 a high column of

earth and smoke rising from the eastern face of the

fortress, a great concussion, and a deafening roar told

both besiegers and besieged that the mine had been

fired. Large lumps of earth fell like rain on all the

advanced troops, half a company of volunteers were

nearly buried alive. When the smoke cleared away

it was seen that nearly 40 yards—140 ft.—of the

wall had disappeared, and in its place there was a

yawning smoking crater, into which, notwithstanding

all the defenders on the wall had been blown to

pieces, the brave Tekkes had rushed to resist the

besiegers. Colonel Kurapatkin' s column, or rather

the first section of his column under Major Sivinis,

flung themselves into the breach. Simultaneously,

Colonel HaidaroiF, on the other side of the fortress, ad-

vanced to the attack, planting scaling-ladders against

the walls, while Colonel Kozelkoff's column, between

r 2



tlie otluT two columns, attcmptod to storm the breacli

m;uK' I)v tlu> artillt'iy. 'I'lu- Tokkcs met Colonel

Kuraj)atkin's colimni on llu- i-inht with a heavy and

well-diivotrd lire. < >ur men pressed on, and a lierce

light uitli hayonets, lances, and swords ensued. So

energetic was ihc resistance that Colonel Kiira})atkin

ordered the second party of his column, under Staff

Captain Fok, to support Major Sivinis. After a ' fear-

ful resistance,' the besieo;ers succeeded in forcinj]: their

way in, and at once began extending to the right and

left. On the left they had to effect a junction with

Colonel Kozelkoff's column, but at first that column

met with little success. It had rushed into the

breach shouting hurrah ! but it was met by thick

masses of the enemy, who overwhelmed it with bullets

and stones, and finding the breach not easily practi-

cable, it lay down at the foot of the breach and com •

menced an obstinate engagement with the enemy. A
reserve was ordered up, and when it arrived with

bands playing, colours flying, and drums beating,

the column sprang up and this time successfully

stormed the breach. At half-past twelve Colonel

Kozelkoff's column formed hands with Colonel Kura-

patkin and Lieut. -Colonel Haidaroff, who had effected

an entry with little difficulty, and the fortress was

practically in our hands. At four o'clock the enemy

began to retreat in two large masses in a northerly

direction. They were hotly pursued. ' The pursuit,'

says Skobeleff in his official report, ' was continued

by the infantry for 6| miles (10 versts), by the
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cavalry for four miles further, when complete dark-

ness and the thorough depression of the enemy

caused the pursuit to be abandoned and the troops to

return to camp. In this pursuit by the dragoons and

the Cossacks, supported by a division of a horse-

artillery mountain battery, the killed amounted to

8,000 persons.' This number included some women

who took a part in the fighting and could not be dis-

tinguished by the Russians. After the capture of

the fortress 6,500 bodies were buried outside. When
Mr. Marvin was at St. Petersburg he asked SkobelefF

about the slaughter. This is his account of the con-

versation :

—

' Do you know Mr. Marvin,' said SkobelefiF, ' but you

must not publish this, or I shall be called a barbarian by

the Peace Society—that I hold it as a principle in Asia

that the duration of peace is in direct proportion to the

slaughter you inflict upon the enemy. The harder you

hit them the longer they will be quiet afterwards. We
killed nearly 20,000 Turcomans at Geok Tepe. The sur-

vivors will not soon forget the lesson.' * I hope you will

let me publish this opinion,' I said, ' and for this reason.

In your official report of the siege you say that, during

the pursuit after the assault, you killed 8,000 of both sexes.'

' That is true. I had them counted. The number was

8,000.' 'This sta,tement,' I continued, 'provoked great

comment in England, for you admit that your troops killed

women as well.'

Skobeleff replied :
' It is quite true. When the dead

were counted, women were found among them. It is my
nature to conceal nothing. I therefore wrote, in making

the report, of both sexes.'

* Were any dishonoured ?
'
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' None :it all. Tlu^ iroops did not oulnigc a woman.

T nuist U'll you I was deceived by the Persian a<^ent,

Zidfagar Khan. He came to nie and said that there were

many Persian women amon^ the prisoners, and asked to

be allowed to take them and send them home. I gave

him permission, and gave him money. He thereupon

chose the most beautiful women, and sent a number to

Meshed, where he sold them into harems. Directly I was

told of this, I stopped the permission at once.'

On my remarking that it was the great defect of our

last Afghan war that we entered the country without a

policy, and never ajjplied his princij^le (or Wellington's)

of hitting the enemy as hard as possible, he said :
' Those

executions at Cabul were a mistake. I would never exe-

cute an Asiatic to strike terror into his countrymen, be-

cause you are sure to fail. Whatever punishments you

resort to, they can never be so terrible as those inflicted

by a Nasrullah, or any other despotic native ruler ; and to

these crueller punishments the natives are so accustomed,

that your milder ones produce no effect. Then, worse

than this, the execution of a Mussulman by an Infidel

provokes hatred. I would sooner the whole country re-

volted than execute a man. If you take a place by storm

and strike a terrible blow, it is the will of God, they say,

and they submit without that hatred which executions

provoke. My system is this—to strike hard and keep on

hitting till resistance is completely over, then at once to

form ranks, cease slaughter, and be kind and humane to

the prostrate enemy. Immediately submission is made,

the troops must be subjected to the strictest discipline

:

not one of the enemy must be touched.'

^[r. Marvin nho mentions that General Grodekoff

says that, although ' many women were killed,' Skobe-

leff gave orders to bis troops to spare the women
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and the children, and none were killed intention-

ally. I cannot, of course, answer for tlie accuracy

of Mr. Marvin's reports, nor am I responsible for

Skobeleff's system, which, terrible as it seems,

may in the long run be more merciful than its

alternative ; but it is evident that when a mountain

battery is playing upon a mass of fugitives, and when

the cavalry is pursuing in the shades of night a crowd

of both sexes, both dressed almost alike, the result

could hardly fail to be such as SkobelefF reports.

War is horrible at the best, and the Tekkes, who

themselves have been so ruthless in torturing, massa-

cring, and enslaving their neighbours for generation

after generation, would probably be the last to com-

plain that upon them in turn had fallen a frightful

retribution.

In the assault and in the subsequent pursuit the

infantry fired 273,804 rounds ; the cavalry 12,510,

and the artillery 5,864 ; 224 military rockets were

also expended.

We retook our captured cannon and mountain

guns. We only took 1,500 weapons, a proof that

the pursuit was as necessary as the capture of the

fortress to break the resistance of the Tekkes.

The system, bloody though it was, seems to have

provoked no resentment among the Tekkes. Their

chief soon afterwards came in and did homage to the

representative of the White Tzar. Our troops advanced

almost without a [)rotest through Askabad to Annoo

and Gyaoors. Soon after the fall of Geok Tepc
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Skoboloir Avns out ridiii!:; with his escort when lie

met 7(H) Tekkes. lie iiskcd who tlicv were? They

answered, ' Friendly Tekkes." ' How eun 1 believe

voiu- word? ' asked the General. ' Tekkes never lie,'

answiM'i'd they. 'Well.' said Skohelet^', 'if siieh is

the case, I send my escort home, and will return

accompanied by you.' Which he actually did. A or

was his confidence misplaced. General Tchernayeff

displayed a simUar confidence m Asiatic magnanimity

when, on the evening after he captured Tashkend, he

rode through the streets and accepted a dish of tea

from the hands of a native.

After the fall of Geok Tep^ the following procla-

mation was issued.

To the Akhal People.

I declare to the whole Akhal Tekke population that

your fortress of Geok Tape has been taken bj the might

of the troops of my Great Sovereign. The defenders have

been annihilated, and their families and the families of

those who have fled from the fortress are the captives of

the victorious troops under my command. I therefore

invoke the whole remaining population of Akhal Tekke

to place its destiny at the unconditional mercy of the

Emperor, in which case I hereby make it known that the

lives, families, and property of those who declare sub-

mission will be in complete security like those of His

Majesty, the White Tzar.

On the contrary, all those who ojipose his victorious

troops, and continue to persist in a useless opposition,

will be destroyed as are robbers and criminals.

Adjutant- Gen. Skobeleff.

The summons was obeyed. The Tekkes laid
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down their arms. The submission was complete.

Our garrison was reduced. Skobeleff returned to St.

Petersburg, and ahnost immediately after his return

the Akhal oasis was formally annexed to the Empire.

Skobeleff' s own account of the matter is brief and

simple. He said:

—

I was recalled because the operations were finished,

and because the army, having already been reduced, the

troops were too few to warrant a general of my position

retaining the command. It was impossible for us to re-

linquish Akhal. The English could retire from Afghan-

istan, because there was a King they could leave behind.

But there was no form of government among the Turco-

mans. We had, therefore, to impose one of our own.

Had we refilled, they would have recommenced their raids

as soon as the effect of the defeat had worn off.

One year after the capture of Geok Tepe a banquet

took place at St. Petersburg in honour of the event.

At that banquet Skobeleff naturally was present. His

speech, which made a great sensation throughout

Europe, referred to the campaign in the Akhal oasis

in the following terms:

—

If mutual distrust in private affairs is naturally opposed

to our sympathies, it should be remembered, gentlemen,

that, on the other hand, an extreme mistrust of everything

foreign and capable of disturbing the legal historical ideas

of the Fatherland is an obligation of patriotisui, because

it cannot possibly be admitted that the newly-propounded

theory of triumphant and illegal might over physically

weaker right is the privilege of some one particular race.

It follows, as I imagine, from what I have observed, that

2)atriotic hearts must experience a sensation of great
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(.leli«;ht Avlioii the course of events leiiils into error a

saijiioious jiiul talented enemy of the Fatherlaiul. This

feelini^ is one of peculiar pleasure when oni; finds oneself

in the midst of those who, hy their labours and gallantry,

and with their hlood, aided in drawing that enemy into

the committing' of a mistake.

You all know that our highly talented enemy, Sir

Henry Kawlinson, predicted so long ago as in the year

1875 that the animosity of the Tekkes of Aklial would

involve Russia for many years in enormous expenditure of

men and money, and in a war with Persia ; that it would

render it obligatory on Russia to establish a cordon of

forts from the mouth of the Attrek, through the entire

oasis, and from the Attrek to Merv ; and that finally, and

to crown all, it would undermine the political power of

Russia in Central Asia.

It is pleasant, gentlemen, to look back to that precious

confine on this auspicious day, and assure ourselves of the

fact that, thanks to the Almighty, Sir Henry Rawlinson's

prophecy has been in no way justified. We all know the

condition of afi'airs too well for me to enter into details,

but I may say that our troublesome Asiatic confine has

never enjoyed such perfect tranquillity as it does now.

Never since the time of Mahomed Shah's march to Herat,

coupled with the memorable services of Count Simonitch,

has the influence of the Russian Minister at Teheran

been more predominant. In one word, the spell of the

Russian standard is powerful far away to the East, even

to the conquered region ; and this will doubtless be

confirmed by the engineers who have just returned from

Sarakhs.

Gentlemen, let me ask to w^hom is our country indebted

for the favourable issue of this great work ? First and

foremost let us respe(itfully give honour to the instrumen-

tality of our late Sovereign the Martyr Tzar. Having

firmly taken the Akhal Tekke business in hand, the late
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Emperor fully realised the immense importance of a place-

cfarmes at the gates of Herat and Afghanistan at a

given period in history. In the second place the success

of the enterprise was in principle insured from the very

beginning by the efforts of his Imperial Highness the then

Viceroy of the Caucasus, whose heart was ever with the

brave troops under his command ; and here I have to

express my thanks to all the military authorities in the

Caucasus for the assistance which was so largely given me,

to our various military departments, and, not least, to our

Minister for Foreign Affairs.

M. Zinovieff, our Minister at Teheran, not alone fa-

cilitated the execution of our task, but what is much
more important, he has secured the durability of the

results.

I need not enlarge on the gallantry of our Caucasian

troops, with whom our glorious Turkestan forces have

fraternised in battle. Our Caucasian standards came to

the Akhal field direct from the fields of Asiatic Turkey

covered with glory, and the commander of the Akhal

expedition was too heavily charged with the fame of

Eussian arms for his heart to be below the level of the

spirit of the troops which he led to Geok Tepe ; and when

the lieart is in its right place on the field of battle, victory

is three-quarters ensured. It is with deep feeling that I

call to mind all those who co-operated with me, the brave

soldiers and my brilliant staff of oflicers ; and among those

who fell. General Petrushevitch, conspicuous by his sense

of duty, modest courage, and learning, and all the other

officers who died for the faith, such as Prince Magolof,

Count Orlof, Mamatsef, Bulygin, Zubof, Studitski, Yablo-

tchkof, Merkhilef, Grek, Ivanof, Kunakofski, Moritz,

Nelepof, Yurenef.

Gentlemen, so long as we have in our ranks such

officers as those I have named, we may boldly look any

enemy in the face, remembering those who fell at Geok
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Tep^, aiul iMuulating their deeds when the day of trial hy

battle should come.

Witli those words of Skobeleff's concerning the

last of his canipaiiiiis, I close this very inadequate

account of Skobelelf as a soldier.
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CHAPTER I.

THE SLAVONIC CAUSE.

Skobeleff on politics—Panslavism—Pan-Germanism—SkobelefF's de-

testation of war—The Slavonic idea—The brotherhood of the Slavs

—Slavonic solidarity—M. Louis Leger—Origin of the idea—George

Krijanitch—Philology and politics—Panslavism and Slavophilism

—Krijanitch in Russia— Banished to Siberia— His 'policy'

—

Fascination of the Slav idea—The Slavonic Congress at St. Peters-

burg—Count Tolstoy and Count IgnatiefF—The Kremlin Declara-

tion, 1876—Slavonic disunion—England and the Slavs—Russian

disinterestedness—The San Stefano Treaty—What Russia seeks.

Skobeleff in politics, like Skobeleff in war, was a

great force. ' Ak-Pasha,' as the Turks used to call

him—or the ' White General,' as he was designated

often by his troops—was more terrible to his enemy

in the Bulgarian campaign than a whole corps

cVarm.ee.

He fought many battles, he made few speeches;

but his most brilliant victory produced less impres-

sion abroad than the least of speeches he made, or

was supposed to have made. A simple conversation,

a passing utterance, was reported by greedy news-

papers and gravely discussed by foreign statesmen.

Europe not only listened, but indulged in endless

comments, perverted every word, misrepresented

every sentence. It amused Skobeleff ; it amused
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niauy lvii>.sians. Notliin<^' diverts us more llian

' iViii'hteniiii;" the foreiii'iier.' I am not deleiidin^' this

—certainly not, l)ut I am siatiiiu' a simple iiict. Last

winter a man oeeujiyinLT an ollitial i)osition, eiiiti-

vated and intclliuvnt, and far I'roui yoiinj^', called

npon me in ^loseow. We talked of all sorts of things,

when they announced an English traveller. 1 intro-

duced my two visitors to each other ; hut fancy niy

surprise when I heard my compatriot say, ' Have you

not just arrived from our future possession—India ?
'

I thought he had lost his senses. ' But,' continued

he, ' perhaps j^ou come from our other possession,

Constantinople ?
' I interrupted ; for, although his

eyes were laughing, the tone was as solemn as that

of a bishop. ' It is much better,' continued he, ' to

designate beforehand what we are determined to take.'

Then he added, in Russian, ' Pray let me go on ; it

is delightful.' I, of course, tried to stop him, know-

ing the danger there was in such jokes; but he was

determined to have his way. If my English visitor

is a literary man, I can well imagine the dreadful cor-

respondence he may write about that meeting

!

Skobeleff, like my mischievous guest, dearly loved

a joke; but, clever and ingenious as he was, he always

managed to impress his listeners. His words went

deeper than those of many statesmen both in Russia

and other countries. Skobeleff was no firebrand ; he

spoke not to provoke but to avert a conflagration.

He knew, however, that there were limits beyond

which oppression would provoke an explosion.
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Russia wanted, and wants, peace ; she has plenty of

work to do at home, but ' peace at any price ' has

never been her motto, and never can be, as long as

there remains one single Russian in the world.

Besides, SkobelefF's views as a politician should

be distinguished from those which he held as a soldier.

When considering a military problem Skobeleff

was before all things a soldier. Hence, w^hen dis-

cussing the situation in 1878, it was as a matter of

military strategy he advocated the prolonged occupa-

tion of Adrianople ; and it was when weighing the

chances of an invasion that he declared the Russian

frontier could never be regarded as secure until she

held the Bosphorus. From a purely military point

of view he may have been right. Russia might be

safer from attack if she held the Bosphorus, just as

the position of France would be more secure if she

held the English end of the Channel tunnel. But

these questions are not settled by military experts,

and Skobeleff himself, as a politician, would have

been the first to acknowledge that certain problems

cannot be settled from the standpoint of military

science alone. I do not think it is wise to attach

any political value to the expositions, however in-

genious, of the strategic importance of different

positions which Skobeleff published during his event-

ful career. His views are important when endorsed

by Russia ; and in order to understand the spirit of

the whole nation, its real and powerful aspirations,

Q
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]H'oj)K^ h-AXc t(i sttidv Iht carrfiilly. and lliis can be

ilono oulv Avln'ii the usual prccoiici'ivcil ideas and

obstinate prejudiees are honestly |>iit aside. Tlie

li'veat merit of Skobeleff consisted in his perpetual

eiVorts to identify liimself with his country, to serve

lier hig'liest interests, to keep them alone perpetually

in view, and to devote to them alone liis whole life.

Such an identification is not easily achieved, and it

was only in the last years of his eventful life that

he thoroughly realised how impossible it was to be

a Russian without at the same time earnestly and

thoroughly espousing the Slavonic cause. One with-

out the other is shallow and incomplete. One is the

necessary, the logical development of the other.

Slavs sympathise, and ought to sympathise, all

over the world. ' Slavophilism ' is only a substitute

of that 'circuitous paraphrase.' In other races such

a feeling is regarded not only as legitimate but ad-

mirable. I wish somebody would be kind enough to

explain why it should only be detestable and cri-

minal when those who share it use the Cyrillian

alphabet and belong to the Slavonic stock. If any

race in Europe should be able to understand the feel-

ings of Slavs for Slavs, it is the great race which has

found in the sentiment of German brotherhood a

lever for revolutionising the Continent. Perhaps they

understand it too well, and therefore they fear it. But

their fears are needless. Panslavism seeks merely

the independence of all the Slav races, and is a very

different thing from Pan- Germanism, which seeks the
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political unity of the German fatherland. This dif-

ference should never be forgotten. Yet there is a

Pan-Germanism which excites no indignation even

amongst those who are directly concerned in it.

The other day some German residents in Odessa

sent Prince Bismarck a present in commemoration of

the twentieth ani) iversary of his appointment as Prime

Minister of Prussia. In acknowledging the gift, the

Imperial Chancellor used a form of words which, if

employed by a Russian minister in a similar position,

would have been regarded as an unpardonable offence.

Prince Bismarck wrote :
' I rejoice to accept the ex-

pression of the recognition of my fellow-countrymen

abroad, as a token that the tie of a common devotion

to the Emperor and the Fatherland mutually unites

all Germans abroad and at home.' Now there are so

very many thousands of ' Germans abroad ' in the

Russian empire, and, notwithstanding all the delu-

sions prevailing in the West concerning my country,

thousands flock across our borders every year, that

Russians might take alarm at this frank recognition

of a ' common devotion ' on the part of all Germans

to the Emperor William and the Fatherland. But, of

course, Russians have too much sense to get easily

alarmed, and too much honesty to pretend to be

alarmed when they are not. Pity our neighbours do

not sometimes follow our example in this respect.

Skobeleff's efforts were all directed in a defensive

not an offensive direction. Although a soldier, lie

never was a mere swordsman. ' Why should we attack

Q 2
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Genuaiiw I a.skt'd liiiii once, ratlicf iiiijiaticiitly, 'if

slic i> not attacking- us ?
' ' li'I

' retorted he—'all the

power of tlie ariiUuuMit lies in that word " if." I only

assure you,' eontiinied he, ' we are not so weak nor

so unprepared as some people imagine hoth at St.

Petersburg; ^nid ahroad. I know otu* forces, havincf

studied them very accurately. We have nothing to

fear ; absolutely nothing.' 1 shall never forget the

expression of SkobelefF's face w^ien he uttered these

words. Never ! There w^as no boasting, no humbug,

nothing for the galleries ; but there was such a firm-

ness, such a hard and detcrniiued look, that J thought

I saw before me quite a different man from the one

who was talking so mildly, so courteously, just a few

seconds before. Skobeleff's face was remarkably at-

tractive, not only by its regular features, but by

its combination of extreme kindness and extreme

energy. His pale grey eyes flashed with ever-

v^arying intensity, reminding me of the gleaming

of bright swordblades. There was also a depth

in his look, as if his very soul were trying to manifest

itself through his eyes. But Skobeleff distinctly and

repeatedly said that to him war w^as only a means to

an end, not, as with many soldiers, an end in itself.

From Count Moltke's views as to the beneficence of

war no one dissented more vehemently than the

Slavonic hero whom his countrymen described as

' the poet of the sword.' Not even our great painter,

Verestchagine, so aptly called ' the Apostle of Peace,'

because his pictures of war are purposely made most
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disheartening, could detest more the terrible business

of warfare. Again and again SkobelefF used to de-

clare :
' I hate war ; it is all that is sickening, odious,

and atrocious. No more monstrous, no more loath-

some, no more terrible crime can be imagined than to

make war without absolute necessity. It is only as

the last means, the very last argument, that a step

like this can be justified. It can only be pardoned

when made with a noble and generous end in view,

as, for instance, when I defend myself or those who

stand near to me by their faith or nationality.'

Skobeleff was a man of ideas, and some of them

those of a statesman, taking that word not in its

narrow sense, as sometimes represented in the chan-

celleries of Europe, which rather illustrate the maxim

of Oxenstiern— ' With how little wisdom the world is

governed.' At the same time, he was the very last

man in the world to claim for his views any origi-

nality. His great merit was, that he was chiefly

receptive ; for his utterances represented not the

views of an individual, but those of a race. His

greatness gave a glimpse of the greatness of the

Slavonic idea, which, in other words, means Brother-

hood of the Slavs. To some this may seem a craze
;

to Slavs it is a simple fact, from which flow other

facts equally simple. The Slavs ask to be governed

by the Slavs ; that is all. The bed of Procrustes is

not a Slavonic institution. The Slav lays down no

shibboleth as to forms of government. He is con-

tented with autocracy in one country ; and consti-
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tutioiKilisin ill aiiollu'i'. 'Tlu' Ini'iii docs not iii;iltc>r.

All lie iisks is to bo left aK)i»e to develop his own

destinies in his own way. Leave the Shivs to the

Slavs, each Slavonic people to itself, and the Slavonic

ideal will have been realised.

Its watchword is ' Hands off,' and its fonmila

self-government.

Unfortunately, millions of Slavs are governed not

by Slavs, but by Turks, Hungarians, and Germans.

These subjugated Slavs, as long as they are not left

to themselves, will naturally look for help from their

self-governed, eldest brother. 'Fraternite oblige;'

help—at a great cost indeed to the helper—has been

often granted. Not long ago the heroic little Monte-

negro was the only Slavonic country, except Russia,

which had a Slavonic ruler ; to-day, the Kingdom of

Serbia and the Principality of Bulgaria are, thanks

to Russia, and in spite of Europe, free fi*om the yoke

of the oppressor. The history of the Eastern Question

for the most part is the narrative of the progressive

emancipation of the Slavs. A gi'eat deal has been

done, much remains yet to be achieved ; but, like one

of our Russian rivers, although its progress is slow,

not the less will it reach the sea. ' To liberate, not

to annex,' has been Russia's grand motto when she

fought for the Slavs. She neither wishes to occupy

Slavonic lands, as England occupies Cyprus, nor

' administer ' them, as Austria administers Bosnia,

nor absorl) them, as France has absorbed Tunis.

Mr. John Aksakoff, who is justly considered as one
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of our best leaders, wrote long ago :
' It is not a

question of territorial conquest for Russia. It is a

question of calling to an independent existence,

political and social, all the different Slav groups.

The Slavonic countries must belong to the Slavs.'

This doctrine is neither new nor Russian in its

origin. As Russia received through Bulgaria her

Evangel and her alphabet, she received the Sla-

vonic idea from Croatia. M. Louis Leger's most

excellent book, ' Nouvelles Etudes Slaves,' gives a

very interesting sketch of the whole question. Any-

body who wants to know the Slavonic world ought

to study M. Louis Leger's works. He is a trust-

worthy and most valuable authority, and, without

even attempting to compete with him, I will briefly

indicate some few points in M. Leger's work, as

I am afraid his book has not been translated into

English as yet.

' The idea of a moral, intellectual, and political

solidarity between all the members of the Slavonic

race was born not in the empire of the Tzars, too

strong to have need of theories, but in the little

peoples of the East, among the Slovenes, the Croats,

the Tchcques, menaced without ceasing by their re-

doubtable neighbours, the Hungarians, the Turks,

and the Germans. The hatred of the oppression, the

deep consciousness of a [)rofound humiliation, woko

the national conscience among the poets, the philo-

sophers, and the philologers. In the midst of the

miseries of the present, they found a consolation in
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the inoiiuiry (if tho toniKT unity of" tlicir race, aud an

eiicouragt'iiu'iit in the hope of reconstituting it in the

future.'

The noblest promoter ot" the Shivonie ideas was

a Croat who lived in the seventeenth century.

What have the Slavs done for the world? is often

scornfully asked.

They produced Huss, a century before Germany

gave birth to Luther ; and they formulated the

doctrine of nationality two centuries before Mazzini

popularised it in Italy. I take but these examples

amongst many others. The precursor of the doc-

trine of nationality was George Krijanitch.

Two very interesting facts deserve to be noted

here. The Koman Catholic Church, which now-a-

days is trying to interfere in family ties, and to sepa-

rate brethren from each other in more senses than

one, in the seventeenth century held quite a different

position ; so much so, that George Krijanitch, who
went to Russia with his heart full of confidence and

love to his Eastern brethren, was a Roman Catholic

priest.

I regret to blame our Government, but truth has

to be spoken. Although some of our Emperors,

such as Peter the Great, Catherine II., Nicholas I.,

and Alexander II., have served 'the Slavonic cause

as true Russians should, other rulers have shown

a wonderful short-sightedness and egotism in dealing

with the Slavonic cause ; the part of a generous

helper or that of a reckless donor did not tempt them.
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Like every other government, the Russian some-

times shrank from a disinterested, ' foolish ' policy

—

which is only desired and insisted upon by real ser-

vants of the Slavonic idea. Governments often either

consider themselves mere money-lenders, only careful

of their percentage, or they resemble those parents

who fancy that nothmg is so good for their children

as a money match, or so terrible as one made for

love. The Slavophil party in Russia—up to the last

few years—has been calumniated, vilified, described

as treacherous to its oath, to its country, and its

Emperor, and foimd anytliing but support in official

St. Petersburg circles.

Poor Krijanitch, in return for his effusive sym-

pathies, met with a sad reception in Russia. His

services mio-ht have been most useful. Thouo;h a

Roman Catholic, he was a thorough theologian ; he

studied at Vienna and Bologna ; but, not contented

with that, he went in 1640 to Rome to study, for

polemical purposes, the language and the doctrines of

the Greek Church. He discovered the great truth so

sneered at by so many shallow observers, that tlie

life of a nationality lay in its language and religion.

' Among the lesser nations,' says M. Louis

Leger, ' philology and politics are " solidaires." It is

the grammarians and the poets who have renewed

the face of the Slavonic world.'

With all respect to the talented inventor of Profes-

sor Craniocracs, a great historical fact is not disposed

of by a jest.
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i-iitlior's translation of the l>il)le, prrliaps, did

more to unify (Jt-i-niaiiv tlian even the needle-i;nn.

lluss was ahiiost as anxious to preserve the

})urity of the Tcheque lang'uage as to rid the Church

of abuses, and it is inii)ossible to sever tlie Slavonic

movement from pliilological studies, the importance

of which Krijanitch was the first to discern. Not

that the Croatian priest was the first to recognise

the fraternity of the Slavonic peoples, the unity of

the Slav race.

The theories of philology but revive the memories

of the Slavonic family. One of our earliest his-

torians, Nestor, who wrote soon after England was

overrun by the Normans, maintained that ' the Slavs

were one of the seventy races, sprung from Japhet,

who afterwards took different names,' but whether

they called themselves Tcheques, Croats, Serbs,

Poles, or Russians, they all belonged to the Slavonic

race. A later historian was careful to trace the

scattered members of the Slavonic family back to the

building of the Tower of Babel. Thrice, at least,

before the time of Nestor, Slavonic princes had en-

deavoured to unite the Slavonic peoples against their

oppressors, and each tirne the champion of our race

arose further to the east. Samo the Wend, who van-

quished King Dagobert, assisted for a time the inde-

pendence of the Slavs ; but his kingdom did not

survive, and the short dream of Slav freedom de-

parted with his life. The next was Sviatopolk, of

Moravia, the defender of our race. In the tenth
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century Boleslav the Great, of Poland, assumed the

title of King of the Slavs, and reigned from the Elbe

to the Dnieper, from the Baltic to the Danube. I

only mention these few facts in proof that the idea

of the unity of the Slavonic races is by no means

new.^

I will quote another instance :—In an old book

about Bosnia, entitled ' Spicilegium observationum

historico-geographicarum de Bosniae Regno,''"^ Ivarko

III., of Bosnia, who succeeded to the throne in

139'6, had to struggle against the Magyars and the

Neapolitan factions in Dalmatia, trusting himself

on national, Panslavist support. In accordance with

his ' Panslavistic ' policy, he sent a messenger to

Vladislav Jagellon, of Poland, appealing for his aid

on the ground of the common origin of the Poles and

Bosnians.

' Panslavism ' is of an old origin, and its ten

dency was external and political ; Panslavists dreamed

of a moral, and some among them dreamed also of

a political, union amongst all the Slavonic peoples.

The Slavophils are also well-wishers of the Slavs,

but their first and chief interest is domestic, and

aims at restoration of primitive ideas, customs and

institutions, the great majority of which were rudely

interfered with by Peter the Great. Slavophilism

is of modern growth ; in fact, it is some fifty years

old altogether. Its best representatives were, the

' Vide Louis Leger, Les Origines dn Patislavisme, Le Monde Slave,

p. 329. Paris, 1873.
'-' Liigd. Bat. 1837, p. 7.
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})oet ami tlioologian C'lioiniakoir, George Samariiie,

the tliree Aksakofts (one of whom is the editor of

the ' Kuss '), the brothers Kireefsky, Ililferdiiig, and

others. They stood all on a high moral level and

great intellectual culture.

But to return to George Krijanitch.

When Eno^land was tio^htino; her Kins;, the

Croatian student was compiling, from ancient and

modern Greek, a great work, summarising all the

differences between the Greek Church and the Roman.

The book is lost. The motto survives :
' They shall

be no more two nations, neither shall they be divided

into two kingdoms, but they shall be one fold and

one shepherd.' It w^as the cry of the devout soul

for the spiritual unity of Christendom, but it was

also the yearning of a Slav for the reunion of all

his brother Slavs; for only in union was there hope

of deliverance. Thus from a cloister of a Roman

monastery came forth the first articulate expression

of what is now troubling all our enemies. But

a man with such aspirations could not remain in

Italy. He must visit the scattered races of the

Slavonic fatherland ; above all, he must make a pil-

grimage to the greatest of the Slavonic races.

Poland he saw with sorrow destroyed by her

anarchy. In visiting Little Russia, he urged the in-

habitants to throw in their lot with the Tzar. Alas

!

poor Krijanitch ! His fate foreshadowed the difficul-

ties the later Slavophils had to encounter. He also

thought it his sacred duty to serve fearlessly the
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interests of the Tzar, and therefore, though a new-

comer, a stranger, he began to denounce with singu-

lar freedom the abuses of the Courts of Russia.

Croat though he was, he grasped with the Slavonic

instinct the Russian conception of the Tzar. ' The

duty and honour of a sovereign is to make his

people happy, and to be the father of his subjects,'

said he. Unfortunately he went much further, and

thought, singularly enough, that he was obliged to

lecture everybody he disapproved of for any reason.

Now, any foreigner, coming to an unknown—or

only superficially known—country, and expressing

his frank views upon everything and everybody, is

seldom thanked for his frankness, even in our ultra-

liberal times, and even in most liberal parts of the

world. I abstain from giving instances, very elo-

quent instances indeed, in support of my assertion,

as I have to deal yet with Russia of the seventeenth

century. So it happened that the poor lecturer

was listened to at first ; then in 1661—banished to

Tobolsk ; a dreary place, no doubt. He was allowed

books, money, and free communication by correspond-

ence ; but, still, to be exiled for having simply spoken

too much was hard and might have disheartened any-

body. But Krijanitch, like a true enthusiast, lived

more in the future than in the present : he dreamed

apocalyptic visions of the coming grandeur and unity

of the Slavonic world, and, I daresay, was happy in

spite of his exile. How little could he imagine

that up to the year 1876 the Slavonic cause would
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li;ir*ll\- lt(> (olt'i-ntctl hv tlie offic'uil riirlrs in Iviissin ;

lliat tlu' (I'M ho lorcsaw would actually only begin

with the Knipcror Alexander's speech at tlie Kremlin!

For fifteen years he lived and ^Yrote at Tobolsk.

His great work on ' Policy' pleaded the unity of the

Slavs, and di^iined the principles by wliich a Slav

State could l)ecome strong, great, and honoured. His

watchword to the Slavs was the same as SkobelefF's.

' Rely upon thyself,' said Krijanitch, in addressing

the Slav world, ' and beware of foreigners.' ' The

more we study the work of Krijanitch,' says M.

Leo;er, ' the more we are astonished to find under the

most diverse forms the reveries and the aspirations of

the men of his race, which were never really made

known until the nineteenth century.' The reason is

simple. These reveries, these aspirations, have never

been absent from the Slav mind ; but it is only

recently that the Slavs have attracted attention

beyond their frontiers, save as Slavs, to be crushed

and plundered. ' We are plundered by the Germans,

the Jews,' wrote Krijanitch, in the seventeenth

century, ' the gipsies, the Armenians, and the Greeks.

No people under the sun,' exclaims he, ' has been so

insulted, so injured, as the Slavs by the Germans.'

Skobeleff's expression of distrust and hostility to

Germans—not to Germany, but to the intruding,

ao-frressive German who endeavours to transform the,

Slav into a German—has excited some surprise in

the ill-informed West. It was even imagined that

the General referred solely to Russia's oldest and
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firmest ally, the empire whose seat is at Berlin, That

is pure fiction. I possess a letter he wrote to me a

few weeks before his death, in which he positively

repudiates his hatred of Germany. Slavophils are no

lunatics. They gladly admit that there are Germans

and Germans ; those who identify themselves entirely

with the life, the hopes, the joys, and the sorrows of

their adopted country deserve to be trusted and

treated accordingly. A man is not answerable for

what he is born, but for what he has made of himself.

Surely no Englishman would be base enough to

consider Lord Wolseley as a stranger because he

was born in Ireland ! We have now in Moscow one

of our principal military chiefs. His name is half

German, half Swedish. Todtleben is another instance

of Germans being as good Russians as the best.

Examples of this kind are numerous.

Looking in another direction, that of science, we

find the same patriotic devotion : one of our best

Slavophil scholars—Hilferding—was of half German,

half Jewish descent, but his death has been much

lamented by his Moscow friends, and his works are

studied with love and veneration by every Russian

studying the Slavonic history and literature. The

only difference lies in the natural obligation which

the newcomers generally feel to give obvious proofs

of their union, whilst, as for the original natives,

their motives are supposed to be what they ought to

be, what is sometimes a ' courtesy confidence ' only.

Krijanitch seems to have been born again in the
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sliajHM^i' Skol)rlt'ir. ' It is for tlico, oli orcat Tziir,' said

tlio l)aiiishe(l itU'alist of 'I'olxtlsk, ' to wati'li over the

Sla\' i>oonlos, and, like a i;t)()d latlici', take caiv of tliy

(lis|)ri-sotl cliildrcn. IJoiisc* tliciii lo Ix' aware of tlicir

slinmoful coudition
;
give them assistance in throwing

oft' tlieir foreign yoke. I'^xtend to the Slavs of the

r>alkans that exterior force which they need to regain

their feet, and once more to be numbered amongst

the nations.' He lamented the fatal discord sown by

foreism intricrues between Poland and Russia, countries

which could have no greater happiness than in a

brotherly concord, and he insisted earnestly upon the

importance of literary propaganda.

Krijanitcli spoke in vain. He was before his time,

and when in 1676 he was allowed to leave Tobolsk,

his career seems to have been closed. ' Regenerated

Slavonia,' says M. Louis Leger, ' will one day raise

a monument to the man who first understood

all the miseries of his race and sought to remedy

them.' George Krijanitch did more: he not only

sought, but he found. And if 'Slavonia' is not

quite regenerated, and no marble monument erected,

still the time is already come to build a monument of

gratitude by those who share the views and aspirations

of their neglected leader.

It is beyond my power to give a detailed history

of the Slavonic movement during two whole centuries.

Besides, there were epochs when that vital movement

seemed to shortsighted observers almost extinct.

It continued, however, though from the first it
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was primarily literary and philological, the dream of

unity of language never ceasing to fascinate the

imagination of our race. For many years its chief

exponents were the Tcheques of Bohemia. It is only

in comparatively recent times that my countrymen

took the lead in the development of the Slav idea. It

has now passed into the political stage, and is a legi-

timate and recognised force, animating millions of

souls and bringing into close alliance many throbbing

hearts.

Mazzini, who certainly had nothing in common
with Slavophils, and whose very name is disliked in

Russia, where he is known only as a Revolutionist,

recognised repeatedly the justice of the claims of

the Slavonic family, ' covering,' as he said, ' a zone

extending from the North Sea to the Adriatic ;

'

and before he died he expressed a deep conviction

that ' no permanent peace was possible in Europe

while the Slavonic question remained unsettled ; that

is to say, while the legitimate claims of the Slavonic

peoples to manage their own affairs remained unre-

cognised.' It struck Kossuth, that Slav renegade

whose despairing execrations only testify to the

vigour and vitality of the movement which he

dreads. Poets, philosophers, novelists, prelates, his-

torians, have all surrendered themselves to the charm

of the great Ideal. Most wonderful of all, it has

even thawed occasionally the habitual chill of

diplomatists by profession.

I3ut even a hurried sketch of Panslavism would

R
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be incomplete without tlie description of tlie great

Slavonic Coni;*ross which was held at Moscow in

1(S()7. Seventy-tive deputies from the various Slav

countries assembled in May, to exchange fraternal

erreetinjrs and consult as to the welfare of their

common race. They were graciously received by the

Emperor, the Grand Duke Constantine, the Grand

Duchess Helena, and many great personages of the

State. The Prmce GortchakofF, our chancellor, re-

marked, ' The Russians welcomed you so heartily

to their country that there remained nothing for the

Government to do.' And, in truth, the Government

did nothing.

A banquet was offered them at St. Petersburg
;

speeches delivered by Tcheques, Croats, Servians,

and Russians. The Bohemian leader, Dr. Rieger,

welcomed ' the day, at last arrived, when the Slavo-

nian races unite for the common welfare. If it were

impossible to effect a political reunion, let ns at least

strive for the establishment of an intellectual alliance.

AVhat we want is harmony, the rest will follow in its

train.' M. Polit, a Croat of Agram, expressed, with

burning eloquence, the sense of brotherhood which

united the emancipated Slavs to their powerful kins-

men in Russia. ' In the Servian heart,' he exclaimed,

* love to the Russian is innate. In our very cradles

our mothers sing as lullabies songs of Russian mag-

nificence. Upon her we have reckoned, even when

she had not risen to the height of a great Slavonic

power. The creative task of Russia lies not only in
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Asia, but on what may be called the threshold of her

house—the European East. Races must be hence-

forth independent. The Slavonian question must be

solved by the Slavonians themselves, and chiefly by

Russia. Russia is no longer Russia. It is Slavonia
;

nay, " Pan- Slavonia." The resources at her disposal

are not only material, but moral. Slavonic Russia is

no menace to civilisation, but only prepares Europe

for witnessing the reunion of the Slavonic family.

The first blow in the great struggle must be the

cutting through the Eastern knot.'

But the spirit of the gathering was best interpreted

by one of our first poets, TutchefF, in a poem, of

which this is only a poor translation :

' Welcome, twice welcome, oh brothers of the

four quarters of the Slavonic world ! The family

feast is oiFered to all. Not as strangers, not as

guests are you here., You are at home. In Russia

every Slav is at home. More at home often than in

his own country, where, alas ! he is often ruled by

a foreigner, and where it is a crime to be a Slav.

Severed long by envious fate, we have never ceased

to be one nation ; the sons of one mother. For this

the world cannot pardon us. But as you will never

desert Russia, Russia will never desert you. The

world dreads the thouglits of all Slavs standing

together, and addressing it as one. It has injured

and insulted us so long, the memory of our wrongs

will never be effaced from our hearts. At tlie awakiuir

of Slavonic self-consciousness it trembles and dreads

K 2
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rlio jiulninont of God. The treatment accorded us

tor centuries has not ceased. Our brethren assem-

bled here still bear traces of their ancient wrongs,

l^navenged is the field of Ivossova and the fatal

battle of tlie White Hill. Belief in Divine justice

Mill never be extinguished in our hearts, whatever

may be the sacrifices demanded of us. God lives, and

the cry " All hail the Tzar liberator! " will some day

be heard far beyond the Russian frontier.'

Poets, they say, are prophets. Have these words

not been already realised in Bulgaria?

The present Minister of the Interior, Count

Tolstoy, was then Minister of Public Instruction. In

spite of his official position, he made a very remark-

able speech at the Slavonic banquet. He said, ' We
have simply come together as Northern, Eastern,

Southern, and Western Slavonians. You have been

led here by the impulse of your hearts, by the con-

sciousness of the brotherly ties binding us together.

The ties of the history of a thousand years ; the ties

of blood, language, and the Panslavonic idea have

asserted their rights. Let us strengthen those ties

by the unity of speech and the creation of a common

science. The scientific study of the Russian language

is impossible without the study of the Slavonic dia-

lects, just as the study of Russian history is incom-

plete without the insight into the simultaneous

development of related nations. The ties between

you and us, therefore, are not alone physical, but also

moral and spiritual. Is there anybody sceptical
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enough to doubt the durability of these ties, to doubt

that Providence has a grand future in store for the

great Slavonic race?
'

By one of the curious coincidences of history,

General IgnatiefF was almost at that very moment

giving practical eifect at Constantinople to the declara-

tions which his future successor was making at St.

Petersburg. He had just been raised to the rank of

ambassador, and in presenting his new credentials to

the Sultan, he reminded Abdul Aziz significantly

that the welfare of Turkey depended upon the execu-

tion of the benevolent promises which he had made

so often, and warned him, that while Russia harboured

no selfish design, she was so closely bound by a

common religion, tradition, and nationality to the Slavs

of the Balkans, that she was bound to take a most

earnest interest in everything that was really calculated

to promote their welfare. The warning fell on deaf

ears. Before eleven years had passed. General Ignatiefi*

dictated at San Stefano the famous charter of Bul-

garian freedom which emancipated the Slavs from the

Danube to the ^gean.

M. Lamansky, one of our best authors, could well

boast that the Slavonic idea from a mere phan-

tasm had risen to be a solid and substantial fact. It

had left the privacy of the scholar's study, and

appeared in the church, in the street, in the theatre.

It had become a Russian, nay a European question.

What has happened since then certainly has not

lessened its importance. The 10th of November,
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IS7(), whon tlie Enij)i'r()r-l.ilH'ratoi* declared his re-

sidve to defend alone the Slavonic cause, marked the

advent of a new epoch in the Slavonic world. ' The

historical conscience of all Ivussia,' said M. Aksakoff,

' spoke from the lii)s of the Tzar, and his Avord

thundered forth as one having authority. On that

memorable day he spoke as the successor of the

Orthodox Grand Dukes, as the descendant of Ivan III.,

who received from the Pal^eologi the Byzantine arms,

and combined them with the arms of Moscow, as the

descendant of Peter and Catherine, the crowned

protector of ancient traditions. From these words

there can be no drawing back. The Emperor's words

are a great event in the history of the present time.

In the grey joyless twilight which surrounds us, in

that chaos of contradictory aspirations and activity,

in that lassitude of expectation fi*om which all

Kussia is labouring, these words shine through the

darkness as a star to encourage and guide us. They

contain a whole programme of action. These words,

and the unanimous, spontaneous, popular expression

of fraternal love for the oppressed Slavs, form such

historical landmarks, that if we only let ourselves

be guided by them, we cannot lose our way, and

cannot fail to fulfil our mission, whatever obstacles

we may have to encounter. The slumbering East is

now awakened, and not only the Slavs of the Balkans,

but the whole Slavonic world, awaits its regeneration.'

To those who share the popular delusion, that

the characteristic of the Slavs, especially of the
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Russian Slav, is despotism, such Trords may seem

ominous. Besides those who know that the inborn,

besetting sin of the Slav race is not deference to

authority, but a tendency to anarchy, which has been

the source of untold disasters to our several tribes,

will not wonder at the desire of the philo- Slavs to

promote the unity of the Slavonic world. For a

thousand years disunion has been our bane. We are

now divided among four States. There are several

groups of Slav nationalities, each with its own gram-

mar, its own idiom ; fortunately they at least are

content with only two alphabets. We are again

divided between three different religions—the Ortho-

dox, the Roman, and the Lutheran.

It is nearly a thousand years since Sviatopolk, the

great Slav sovereign of Moravia, repeated to his son,

as he lay on his deathbed, the familiar fable of /Esop.

Presenting him with a bundle of darts, he asked him

to break them, to illustrate the importance of concord.

The lesson, alas ! was thrown away, and down to the

present day we suffer from the result. Only in Russia,

thanks to the autocracy, which has been the salvation

of our country, have these fatal elements of division

been effectively opposed. To unite Slavs, even of a

single race, under one head is no easy matter. In

Poland the attempt failed. In Russia we only learnt the

lesson after terrible trials, the like of wliich, it is to be

hoped, Europe will never see again. But to imagine

that Russians dream of establishing a universal empire

over all the Slav peoples is to impute to us a degree
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oi' iiKuliU'ss o[' wlik'li, really, we aiv (juite iiica|)al)lc,

Slavon'n- miitv in tliat sense is i!ii])ossibIe, even if it

were (l(.'siiMl)K'. i'lu' iiiiil\' of tlic Slavonic world,

lor wliirh wo liope, is such a unity as the Knglish-

spcakiii!^ worUl already enjoys. Nowhere in the

whole universe are any popuhitions of English-speak-

intr men under Liws not of their own makino^, under

rulers not of their own choosing. ' Blood is thicker

than water ' all the world over, as the American

admiral said when he attacked the Chinese enemies

of Enocland ; but no one on that account dreams of

an English conquest of the United States, or an

American annexation of En2:land. Such a moral union

as the friendship, the alliance of the great nations on

each side of the Atlantic, that, and nothing more than

that, is all we seek for ourselves. Is it so impossible,

so impracticable, so wicked an ideal? But, after all,

that, and nothing else, is the great Slavonic idea.

That the oppressors of the Slavs do not like it is

natural enough. But is it regarded with alarm in

England ? She sympathises with all the nationalities

in Europe ; even in Egj'pt, she only suppressed a

national leader in the name of ' the real national

party.' Why are the Slavs regarded as beyond the

pale of England's sympathies ? Not that the Slavs

expect anything from Great Britain, or from any

foreign race. ' Help yourselves ' was the cry of

George Krijanitch, and it was also the watchword of

SkobelefF. Russia has, as if carried away by a divine

impulse, sometimes also as if against all her ' practical
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considerations,' helped the weaker members of the

Slav race. The stronger must help themselves. The

utmost that we ask from England is that she may

leave us alone. At present her influence is felt in

Slavonian lands only for evil, except since 1880,

in Montenegro. She has redelivered Macedonia to

the Turk, and constituted Austria—to use Sir W.
Harcourt's own phrase— ' the gaoler of Slav nation-

alities.' These things were done before the Liberals

entered office ; but how many Liberals there are who
make it a point of honour to repudiate, as if it were a

crime, all suspicion of sympathy with the Slavonic

cause ! Even some English ' philanthropists '—those

declared friends of humanity—object to the Slavonic

race being treated as the others. Capital specimen of

justice and impartiality, indeed !

As to the favourite remarks, that ' the Slavonic

cause is only a blind behind which lies Russian

aggression,' ' To sympathise is to steal,' &c. &c.,

I hardly need notice them. Have our polite and

courteous assailants ever asked themselves what

Slavonic land Russia has liberated in order to annex ?

Poland was not partitioned in the name of the Slavonic

cause. But we have fought for the Serbians. Have

we annexed Serbia? For the Montenegrins. Have

we taken a single stone of the IMack Mountain ? We
poured out our blood in torrents for the Bulgarians,

but we refrained from taking an inch of their soil, or

a stone of their fortresses. Those who actually wish

to learn something, to speak with a semblance of
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kiiowlo(li!,v. lot tliL'in road tlio San Stotimo Troaty
;

they Avill soo tliorc wliat Russia desired to do, and

iiave up solely thanks to the intervention of Europe,

At that time the latest fashion was to talk of

'llurope': what it meant in reality was not very

elear ; but people never mentioned that cabalistic

word without putting on a solemn face.

Well, I was at ]\Ioscow at that time, and the day

when the San Stefano Treaty was published there

was such a joy, such a delight, that few Russians,

I dare say, will ever forget it.

The articles of that treaty, relating to Bulgaria,

embody the policy Russia would like to see adopted

in relation to every other Slavonic race under

Turkish or Austrian rule.

What are these articles?

Art. 6. Bulgaria is constituted an autonomous

tributary principality, with a Christian government

and a national militia. The definite frontiers will be

laid down on the principle of the nationality of the

majority of the inhabitants, conformably to the topo-

graphical necessities and the practical interests of

locomotion for the local populations.

Art. 7. The Prince of Bulgaria shall be freely

elected by the population and confirmed by the

Sublime Porte with the assent of the Powers. Before

the election of the Prince, an assembly of Bulgarian

Notables shall draw up the organisation of the future

administration. In the localities where the popu-

lations are mixed, account will be taken of the rights
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and interests of these populations in the elections and

in the preparation of the organic law.

That is all Russia asks.

All the other stipulations are mere detail, con-

sequent on the war which was brought to a close by

the treaty. Russia does not want another war. All

that the Slavs ask could be granted without war

and would be granted to-morrow if their rulers were

wise. Free local government ; a prince elected by

the population ; a constitution drawn up by their

representatives, and the frontiers and the organisation

arranged in strict conformity with the nationality and

the mterests of the mixed populations. What is

there in that which constitutes a menace to the peace

of Europe, except so far as that peace is based upon

the denial of human rights to the Slavs ?

It is very odd how widely different is the esti-

mate of the Slavonic character prevailing among the

Slavs, and those who know nothing about them ex-

cept the fictions of their neighbours.

'We Slavs,' said Palacky, the famous Tcheque

historian, in 1848, 'repudiate all domination which

rests only on force. We demand equality before the

law without conditions, not only for individuals but

for all nations. Nature has destined no nation to be

the mere servile instrument of the views of its neigh-

bours ; all nations haye an equal right to advance to

the highest stage of human development, nor can they

transgress this law with impunity.'

Once more, and once for all : Russia repudiates
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all (losire to annex a sini!,lo part oi" Slavonic soil ; she

seeks to found no great Panslavonic empire. She

helps lu-r Avt-aker bretliren, and she is lluir only

lielper. This gives lier a prestige which would be

lost if she were supporting in order to devour. Our

strength lies not in annexing or occupying the terri-

tory of our kinsmen, but in the conviction which the

^lontenegrian Vladyka Peter so eloquently expressed

to Marshal Marmont in 1807 :
' You detest and

calumniate the Russians, and you flatter the other

Slav peoples, in order that your Emperor may attain

his ends. But we, the Slavs, know nothing of hope

or of glory save through, our powerful brothers

of Russia. If they perish, all the other Slavs will

perish, and who is against the Russians is against the

Slavs.'
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CHAPTER II.

THE ST. PETERSBURG SPEECH.

Why Skobeleff spoke—A warning to Austria—The conscription in

Bosnia—The rising in the Herzegovina—Russia and the Crivoscie

—What Skobeleff said—Good result of his speech.

Skobeleff, although particularly gifted with the

faculty of expression, seldom spoke in public. Russia

is not governed by talkers, and men with us are not

made Cabinet Ministers because they can make

phrases. We go even further : we, strangely

enough, feel a certain mistrust of those who sj^eak too

well. With us, 'an embellisher of fine phrases,'

un heau parleur, is not a complimentary expression

at all. Besides, Russians are rather impatient, and

unless you tell them at once what you want, they

simply leave you alone with your eloquence. So,

whether you like it or not, you have to come to the

point. Skobeleff seldom allowed himself to discuss

publicly even the political questions in which he

was most interested. But at the beginning of 1882

he felt that the time had come when it was neces-

sary to call attention to the rising clouds on the

political horizon. He fancied it was his duty to

speak, and he spoke clearly the thoughts which Averc

burning in the Russian heart.
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I was ill I'jinlaiid at the time when be delivered

liis iirst speecli—bis only speecb, I may say; for what

is called * bis speecli at l*aris ' was merely an inaccu-

rate collection of disjointed remarks, uttered in con-

versation Avitboiit any system or plan. Witboiit any

communication witb bim at tbat time, witbout even

knowing tbat be w\as about to raise so potent a voice

in defence of tbe Slavonic cause, I was endeavouring

to explain, as well as I could, to Engiisbmen, in tbe

pages of tbe ' Contemporary Review,' tbe feelings

witb wbicb Russia regarded tbe alarming develop-

ment of Austrian policy in tbe Balkan peninsula.

]\[y little sketcb on tbe crisis in Serbia appeared

almost tbe same day tbat General SkobelefF was

delivering tbe speecb wbicb sbook tbe ground be-

neatb the feet of the intriguers of Vienna. Skobeleff

was in tbe capital of bis country, I a thousand miles

away; but each, witbout knowmg what the other

was about, explained and defended tbe same great

principle, wbicb was equally apparent to superior as

to commonplace observers. Both expounded the

common faith, tbe master passion of the Slavonic

heart. Both sounded a warning note, of wbicb

Austria did well to take heed.

Tbe occasion wbicb led SkobelefF to speak was

a banquet given at tbe anniversary of tbe taking

of Geok Tep4—of his references to England and the

Central Asian question I may speak later. Here I

mention only his reference to tbe Slavonic question.

Before reproducing tbe chief passages of this
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memorable speech, it is necessary briefly to recount

the state of things in the East. It was loudly as-

serted in Austria-Hungary and elsewhere, that the

hour had come for the complete realisation of the pro-

gramme of ' crushing the head of the Slavonic ser-

pent,' to use the eloquent metaphor of a Hungarian

' statesman.' The process began in the occupation of

Bosnia and the Herzegovina. Lord Beaconsfield had

urged that step in order that the predominance of the

Slavonic race might not reappear, as he naturally

concluded it must do, if the two provinces were per-

mitted to enjoy any kind of local self-government.

It had been begun in bloodshed. It was being per-

sisted in in despair. Austria, in cynical defiance of

the treaty which sanctioned the occupation and

administration of the north-west provinces of Turkey,

began to enforce the conscription. To levy the

blood-tax on a hostile people can hardly be described

as either occupation or administration. The Porte

protested. Turkish opinion denounced the conscrip-

tion as a flagrant violation of treaty-faith, an usur-

pation of the essential attributes of sovereignty.

For once Russians did not differ from their tra-

ditional foe. To them, as to every one else in Europe,

Austria was exceeding her rights. But they did not

interfere. Russia desired peace. When in November

the conscription began to be enforced, the Russian

Government neither interfered nor even protested.

We were busy, as we still are, with our internal re-

forms. Russia wanted peace, as she wants it still;
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and with heavy lioarts we stood silent by, whilst

the Austrian set alxnit dragooning the l*)Osnian Slavs

into the ranks of the Ivoyal and Im])erial army.

Nor was this all. Encouraged by our apparent

apathv. the Austrian stretched out its hand over

Serbia. Prince Milan—he is a kinglet now—was

Austrianized. His Cabinet was filled with Austrian

sympathisers. The Serbian constitution was put

aside ; the Serbian revenue was mortgaged to the

swindler Bontoux, an Austrian protege. Worst of

all, the Archbishop Michel was deposed, and an

attempt was made to create a schism in the Serbian

Church. On the Danube Austria was grasping at

supremacy. She was extending her influence in

Ivoumania, and the press, both of England and the

Continent, was full of letters from well-informed

correspondents describing the preparations for the

advance on Salonica.

But all these things were conducted in silence.

Russia's silence was misunderstood. It was taken for

indifference, even for impotence. The Austrian press

exulted in our fancied helplessness. Austria was to

settle the Eastern question as she pleased : Serbia

was to be annexed ; Montenegro occupied ; even

Bulo-aria was to become the vassal of the Hapsburg.

If Russia objected—and in justice even to these

defamers, let me say that they admitted Russia could

object—Austrian armies would drive her back beyond

the Dnieper. The air was full of threats, all of

which we bore in complete silence. But when the
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brave peasants of the Herzegovina and the Bocche

drew the sword against the Austrian oppressor, then

indeed the Russian heart was stirred to its depths,

and the feelings which throbbed there were bitterly

hostile to Austria.

It is a mistake to suppose that Russia officially, or

unofficially, encouraged the rising of the Herzegovina.

Even the Ministers of the Hapsburg admitted that

the conduct of Russia was most pacific, and that no

one was authorised to doubt the loyalty of our

Government. The revolt was, as M. Tisza admitted,

caused by the attempt to force the conscription. He
blamed the party of cosmopolitan revolution for

fomenting it, just as Lord Beaconsfield blamed the

non-existing ' secret societies ' for making the Serbian

war. Indeed, so far were we from being friendly to

the rebellion, that the first impression in Russia was

that the insurrection was purposely got up by the

Austrian Government in order to afford a colourable

pretext for seizing Serbia and Montenegro. But,

although we did not assist, we could not avoid

sympathising, and our sympathy was all the more

intense because we saw that it would be too great a

sacrifice to have plunged Europe into a gigantic war

to save a handful of peasants from conscription.

In Herzegovina Austria merely broke a European

treaty—the Treaty of Berlin—a precedent which is

not likely to be forgotten. But in the Crivoscie she

did nmch worse. The Bocchesi were surrendered to

s
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Austria by ^lontene^ro in 181 1, in ol)eclience to the

advice of our Kmpcror, Alexander I., wlio, in giving

this counsel, guaranteed the inhabitants, in the name

of the Emperor of Austria, the full enjoyment of all

their ancient rights and privileges. By degrees every

one of these rights and privileges was withdrawn,

until the exemption from the conscription alone

remained. In 1869 that last relic of their guaranteed

freedom was assailed. The attempt was defeated by

the Bocchesi, who remained exempt until the begin-

ning of this year. When the attempt was renewed,

Russia saw with indignation and shame the ruin of a

brave race who, at the counsel of a Tzar, had made

the mistake of trusting the guarantee of an Austrian

Emperor.

It is easy, I suppose, to imagine the bitterness

with which were read the telegrams from Vienna and

Cettigne describing the successive changes in that

campaign, and to understand something of the uni-

versal relief which many Russians felt when Skobeleff

broke the oppressive silence, and dared to say, in the

hearing of all the world, what was burning in so

many hearts. The Herzegovina was being crushed
;

Serbia was stupefied. At any moment, we were in-

sultingly told, Montenegro might be invaded. Then,

while a paralysed diplomacy silently surveyed the

crime of the strong, Skobeleff stood up to assert the

rio-hts of the weak. Here are some of his burnino;

words, which fell like shells in the enemy's camp, and

destroyed in a moment the delusion, not less dan-
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gerous than absurd, that Russia could not be pro-

voked too far :

—

We are in onr generation hving through a significant

period, unexampled in history. Some ages ago brute

force governed all international relations ; since then has

followed an epoch of treaty obligations, the observance of

which in form, witli their repudiation in the spirit, has

been considered as a feat of the greatest statesman-

ship.

In this age it has been onr lot to experience the fact

that the stronger, to all appearance, of two Powers, has

established relations based on blood and iron, and that

might governs right. Gentlemen, it is most , significant

that such an official recognition of illegality, actually

committed, had never occurred in earlier history.

Our iron times impose on our generation great patriotic

obligations. It is all the more sad to find in our midst

so many unhealthy-minded Utopians forgetting that at

such a period as the present the first duty of everyone is

to make every sacrifice for the development of the powers

of his mother-country.

If mutual distrust in private affairs is naturally

opposed to our sympathies, it should be remembered,

gentlemen, that, on the other hand, an extreme mistrust

of everything foreign and capable of disturbing the legal

historical ideals of the Fatherland, is an obligation of

patriotism, because it cannot possibly be admitted that

the newly propounded theory of tiiumphant and illegal

might over physically weaker right is the privilege of

some one particular race,

I have one thing moi'e to say to you, gentlemen ; but

allow me here to exchange my beaker with wine for a

tumbler with water, and I call upon you all to bear
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^Yitnoss tluit luutlier I nor any ono of us is or can be speak-

ini^ on this occasion under any abnormal induence.

"We live at a time when even Cabinet secrets are

badly kept, and what is spoken on this occasion will

of a certainty be divulged, so that extra caution would not

be amiss.

The expei'ience of late years has taught us that when

a Russian accidentall}^ remembers (thanks to the history

of his race) that he is one of a great and powerful people,

and when—the Lord preserve him !—he happens to remem-

ber that the Russian people are a member of the great

Slavonic race, some of whose families are now being per-

secuted and oppressed, then certain home-bred foreigners

raise a cry against him, and say that he is labouring

under abnormal bacchanalian influences. That is why, I

repeat, I beg leave to put down my beaker -with wine, and

raise to my lips a glass filled with water.

It seems strange to me that any individual Russian,

or that our society, should display a timidity when we

touch on any question near to the Russian heart—a ques-

tion legitimately arising from our thousand years of his-

torical existence. There are many reasons for this, but I

cannot enter into them : the principal one, however, is that

lamentable difference which exists between certain sec-

tions of Russian society, between the intellectual classes

and the Russian people. Gentlemen, whensoever the

Sovereign of the country has called upon the people, that

people has risen to the occasion of the historical necessity

of the time ; it has not always been so with our intel-

lectual classes, and if anyone has ever failed to respond to

the Tzar, it has been those intellectual classes. I per-

fectly understand this ; cosmopolitan Europeanism is not

a source of strength, but an indication of weakness.

There can be no strength independent of the nation, and

the intellectual classes are a power only when in combina-

tion with the people.
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On this anniversary of the fall of Geok Tepe it is onlj

our best feelings that are uppermost. Frederick II. used

to say that ' Russians not onl}^ had to be killed, but they

had to be thrown down even after life is extinguished.'

My soldier's heart and my experience tell me that I am
in an assembly of such people as those referred to by the

Marshal. This is why, in the midst of soldiers, I utter

words which are to be understood in a military sense,

and not as having anything in common with politics of

a given time.

Referring to the struggle for faith and nationality

then going on on the shores of the Adriatic, General

Skobeleff concluded with the following^ words :

—

I will not express all my meaning, gentlemen. My
heart aches. But our faith in the historical mission of

Russia is our consolation and our strength. Lonff live

the Emperor

!

How can I describe the tumult of emotion which

this speech called forth in Russia. The fewwho at every

great crisis have played the coward's part, lifted their

voices in horror. No calumny was too base for them

to heap on the head of the fearless general. ' He was

mad;' 'he has lost his senses'—I know not what!

But Russia was not deceived by these lies. Russia

heard in her hero's words the utterance of her deepest

thought. Skobeleff had spoken, and Euro^^e had

heard. Austria was warned. It was something

already achieved. The diplomatists, as usual, were

alarmed. Presently newspapers announced that

Skol^eleff was going abroad on a lengthened leave

of absence. ' Banished
!

'
' exiled

!

' exclaimed with
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doli^lit his enemies, and the enemies of Russia,

Avhi\ witliin a tew days were asserting as positively

that he had been despatched on a confidential

political mission. In reality, Skobeleff, consulting

his own convenience, went to Paris, and there, by a

curious accident, a few sentences, dropped in the

course of a simple conversation, made so much stir

as to cause his St. Petersburg speech to be quite

forgotten. But that remains the only political speech

Skobeleff ever made.

i
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CHAPTER III.

SKOBELEFF IN PARIS.

A soldier's right to speak—SkobeleiF's alarm—German menaces—His
visit to Paris—Desires to avert war—The conditions of peace

—

AVhat SkobelefF said— His political ideal—The address of the

Serbian students—The scare—A Bulgarian deputation—His recall

—Speech at Warsaw—Russia, Prussia, and the Poles—Received

by the Emperor—The forgery of the ' France '—M. Gambetta and
Skobeleff.

I WELL remember talkino; to SkobelefF at Moscow a

few weeks before his death. ' It amused me greatly,'

said he, in his frank and charming way, ' to see what

people said about my speech at St. Petersburg. " A
soldier," they cried; "and to talk politics! 'Tis

monstrous," But they never seem to remember that

I was in Russia, where relations between the sovereign

and his subjects are quite different from those pre-

vailing in constitutional countries. There really

exists a paternal feeling between our Emperor and

ourselves. Why should we not let him know what

we think ; what we suffer from ; what we long for ?

You know very well that everything can be said and

written when put in a proper shape. I thought it my
duty to speak, and I spoke.'

That was his theory, not shared by everybody to

be sure ; but iu countrii'S where the talking apparatus
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is not so hii^hly developed as in England, wlierc they

talk six weeks before deciding- wlietlier a debate ought

ever to be ck')sed, it is well not to be too pedantic

in limiting the right to speak where there is both the

ability luid the will. Skobelett" had both, and his

speech did good. I really think it did. It cleared

the air. It reminded the world that Russia existed.

It reminded Russians that their historical mission was

not foro;otten, and it made an end once for all of all

schemes for invadino- Monteneii'ro. The Crivoscie it

could not save.^ But it threw the shadow of the

Russian sword across the path of the aggressor and

bade him beware. I am not the only one to think

that the warning sufficed.

^ Mr. Arthur Evans writes to the Pall Mall Gazette as follows :

—

' The state of Crivoscia is still such as those who like myself knew
the determination of its heroic sons, fi-om the first predicted it would

be if Austro-Hungarian cannon succeeded in dislodging them-from

their mountain ejTies.
'

' Order " there reigns with a vengeance, for

the country is a desert. The results of the Hapsburg attempt to en-

force the violation of their oath.^;, by introducing the conscription in

the chartered Bocchesi districts, are thus described by the Pester

Lloyd :
" The Ci'ivoscians and Ubliani show no inclination to I'eturn to

their homes. Over 4,000 human beings, young and old, women and

children, have been now for the last ten months exiles from their

hearths and homes, seeking scanty shelter and subsistence among their

kinsmen of the Black Mountain, who themselves have nothing. With

the exception of soldiers and a few hundred workmen engaged from a

distance to execute the new w^orks of fortification, not a single living

soul is to he found in the whole Crivoscian country [the italics are the

Pester Lloyd's]. Every village is deserted. From the mighty rock

wall of the Pazua, the Bora (the icy nor'-nor'-easter of the Dinaric

Alps) sweeps down with all the terrors of the elements on the

devastated shells of villages and habitations. Not a shepherd pastures

his sheep among the rocks ; not a plough for the last year past has

furrowed the fields of the upland plains of Ubli and Dragail, Knezlac

and Unirine." '—Dec. 14, 1882.
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But along with this good his speech brought some

evih Skobeleff was no diplomatist. He spoke straight

out what his heart was full of, and the result of this

was that he provoked a storm of indignation in

Germany, which was entirely without warrant.

Skobeleff, in turn, took alarm. He believed that

Austria backed by Germany meditated an attack

upon the western frontier of Russia. A defensive

war, such as broke the power of Napoleon, was by

no means to his taste. ' If we are to be attacked,'

he said, over and over again, ' let us at least be

ready to carry the war into the enemy's country.'

Beyond that he never went. Of an aggressive war

with Germany he never even dreamt. Of this he

assured me several times. Now I cannot conceive

why he should say to me things which he did not

think. Whatever he told me always bore such a

character of complete frankness that I could

guarantee his sincerity.^ In Moscow nobody

' Skobelefi" was singularly truthful. Since writing the above I have

come upon the following anecdote of him in an English newspaper.

The writer says :—

•

' Skobeleff has had in his life to tell diplomatic falsehoods, but they

stuck in his throat and nearly choked him. On one great occasion he

boldly told a lie, or rather a bundle of lies. His mendacity was to

veil the scheme of a campaign on which tremendous issues depended.

When the person whom he was deceiving rose to quit him he insisted

on seeing him to his carriage. On his way out, the General stoppi'd

short and said, "You look very honest, and you are a person of breed-

ing. If you suspected tlie importance of some (juestions you have

been asking, you would have cut your hand off rather than put them."

He then recapitulated them, and added, "All my answers on these

points were lies. I can't bear the feeling of lying to you. You may
guess the truth from this. I place my secret at your mercy, and am
sure you will not give me cause to regret doing so."

'
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sli;iivil his ;ilarins ; hut 1 suppose a readiness to take

the otieut^ive if attaek is threatened is not incompatible

"Nvith a purely defensive policy. Fortunately, at the

present moment we have no ground for picking a

quarrel with an old ally and friend like Germany, and

Germany has no serious ground for attacking us.

I must beg the permission, howev^er, to say, in

justice to Skobeleff, that the remarks of some of the

German newspapers Avere not much calculated to

allay his suspicions of the intentions of the party

whose watchword is ' Drang nach Osten.' The press

in all the world is doing no end of mischief. One

could less expect to find it in that of Germany,

because in no country is the general level of culture

and information so high as in the native land of Kant

and Hegel ; but, unfortunately, men are not guided

only by their faculty for judging and weighing the

real facts. The press is losing its ground every day

more and more, but it has not lost it entirely yet.

The ' Voss Gazette,' for instance, declared that

' Germany had an absolute necessity to extend herself

on her eastern frontier. The material and intellectual

position of the Polish, Lettish, and Lithuanian popula-

tions would be considerably ameliorated if they were

placed under the rule of Germany, The history of

the last ten centuries shows how easily it is to

Germanise the Slavonic populations. The Slavonic

races of Pomerania, Silesia, and Lusatia, and of the

March, are illustrations of this. In order to Ger-

manise all Slavs, as well to protect the German
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Empire, tlie German frontier lias to be pushed far

eastward.' How far was not stated, but possibly it

Avas on the west of Moscow. Such menaces as these

were ringing in the air when SkobelefF crossed

Germany and found himself at Paris.

Everybody goes to Paris. Parisians are neither

afraid nor suspicious of foreigners who have a liking

for their country. Nobody dreams of asking a new-

comer, ' How on earth are you again with us ? What
is your object ? ' If anything surprises a Frenchman

it is the fact that people are foolish enough to live

anywhere except in Paris. SkobelefF' s mother used

to live there, and he very often visited France.

But his previous visits had attracted no attention.

This time short-sighted people congratulated each

other on the belief that ' they should hear no more of

that hot-head SkobelefF.' He was supposed to be

under a cloud. Diplomacy had extinguished him.

He dared make no more speeches, and so on. But

SkobelefF was not so easily snufFed out. He went to

Paris dominated by two feelings. The first, sympathy

for the Slavs of the Adriatic, and second, a terrible

conviction that war was inevitable if Austria persisted

in carrying out the programme proclaimed by her

journals.

If Austria invaded Montenegro, Russia would be

compelled to intervene. To keep the peace, Austria

must be prevented from crossing the frontier. If

Austria mediatised Serbia, and annexed the country

up to the yEgean, the danger of a collision would again
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1)1' viTN' L^'i'oat. I)iit. irromnioii report were true, tliiit

In i'\;4c'll\ \\\\:\\ Austria jiroposcd to i\n. 'I'o j)rovcnt

war, Austria must he rcuiiiidrd of t he limits of tlic

Tn-atv ot" lu'rlin: aii<l as no one else scn'mcd disposcvl

to bell tho cat, Skobeletf doteriiiined to do the woi-k

himself.

It may have been presumptuous, but it was not

a foolish ambition which prompted him to speak.

As a patriot and as a man, he wished to prevent a

war which he thouo^ht mig-ht become inevitable, and

if his warnings proved in vain, he wished to see how

fav the Powers which had signed the Treaty of Berlin

could assist Russia in preventing its violation. Let

people call it a madcap quixotism, or what they will,

I do not defend it. I do not ask anybody to refrain

from condemning it. I only ask them to look at it,

only for a moment, from Skobeleff' s own standpoint,

and not to judge our impulsive hero until the real

motive of his expedition is thoroughly understood.

When Skobeleff came to Paris he saw many

Frenchmen. To all he spoke with the utmost un-

reserve. AVith that engaging candour which gave so

jxreat a charm to all he said, he told all his visitors

exactly what was his position. ' He held no mis-

sion,' he said, ' from the Government ; he was merely

a Russian who knew a catastrophe impended imme-

diately ahead ; if Austria executed the aforesaid pro-

gramme, no power on earth in that case could keep

Russia from defendino; the Southern Slavs from Aus-

triau aggression. It might be deplored, but the fact
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could not be ignored. Austria must stop her

threatened advance. Peace might be secured, if the

Powers assisted in maintaining the treaty they

signed.' That, and much more to the same effect,

Skobeleff said to all who met him, to friends as to

foes. Over and over again he repeated that he had

come not to raise a storm, but to avoid it. The

means he used were, perhaps, not correct ; but surely

the motive was not a bad one?

Suppose an Englishman had gone to Paris after

the fall of M. Gambetta, and had said exactly what

Skobeleff had said, only with relation to Egypt, in-

stead of the Balkan, is it not possible that it might

have cleared the air? He could have said quite

truly that, unless Arabi desisted from the policy on

which he had entered, he would mevitably force

England to draw the sword. Arabi might have been

warned in time, and England might have been spared

the painful duty of supporting her word by drastic

measures.

Of course Skobeleff spoke only as any other Rus-

sian could speak ; his official position had nothing to

do in the matter. Such at least was his conviction,

though many Russian generals would never dare to

separate in that way their private character from their

official uniform. I saw Skobeleff several times this last

spring, and each time he denied having made any

speech at all in Paris, in the ordinary sense of the

term, and he never uttered the wild and mischievous

words put into his mouth by the French press. His
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mistake was tliat lio allowed his French friends to

spread the wrong re[)ort, whieh they wanted as n

feeler ft>r their own purposes, and contradicted it

only to the ' Daily News ' Correspondent, and to the

Correspondent of the ' Kohiische Zeitimg.' He not

only admitted, but insisted upon the accuracy of these

two accounts, and I therefore reproduce their substance

as testimony to my own exphanation. He said :

—

' Europe is in imminent danger of a great war. It is

inevitable ; the provisions of the Berlin Treaty are to

be trampled under foot by Austria. Russia has no

reason to love that treaty. It was a bad treaty, for

her and for the Southern Slavs; but it at least secured

the latter from being crushed by foreign despots. If

not, there will be war. It would be a mad war, a

war of suicide, you say—perhaps. But there are some

circumstances where even suicide is unavoidable. But

there is no need for war.'

( Skobeleff often used to say that in war, instead

of being made prisoner, it is better to kill oneself on

the spot. Such were his views—not mine. I only

explain what his theory of suicide meant.)

' Peace can be maintained,' continued he, ' if the

facts are recognised in time. I wish to remind you of

these facts, which the diplomatists, who are always

for ignoring the truth until it is too late, have

obscured.

' I have no hostility to Germany. But why does

she not restrain Austria from aggression? If

Berlin were to say " Hands off," the word would
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be respected at Vienna. The Slavs only wish to

remain Slavs. They object to be either Magyarised,

Germanised, or Jesuit-ridden. Austria was only

authorised to occupy, and to administer, to restore

order in the two provinces. She was exceeding her

commission. She was enforcing the conscription and

promoting a Jesuit propaganda amongst the people.

Russia had not delivered the Slavs from the Turk to

have them trampled on by the Austrian. Even

under the Turk the Slavs had more independence

than under the oppressive yoke of the bureaucrats

of Vienna. Why cannot she let them develop in

their own way, and live their own life? It may be

rough and rude; but such as it is, it must be the basis

of their own social and political evolution. But they

are prevented from doing it ; they must set all their

clocks by Vienna time. The Austrian machine

works like a clock. It is regular, but it is inflexible

and unfeeling. The Slavs of the Adriatic would be

content with almost any kind of social autonomy.

It is denied them, and they revolt. In Serbia also

the foreign element is constantly encroaching. That

element is the enemy against which we have always

to be on guard. The Slavs have to struggle without

ceasing. It is a long and arduous contest between

the two civilisations ; it is going on in every Slavonic

land, but if we are true to ourselves, in the end we

shall be victors.

' The West is deluded about Russia. It thinks that

we are so crippled by the late war as to be helpless. It
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i> ;i mistake. A nation of ninety millions, ca})al)le of

sacritioinix itself with enthusiasm for an ideal, is not

so easily eflaeed.

' Our ])rovinces are disordered; we are weakened

by the war, and the Xiliilists, these deformed children

of the German philosophy, are giving trouble. But

Russia is still livinu", and if certain lines were over-

passed, she would tight. In such a war all the risks

would not be on our side. Most of the Austrian

troops are Slavs, and they would not be very

enthusiastic in opposing the power that sought the

liberation of their brethren.' ^

' In this Skobeleflf agreed with Lord Derby. In the speech which

the former Foreign Secretary delivered after leaving the Beaconsfield

Cabinet, he said :

—

' I think it is fully open to doubt whether you can rely much on

Austrian co-operation. Without disclosing anytliing that is not before

us, I say only what is known to everj'body when I assert that Austria

camiot take the bold policy of coming to a rupture with Russia unless

personally assured of the support or the neutrality of Germany. There

are so many different races in Austria that a single unsuccessful

campaign might very possibly break up the Empire. No doubt the

INIagyars, who have attracted and deserved so much sjnnpathy in this

country, are vehemently and intensely anti-Russian. But you have a

not insignificant Slav population which takes exactly the opposite view,

and portions of the Austrian army distinguished by their Slav nation-

ality could not be trusted to fight the Russians. You have the Slav-

Germans, who only want peace. In addition to this, we know that

the finances are in such a state that the Austrian Government had some
difficulty in raising the 5,000,000/. or 6,000,000/. necessary for the first

organisation. I say, that with all these elements of weakness and con-

fusion, Austria is not a power on whose support we can rely.'

—

Speech

in the House of Lords, April 8, 1878.

The spontaneous recognition of Slavonic and Orthodox unity on

the part of Austrian Slavs has sometimes proved somewhat em-

barrassing for Russia. Of this the following extract from Palmer's

Notes on a Visit to the Russian Church, 1840-41, may serve as an

illustration :

—
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SkobelefF continued :
' And the delusion is that

Russia wants to seize the Slavonic lands. The more

real freedom you give to the Slavs of the Adriatic

and the Balkan, the less likelihood is there of their

seeking new masters elsewhere. What we want to

see is a Slav federation, founded on the fraternity of

the race, and the liberty of all its members. We
fought to emancipate, not to enslave our brothers.

Russia wants nothing for herself. She is the only

State in Europe sufficiently idealistic to go to war

for a sentiment. Her people shrink from no sacrifice

in the cause of religion and of race. Beware lest you

provoke them too far

!

' I am not here to foment war. On my honour

and conscience, I detest it. No one who has seen

the sickening horrors of war through which I have

passed could be otherwise. But war can only be

prevented if we drop the masks of diplomacy; and,

' When the Emperor Alexander was at Laibach, the Austrian

Slavonic soldiers attending the Liturgy at his tent-church, and seeing

all the same as in their own worship, and hearing the Church Slavonic,

from which their vernacular Slavonic differs less than does the Russ,

exclaimed publicly, according to Sir James Wylie, "This is our Em-
peror !

" at which the Emperor Alexander was much annoyed, and he

and the Austrian Ministers had some difficulty in preventing a still

greater excitement. And it appears that any Russian Emperor might

have them all with him—20,000,000 of Slavonians— Sir James says

(besides those which he has already), if he were to proclaim himself

Emperor of the Slavs. There are fine roads within the Austrian terri-

tory, which end suddenly before they reach the frontier, and all com-
munication is strictly interdicted. It is even felony to possess a

Russian book. So Austiia has another source of weakness besides

the Magyars and Hungary.' (Page 236.)
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liko Prince l^ismarck, talk as l)iisiness men of what we

Avant. We want peace."

riiat is the substance of what Skobeletl' said, and

what \\v often referred to in his conversations at

home as wi>ll as abroad. What he was supposed to

have said no one knows. Who can snni up the

absurdities of which the press can be guilty? We
have a vulgar but graphic proverb in Russia :

' The

tongue has no bones, it can say what it likes.' A
free press is no doubt a great thing, but it has the

same privilege. When a free press means the free

dissemination of calumnies and slanders, its benefits

are hardly so obvious. SkobelefF was disgusted be-

yond degree at the sensational falsehoods they spread

abroad about him and about Russia, All the mischief

resulting from his visit to Paris was due, not to what

he said, but what foreign newspapers pretended that

he had said. The occasion which they took for

creatinof a sensation was an interview which Skobeleff

had with a band of Serbian students who came to

present him with an address. This document, which

was published by ' La France,' was dated January 30,

and ran as follows :

—

General,—Deeply impressed by the energetic and

noble words which you have addressed to our brothers

who gather to-day in the mountains of Bosnia, the Herze-

govina, and Dalmatia, around the flag of Liberty and

national independence, and who baptize it with their

blood and their tears, the Serbian youth in Paris feel

themselves bound to express their gratitude in presenting

you with this address.
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The undersigned, General, are fully convinced that they

have heard, not only the salutation of a Russian soldier,

vi^hose svv^ord has flashed on many battlefields both of

Europe and Asia, but that through your fraternal and
heroic heart there has reached them the true and powerful

voice of Slavonic Eussia herself. They beg you to believe

that this humble manifest alone is only a testimony of the

aspirations of the whole Serbian people from the Danube
to the Adriatic.

Animated by sentiments of admiration for the fraternal

enthusiasm to which you have abandoned yourself, the

undersigned cannot conceal their joy at seeing the hand
of these great sister-nations extended, in spite of all

obstacles, towards one another, to dress the wounds which
the strong of this world have inflicted and are still

inflicting on the Southern Slavs in general, and on the

Serbians in particular. They cherish the hope that the

day is not far distant when that same hand will be offered

against their civilised oppressors, as it has aided them
against their savage conquerors, and that upon the classic

ground of the Serbian and Slavonic East, Russia will

erect monuments of her history and of her mission of

which the most lasting foundation is the equality and
independence of the people, and whose crown is the ideal

of the human race—Justice and Liberty.

Finally, General, the Serbian youth will not cease to

regard you as the heroic interpreter of their race, so

nearly related to your own, alike in its unequal struggle

for independence, its secular trials, and its legitimate

aspirations.

Paris, January 30, 1882.

After the address had been presented, SkobelefF, in

his free and unrestrained fashion, talked to the young
fellows about the Slavonic cause, thanked them for

T 2
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tluMT iVatcrnnl fivlino-s, .-md I'licfMirniiXMl them to

pivsorvi' ilu'ir iintioiiality and tlieir n'li<:i(>ii ao-ninst

foreip;n iiitluciiccs. It was merely an iiitormal con-

versation, snch as passes between would-be friends.

No reporter was present. There was no speech, and

nothing was further from Skobeleff 's mind than that

any of his observations would be published as a mani-

festo against our allies at Berlin.

A painful fact has to be recognised—a very pain-

ful one indeed, especially to Russians—who have

sustained terrible losses during the Serbian war

;

losses which no time, no efforts can make them forget.

All Serbians are not friendly to Russia. Some

of them think themselves less well treated than

the Bulgarians, and in return for Russian help

are even hostile to us. Some go still further, and

pretend having become ' too ' civilised not to sym-

pathise with constitutional or even with Socialistic

views. Have such Serbians been in that meeting in

Skobeletf' s room ? and if they have, can their testi-

mony be implicitly accepted? I j)refer not answering

these questions. The undoubted fact is, that Sko-

baleff, immediately after he saw his pretended ' speech
'

in the ' France,' spoke to the Correspondents of the

' Kolnische Zeitung ' and of the ' Daily News,' and

though these papers, as a rule, are hostile to Russia,

on that occasion they acted fairly. Skobeleff urged

them to give a true version of his remarks to the

world, and they both acquiesced in his request.

Those who did not know Skobeleff, or who had
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some hidden motive for preferring, the version of the

' France,' of course clung to that authority. What
SkobelefF ought to have done, according to my im-

pression, would have been to insist upon the ' France
'

denying its first version ; but he thought the

' Daily News ' and the ' Kolnisehe . Zeitung ' were

more read and listened to than that Paris paper, and

did not go further in his contradiction. The sen-

sation produced by all this was enormous. In

Russia we were half-amused, half-amazed. We
knew SkobelefF could never have said the nonsense

imputed to him, but for a few moments it was as

bad as if it were true. The Russian funds fell, and

all the people—for we have some of those also in

Russia—who regard the rise and fall of stocks and

shares as the barometer of heaven, set up a cry, a

very loud and angry cry, against SkobelefF. He was
' a madman,' 'a criminal,' 'a traitor;' I know not

what else. There was such a commotion in all

Europe ; there was such anxiety at St. Petersburg,

that it was decided SkobelefF should be summoned

home to explain what he had really said and done.

The newspapers reported that, whilst in Paris,

SkobelefF received a Bulgarian as well as a Serbian

deputation. According to a Bulgarian correspond-

ence, which appeared in the ' Neue Freie Presse,' the

deputation presented him with an address, which

contained the following passage :
—

' Your oppressed

Slavonic brothers only await your frank and manly

words to throw themselves into the unequal conflict
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with llif t'lU'iiiN' ol' llic Sl;i\s. 'V\\v li^i^'lit of your

spoi'c'li has slioiu' oil t hi' hi'i<j;"hts of the I>alkiiiis, as well

as the valK'Vs of the i >amil)e, the rimdseha, and the

Marit/.a. It i.s niton you that we count to realise

the Treaty of San Stefano, and to found the great

lUilgaria.' Whether such an address was presented

or not, I do not know ; but it is worth notice that the

report says the presentation w^as only followed by a

conversation, as I know was the case after the Serbian

address was presented. Skobeleff did not formally

deliver an oration to a handful of youths. He entered

into a friendly chat with them individually. All

that is reported of his conversation w^ith the Bul-

garians is, tliat he advised them to fortify without

delay the line of Karadja Dagli and of the Balkans.

' The town of Slivno,' he said, 'could be made a Slav

Saragossa if its inhabitants shared the bravery of

Spaniards.'

Before he left Paris, he had an interview with the

Correspondent of the ' Daily News,' whom he greatly

impressed, as he generally did everyone, by his

winning manners, his lofty idealism, his chivalrous

devotion to the cause of the opj)ressed. ' Pie is the

Godfrey de Bouillon of the Slavonic race,' summed
up the Correspondent. The account given in the

' Daily News ' of his parting conversation, although

brief, is yet so true, and so like Skobeleff, that it

delights me much. It is accepted too often as aj^osi-

tive truth that Eno'Iishmen are ejjotistical, cold-

hearted, that they have no enthusiasm. Nothing
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seems to me less fomided. English people are capable

of generosity and enthusiasm, perhaps not less than

any other nation ; but these feelings in England ma-

nifest themselves in their own way, and to my mind

m a very attractive, though unconventional, way. If

an Englishman gets positive proofs of an error he

was under, there is no man more ready to confess it,

and no man more eager to declare it openly and cou-

rageously. The way in which Skobeleif has been

judged and appreciated by some English people will

always constitute a strong tie, a real sympathy

between the two nations.

Immediately after he left Paris— never, alas! to

return to the Western world—Skobeleff was in a

state of no small uncertainty about the result of his

self-imposed mission. His words had been mis-

represented, misunderstood. What had been intended

to be a warning had been changed into a defiance,

almost a manifesto. His attempt to preserve the

peace seemed as if it were likely to bring about an

immediate collision ; and as a reward for all this, he

was now recalled to St. Petersburg to be reprimanded,

perhaps dismissed, perhaps banished. But Skobeleif

had a brave heart. He was not afraid of sacrificing

his great position, his career, if in so doing he could

help the Slavonic cause. Had he not over and over

again exposed his life, and what can a man do more

than that?

He had given a warning to Austria. His voice

had been heard. If it was not all, it was something.
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Tlu' lU'wsjJMjKTs. witli tlu'ir iisiinl I riiihriilness, re-

jiorti'd some savino^s of Sk<>lH'li'(l"s duriiii;- liis stay at

Nit'iina. In rialitv lie iiiaiK' \\\vvv no .stay at all,

haviuu," ^one home full speed.

At Warsaw lie stayed but a few hours, and availed

himself of that short space of time for addressino-, at

a banquet offered to him, a few friendly words to the

Poles. But, entendons nous\ Friendly feelings, in

order to bring positive results, have to be sincere on

both sides. It is hopeless to expect a real harmony

if all Russia's overtures remain unanswered.

To most English peo})le Poland is still the same

Poland as that for which. Kosciusko fought. She

has changed, and is changing still more. There is a

new Poland of which the West knows little. This

new Polish party begins to understand the policy

of reconciliation, inaugurated by the Marquis of

Wielopolski, between the Poles and their Slavonic

brethren. The material prosperity of the present

Poland has gained for her the name of the ' Belgium

of Russia.' It will be no slight triumph for ' the

Slavonic idea if it should prove the means of the re-

union of two races, whose feuds have dyed crimson so

many pages of our common history.'

' I wish the Poles,' he said, ' all the good in the

world, and sincerely wish they were at one with us,

as all the Slavs should be. Are we not brethren?

It is true there is a Russian garrison here ; but if it

were removed, you would have a German garrison in

its place. During the last war, the 16th regiment
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was under my command. It was officered by Poles,

who were amongst the bravest of the brave. From

that time I have learned to respect the Poles.'

These were good words bravely spoken. Skobe-

leff but expressed a sentiment which two hundred

years ago had been enlarged upon by a Polish am-

bassador to the Russian Court. But, of course, this

was a new offence. To say a good word to a Pole

is held by some as a bad word to the Germans.

According to the ' Czas,' an eminent member of the

Polish conservatives recently expressed himself thus

to Prince Bismarck :
—

' If Prussia were to seize any

part of Poland, the sympathies of the Poles for the

Russians would at once be awakened ; for these sym-

pathies are founded on history, psychology, and poli-

tical economy. On history, for the Prussians have

always been considered as the most violent enemies of

our nationality. Upon psychology, for of two evils,

one always endures more easily that which is old
;

and upon political economy, for everyone knows

that of all parts of ancient Poland, those who found

themselves in the best economic condition are those

which have fallen to the lot of Russia. Polish

industry and commerce would be undoubtedly

injured by a Prussian annexation and perhaps

destroyed.'

But let us return to SkobelefF. Ever since the

calumnies jniblished by the French newspapers,

Skobeleff had been the mark for innumerable assaults

from German sources. His name was mixed in
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popular rlivmos with contemptuous c})ithcts, no at-

tempt was spared to injure his position and his repu-

tation. Alter leaving AVarsaw he immediately went

to the Minister of War. the Mmister of the Interior,

and thus was received by the Emperor. His Majesty

is all for peace, but the Russian Emperor understands

Russian feelings. Skobeleft' was heard and w^as not

banished. Since this, however, officers and generals

in service have been forbidden to make political

speeches.

M. Aksakoff published in the New Year's number

of the ' Russ ' an account of SkobelefF's ' speech ' at

Paris which entirely confirms all that 1 have said.

SkobelefF w^rote to M. Aksakoff telling him that the

' speech ' was in reality never delivered, but w^as

concocted by Camille Farcy,^ from the statements of

^ Here Ls the famous forgery which at first I was very loth to

reproduce even as such ; but as SkobelefF has declared it to be a tissue

of fabrication, I give it in a footnote :

—

' I need hardly tell you, my friends, how deeply I am moved by

the warm manifestations you have indulged in. I assure you that it

is true happiness to me to see ai'ound me the youthful representatives

of Serbia—of that nation which was the first to raise the standard of

Slav liberties in the East, which is the birthright of the Slavs. It is

my duty to speak to you frankly. I shall not shrink from that duty.

I am bound to tell you the reason why Russia is not always equal to

the discharge of her patriotic duties in general, and to the fulfilment

of her mission as a Slav Power in particular. It is because at home
as well as abroad Russia has foreign influences to contend against.

We are not the masters in our own house. Yes, the foreigner is

everywhere and everything in Russia. His hand is in all our aflairs.

We are dupes of his policy, victims to his intrigues, slaves to his

strength ; and from his baneful influence we can only be delivered by

the sword. And shall I tell you the name of that intriguing intruder

—of that opjjressor of Russians and Slavs ? You all know him. It is

the author of the " Drang nach Osten." It is the German. I repeat
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the students, pieced out by all the ingenuity and

talent at the command of the ' French press.' It

contained much that General SkobelefF said, but in

a greatly exaggerated form, and with considerable

additions. When the General, on reading this pro-

duction m the paper, went down to one of the best

offices to remonstrate, he was entreated not to deny

the words attributed to him—words which had

already spread like wildfire, and awakened the dor-

mant patriotism of France. General Skobeleff allowed

himself to be persuaded, and afterwards received the

thanks of M. Gambetta himself, who said :
—

' The

speech has already done great good ; it has filled all

hearts with patriotic ardoar, and rouses hopes of a

Franco-Russian alliance. Cela a pris com.me line

trainee de poudre. Look at these telegrams I have

just received fi-om Havre and Marseilles ! The fleet

and army are wild with enthusiasm ; but I warn you

that in my paper I shall have to condemn the want

of tact shown by General Skobeleff, out of political

caution, and so as not to appear a party to its utter-

ance.' M. Gambetta further spoke of his efforts to

it, and entreat you never to forget it—the German is the enemy, A
struggle is inevitable between the Teuton and the Slav. It cannot be

long deferred. It will be long, sanguinary, and terrible, but I enter-

tain the faith that it will culminate in the victory of the Slav. It is

quite natural that you should be anxious to know how matters stand,

since your kith and kin are even now shedding their blood. I will

not say much, but I can assure you that if any one ventures to touch

the States recognised by European treaties, such as Serbia and Mon-
tenegro, you shall not be left to fight alone. Once more I thank you,

and if fate wills it, may we meet again on the battle-field, shcnddor to

shoulder against the common enemy !

'
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obtain a rovision of tlio Constitution, to raise up a

strong power in I'ranee, and of the value of the

Franco- Russian alliance, saying, amongst other things,

' riiank Clod that you have no l^'arliament ; if you

had one, you would go on talking for over a hundred

years without doing an3^thing.'

M. AksakotF says :
' If Ganibetta's enemy was

" the German "—the cause of the fall of France

—

Skobeleff's actual enemy was, not the German, but

the Austrian ; only the German ofthe Berlin Congress,

the supporter of Austrian aggression upon Slavonic

liberties, and the enemy of Russian nationalism was

disliked. The Austro-German alliance at that time

was represented by the press infinitely more close

than it proves to be.'
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CHAPTER IV.

RUSSIA AND GERMANY.

Lord Beaconsfield on the Berlin Treaty—His declaration repeated by

Skobeleflf—His sentiments towards Germany—Russian distrust of

Republican France—'We cannot go hand in hand'—Panslavism

not hostile to Germany—Identity of Russian and English policy

—

' Hands off,' and no entangling alliances—Russia's foreign policy

—

Circular of M. de Giers—The Dantzig interview—Moscow—The
German alliance—M. Katkoff on German policy at the Berlin

Congress.

It is odd what a difference it makes whether the

saroe sentiment is uttered by one man or by another.

Lord Beaconsfield, when the laurels of peace with

honour had not yet withered on his brow, used

language almost the same as Skobeleff, and was

applauded in Austria as if he were the guardian

angel of the peace of Europe. ' I can say,' the noble

Lord declared, ' that it is the policy and determination

of Her Majesty's Government that the Treaty of

Berlin shall be carried out in spirit and to the letter,

and believing that the settlement of Berlin expressed

in the treaty is one that will advance the progress and

civilisation of the world, and that it includes provi-

sions admirably adapted to secure peace and the main-

tenance of peace, Her Majesty's Government, if neces-

sary, will appeal with confidence to the people of this

country to support thein in maintaining to the letter.
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and tlic ciMiiplote spirit, the Treaty of In'rliii witli all

tlu'ir oucroy and all their resources.'

'

Now what was the crime committed in l*aris by

Skobeleff'? All that he meant to say, and indeed all

tliat he said, Avas that, unless that very treaty, so em-

phatically praised by Lord Beaconsfield, was observed

in letter and in spirit, Russia would be forced to draw

her sword.

' So there was actually no aggressive attack on

Germany ? ' asked I of the General, soon after his re-

turn to Russia. ' Certainly not,' replied he. 'It is

surely no great offence to Germany to demand that

the treaty drawn up under the presidency of Prince

Bismark and signed at Berlin should not be treated as

waste paper? It seemed at one time as if Germany

intended to attack us, and only in that case would I

ever recommend such a war.'

Without boasting of being a very sharp observer,

I think I may say that I know my countrymen pretty

well. They understand present Germany much bet-

ter than present France. Russians, with their sim-

ple, untheatrical ways, have in their souls an altar

to worship, a God to obey. There is a passionate

tendency to self-sacrifice, to generous devotion, which,

when wrongly directed, can be very dangerous, no

doubt. But France, as she is now, is too ' advanced
'

for us ; her crucifix is destroyed ; her idols are

too prosaic. Her absorbing care for the ' Bourse '

;

her indifference to foreign questions ; her peculiar

> November 9, 1878.
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way of understanding patriotism, and what consti-

tutes the happiness of a country, are the very ex-

tremes of Russian views and feelings. In fact, know-

ing some Frenchmen as I do, and seeing how deeply

they regret the reigning tendencies of their coun-

try, I feel sure that some day or other, in view of

some great cataclysm, France will have to return

to her past unpractical times, when she was actually

one of the guides of civilisation, and then we

both will use the same language. But what is our

mutual position now? What can we expect from

her? She would perhaps become our ally in case of

a war with Germany ; but is that all we want from a

friendly ally? How does her sympathy to Russia

manifest itself ? The German Emperor, eifusively

and publicly, in black or white, spoke of his gratitude

to our late Emperor, insisted upon friendship with

Russia, and though it ' were only words,' some words

will always have a meaning and an importance,

especially when facts support them. Our alliance

with Germany has lasted for more than a hundred

years. That is a good, solid fact. Her policy, her

Government are known. France yesterday meant M.

Gambetta ; to-day M. Grevy ; to-morrow, perhaps,

M. Clemenceau, if not M. Rochefort. ... No ! We
cannot go hand in hand. The gulf is yet too great.

As to Germany, whose unity we assisted materi-

ally, as was recognised by the Emperor-King in his

telegrams, what do we ask from her ? Some Slavs

of Prussia are Germanised too completely for us to
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(losio-natc their ])laco in the hrotlicrliood oltlie Slavonic

rnir. ( H' tin* subjoi'ts of tlic (Jcrninii I^jiiperor, excopt-

'wwx a liiiii(liV(l tlioiisaiul Liisatians in Saxon}' and

Silosia, tlic onlv Slavs are tlir INtlcs oi' loosen, who

ari' almost as hostile to Russia as they are to tlicii-

own Government. AVe can hardly for the sake of

a mere handful, daily growing smaller as the pro-

cess of Germanisation advances, quarrel with a

staunch ally of 120 years' standing. Panslavism

that defends the rights of the Slavs recognises

the rights of non-Slavonic peoples to similar liber-

ties. Look at Finland. The Fins have enjoyed,

and still enjoy, the local independence and autonomy

which we ask for the Slavs in other States. They

have their own laws, their own institutions, their own

customs ; their owm Churcli. their own Parliament,

their own coinage, their own language. In the Baltic

jjrovinces the German element is stronger and has

more power than it is entitled to by its numbers, for

the lower classes do not belong to that nationality,

which is the cause of the troubles the German

nobility have with their peasants. But agrarian

ao-itation does not mean Russification.o
It was remarked the other day by somebody who

evidently did not know much what he was writing

about, that I was mistaken in remarking on the great

similarity between the foreign policy of Russian

Slavophils and English Liberals, I was, perhaps,

wrong. Their policy is not similar, it is the same
;

although, perhaps, Russians are more altruistic than
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the English. We both strive for the independence

and autonomy of subject races ;—the only subject

races left in Europe are Slavonic. Italians, Mag-

yars— partly Greeks are free. The Slavs alone

await their deliverance. The Slavophils of Moscow

adopt with fervour Mr. Gladstone's watchword,

' Hands off! ' It is the motto of our policy in the

East. The identity goes even further—it extends

also to means. Everyone knows the familiar Liberal

formula :
' Friendship with all ; alliance with none.'

England departed from it in Egypt in 1879, with

results not altogether satisfactory to anyone—least of

all to the two allies. We share English views in

respect of these entangling engagements. ' Russia,'

said M. Katkoff, the editor of the ' Moscow Gazette,'

' has no need of alliances, not even though they be

triple. The more she preserves her liberty of action

the more powerful will be her international position,

the more surely guaranteed will be the national

character of her policy. A firm and exclusive alliance

for a definite end has always resulted in the sacrifice

of her own interests for the benefit of others. The

national policy of Russia has never been, and can

never be, of an aggressive character, menacing to the

peace of Europe. Russia will enter into no coalition

against any of her neighbours, and will preserve terms

of friendship with all. Such a course will constitute

the surest guarantee for the European equilibrium.' ^

' Moscow /^, 1881.
August 11'

u
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M. K:itk(->IV is :i man whose voice, carries a orgeat

woiu:ht. I>iit we have a still better authority. What

has been the history of the present reign ? I need

not refer to the reign of the late Emperor. Of his

attitude to Germany there never was any doubt. The

actual Emperor is, as we are proud to say, the truest

representative of his people, and of his race. But

what has been his course smce he ascended the

throne ? The principles of his foreign policy were

laid down in the circular issued by M. de Giers

immediately after his accession. The despatch is as

follows :

—

Despatch of M. de Giers, dated March j*^, 1881.

The foreign policy of the Emperor will be entirely

pacific. Russia will remain faithful to her friends ; she

will unchangeably preserve the sentiments consecrated

by tradition, and will at the same time reciprocate the

friendliness of all States by a similar attitude, while

maintaining the position to which she is entitled among

the Powers, and assuring the maintenance of the political

equilibrium. In accordance with her interests, Russia

will not deviate from her mission, in common with other

Governments, of protecting the general peace, based upon

respect for rights and treaties. Above all, Russia has

to care for herself, and only the duty of protecting her

honour and security can divert her attention from the

work of internal development. Our august monarch will

endeavour to strengthen the power and advance the wel-

fare of Russia, and secure her prosperity without detriment

to others. These are the principles by which the policy

of the Emperor will invariably be guided.
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What was the first visit paid by the Emperor to

any of his neighbours ? That remarkable visit to

Dantzig—to which Prince Bismarck was specially

invited—surely cannot have been forgotten so soon,

even in England, by those who pretend to follow

political events.

There is no need to enter into speculations

concerning that interview. To quote the official

circular, ' The ties of near relationship and of tra-

ditional friendship which unite the two sovereigns

suffice to explain the motive, and to define the

character of this interview.' As the ' Journal de St.

Petersbourg ' remarked, ' the meeting was significant

indeed. The Emperor could not have given a greater

proof of his fidelity to the traditional friendship of

his Empire, and of his family, than by hastening to

embrace the friend and ally of his august father.'

' The welcome,' again to quote the official circular,

' which our august master had received at Dantzig

has entirely corresponded to the sentiments which

animate his Majesty, and has testified once more to

the stability of the relations hapj)ily established

between the two countries in their reciprocal interests,

as well as in that of the general peace.' Even the

official papers of Vienna were good enough to

remark that the interview entirely put an end to the

groundless fears inspired by ' Panslavism.' The

waste-paper basket of Pesth—for the ' Egyetertes,'

unlike your ' Globe,' did not even stand in need of

the friendly services of Mr. Marvin—revealed two

V 2
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di'spaiclu'^, tlie aiitlK'nticity of which has never been

seriously disputo*!. In the first, our Emperor

tt'lographeJ to the ICiuperor-King : 'I liave been

very happy to meet again the Emperor Wilhehii, the

revered friend to whom we lu-c attached by the

common bond of the most intense affection.' The

second is a despatch from Count Kahioky, who had

not then been promoted to the portfolio of Count

Haymerle. In it the Austrian Ambassador records

some conversation of M. de Giers, to the effect that

' The Emperor Alexander has returned from Dantzig

with an increased sense of tranquillity and content-

ment. There was no question of foreign politics

calculated to inspire any anxiety. By his journey

the Tzar has manifested to all Russia his intention of

following a conservative and peaceful policy.' That

Dantzig interview indicated a policy from which

Russia has not departed, and had no ground for

departing. The conquests for which she longs are

the triumphs of peace.

Skobeleff's declarations startled Europe, but

although they gave every one a nervous shock, left

the peace of the Continent on a firmer foundation.

Skobeleff followed the national views ; he incarnated

them almost involuntarily, but he never was the

chief of the Slavophil party, and his authority on

questions of policy was but small compared w^ith

that of such men as M. Katkoft' and M. Aksakoff.

None of the recognised exponents of the Slavophil

party have ever expressed any hostility to Germany,
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tliougli both would protest in case of German en-

croachments npon Russian individuahty or interests

of any kind. In their frank, outspoken way they

have objected to the Germanisation of Slavonic peoples,

but to the German Empire they have expressed no

hatred. In this they represent alike the policy of

the Court and the sentiments of the nation. The

extent to which the opposite belief has spread is really

matter for surprise. But a belief is not necessarily true

because many are deluded, and facts cannot be altered

by the vote of a majority.

Almost immediately after Skobeleif's speech in

Paris there appeared in a St. Petersburg paper, the

' Novoe Yremya,' an interesting description of what

happened to M. Souvorine, the editor of that paper.

Desiring to recover his moral tone, says he, he went

to Moscow, to the true centre of Russian life, where

the national sentiment, strong and serene, contrasts

so strangely with the feverish and vacillating views

of the Petersburgers . When in the railway carriage

he met a Moscovite, a man of influence and of im-

portance, whose business kept him en rapport with

the citizens of both capitals. When they were talking

the Moscovite let fall the words ' German alliance.'

' What !
' exclaimed the editor, ' are you not a

Moscovite?
'

' Certainly,' replied the other.

' And you are in favour of the alliance with tlie

German? '

' Not with the Gennan, but with Germany, which
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Ims ;i ditloivnt nu'iiniiii;. What dispuk'S liiive wu

with tlio Kinpiiv, with the (icrinan nation? None.

I am not speaking of u passionate devotion of

one country to another ;
but we can testify for her

respect and consideration, and we have a right to ex-

pect from lier consideration and respect in return.

"We are equals in strength, and when equals in

strength go to war with each other, they usually

contend in vain, while their neighbours exploit the

conflict to their own profit.'

Alews of that kind are often expressed in Russia

from persons belonging to all stages of life and

position.

Shortly after the Skobeleff incident the birthday

of the Emperor of Germany occurred, and, as usual,

our Emperor telegraphed to his ally his cordial con-

gratulations. I cannot illustrate better the real

feelings of the much-abused national Moscow party

at the very time when Skobeleff was supposed to

have set the world on fire by his anti-German

speeches, than by translating here the leading article

on the Emperor William's birthday, which appeared

in the 'Moscow Gazette' of March i^, 1882, and

which was written by M. KatkofF himself.

Moscow, March IIM ( 0.5".), 1882.

An event took place yesterday which ought to suffice

to silence all rumours of a supposed coldness between

Russia and Germany, and consequently of a danger which

was supposed to imperil the peace of Europe. Yesterday,

March ^, was celebrated the eighty-fifth birthday of

I
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the Emperor William, and the congratulations offered to

the old hero and Sovereign, the creator of a united and
powerful Germany, tendered by Russia in the person

of her ruler, witnessed to the fact that the ancient

bonds of friendship existing between the two Powers were

in no wise weakened, that the relations between them had
undergone no change, and that no danger threatening the

peace of Europe had arisen either on the part of Russia

or on the part of Germany. Nothing but a spirit of

downright falsehood could bring one to affirm that Russia

stands in need of an active policy and has in contempla-

tion warlike designs. For the same reason there is no

ground for anxiety that a quarrel with Russia is a neces-

sity for Germany. On the contrary, one and the other,

as history testifies, stand in need of mutual goodwill,

friendship, and union. It is only an inflammatory

political want of good faith, amounting to absolute menda-
city, which is capable of affirming, as was done not long

ago in a Petersburg print, that Germany felt herself in

some measure thwarted and confined by Russia and in-

jured by her in view of its j)olicy. Nowhere have

Prussia and Germany in general met with good will

and co-operation more sincere and advantageous than in the

policy of Russia. We opine—we have reason to do so

—

that we on our side could look with confidence for hearty

co-operation on the part of our neighbour, if we showed

ourselves anxious to secure it. The fact is, that Prussia

follows at all times, with wisdom and foresight, the

exigencies of her national policy ; she knows well what is

to her advantage and detriment, she knows what she is

desirous of. We ourselves, unfortunately, have not always

known our own mind, and have sometimes wished for wliat

did not coincide with our true interests. Just relations

between individuals, and still more between states, demand
on both sides a healthy and constraining conviction of

mutual efforts and mutual aspirations.
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In Russian cirolos tlioiv still rt'niains a leolin^ of clis-

satisfiiction ^rotuulod on the stand taken by Germany
both before and after tlie recent war. How many
envenomed reproaches aimed at the ' honest broker ' have

appeared in onr papers, who has been accused of takings

a side adverse to Russian interests. But history has not

yet had her say on this matter, and justice demands that

these reproaches should be referred, not to others, but to

ourselves. We have no right to demand of the Minister

of a foreign State, although in intimate alliance with

onrselves, that he should feel, think, and act with a view

to our interests, divine these interests, point the way to

their fulfilment, and make his action chime in with onr

own. And yet—shall we be believed by the Russian

public ?—in point of fact the German Chancellor, while

intent on the interests of his own country, was urging us

at that very time to have an eye to our own. Prince

Bismarck spared no pains to come to some understanding

with us, sucb as should subserve mutual interests ; but we,

with no less persistency, Avith an obstinacy worthy of a

better cause, turned a deaf ear to his offers, only giving

way on the very eve of events of the greatest moment, in

which our interests were so intimately bound up, and

which Avere destined to cost us such losses and so much
blood. Having allowed ourselves to be drawn into the

Eastern war, which arose without our co-operation, and

having entered upon a war of world-wide significance, it

did not occur to us to take any measures to make our

national interests harmonise with the policy of the only

Power in alliance with ourselves. It were impossible to

deny that our diplomacy on this occasion was a blind one,

and could find no support in popular sentiment and feel-

ings at home. From the very first moment, when the

bloody banner of the Eastern Question unfolded itself on

the horizon, the ' Moscow Gazette ' instantly and un-

ceasingly encouraged and exhorted our Government to
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enter into an unrlerstanding with Germany. The leader

of German policy, both pnblicly and in private communi-

cations on this subject, addressed to our Foreign Minister,

insisted that Germany had no interests in the East, and

that here she was prepared to accord to Russia perfect

freedom of action, provided only that German interests

did not suffer. ' Donnant donnant,' such is the line of

action followed by Powers in their mutual relations, and

on which alone a friendly feeling can be established be-

tween them.

But if the German Chancellor found not so much as

one German interest in Constantinople, we on our part

—

can it be believed?—before the outbreak of the war in the

East imagined that we had an important Russian interest

in Rome, in the Vatican ! This is the literal truth. It

was this circumstance which deterred us from coming to

an understanding with Germany, at that time engaged

in the ' Kulturkampf ' with the Vatican. We found that

that war interfered with freedom of conscience, and were

not prepared on this account to side with Bismarck.

And thus, not the cunning machinations of the ' honest

broker,' but our care for the Russian interests bound up
with those of the Papal Curia, and our dread of disturb-

ing the balance of power in Europe— this was why during

the war we were obliged to look around on all sides ; this

was why our armies did not occupy Constantinople for a

time ; this is the reason why in Berlin we had to stand at

the bar of the accused. . . .

Ergo no one but ourselves is to be accused if our affairs

in the East did not take a regular turn in accordance with

our interests. And if, at this present time, matters do not

take such a turn as appears to ourselves to best subserve

our own policy, we can take comfort in the thought that

in the Vatican all goes well. . . .

Whatever turn things may take, we believe in Russia

and in God. We do not doubt that, whatever may be-
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tiJo, oircuinstancos will lead omvards eilLer b^* a straight

or circuitous route, on this side or on that, to the triumph

o{ those interests in Avhich lies hidden a po\ver destined

to play a leadin^j part in the history of mankind.

I hardly think that justifies the accusation so

frequently brought against the ]\Ioscovites, that we

are Germanophobes. Fortunately, there is no reason

why we should be enemies ; on the contrary, all our

reasons are in the other direction.

This is luckily also the conviction of Prince

Bismarck, whose declaration in the Reichstag, that

' Germany, having been connected with Russia for

many years, by the ties of a sincere and mutually

profitable alliance, he for one would think twice

before giving u}) the friendship of so great and

powerful a State without real necessity.'

That ' real necessity ' has not arisen, and is not

likely to arise.
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CHAPTER Y.

RUSSIA AND AUSTRIA.

Austria ' only a Government '—Hostile to Slavs—Not necessarily an

enemy—Possible alliance with Slavophils—Count Taafe's policy—
Austria's only safety—Bad state of the occupied provinces—The
Great Powers on trial in the East—Collective Europe found want-

ing—France in Tunis—England in Egypt—Austria in Bosnia

—

Russia in Bulgaria—Prince Alexander and the Constitution—The
Russian secret—An anti-Slavonic policy treason to Austria.

Prince Gortchakoff wittily observed one day,

' Austria is not a nation ; she is not even a State ; she

is only a Government.' There is indeed no Austrian

language, no Austrian literature, no Austrian Church.

There are Hungarians, there are Germans, there are

Slavs, there are Italians, there are Jews (the latter

more numerous than supposed), who serve tlie House

of Hapsburg, but there are no actual Austrians.

How is it then, that when you ask a patriot Slav

living in that geographical combination called by

courtesy ' Austria,' what his nationality is, he in-

variably says, ' I am a Slav belonging to Austria ' ?

How is it, on the other hand, that when you ask a

Slav who identifies himself with the highest spheres

of Austrian government, he emphatically declares

himself ' an Austrian ' ? I could give several names

to support that statement. I remember a Slavonic
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Tount, a general, attt'inliiii!; the Court, whose name

A\ as well eonneeted with the history of one of the

Slavonie eountries. I asked him wluit nationality he

belonged to, anil, suggesting a possible thing, added,

'Are you not a Slav?' 'Oh, no,' he exclaimed,

M'ith an expression of horror which amused and

rather disgusted me. ' I am an Austrian, and have

nothing to do with that engeance' (with that brood).

Now ' Austrians,' as a rule, are very well-mannered,

having all the ways of men of the world. To utter

such an expression, to speak with that vehemence to

a Russian woman, at the Russian Embassy, was only

possible in a state of excitement.

Another remark. How is it that Austria

is so deeply detested in all the Slavonic coun-

tries, belonging and not belonging to her? The

Austrian Emperor, the head of the Hapsburgs, is a

very good, cultivated man
;

j^^^^i^ps weak, perhaps

unable to grasp once for all an energetic policy and

follow it out ; but whenever he is discussed as a

separate character, he is rather liked. Still, there it

is
—

' Austrians ' were hated by all who came into

contact with that Power. Turkish pashas were not

more dreaded in Bosnia and in all Slavonic lands

than, up to the other day, Austrian officials were.

How is this? What constituted an Austrian

official? First of all, and above all, hatred to all

that was Slav ; hatred to all who could sympa-

thise with the Slavs ; still more so to those who

could help them. Therefore, all the Slavs had to
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become renegades to their country, to their traditions,

to their language ; and thus to do exactly what

Turkish pashas of Christian origin have to do. The

latter ones, though officially they are not obliged to

give up their creed, do so in reality. During the

last Turkish war, pashas of Christian communities

were as cruel, if not worse, to their co-religionists

than the actual Mussulmans.

What is it, then, that is ' hateful ' (yes, I maintain

the expression, though I know I shall be blamed for

it) ? What is hateful in ' Austria ' ? It is her

hatred, her injustice, her cruelty ; the persecution

of the Slavs who object to become renegades

!

Take away that systematic persecution of the

Slavonic countries, and that vast congregation of

races which make up Austria and Hungary, and there

will exist no more unfriendly feeling in any Slav, be

he Russian or Bosniak, be he Eastern-Churchman or

any other churchman you like. That hatred of the

Austrian officials towards a race who were supposed to

remain always ' ignored and oppressed ' was a crime

and a mistake. Now, since there seems to be a slight

hope of improvement, a slight attempt to do j ustice to

the Slavs, there may also spring up a friendlmess

between the Russian nation and the ' piebald con-

glomeration.'

And how absurd, how groundless, how impolitic

was that systematic persecution of the Slavs ! If, in

the vast ' conglomeration ' of races which make up

Austro-Hungary, you subtract the Magyars and
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the flows on one liand and the Shivs on the other,

there will remain but ii meagre residuum of Germans,

with wlioui alone it might be supposed that Russians

could have grounds for dislike.

Hut, as I tried to show in the previous chapter,

there is no blood-feud between Germans and Slavs.

To retain his own customs, his own views, his own

civilisation, and his own language, is a desire just as

leoitimate in a German as in a Slav.o
Not only Slavophilism, but even Panslavism—the

latter in some points differing from the first—is no

danger to Austro-Hungary, if Austrian statesmen

were less guided by morbid feelings of hatred than by

just, impartial statesmanship. And, at all events, it

is not too late, fortunately, to transform Panslavism

from a possible hostile force into a friendly ally. It

is still easier for the Austrian Government to trans-

form the Russian Slavophils into allies. AYhat do

we, the Russian Slavophils, ask from the Austrian

Government? We wish to see our brethren happy,

unpersecuted. We wish, that they may have the

opportunity to act according to their own ideas, that

they may have their language, their own schools,

their churches, even their parliaments if they should

want them (which, however, according to Russian

views, would be greatly to be regretted). In one word,

that the Slavs should be allowed to live their own life

without being molested in their rights either as

Slavs or as Christians.

The Slavophils are the well-wishers of the Slavs
;

I
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but they reject Panslavism in the sense of aggressive

Pano-ermanism. The difference between these two

ideas is extremely well described by M. Louis

Leo-er. M. Legfer's works on the Slavs deserve to

be studied not only by foreigners, but by Russians as

well.

' The Slavs,' says M. Leger in his ' Etudes

Slaves,' ' claim the attention and the sympathies of

Russia.' Further on he accuses my countrymen of

havinof been so slow in listenino; to the voice of their

brethren. Russia never had the need of the Slavs

which the Slavs had of her.

Now, if the House of Hapsburg consented to be

just towards her Slavonic nationalities, it naturally

would have all the Slavophils of Russia as allies. As

long as Lord Beaconsfield's Government was in power,

Austria was blind to her true role. When Lord

Salisbury was playing the part of Herald Angel and

announcing, as ' good tidings of great joy,' that

Austria had accepted the post of gaoler of the Slav

nationalities, it was not surprising that the Camarilla

at Vienna and Pesth mistook the path of safety. The

English elections first made her doubt the wisdom of

this course. Skobeleff's speech and the rising in the

Balkans deepened that doubt into a certainty. But

it is a great thing that they should try to enter the

rio'ht road.o

On the day when Count Taafe proclaimed that it

was necessary for Austria, even for Austria, to recog-

nise the historic rights of nationalities, the Slavs
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bepm to hear a friendly and a rational voice—began

to hope for a better future. The estabUshment of the

Tcheque University at Prague gave point to Minis-

terial declarations, and, according to the comment of

a passionate Germaniser, ' brought to a close the

German period of the history of Austria '—if that

measure does not remain, of course, an isolated fact
;

if it does not remain an exception proving the general

rule.

Count Taafe—poor Count Taafe !—one sees he is

embarrassed and afraid of everything, even the accom-

plishment of a duty. Count Taafe denies that the

Government wished to make of Austria a Slavonic

State. Just imagine such a denial being needed three

years ago ! According to him, Austria should neither

be a Slavonic nor a German State, but a centre of

action between different nationalities, all equal in law,

and all of which accept no other limit for the exer-

cise of its rights than those dictated by the neces-

sities of the commonwealth. ' Austria,' said Hegel,

' is not a nation, it is an empire.' If it is a federated

empire it may survive, but if it represents the ascen- .

dency of a minority it is doomed.

The reduction of the electoral franchise which

has recently been effected secures the extinction

of the unjust ascendency of the German element

in the Cisleithanians of Austria. Hitherto the high

suffrage has excluded largely the Slavonic ma-

jority from exercising its legal full share in the elec-

tions. Now that the lower middle class and the
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peasants have entered the pale of the constitution

—

to use the English phrase—German domination is

dead and buried. Such, at least, is the opinion of

acute observers at Vienna. I do not pretend to

understand all these details. I only report that such

is believed by people more versed in constitutional

chinoiseries than I, to be the probable result of the

new electoral law.

The occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina was a

touchstone of Austrian sincerity, or rather, as to liow

far she has opened her eyes to facts. Preparations were

made to occupy these provinces in 1877, when Count

Andrassy was solemnly protesting that such a step

was never contemplated by the Austrian Government.

They were occupied under a European mandate in

1878, and so far the results have not been brilliant.

And why have they not been brilliant? Because

Austria forgot that her only safety lay in conciliatino-

the Slavs.

It is not unkindness to Austria to point this out.

If she had recognised her provinces, not as a farm

to be cropped, but as a state to be developed, she

would have reaped a richer harvest. It is because

she turned loose against the unhappy Slavs the dregs

of her officials, the Jewish locusts and her Jesuit

agents, that her military expenses in the occupied

provinces amounted this year alone to 3,000,000/, A
bad bargain, truly, for the wise men of Vienna. She

might have saved that, to say nothing of many men
and much hatred, if she had taken counsel with the

X
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iiinitM'itv of luM' sti1))t><'ls ;iii(l left Sl.-ivs to o-ovorn

Slavs.

The evil iiilliiriicc ol' llic IV'acoiisi'K'ld period could

not 1)0 so onsilv sliakcu otl". Austria

—

wv uuist not

for«z;et—wont iuto Bosnia avowedly to ' crush the

Slavonic serpent.' She tried to do so, by leaning first

on the Turks and tlien on the Jesuits. What has

been the result? I will not quote from a Russian or

a Slavonic source. 1 will refer to the correspondent

of the ' Times,' who, after travelling this autumn

through the occupied province, thus describes the

state of things which he found there :

Before the Austrians occupied Bosnia, there was a

strong Austrian party here even among the Mahomedans.

It is extremely doubtful whether an Austrian party now

exists even among the natives. Whatever may be their

religious differences, all creeds seem as one in their dis-

like of the Austrian occupation. The trade with Turkey

is cut off, but Bosnian goods are still taxed on entering

Austria. The commercial advantages derived from Aus-

trian administration are not obvious. The same remark

may be made about Austrian law, Austrian police, and

Austrian officialism in Bosnia. Turkish law has become a

byword in Europe, yet the Bosnians look back on it almost

with regret. Few good oificials come to Bosnia. This

beautiful country is the Botany Bay of Austrian officials.

Before the revolt of 1875 Bosnia was one of the safest

countries in Europe to travel in. It is now one of the

most unsafe. Travelling is more dangerous under Aus-

trian than it was under Turkish rule.*

That is not a pleasant state of things, but Austria

' Times, letter from Serajevo, dated Sept. 29, 1882.
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has only herself to blame, as indeed she seems to be

slowly discovering. The appointment of M. de Kallay

was a sign that the old policy is clearly untenable.

There are indications that the statesmen of Austria

recognise the impossibility of governing Bosnia from

Vienna. The administration is to be localised. The

provinces have to be governed from Serajevo. Events

will show, however, whether Baron Nikolitch is a true

Slav or a Slav renegade, as there are so many among
Austrian officials. He is a relative of King Milan of

Serbia that is true ; but King Milan himself does not

seem to be intelligent enough to understand his own in-

terests. Baron Nikolitch may exercise a fatal influence

over his Serbian Majesty, and not improve matters.

A near future will show what the Baron is and what

is to be hoped or dreaded of him.

The agrarian and judicial questions are to be dealt

with. A promise is given to improve taxation. Now
to promise is one thing, to perform another, especially

in certain quarters. But that there should even be a

promise of improvement is a step in a good direction,

and a proof that the former state of things is becom-

inof intolerable.

It is the truest friendship to call the attention of

your friends to evils which may lead to disasters, and

Austria's tardy reformation is a tribute to the services

of her so-called foes.

Has it ever struck j^ou that all the nations of

Europe are on their trial in the East? The Ottoman

Empire is being put in liquidation. To each Power

X 2
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lias 1)iHMi allotted a portion of Turkish territory to

deal with it in its own wa3^ To none lias any

province i>een erdcd. Xoiuiiially, everything is

Turkish—in reality nothini;-. It has been allotted to

Russia to shape the destinies -of Bulgai-ia ; to Austria

to occupy and administer Bosnia and Herzegovina ; to

Kuro})e to reform ]M;icedonia and Armenia ; to France

to absorb Tunis ; to England to establish order in

Egypt, To each Power a portion, so that all methods

may be tried and every experiment made on the

Eastern field. It is a great arena, and the task is

critical. AVhich Power is acting the least selfishly?

AVhich is doing most for liberty ; which is working

most for the development of self-government among

the subject populations?

Let us look at the facts, AVhat has Europe done?

That is easily answered, Europe has done nothing.

I beg pardon—the European Concert has made repre-

sentations, has raised its powerful voice ; but nothing

else. In Macedonia and Armenia, which Russia

most mistakenly abandoned to Europe to be re-

formed, and protected by all the Powers, nothing

has been done. Everything is as bad as ever, or

worse. No autonomous institutions have been

established. Xo reforms have been executed. The

miserable populations are tortured by their oppres-

sors, and Europe—the very image of impotence

—

does nothing-

In Tunis, France has absorbed everything.

The Bardo Treaty made the Bey a vassal of the
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Kepublic. French soldiers occupy the province, and

French ministers, govern it. It is almost a French

department. There is no semblance of popular go-

vernment. Democratic principles, which once were

supposed to have made the tour of the world with

French soldiers have not crossed the Mediterranean.

Instead of liberty, fraternity, and equality, France in

Africa establishes usury, stockjobbing, and despotism.

And England? What does England do ? She

has gone to Egypt, to give Egypt to the Egyptians.

Well and good. It is a noble programme, but not an

easy one ; especially as there are so many voices

which sugfo-est another solution.

Austria has occupied and administered Bosnia

and Herzegovina. She has established no popular

institutions. She has enforced the conscription at

the cost of three millions sterling and much blood-

shed. Austrian officials govern with the rigour of

martinets and the folly of officials. The ' Schwab

'

has made himself as hated as the ' Tedeschi.' ' They

would shoot us through the head,' said an Austrian

officer, referring to the Bosnians, ' at the first oppor-

tunity.' And why ? Because Austria, disregarding

the wise counsel of Count Beust, acted on the sinister

suggestions of Lord Beaconsfield, and endeavoured

to destroy ' Slavonic preponderance in the occupied

provinces.' ' The Serbs,' said one of their chicif

officials, ' are our mortal enemies.'

If they had not been so, they were not to lack

reasons for such hostility. Even the national
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alplialtci was prosrrihcd. '\\\v bayonet alone had

to elicit till' love and eiiiiality of the Serbians, whose

])rovinee they were supposed to be administering.

They stamped upon the national sentiment, and there

sprang up thousands of armed men, whose only

thouoht was to rid themselves of the hated foreig^ner.

Why ? Because the Austrians interfered with their

local institutions, and attempted to Germanise them

with the jackboot and the halter,^

Bosnia and the Herzegovina were, in short, to be

governed, not for the Bosnians, but for the Austrians
;

that is to say, for the Germans, and Magyars, and

Jews, who were dispatched to stamp on the head of

the Slavonic serpent, and restore order by crushing

the strongest aspirations of the people.

There remains now the province which fell to

the lot of Russia to reorganise. To purchase that

privilege cost us thousands of the best of our sons.

' English people do not realise how strong, how intense is the love

of nitionality among the Slavs. Mr. Arthur Evans, who knows these

lands, is an exception, and his words should not be forgotten. ' Among
tlie Serbs, the whole being of tlie people is concentrated in these

aspirations after national unity. The spirit of nationality has become

to them moi"e than a political conviction. It is a religion, almost a

fanaticism. In these regions it has so far crushed religion itself as to

leave it only a secondary jjlace as tlie humble handmaid <jf nationality.

. . . No diplomatic jugglery, no constitutional makeshift, no show of

military right, no laws, no police regulations can avail such a govern-

ment (as that of Austro-Hungary) to crush out a nationality, which

finds the best propaganda, not in Jesuit intrigues, not in an anti-

national system of education and an inspired press, but in a thousand

heroic lays, and on the strings of the Serbian lyre.'—'The Austrian
Counter-Revolution in the Balkans,' Fortnightly Review, April, 1880.

I
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Skobeleff alone had 21,000 gallant men killed under

his command, and many other commanders sus-

tained also heavy losses. The liberation of Bulgaria

cost us sacrifices better worth the name than any

entailed by the promenade to Cairo which the

gallant General, Lord Wolseley, executed this year.

Yet what has Russia taken for herself in Bulg-aria?

I confess, it is with not a little national pride that I

see the difference between our policy in Bulgaria and

that of all the other Powers in the East. Russia,

yes, ' despotic,' autocratic, ' aggressive ' Russia alone

among all the other Powers dares to trust solely

to moral influences m maintaining her ascendency

in the provmce she has delivered.

I do not pretend that the Garden of Eden may be

rediscovered between the Danube and the Balkans,

nor is the Bulgarian Constitution destined to usher in

the millennium. By no means. The experiment of

Bulgaria for the Bulgarians was spoiled before it was

fairly begun by the meddling diplomacy of Europe

They deprived the principality of the most intelli-

gent of its citizens, and diverted the attention of the

Bulgarians from the pacific development of their

autonomous institutions to the patriotic duty of

working for the liberation of their re-enslaved

brethren in Macedonia, and their reunion with their

divided brothers in Eastern Roumelia.

It is not for the first time that English diplomacy

has been the curse of the oppressed populations in the
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East. It" our ex])oriiiuMit failed, it would be England's

Tault. Its success would be our own.

Russia asked from tlie Uuliiarians notliino: ; not

even gratitude itself, and there is not a single tie

beyond that of gratitude on one side, and fraternal

solicitude on the other, uniting the two countries.

Russia did not even ask for any recognition of her

position as protecting Power. That Bulgaria is

under the Russian protectorate is true enough. We
freed Bulgaria, and our shields are thrown above

the nationality which we delivered. Every Bulgarian

knows that in Russia, and Russia alone, can he

find a helper, in case Turk or Austrian attempted

to rob him of his mdependence, and that Russia,

and Russia alone, will assist him when circum-

stances permit in re-establishing the unity of his

divided country. From other nations he will only

receive either abuse or empty compliments. We are

his only friends. That establishes Russian influence

upon the only solid foundation. If you Avaiit to

secure the friendship of these little peoples, vou cannot

do better than leave them alone as much as you can.

This is what Russia has done in the part of Turkey

confided to her care, and we have no reason to

regret the result.

Left to themselves, the Bulgarians drew up a

Constitution chiefly modelled by American mis-

sionaries, which might have done for the American

States, but which was sadly out of place in Bulgaria.

However, such w^as the fi-ee will of the people—we
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respected it, tliougii we thought it a dangerous mis-

take.

The Constitution did not work well. How
could it? But the Prince Alexander, who, by the

bye, is not a despotic Russian, but a constitutional

German, suspended it for a time, and Russia of

course was blamed for that. It was not Russia's

doing, but so far as it was wise, it met with our

approval.

The ex-Premier of Bulgaria, M. Karaveloff,

declared most positively, in the midst of the crisis,

that the real instigators of the Prince's action were

not Russia, but Austria and Germany. The Prince

himself said to the Correspondent of the ' Standard':

' I declare to you, and to Europe most emphatically,

that Russia never sought to influence me. Read

the constitutional history of Bulgaria for the last

two years, and then you will know all.'

The exact facts concerning Russia's share in the

late crisis were clearly explained by M. de Giers in a

circular which is worth referrinof' to, as showing: how
Russia acted in a very critical and trying position.

M. de Giers recounts how Prince Alexander came to

St. Petersburg, and protested that it was impossible

to govern with the majority of the Chamber.

Prince Alexander wished to avoid a direct breach

of the Constitution. He wished to remain in tlie

path of legality. So he proposed to submit three

conditions to the Chamber, wliich, if rejected, would

justify a new appeal to the people. In compliance
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\\i{\\ ilu' ri'ijuost ol'tlu' rriiice, M. de Giers instructed

(Mir Consul-Cioncral to use his personal influence with

till' iK'putios, to induce them to arrange a modus vivendi.

If tliese eitorts failed, as they did, and there was an

appeal to the people, the position of the Russian

Consul-General would become very delicate. ' Our

attitude,' wrote he, ' ought to give no colour to the

suspicion that we have concocted any anti-constitu-

tional measures, and it is necessary to avoid giving

the Radical party any pretext for saying that we are

trying to treat Bulgaria as a Russian province. All

that the representatives of Russia should do, there-

fore, was to give the people to understand that, if

they were to range themselves at the side of tlie

factious minority, they could no longer count upon

the support of the Power whom they regarded as their

liberator.'

Considering that England had just intervened in

Egypt to establish the Khedive's right to rule in-

dependently of his Chamber of Notables, Russia's

intervention in the matter was very modest indeed.

Russian officials m the service of Bulgaria may have

done more— as, for instance. General Ernroth, the

Minister of War ; but, if so, they acted, not as

Russians, but as officers being in the service of the

Prince. I do not suppose English officers acting as

servants of the Khedive would desert their master

because he took a short way of freeing himself from

his Notables. English officials, indeed, recently

took a leading part in quite another sense, and the I
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role of M. Hitrovo was quite liberal compared with

that of Sir E. Malet and Sir A. Colvin.

Even this platonic intervention was resented by

some in Russia. The ' Novoe Yremya,' which often

supports the Slavophil views in St. Petersburg,

wrote on the affairs of Bulgaria very shortly after

Skobeleff's speech :
' Russia ought to avoid interfering

in the affairs of the Principality, while watching

jealously that no one else shall interfere. She ought,

once for all, to renounce a directing role with regard to

the Bulgarian people, and only to represent the purely

moral mfluence which springs from identity of race.

Bulgaria ought to be fully persuaded that Russia

desires the complete development of her national

element, and will place no restraint on the inde-

pendence of that development.'

This may seem inconsistent to some with the

declaration of M. Katkoff, in the ' Moscow Gazette,'

that ' Bulgaria is not a world in itself, but a part of

that planetary system of which Russia is the centre

of gravity, and the source of light and heat.' In

reality the one is the key to the other. If we did not

leave the l^ulgarians free to develop their destinies in

their own way, instead of being attracted to the sun

of Russia, she would be repelled. To protect without

interfering is the secret of our influence.

And we have not been without our reward. In

Serbia, which we liberated long ago, and which for

the moment is under an Austrian hand, and in

Bulgaria, Russia is regarded as the head of the great
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Fatliorlauil. Go into the Slavonic conntrics, live Avitli

the Serbian or P>ulgarian peoples, and I defy you to

say tliat the people have any animosity to Russia—to

say nothino; of tlie intense hatred wliieli is inspired in

Bosnians by Austria, in Tunisians by France, or

even, shall I say ? in Egyptians by England. Quite

the contrar}^ You will find that their sentiments to

their elder brother, as they call us, are most affec-

tionate. These peoples, the Bulgarians especially,

have not yet attained the degree of political develop-

ment where the theory of ingratitude is become a

dogma and a proof of independence and savoir-

faire. Of this I have experienced a very touching

proof in my own family, on the discovery and the

burial of the remains of my brother Nicholas,

killed in Serbia.^ This, it may be said, was excep-

tional. In details, perhaps ; but the spirit with

which Bulo;aria reo;ards Russia is the same as that

with which these humble peasants regard the memory

of those who sacrificed their life for them.

But let us return to our ' Austrians.' The truth

which Russia divined by her instinctive sympathy

with the Slavonic heart has at last, however slowly,

made its way into the high places of Vienna-Pesth.

M. de Kallay, reporting the other day the result of

his experience in Bosnia, informed the delegations that

he had observed, in the course of his tour through

the country, the strong local feeling and patriotism

of the natives, which prompted them to desire an

^ Vide Appendix C.
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organisation by which every commune and village

would be left as much as possible to manage, quite

independently, its own affairs, and to do as. it pleased.

This was, indeed, not practicable ; but the Minister

thought this local patriotism, if allowed to develop it-

self within proper limits, was likely to be a safeguard

against agitation prompted from without. That to de-

velop local self-government i s the best protection against

revolutionising intrigue is the tardy discovery of

statesmen. It will soon be patriotic, I suppose, in

Austria to recognise that M. Tisza's anti- Slavonic

policy was treason to Austria. If so, it will be a

curious illustration of the heresy of to-day becoming

the truism of to-morrow. Last year I ventured to

say, in an English review, the substance of what

M. de Kallay is saying to-day. The Government

of Vienna-Pesth did me the honour of forbiddins"

the review containing my article to cross the fron-

tier. Scarcely any copies of it reached Serbia. The

times have changed, and even Austria has learned

to change with them. SkobelefF's noble outbursts of

sympathy with his brother Slavs of the Herzegovina

has at least done no harm. Nay, may we not say

that it has done good, and has compelled this states-

man to recognise truths which, until lie spoke,

were felt only by the Slavs ?

I have no intention to pass in elaborate review all

the domestic policy of Austria- Hungary. But the

persecution of the Kuthenian peasants, the constant

pressure brought to bear upon the Serbians, the
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oonldu <^r forts wliirh tlioy juv buildiiif^ around

^rontencuro, tlu> restless proi)ai:;aiKia of the Koman

]>riests amongst ( )rthodox populations, the war ap^ainst

tlu> Slavonic lan<::iianfe, conducted in so many parts of

tlu> l>iial KiiiLi-doin, all show how far Austria is from

entering frankly into the path of safety and justice.^

How slowly and unwillingly Austria is moving in

that direction may be imagined by the fact that it is

still regarded as treason to the State on the part of

the Slavs even to correspond with the Philo- Slavs

of the other countries.

The mania of Germanisation still lingers in many-

places, like snow-wreaths in spring-time, as if to

' On this subject I will again quote from Mr. Evans :
' Mean-

while, as if to show the Bosnians and Herzegovinians what they may
expect if they find themselves handed over to the tender mercies of

the Hungarian half of the Monarchy, the political and intellectual

persecution of their kinsmen the Slovacks is being actively proceeded

with. The suppression of the Slovack schools and their academy

—

the Matica Slovenska—and the confiscation, for Magyar propagandist

objects, of their literary fund, together with some of the private

money of the deprived professors : all this, high-handed and iniquitous

as it was, was, it seem-s, only a foretaste of what the Hungarian
" Cultus-Ministerium " had in store for this unfortunate people.

Some recently published instructions to official subordinates, issued

by Trefort, the Magyar " Minister of Culture " (the same who sup-

pressed the Slovack schools and academy), enjoin the summary dis-

missal of any Slovack student or teacher in a Hungarian educational

establishment who shall presume to join any Slovack club or be a

member of the literary society "Zora," denounced by the " Cultus-

Minister" as a " Panslavistic committee" (!) In the case of some

dozen young men convicted of these heinous oflFences, and in conse-

quence dismissed from their lyceums, the " Minister of Culture " (who

in modern Hungary appears to occupy the place of the Chief Inquisi-

tor) condescends to intervene, with the express object of ruining the

young men's prospects for life by prohibiting them from either learn-

ing or teaching in any school or college in the kingdom.'

—

Pall Mall

Gazette, December 14.
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remind us of the winter from which we have just

escaped. According to the ' Narodni Listy,' the Com-

mander-in-Chief at Prague has issued an order to the

effect that all the volunteers who serve for one year

with the army are, in their private intercourse, as well

as when on duty, to use the language of the army

—

namely, German. That is not an order which a Power
' frankly Slavonic ' could have issued. Let us hope

that such facts are only ' survivals ' from bad old times,

and will soon become extinct. No doubt Austria is

timid. She is so artificial a creation that she shrinks

from running any risks which might even endanger

her existence. But is it no risk to have a hundred

thousand men permanently neutralised by the Bosnian

blunder, and to have acute observers like SkobelefF

and Lord Derby calculating confidently that Austria

need not be feared because most of her troops are

Slavs? It was not a Russian but an 'Austrian'

newspaper^ which addressed our Emperor as the

natural protector of all the Slavs, and implored liim

to intervene on behalf of the Slavs of Austria, as he

intervened on behalf of the Slavs of the Balkans.

Russia has no intention of doing any such thing,

for with Skobeleff's warning written in bold letters

before her eyes the statesmen of Austria- Hungary

will think twice, and even thrice, before provoking

Slavonic sympathies too far.

^ The Narodni Listy of Prague.
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CHAPTER VI.

RUSSIA AND ENGLAND.

Skobeleflf's admiration for England ; ]>ut not of Lord Beaconsfield

— Sir Henrj' Rawlinson's Russophobia— Geok Tepe as a place-

(Varmes—A Russian invasion of India^Russia and England in

Central Asia—One drawback of party government—Skobeleflf's

prediction—Russian policy in Egypt.

Skobeleff was a great adherent of my favourite

dream of the Anglo- Russian alliance. He greatly-

admired England. ' What a pity,' said he once to

me, ' Russia and England kno\y so little of each

other ! In Asia they could co-operate and work

too-ether.' As far as he himself was concerned, he

spared no efforts to acquire that knowledge. He

was thoroughly master of English classics, and was

quite at home in English military works. He spoke

English quite fluently, and wrote it filso pretty well.

One of his letters to me is written in English, and in

in it he begged me to give some information on

' Slavophilism ' to an American author. Skobeleff

was very active, and overloaded with important

work ; but anybody showing an interest in Russia

was sure to find him always ready to oblige, and

render all possible service.

I think ^Ir. Marvin—who really deserves to be

known for something else than his exploit with Lord
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Salisbury's memorandum—would endorse my present

statement. He was equally impressed with the

sincerity of SkobeleiF's friendliness when he inter-

viewed him at St. Petersburg on the possibility of a

Russian invasion of India. ' I consider the Central

Asian question,' said he, ' all humbug.' He expressed

an earnest desire that it might disappear altogether

as a source of difference between the two nations.

' Throughout the whole conversation,' writes Mr.

Marvin, ' which Skobeleff carried on with great

animation and good-humour, there was no indication

whatever at an attempt at plausibility or desire to

make an impression. His manner was so simple, so

straightforward, and so transparent that it would

have carried conviction to an Urquhart or Ashmead

Bartlett. I think Skobeleff's words should have

a calming effect. The limit I should assign to them

is this : that Skobeleff is not the Russian Govern-

ment, and that his friendly feeling and prudence

might not always prevail against that diplomacy

which is the curse of every country.'

That Skobeleff spoke of England, at one time, as

an enemy is true ; and he did so, as almost every

Russian, because England at that time was our

enemy. Skobeleff's great career was made in the

years during which hostility to Russia was the key-

note of English foreign policy. When Lord Beacons-

field was England, England was the enemy of Russia

;

as Lord Beaconsfield seemed to distant observers

to be England from the time Skobeleff conquered
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Khokand till the day when he was dispatched to reduce

Geok Tepe, it is not surprisino- that he occasionally

acted and spoke as if he accepted the English Con-

servative idea of the natural hostility between

Enoland and Russia. In the great campaign which

established his renown it was England w'hicli cyni-

cally insisted on undoing Russian work and giving

back the Southern Bulgarians for wdiich so many

Russians had died, to set them free. For months,

while Skobeleff stood guard at the lines of Tchataldja,

Russia was expecting at any moment to hear that

Lord Beaconsfield had declared war. If France

were to threaten to attack England in Egypt, in

order to compel the latter to share with her the

honours of the campaign, even the imperturbable

Lord Wolseley might venture upon remarks any-

thing but friendly to your allies in France. But,

how unfau', how ungenerous it would be, to set down

the outburst of impatience and of a national and

justifiable indigTiation agamst the perfidy and base-

ness of such conduct as sufficient evidence that your

general was 'an enemy of France '

!

In Mr. Kinnaird Rose's charming paper m the

' Fortnightly Re^dew,' on the ' Russian Bayard,' there

occurs the following passage, which is greatly in

accord with everything I ever heard him say on the

subject :

—

In many quarters in the course of the last few weeks

it has been said that General Skobeleff was the enemy of

England. In no sense do I think was this a truthful
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description of the man. He was an a,rdent admirer of

England and of Eng-lish institutions, tlioug-li lie did not

believe that the latter were adapted for his own country.

It is true that before and after the signature of the

Berlin Treaty he bluntly expressed his hatred of the

policy of the Beaconsfield Government. This is his exact

language as noted at the time. ' Cannot you see how this

policy should stir us so? For two years Ave have deluged

this land (Bulgaria) with our blood. Our brothers are

slain, our country has made enormous sacrifices, widows

mourn, children weep, and fathers lament the loss of pro-

mising sons. All this we would have borne with the

patience which God gives, had the full freedom which we
had won for our brothers in race and religion, in lan-

guage and faith, been accorded to them. But accursed

diplomacy steps in and says, " No ; only the smaller half

of them shall be free, and the greater number shall be

again handed over to the tender mercies of the Turks."

You know yourself what the Turks have been, and are,

and ever will be ; and placing yourself in our position,

would you not also be consumed with wrath that our

sacrifices are to be in vain, and that the men over

whose graves we are now treading should have died for

nought ?

'

The passage in his speech at St. Petersburg, on

the anniversary of the capture of Geok Tepe, may-

be said to conflict with his view. I say that, on the

contrary, it confirms it. SkobelefF then refers to an

enemy, but that enemy is not England. A Russian

could not refer to England as a ' sagacious ' and

'talented enemy of the Fatherland.' Sagacity and

talent are qualities usually imputed not to nations

but to individuals. The ' enemy ' of Russia parti-

cularised by SkobelefF was Sir Henry Rawlinson
;

Y 2
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that he is our enemy he wonkl be the last to deny.

Enmity to Kiissia is •svritten on every page of his

book, every line of his essays. It is with him a

fixed principle, not an impatient, passing feeling,

such as that exjiressed sometimes by SkobelefF.

The Russophobist theory of the universe is, tliat

England is the Ormuzd and Russia the Ahriman of

the Eastern Hemisphere. AVe have no counterpart

to such creatures in Russia. But I must again quote

English testimony. ' To speak plainly,' writes Mr.

Marvin, after his visit to St. Petersburg, ' there is

no Sir Henry Rawlinson, or even the ghost of Sir

Henry Rawlinson, in Russia ; there exists no Anglo-

phobia in Russia to match the Russophobia in Eng-

land. This of itself is a striking fact; for, as a Russian

officer put it to me—England has certainly clone its

utmost to make us her bitter enemy
;
yet, you find

as without feeling against her, and desirous of being

her friend.'

It is a curious instance of the extent to which

Russophobia blinds those who suffer from it, that

such an able man as Sir Henry Rawlinson, who so

ridiculously exaggerated the facility with which we

can approach India in one direction, should by a

strange perversity have imagined that our advance

was impossible in the direction which Skobeleff proved

to be comparatively easy. Seven years ago Sir Henry

Rawlinson proved, to his own entire satisfaction, that,

to quote Skobeleff's summary of his views, 'the

animosity of the Tekkes of Akhal would involve
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Russia for many years in enormous expenditure of

men and money ; and in a war which would render

it obligatory on Russia to establish a cordon of forts

from the south of Attrek and through the entire

Oasis, and from the Attrek to Merv, and that finally,

and to crown all, it would undermine the political

power of Russia in Central Asia.' What an odd

fatality it is that the only place where the Russo-

phobist ventured to believe that he was safe has

proved the least secure of all

!

The Attrek frontier was the line along which

your Central Asians and ours elected to fight out their

battle. An English officer, Lieut. Butler, fortified

Geok Tepe. Sir Henry Rawlinson declared that

Persia must be detached from Russia coute qui coute.

But Skobeleff" stormed the fortifications of Geok Tepe,

and M. Zinovieff, our Minister at Teheran, belonging

to the actually useful and energetic diplomatists

who uphold the standard of Russia with a firm,

unfaltering hand, by a very brilliant display of

diplomatic ability secured Persia as a friend and ally.

The Butlers and Rawlinsons, and tutti quanti, were

discomfited all along the line. The very fact that

the Tekkes, instead of being scattered all over the

country, were concentrated in one spot, facilitated

Skobeleff"s victory. ]>ut to make the Russophobist

prophecies really ridiculous, Russia did not go to

Merv, much less to Herat, and settled the frontier

dispute with such moderation as to leave the furthest

limit of our territory two hundred miles distant
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iViMii Saraklis. We bailk'd their intrii2,'ues, we clieck-

matod English dipioinacy, and then we falsified

their predictions as to our annexations.

Skobeleff said that the late Emperor, having taken

the Akhal Tekke business in hand, fully realised the

immense importance of a ' place-d'armes ' at the gates

of Herat and Afghanistan. No doubt he did. It

was important, very important, and if unfortunately

Russophobists should once more come into power in

Eno'land, we shall be better able to hold our own in

Central Asia by reason of the establishment of our

garrisons in Akhal. On the other hand, if England

should want our support for some united action,

Russia could offer a more effective hand.

Do we not know—does not everybody know—that

one great idea of the Russophobists five years ago

was to attack ns in Central Asia ? It is not four

years since Sir Henry Rawlinson told us ' Russia

must not be left in any uncertainty as to our inten-

tions. She might, indeed, be warned that, if neces-

sary, we were prepared, in self-defence, to support

the Turcomans with arms and money, or even to turn

the tables on her by encouraging the efforts of the

Uzbegs to recover their liberty.' That is to say,

Russia was told in 1879 that England contemplated

in certain circumstances the raising a rebellion

amongst our Central Asian subjects in order to over-

turn our dominion in Turkestan. If such were

England's intentions, openly expressed by a man

occupying a high official position, who can blame us
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for desiring a place- cVarmes at the gates of Herat and

Afghanistan ? Was it not a legitimate measure of

self-defence? A place-d'armes ! Was it not Lord

Beaconsfield's phrase when he annexed— I beg

pardon—occupied a certain island named Cyprus ?

Yet we never made him understand, in Sir Henry

Rawlinson's fashion, that we proposed to invade

Asiatic Turkey ; but he deemed it necessary to seize

that island in order to defend the Turkish frontier,

distant I do not know how many hundreds of miles.

Why should we not also have a shelter for our arms

to defend our own frontier against a possible enemy

coming from the gates of Herat and Afghanistan?

Skobeleff, not being in the least mad, never really

thought of attacking India from Geok Tepe. But he

used to tease a little English Correspondents during

the Bulgarian campaign by discussing plans of

campaign against India. But when he talked

seriously to Mr. Marvin about such a project, he ex-

pressed himself in exactly the same sense as all

Russians generally do except when indulging in prac-

tical jokes. When discussing this question three

years ago, I said that the invasion of India was barred

by two words—transport and commissariat. In

exactly the same sense spoke Skobeleff to his inquisi-

tive interviewer.

* As to a Eussian invasion of India ' [General Skobeleff

said], ' I do not think it would be feasible. I do not un-

derstand military men in England writing in the " Army

and Navy Gazette," which I read, of a Eussian invasion of
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liulin. I sluMilJ not like to bo coinmandor of such an ex-

pedition. The (litticulties would be enormous. To sub-

jno;ato Akhal wo on]y had 5,000 men, and needed 20,000

camels. To <^et that transport we had to send to Oren-

bur«j^, to Khiva, Bokhara, and to Mangishlak for camels.

The trouble was enormous. To invade India we should

need 150,000 troops ; C0,000 to enter India with, and

90,000 to guard the communications. If 5,000 men
needed 20,000 camels, what would 150,000 need? And
w^here could we get the transport? We should require

vast supplies, for Afghanistan is a poor country, and could

not feed 60,000 men, and we should have to fight the

Afghans as well as you.'

On my urging that the Afghans might be tempted by

the bribe of the spoliation of India to side with the Rus-

sians, he said :
' I doubt it. To whom could we otFer the

bribe ? If we bribed one Sirdar, you would bribe another.

If we offered one rouble, you would offer two ; if we offered

two, you would offer five—you would beat us in this. No,

the Afghans would fight us as readily as they fought

you.'

'But if you occupied Khorassan beforehand and made
it a second Caucasus ?

'

' Why should we occupy Khorassan ? We should only

get provisions from the province, and we could get them as

it is. We derive a revenue from Khorassan now, b}^ its

trade with Kijni Novgorod ; but we should lose this if we
occupied it. I do not believe Russia would ever occupy

Khorassan. I think the new frontier will be permanent.

Do you know ' [here he rose and spoke with vehemence,

regarding me with a smile] 'I consider the Central

Asia question all humbug.'
' But in regard to the possibility of invading India,

General Soboloff expressed to me a clear opinion on
Monday that Russia could march an army to India if she

chose.'
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*That was diplomacy,' replied SkobelefF; 'of course it

is possible—all things are possible to a good general ; but

I should not like to undertake the task, and I do not think

Russia would. Of course, if you enraged Russia: if , by

your policy, you excited her, if you made her wild—that

is the word—we might attempt it, even in spite of all the

difficulties. For my part I would only make a demon-

stration against India, but I would fight you at Herat. I

was very much interested during your war whether you

would occupy Herat or not. It would have been a mis-

take if you had done so. It would be difficult to march an

army from the Caspian to Herat to fight you there, but

we should be tempted to do it in the event of a war.'

There ought not to be a war ; but we have read

and heard too much of Russopliobia for Russia

ever to be off her guard. We wish to be friends
;

with Mr. Gladstone's Ministry we rejoice to believe

friendship is possible ; but even Mr. Gladstone has

been compelled (in 1874) to resign, and with

England's constitutional machinery a Lord Beacons-

field or a Lord Salisbury is always possible. Russia

has often been on friendly terms with the Conservative

party in England ; but since Conservatism has con-

strued patriotism to mean Russophobia, that would

seem to be somewhat difficult, at least until they

change their minds.

The fear of a Russian invasion in India reminds me

of the people, ' half-lunatic and half- designing,' who,

as Mr. Bright says, ' got up in the year 1836 a panic

about the invasion of the English shores from Russia,

from the Baltic througli tlie Sound, Tlic Baltic is
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shut u]) loi- about halt" the year by frost. What

liappenod (hu'ino- the Russian War when tlic English

Heet -went into tlie lialtic ? The Kussian fleet did

not go out of it, because it could not, but took shelter

behind the fortifications which had been erected at

Sveaborg and Cronstadt. They did not come out to

meet the English ships, and the English ships did

not dare attack them within those formidable de-

fences ; and yet forty years ago we were told that we

were to have an invasion of tliis country by Russia,

and the government of that day actually added on

the strength of this panic 5,000 men to the roll of

the British navy. Wherever there is the slightest

panic of any matter of this kind these absurd and

extravagant acts are committed.' .

Of course, if the imaginary Russian aggression in

India is a good pretext for augmenting the roll of

the British army—and for misleading once more the

credulity of the English public—let it be used. It

can do no harm to Russia, thouo:h it will not

strengthen much the authority, either of the English

press or the so-called ' public opinion,' however

deified and worshipped it may be in this country.

' I consider the Central Asian question all hum-

bug.' How I like that frank, outspoken word of

SkobelefF's !
' Humbug,' indeed, it is ; and it would

have been well for us, as for Englislmien, and well

for the world, if these great piles of blue-books

relatin": to the Russian advance in Central Asia had
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never been printed—or, better still, if these despatches

had never been written.

What right has England to say what we shall do

or what we shall not do, in any ]>art of the world

outside her own dominions ? We are the only judges

of our own duties and interests, as England is the

only judge of her own. If it pleases her to annex

territory in Southern Asia, we make no remon-

strances, utter no protests, demand no assurances.

Why should the St. James's Cabinet do otherwise,

when we make, voluntarily or involuntarily, annexa-

tions in Central Asia ?

Is it not time to be done with all these absurd

protestations that no war is to be made in Central

Asia unless by the good pleasure of Downing Street?

England is a great Power with great Asiatic posses-

sions. Russia is a great Power, also with great

Asiatic possessions. Why should either of them be

perpetually giving explanations and assurances to

the other? Countries as well as separate individuals

speak and write too much, far too much. Is it because

silence is too aristocratic for our democratic days ? In

good old times people exchanged ideas ; now they

generally only exchange sounds, and very shallow

ones indeed.

But in this case, Russian diplomatists, somehow

or other, went even further : instead of accepting

shallow remarks for what they were worth, our

officials, especially those l)elonging to the St. Peters-

burg school, deemed it necessary to give assurances,
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uliich dire necessity compelled Russia sometimes

to put aside. How did the matter stand up to very-

late times ? England actually imagined that Russia

was bound in duty to seek absolution for every step

she undertook. It is too absurd. It is worse—it is

huniiliatino;, and it will not be continued.

Why should we give assurances, which, as the rulers

of India know very well, circumstances over which

there can be no control often render it impossible

to keep ? Russia has been far too complaisant to

the whims and caprices of England in those matters.

The time has come for chano-ino; all that, and allowinnf

affairs to be arranged on a simple and more rational

basis. In the future let us each have a free hand.

South of the Oxus you do as you please ; north of

the Oxus we will have the same liberty. That is an

arrangement about which there can be no doubt any

longer, and it has now, I hope, superseded all the

Penelope's webs of understandings that were always

misunderstood, and of assurances which could not be

fulfilled.

Skobeleff, so far from being an enemy of England,

was quite notorious for his friendship for English-

men, and his liking for all things English, except

her policy in the East in Lord Beaconsfield's daj^s.

But Skobeleff was far too well read m the history of

English politics to believe that the Russophobist

fever of 1878 was likely to be permanent.

Englishmen do not fully appreciate the difficulty,

the almost insuperable difficulty, Avhich the English
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system of government by parties throws in the way

of a cordial understanding with every foreign Power,

At St. Petersburg, at Berlin, even at Vienna, it is

possible to speak, it is possible even to treat, without

reserve.

Whether these Governments are friendly or hostile,

we know what they are, and can treat them accord-

ingly. But in England, who can say what England's

policy is ? Yesterday it was Lord Beaconstield's
;

to-day it is Mr. Gladstone's ; to-morrow it may be

Lord Salisbury's. It has no stability. Parties

holding diametrically opposed views come to power

every five or six years, if not oftener. So far as

Russia is concerned, the vicissitudes of parties in

Enoiand make more difference than even a revolution

in France. Monarchy, empire, and republic are to us

alike indifferent. The form of the government is

immaterial, the policy of all to Russia remains the

same. But in English politics the disticguishing

characteristic of parties is their antagonisin on

questions of foreign policy, and to one large section

of English people, the only foreign policy is opposi-

tion to Russia.

We may be as friendly as you please to the existing

government ; but how can you establish confidential

relations with a Cabinet which may be bound to-

morrow, by some sudden turn in the tide, to hand

over all your secrets to your bitterest foe ? It cannot

be done ; until the Conservative party lay aside its

recently acquired hostility to Russia, it is impossible
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for Russia to rognnl Kugland as other than a possible

enemy. To those whose dream it was to see an Anglo-

Ivussian alliance a well-established fiict, that logical

result of deeper reflections is a serious obstacle.

My hope— alas ! it still only remains a hope !—is

that both parties in England will come to understand

that it does not always tend to the advantage of

British mterests to have the defence of those interests

irrevocably bound up in the minds of one of the

great parties in the State with virulent Russophobism.

There would be much less anxiety in St. Petersburg

about Egyptj for instance, if Mr. Gladstone's tenure

of office did not depend upon the shifting foundation

of popular support.

Representative governments and parliamentary

institutions have their advantages, no doubt ; but a

firm consistent policy in foreign affairs is hardly to

be included among their number.

AVho knows, however, but the Conservatives may

become as warm supporters of a Russian alliance as

they used to be in the old days ? Nothing, as I said,

is fixed in English politics, not even the political

sympathies of the Conservative party.

Skobeleff's knowledge of English politics was

most remarkable. Immediately after the signature of

the Treaty of Berlin—that is to say, in the autumn of

1878 two years before the general election, and

when, as I well remember, English Liberals were

almost in despair over the prospects of their party,

Skobeleff penned a memoir upon the political situa-
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tion. He wa3 then commanding south of the

Balkans. In this memoir he passed in review the

changes which had from time to time taken place in

the attitude of the different English parties towards

Russia since 1840, and dedu-ced from his historical

epitome the remarkable, but accurate, conclusion that

the Russophobist period in England was drawing to

its close, and that, in accordance with the precedent

of the past, the English nation was certain before very

long to abandon the policy of systematic defiance,

and adopt a more reasonable and less hostile attitude

to the Russian Empire. He followed with a keen

eye all the political and electoral manifestations of

opinion in England, and, when the late Government

was complacently counting upon a new lease of

power, in return for ' Peace with Honour,' Skobeleff,

with prophetic voice, declared that its days were

numbered, and that it would be succeeded by a

Government with which it would be possible for

Russia to act in common. His prediction was

literally fulfilled at Dulcigno.

Of Russia's policy in Egypt Skobeleff", of course,

did not speak ; the question only became urgent after

his death. The views of the Russian Foreign Office

nn that question are clear and unmistakable. I will

only reproduce the circular of M. de Giers :

—

St. Petersburg, June ^l, 1882.

1. First and foremost, the maintenance of the Euro-

pean concert. Whatever solution is adopted should pro-

ceed from it.
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12. As far ;is possible to ro-es(ablish and consolidate

the status qno.^

3. It is desirable that a moral action should suffice to

secure that end. In that case the results ought to be

registered by the Conference, so as to give a new European

confirmation to the public law of Europe.

4. If moral action does not suffice, the Powers in

concert ought alone to pronounce upon the measures to

be taken, and they ought only to be executed in virtue of

its authority and under its control.

5. If the Porte persists in refusing to take part in the

Conference, the Powers ought to come to an understanding

to compel us to accept their decisions.

6. If a material intervention is indispensable, the most

legal and the least dangerous would be that of the Sultan

acting in virtue of a European delegation, and with the

necessary guarantees that he does not overpass the limits

of his commission.

7. If the Sultan refuses, and England and France,

either singly or collectively, believe themselves obliged to

act, this ought also to be undertaken, after an under-

standing with the Powers by their delegations, and with

a clearly defined programme. The precedent of the mili-

tary intervention of France in Syria should be consulted.

The Powers should appoint special commissioners to

accompany the expedition.

8. As for the final aim of the intervention, it ought to

be the re-establishment of the status quo. But this status

quo has inconveniences which have been revealed by

experience. It may, perhaps, be necessary to modify it

upon some points relating principally to the position of

the Egyptian Government, vis a vis foreign Powers, and

to the obligations by which it is bound. In admitting

the principle, the obligation to respect the engagements

' It will bo seen by the date that this despatch was written before

the bombardment of Alexandria.
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which it has contracted, opportunity may occur for modi-

fying them by mutual consent.

The inconveniences of the exclusive Anglo-French

Control have been revealed by events. To perpetuate

them by force would be a sorry task.

It may, perhaps, be possible and just to give a cha-

racter, not exclusive, but international, to this Control.

It would thus acquire more moral authority, and more

guarantees against the personal abuses of its agents.

The Commission of Liquidation and the mixed Tribunals

have this international character, and they work well.

It may possibly be found just to restrain this Control

within limits which would guarantee foreign interests,

without constituting an interference in the administra-

tion of the country. All these questions ought to be the

subject of detailed discussion in Conference.

To this I only need add one word. The English

Government has repeatedly and solemnly declared :

' Her Majesty's Government will invite the aid of

other Powers to make provisions for the future and

good government of Egypt.'

That assurance was accepted in good faith, and in

some way or other it will, of course, be fulfilled.

England is evidently anxious to settle the question

entirely as she likes. Naturally enough she feels no

inclination whatever to offer a preliminary scheme

' on approval.' Even members of Parliament are left

in the dark as to the plans of the Cabinet, and it is

not very difficult to recognise the necessity of such

a mode of action. Still, Englishmen may, perhaps,

understand better now why Russians cannot entirely

forget the fate of the San Stefano Treaty.

z
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CHAPTER VII.

SKOBELEFF AND CONSTITUTIONALISM.

Skobeleflfs belief in autocracy—Detestation of Nihilism—Assassins in

Ireland and in Russia—Prince Krapotkine's ' La Re'volte '—A pro-

paganda of anarchy—A Nihilist view of English society—London a

nest of Nihilist assassins—A Russian view of autocracy— G.

Samarine on Constitutionalism—Why unsuited to Russia—The

Moscow address—Aksakoft' on the assassination of the Emperor

—

The social Revolution the outcome of Constitutionalism—Autocracy

responsible and irresponsible—Liberalism the negation of Chris-

tianity—Evils not constitutional but economic—M. Anatole Leroy-

Beaulieu's prescription—Russian material progress—Self-govern-

ment in England and in Russia—The one man power—Autocracy

tempered by general elections—Rule of the minority in England

—The abuses of elective government— SkobeleflF and Russian

democracy—Aksakofl;''s letter to the Prince of Bulgaria.

Skobeleff, as all Slavophils do, believed not only in

autocracy, but he understood that the very source of

Kussia's greatness and power lay in that concentration

of power which allows speedy and drastic reforms,

and which, besides, has been for so many centuries

the shape of government which accords with the views

and traditions of his country. Autocracy does not

impede local self-development
;
just the opposite ; but

its aim is to add unity and harmonious strength to

all the branches of administration. In Russia at

present without that unity and without that strength

there would be anarchy. Any unprejudiced and

intelligent Russian camiot fail seeing it. Russian
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Nihilists understand that quite well, and that is

precisely why they pretend sometimes that they are

only craving for constitutionalism. In reality, their

only wish is anarchy, pure and simple, without the

sligrhtest restriction. Thus, the elements which are

the chief objects of their hatred and attacks are pre-

cisely those that the Slavophils are most anxious to

support and to preserve—viz. orthodoxy and auto-

cracy. These are the greatest securities of the

Empire, therefore those who want to destroy the

Empire naturally attack those principles.

Skobeleff detested Nihilism. It was contrary to

his very nature ; it made war against the national

tradition which he revered. It would destroy every-

thing in Russia except the soil—faith, fatherland, the

very idea of that which we all consider our duty

to uphold. Nihilists exist themselves, but want to

bring destruction to everything else. ' I will live,

but you shall die !
' is their motto.

The world, of course, is rich in people who do not

see the results of their doctrines, who do not realise

themselves what category they belong to, de facto, if

not always theoretically. Tell some of the real but

unconscious Nihilists that, in order to be consistent,

they have to become Hartmanns or Krapotkines, tliey

will look perfectly shocked. They talk of ' nuances

of Nihilism.' But that was only possible as long as

Nihilism only represented a certain tendency, and

never assumed any definite shape. When Tourgenieir

introduced that word on the Russian soil, it was little

z 2
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iiioi'i' tlian a teiuloncy to destroy established views

and autliorities. Xo\y, even in Knii^land, there are

authorities, like piihlic opinion and Mrs. Grundy,^

which can and often ought to be attacked. But

Kussians, as is their nature, seldom stop half-way,

and thus a tendency which seemed not criminal at

iirst, has become a monstrous, illegal power which

no cultivated society can, with impunity, tolerate.

The extremes on one side sti*engthened the opposite

side. Many people who were indifferent to the main-

tenance of the autocratic power in Russia have be-

come passionately devoted to it now, gomg in that

direction perhaps even too far. They see in every offi-

cial a supporter of their political faith, and are afraid

to injure their cause by denouncing his shortcomings.

This, of course, is not the wisest way of serving the

interests of the autocracy, and our Emperor is the

very last man to admire that kind of devotion.

It is almost hopeless to make Englishmen under-

' A Russian friend, reading this page in proof, pencilled on the

margin, 'For foreign readers. Explain in a footnote "Who is Mrs.

Grundy ?
"

' What an order ! Mrs. Grundy is a mythological deity

much worshipped in England, who is supposed to incarnate the pre-

judices of very censorious and intensely respectable old women of the

middle class. She is more feared than loved. Mr. Locker, in his

London Lyrics, sings :

' The world's an ugly world. Offend

Good people, how they wrangle

The manners that they never mend,

The characters they mangle.

They eat and drink, and scheme and plod.

And go to church on Sunday
;

And many are afraid of God,

And more of Mrs. Grundy.'

I
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stand the indignation excited in Russia at the warm
welcome they extend to the anarchists. Some English

literary men make quite a hero of Prince Krapotkine,

and are quite amazed that we should be hurt. What

would they say, 1 wonder, if we lionised at St. Peters-

buro; the murderers of Lord Frederick Cavendish ?

' Oh !
' exclaims one of my very credulous friends,

' but Krapotkine is only seeking liberty of speech,

liberty from arbitrary arrest, and constitutional go-

vernment ; and if you refuse all these things, what

can you expect but dynamite ? ' When remarks of

that sort are made to me, I cannot help wondering

if Englishmen actually suppose that we never see

Irish j^apers ? But, though we read them, we try to

see what is in accordance with truth, or in flagrant

opposition to it. Now the Irish papers complain

precisely of ' arbitrary arrests.' They deplore that

Irish meetings are dispersed by the police, and that

the Irish newspapers are seized in the post-office
;

they allege these facts as an excuse for their crimes.

But in neither case can assassins find a proper excuse.

Even on democratic principles, what right has a

minority, a miserable handful of a minority, to

assassinate the representatives of a majority because

the latter will not remodel its laws at its dictation ?

Surely nobody, even in England, will deny that

the Nihilists are in a minority. If we had a parlia-

ment elected by universal saflrage, do yon think that

in all Russia one single Nihilist, even one, would be

elected by the people ?
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I \va.s talking the otlicr day to a very eminent

Liberal statesman, who had just returned from a

short tour in Russia. ' There are two things,' said

he, * which struck me. The Nihilists arc like our

Irish revolutionists in many things ; but tlicy differ

from them in this : the Irish assassin is a coward.

The Nihilist has absolutely no fear, no thought for

himself. The other thing that struck me is, that

when a Nihilist commits a murder, the people would

delight to tear him to pieces. In Ireland the populace

only thinks of screening the assassin.' I repeat the

remark as it was made to me. Does it not seem to

show that in Russia the Government, in punishing

the Nihilists, is actino- much more in accordance with

popular feeling than England is when she is attempt-

ing to repress crime in Ireland ?

There is no constitutional form of government

which to Russians does not seem a bit of humbug.

Several English friends of mine—not only Mr.

Carlyle—agree with us on that point. But because

they dislike that form of government, they do not

play the part of Guy Fawkes. Besides, I cannot

imagine how they could replace their government ?

Any other, I daresay, would work in England still

worse. IIow can one help regarding criminals other-

wise than as criminals—if one is not Mr. Cowen,

who ffave the cordial hand of o-reetinof- to men whose

hands reek with tlie blood of the sovereign who

emancipated our serfs and liberated Bulgaria ?

We do not press anybody to adopt an autocracy,

I
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and if we did, we should shrink from supporting a

propaganda of dynamite. Why, then, should English

Liberals persist in pressing upon us a system

unsuited to us, and glorify propagandists whose idea

of abolishing autocracy is to blow up an autocrat ?

But how little English people know of the Nihilists

if they candidly imagine that their object is to pro-

cure a constitutional government in Russia! The

Nihilists, knowing English pet crotchets, may tell

them that kind of thing, and some people like to be

deceived ; but we know better. One of the Nihilist

organs, published at Geneva, laughs at the foolish

falsehoods accepted by the ' Fortnightly Review ' of

the constitutional aims of Prince Krapotkine. He is

an anarchist, not a constitutionalist. His paper,

' La Revolte,' is the organ of the party of European

anarchy. Even a Republic is not enough for him,

for it still represents an authority, and insists upon

order and discipline. He is avowedly an anarchist.

Anybody, studying the history of our times, must

understand the meaning of that word. It is a terrible

word, and, when supported by deeds, the cause of

unspeakable horrors and miseries, worse even than

those of any unhappy war.

In all Europe where is there a Republic so near

an ideal of the advanced Left as in France ? There

they have universal suffrage, triennial Chambers,

peasant proprietorship, equality, liberty, and fra-

ternity, inscribed on every public building. The

workmen are free to combine ; everyone, even (1 beg
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pardon for uttcriii<:; such a name) Louise Micliel, is free

to mako spooclies at all kinds of meetings. Tlic press

is (juite at liberty to invent all kinds of fiction. But

the anarchists are as dissatisfied there as anywhere in

the world, even in Russia. Prince Krapotkine himself

is as ready to recommend tlynamite in the Republic

as in the Empire. If anybody doubt that, let him or

her read the ' Revolte.'

When dynamite was used at Monceau-les-Mines,

the ' Revolte ' exulted in the introduction of that

explosive into French politics. ' France,' it ex-

claimed, ' is in full revolution. The movements at

]\Ionceau and Lyons are the preludes of a great

popular rising, whose watchwords will be, " Vive

la revolution sociale ! vive I'anarchie ! Mort aux

bourgeois !
" In all be against property and owner-

ship. When the people this time take up arms,

the revolution will be made for the expropriation of

all social wealth, to put a final end to slavery. The

mot cVordre of the approaching revolution will not be

one of those empty formulas which some wish to impose

upon us. It will be the cry of " Vive I'anarchie!
"

a cry which sums up all the aspirations of the nine-

teenth century; to that all the true revolutionists

will rally, and this time the revolution will not fail.

It is the insurrection at Monceau which has produced

this immense result.' A brilliant prospect, is it

not ? The very thing to imitate

!

I should like to ask my English readers, is there

any government in England—even if Mr. Cowen
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himself was Prime Minister—wliicli would not

suppress such a propaganda of anarchy when it

began to strike terror by murder ? No matter how

faulty the government may be—and every govern-

ment, without exception, has a very great many

faults—it is justified in regarding such doctrines as

intolerable, and in treating their professors as enemies

of human kind. Society is not organised on prin-

ciples of anarchy, and it is not the duty of authorities

who are charged with its defence to capitulate to

anarchists and assassins.

In England there is a curious idea that you may

ignore such facts with safety. Truth remains truth

even when peoph; dislike accepting it, and there are

fires which go across channels and seas. The old

English saying, ' Experience is never worth aught till

it has been dearly bought ' seems to be forgotten in

this country. England will have to pay some day

for her mistake in making heroes of the cosmopolitan

anarchists of the Continent. I am no authority on

these matters, but it strikes me that in no city of

the world are the extremes of abject poverty and

enormous wealth so often seen as in London. It

also seems to me that the landed proprietors are ab-

solutely isolated against a sudden rush of the lawless

proletariat. I wonder if Englishmen will be pleased

to know that one of the tracts which the Nihilists

circulate among our peasants is devoted almost en-

tirely to describing the miserable lot of the poor in

England. ' If the Russian people,' says the author
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of ' From Fire into Flame,' ' does not take care, it

will soon be as badly off as the people of England,

a land which, during the last sixty years, has become

one great prison, only that men work harder there

than m any gaol. In London, the richest city in the

world, during the last ten years, 3,292 labourers have

died of starvation.' The hero of another Nihilist ro-

mance, after seeing children plaiting straw in English

villages, and sleeping in foul cellars after fifteen or

eighteen hours' labour, goes to a revolutionary meet-

ing, where he learns from English lips that ' there

draws nigh the terrible deadty contest between the

working people and their oppressors. Already over

all the land are spread our friends and comrades.

Already do they everywhere secretly sharpen knives

and prepare matches. Like a torrent will blood flow,

like a burning mountain will glow fires,' and so forth.

Clearly, if London is allowed for the moment to be

a nest of Nihilist assassins, it is from no admiration

of your social system that they honour you with their

presence, nor will you have long to wait before you

experience some of the ' advantages ' of your hospi-

tality.

Skobeleff was the very opposite of a Nihilist.

He was an idealist, full of faith and enthusiasm. He

explained Nihilism by a defect in our system of

education. ' Panslavism was founded,' he told a

friend in Paris, ' upon faith in God and love for the

brethren, both of which were embodied in the Orthodox

Church.' AVith him, as with all of us, Church and
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country are indissolubly united. He who is false to

one is seldom, can seldom be true to another, and a

weakening of faith in the first is often preliminary to

loss of faith in the other.

Skobeleff never expounded his political ideas at

great length. He left that to others. To understand

the system which he enthusiastically supported, read

the speeches of M. AksakofF, M. George Samarine,

and others. Take, for instance, this very clear state-

ment of the Russian view of autocracy, which was

written by G. Samarine, in 1862, and presented to

his Majesty privately (as is often done in Russia

by people who occupy no political position what-

soever) at a time when there were rumours that a

Constitution was to be promulgated.

A report is current, that an address has been drawn

up for signature in Moscow, demanding a Constitution.

I, for my part, refuse to believe it, and say to everyone

that this is nonsense, a falsehood. But such impossible

and unlooked for things take place in these days, that

perhaps after all some insane parody or other is being

played even on the theme in question. If true it be, then

I propose to put down in writing and give currency to

something of the following description. We deem our-

selves in conscience bound to make a full and public state-

ment of our views on the subject of contemporory

rumours about a restriction of autocratic power in Russia.

We do not acknowledge the truths of the theory

dejuredioino elaborated by Western scholasticism and re-

peated at second hand by our own clergy. To affirm that

the supreme imperial power pertains to any dynasty by

right in virtue of the force of Divine law, that it belongs
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to it by birth, tliat a wliole nation has boon [^ivon over by

Ciod as an entailed property to one person or family—this,

in our opinion, is bhisi>hemy. The law of God blesses

imperial power in yencraJ, and imposes on every person the

dnty of submittingf to it, because the imperial order {this or

that), as being the actual condition of social life, serves to

accomplish ends foreordained for the good of mankind.

In that sense, ' there is no power but of God.' But what

is this 'power, and what are we to understand by acknow-

ledging the power ? The Church leaves this an open ques-

tion. It does not affect her. The Saviour and the

Apostles founded the Church and gave to mankind a doc-

trine bearing on the relation of man to God ; but tliey

did not constitute forms of government and did not write

a Constitution. To elaborate for itself a form of govern-

ment, a limited or an unlimited monarchy, one aristocratic

or republican—that is the affair of the people itself.

E^ery nation constitutes for itself a power according to

its needs and convictions, and that power ordained by it,

receives the significance of a power binding on each in-

dividual pertaining to that nation.

To declare our opinion in this matter and to set at

rest misunderstanding, which might easily arise out of

what follows, w^e address ourselves to the question agitated

at the present time, and we openlj- affirm that we regard

every attempt to limit the supreme power which is now
being made in Russia as a foolish proceeding, because it

is impossible, and if it were possible, it would rightly be

called a calamity and a crime against the people.

We have called this impossible, because on Russian

territory there is no power invested in which one could

limit that of another the autocracy. To whatever pitch

of mental derangement adult minds may have reached at

this time, it is impossible to reckon government schools,

universities, or literary clubs, of this or that colour, as

power. We will allow that all these can do much harm
;
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give rise in tliis country to a host of wild conceptions,

pervert the common judgment, draw some generations

aside from th.e historic path and render them unfit for

life ; but all this is but a manifestation of simply negative

strength, not creative nor life-giving. Poison is also

strength, but one which destroys and does not give life.

"We have an historic, positive strength—the nation and
ar. other power—the autocratic Tzar. The latter is also a

positive historic power, but only in consequence of the

people's strength having evolved it out of itself, and be-

cause the former strength recognises in the Tzar its per-

sonification, its outward expression. As long as autocracy

embraces these two conditions it is lawful and invincible.

God grant we may not live to experience his strength on

some square opposed to some handful or other of discon-

tented persons. But it is time to give a timely account to

oneself of the consequences of the quarrel, in which pas-

sionate people are calling upon it to engage. Let us sup-

pose that some hundred pupils of a government institute

collect together, and let us suppose that this number is

swelled by some dozens of persons who have not yet suc-

ceeded in reconciling themselves to the abolition of serf-

dom ; suppose that a few noisy journalists join this body,

along with a few neighbouring drunkards, and a handful

of burgesses and valets thoroughly infected with the spirit

of revolution ; in a word, suppose that everyone who
would wish to see the fall of autocracy has surrounded the

Winter Palace. If the Tzar, summoned by their cries,

should rise and merely glance over the heads of that

sprinkling of people, and if the crowd behind it should

understand that it has offended the Tzar, what then ?

Will he say, ' Well deserved !

' or will he move a body of

troops against it for self-defence ? Those who find this

question a doubtful one had better turn for information to

the peaceful arbiters who for six months have been about

among the people, and who are of all most likely to listen
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to a straiL,'litl<»r\v;inl slatoiiaMit of its jj^riovanoos and hopes.

Tlu'y will say, with one voie'c, that, the aspirations of the

pooplo jj;o strai<:fht to thr licart of llic T/ar, switt as an

oliH'trii' current, borne through all intermediate classes

anil institutions and social layers, and that no i)i'r80)i or

thliiii can arrest iton its course ; that all such intermediate

media, in the eyes of the people, serve only as an obstacle

which stands in the w'ay of its union with the Tzar, and

that there has long been concluded between them a com-

pact for mutual aid, not, indeed, enunciated in so many
Avords, but well understood and intelligible to all. If

—

which God forbid—they should chauce in the general re-

action to meet with something in the way of opposition,

would not that ' something ' produce exactly the same

result as that which would overtake a frail canoe caught

between two billows advancing one against the other?

But let us take another view of the matter
;
perhaps when

a cry is raised in the square, and the sound is heard of

broken panes of glass, they would take fright in the

Winter Palace and come to terms
;
possibly in a moment

of terror some concession might be extorted ; or if the

people are not duly fired by ideas of progress and civilisa-

tion, and by those who consider themselves in the van of

enlightenment, is there perhaps not something else which

would fire their enthusiasm, even supposing, for instance,

they were promised the abolition of the law of recruiting,

the abolition of taxes, &c. ?
' In other words, one can act

without the people and one can deceive the people. Both

these devices have been bad recourse to. Anna Ivanovna

sicrned the Constitution that had been thrust into her

hands, and on the day following tore it to pieces ; but the

people of that day who advocated constitutions were more

considerable in numbers thin such advocates are now,

' We must not lose sight of the fact that this was written in 18G2,

before the abolition of tlie law of recruiting, and the introduction of

many reforms.
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though of a milder temperament. There is another

example to the point : on December 14, on the strength

of a lying order, two regiments of the Guards were led

out on the Palace Square. What came of this incident ?

. . . The fraud was powerless to move the people. So,

then, the limitation of the autocracy is impossible.

Besides, we remarked that, even if this were possible,

we should deem it a calamity. We explain the reason.

All contemporary ills which afflict our land may be said to

come to this— our imperial order is not proportionate to

our strength and growth ; the government stands in need

of more than the land produces, and little by little con-

sumes the land. Aa a foil to that evil, a constitutional

form of government would not only not effect a cure, but,

on the contrary, would make matters worse. We know,

by experience, that where constitutional forms take their

rise, not as the spontaneous fruit of free development in

the life of a people, but are borrowed from without, ready

made, like the cut of a coat, they have this direct and in-

evitable result—the strengthening of centi'alisation, not

merely administrative but intellectual, in the development

of enlightenment among the people. One point, one town

becomes the autocratic ruler of all the country ; thence to

that central point of political action tend the majority of

the people, the bulk of capital and of means, attracted by

the hope of a fine career by reason of an attractive stir
;

but meanwhile life in the provinces grows torpid, the

spirit of independence is weakening, and little by little

everything grows dependent on directions given from

above. For the first instance centralisation was esta-

blished as a consequence of that strong tendency of

popular forces to one central point ; subsequently it was

strengthened unwillingly, as a consequence of a continuous

exhaustion of the whole organism, as the sole means of

filling the void and arresting the morbid torpor in its ex-

tremities. St. Petersburg, the centre of autocracy, is a heavy
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biirJoii for Ilussia to bt-ar ; as a centre of constitutional

government it would stran<j[le her outri<i[lit.

Further, the first condition of proper historic develop-

ment is sincerity and uprio^htness. By this I understand

a correspondence of that which finds its expression in

words, deeds, institutions, customs, with that which con-

stitutes the essence of a people's life. Every constitu-

tional form of government is founded on the right of the

majority, acknowledged as a fact of legal predominance

—

an undoubted power—over weakness, over partial attrac-

tions and interests. But, if the minority arrogate to it-

self the vocation and rights of the majority, it is evident

that the whole representation of constitutionalism is

turned into a seditious lie. Whatever character a limited

monarchy might assume amongst us—for no particular

form has been sketched out for it—the masses, as a

material or instrument or lifeless substance, would be left

without it. I think it is evident enough that the people

could neither mediately nor immediately be active partici-

pators in any sort of constitution whatever. Firstly, the

people do not wish for a Constitution, because they trust

in the good intentions of their autocratic Tzar, and have

absolutely no faith whatever in classes and cliques, for

the benefit of which the absolute power might be subjected

to limitation ; secondly, the people are illiterate, the

people are isolated and formed into other societies ; b}^ the

reforms of Peter the people have been jerked out of the rut

of historic development ; they are unfitted to be so, they

cannot take part in representative institutions. We cannot

therefore have a popular Constitution, but one acting apart

from the people—that is to sa!y, a government by minorities,

acting without the authority of the majority, is a lie and

a fraud. We have enough and to spare of false pro-

gress, false enlightenment, and false culture ; may God

grant we may not live to see in our midst a false freedom
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and a false Constitution ! Tlie Litter falsehood would

work more bitter mischief than the former ones.

It is now scarcely needful to explain why we have

called every attempt made at this present time to change

the form of government amongst us a crime perpetrated

against the people. Whoever puts forward such claims,

under the imj)ression that he is speaking for the people

and in its name, we can only regard as an object of pity.

He who thinks it of no consequence what the people

think and feel, he who wilfully despises them, and by his

own authority lays violent hands on what the people has

created, and on what the x^eople loves—that man is a
usurper.

We are firml}^ persuaded that all the talk of the pre-

sent day about introducing another form of government
is nothing more nor less than vain twaddle, which can

lay claim neither to justice nor to sincerity. It is not

of this that Eussia stands in need. After the liberation

of the peasants, which could only have been peacefully and
successfully carried out by an absolute monarch, what we
want is, toleration in matters of religion, a cessation of

discourses against dissent by police agents, publicity and
independent courts of justice, freedom of the press, as

the only means to drive out all infectious juices which
poison our literature, and thereby to call out a free re-

action of sincere convictions and honourable sound

judgment ; we need a simplification of local administra-

tion, a reform of taxation, free access to means of en-

lightenment, a limitation of unproductive expenditure, a

reduction in Court attendants, &c. &c. And all this can
be done not only without limiting the absolute power, but

more speedily and more easily by an autocratic will, fear-

less and without suspicion, mindful of his absolute power,

and therefore a careful guardian of the free expression of

the people's mind and the people's needs.'

' The liuss, No. 29, May 30.

A A
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That paper was writU'ii twenty years ai(o, but the

eoiivietioiis wliieh it expresses are unelian^ed to-Jay.

When tlie present Kniperor came to the throne, the

citizens iA' Moscow j>rcsente(l him witli an addi'css, in

which they asserted :

We firmly believe that the historical power which

created the unity of Russia, with all her external strenj^th,

and has put the fouudation to the emancipation of the

serfs, endowed with landed property, will save Russia out

of her temporary difficulties. We firmly believe that only

in the affectionate union betiveen the Emperor and his people,

and not in the sham conventional-constitutionalJbrms taken

from abroad, lies our salvation. Using the words of our

Church, we may say that we firmly believe that God will

give you power, strength, and wisdom necessary for

achieving your difficult task. We firmly believe that the

real sons of Russia will defend with all their heart and

soul the traditions of their fathers, and that the renovation,

as it happened two and a half centuries ago, will be spread

fi'om Moscow over all the rest of Russia.

It is true that the assassination of the Emperor

will seem incompatible with the devotion expressed

by Moscow to the autocracy ; but we see in that

parricide only the result of the apostasy from the

national and traditional path of Russian develop-

ment. I cannot do better than reproduce here the

remarkable speech addressed by M. AksakotF to the

St. Petersburg Benevolent Slavonic Society, March,

1881, on this very subject. M. Aksakoff said :

—

Gentlemen,—I came from Moscow to take part in your

assembly, and to join my Moscow voice to yours. I should

gi-eatly like to convey to you what is said and thought at
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Moscow, but it is beyond expression by spoken word. How,
indeed, are we to define the impressions whicli fill our

souls at this moment? It is sorrow, it is grief, it is

shame and horror—a kind of solemn foreboding horror.

Divine judgment is now risen up against us. It is God
Himself, living in history, who is sending us His terrible

revelations. We are now standing before Him, and called

upon to answer. What is the answer we are giving ? Is

there any answer we could give ? Let everyone appeal to

his conscience. Is he not partly to be blamed for the

infamy which has deserved the punishment of God and

stained our country in the eyes of the whole world ? Let

us not deceive ourselves. We are on the edge of ruin.

One step more in the fatal direction we followed with such

criminal light-headedness, and we attain to blood and

chaos ! This is no exaggeration, no mere words. Do not

flatter yourselves with dreams. If our country is mute, it

is because she is wondering and amazed. Do you realise

the meaning of the silent wondering of many millions of

people? Their breast is swelling like an ocean, full of

heavy thoughts. No external calamity could be comjjared

to the moral burden caused by the villainy of March 1.

The Emperor is murdered ; the same Emperor who
was the greatest benefactor to his country, who emanci-

pated, bestowing upon them human and civil rights, tens

of millions of Russian peasants. He is murdered; not

from personal vengeance, not for booty, but precisely be-

cause he is the Emperor, the crowned head, the represen-

tative, the first man of his country, that vital, single man,

who personified the very essence, the whole image, the

whole strength and power, of Russia. From time im-

memorial that power constituted the strength of the

country. The attempt directed against the person of the

Tzar is always directed against the whole j)eoj)le ; but in

this case the whole historical principle of the national life
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has boon attaolccil, tlio aiilooratio powor bostowocl upon

the Emporor b}' tho country itself. Who are those who
dared to bring that awful shame upon the people, and, as

if by mockery, in the name of the people ? Who are they ?

Is it merely a handful of criminals, blood-thirsty block-

heads, enslaved by the demon of destruction? Where
did they come from? Let us address that question

sternly to ourselves. Is it not the product of our moral

treason, of which is guilty almost all the so-called liberal

press. Can it be anything else but the logical, ex-

treme expression of that Westernism which, since the

time of Peter the Great, demoralised both our govern-

ment and our society, and has already marred all the

spiritual manifestations of our national life ? Not con-

tent to profit by all the riches of European thought and

knowledge, we borrowed her spirit, developed by a foreign

history and foreign religion. We began idolising Europe,

worshipping her gods and her idols ! Who is to be

blamed ? Some forty years ago has not Khomiakoffwarned

us, threatening us with Divine punishment for ' deserting

all that is sacred to our hearts ' ? But really, what are

these ' Anarchists,' ' Social Democrats,' and Revolution-

ists, as they call themselves ? Have they the smallest

particle of Russian spirit in all their aspirations and aims ?

Is there the slightest shade in their teachings of a protest

against the real shortcomings of which Russia is suffering ?

Just the opposite ; what they despise most is precisely

the Russian people. In their servile imitation of foreign

teaching and foreign idols, they only borrow what can

easily be explained, if not excused, in Western Europe by

historical and social conditions. There results of that

kind are the natural protest caused by unequal partition

of land, the unjust reign of the bourgeoisie over the fourth

class—deprived of all civil organisation and political

rights—a protest, therefore, against the present constitu-

tional forms.
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But that injustice is exactly what we do not possess.

Thank God, and thanks to that very martyr-Emperor so

brutally murdered, our ' fourth class,' or our peasantry,

forming almost eighty per cent, of the whole realm, now
possess land, organisation, and the most complete self-

government. To this very day, that fourth class is the

keeper of our historical instinct, of our religion, and of the

whole element of our political organism. They, and not

the so-called ' Tntelligencia,' are the real supporters of

our country. The memory of our ' Zemskie assemblies,'

summoned by the will of the autocratic power, is not lost

in our history, and no efforts of our bureaucracy, and the

pseudo-liberal worshippers of tlie Western political organi-

sation, will be strong enough to stop in the future the

renovation of that precious homogeneous union between

the sovereign and the land (zemstvo).

And is it not monstrous that now, when violent pro-

tests are heard everywhere in the West against constitu-

tionalism and parliamentarism, that in Russia the so-

called ' Intelligencia ' should be craving for the constitu-

tional rags that Europe will have the charity to throw

to her valets !

Who accepts the causes has also to accept their logical

consequences. Who accej)ts the Western Constitution

has also to bear the last expression of Western political

life, viz, social revolution with all its manifestations.

But can such be the result of the historical thousand

years' harvest of the Russian people ? Its patience con-

quered all, every kind of misfortune, and remained, in spite

of all, faithful to its civil and moral principles. Worse
than all the external calamities was the moral treason of

its leading class, powerful through knowledge and deve-

lopment. The reforms of Peter the Great weakened our

memory and disabled us from understanding our own his-

tory—so very different from that of the West. Conquest
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is not at tho bottom of our historical life, as is the case

in all the Western countries. Our history begins with

quite a voluntary and rational appeal to power. The

same appeal was repeated much later, in 1G12, and gave

the foundation to the present reigning dynasty, cm-

powered with autocracy, and nothing and nobody could

induce the country to alter that shape of government.

Such was the will, such was the inspiration of the national

spirit.

Our history does not possess, therefore, that funda-

mental fact, which characterises the political life of the

Western Powers of Europe, the antagonism between the

people and a power imposed by conquest. That anta-

gonism, however, is the very foundation of Western

constitutionalism. It is a mere agreement ; a compromise

between two camps hostile to each other, mistrusting

each other ; a kind of treaty, surrounded with all sorts of

conditions. To evade those conditions tvithoiit contradict-

ing the letter of the agreement, constitutes the great talent

of the rulers as well as of those who are ruled. Struggle

for power—that is the real sense of the political life of

European countries. The foundation of their administra-

tion is a kind of mechanical apparatus ; the centre of

power and mind, of an unlimited power, belongs to the

majority of voices based upon the numbers of the repre-

sentatives. Thus some ten voices—often bribed and

bought—autocratically decide the destinies of the people,

forming the actual majority, in comparison of which

the parliamentary majority is a few grains of sand

compared to the sandy wilderness of Sahara. But that

autocrat, composed of several numerical units, bears no

moral responsibility before its conscience and the country,

responsibility which falls heavily on the one personal re-

presentative of the supreme power. More than that, the

so-called lowest class, forming the great bulk of the coun-
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try, is not even represented in the Chambers. It is

simply excluded, it is despised by the Western 'Intelli-

gencia.'

During the First Republic the French Representative

Assembly declared—quite legally as far as the form was

concerned, and in the name of the people—that the wor-

ship addressed to God was null, and replaced by adoration

of the ' Goddess of Reason; ' and all that in the face of

tens of millions of true believers, but of men deprived of

any legal voice, and thus unable to protest at all. The
same thing happened in France the other day. It is

ordered now to put in all the primary schools, instead of

the word God, the word Nature, Is this not a study

illustrative of popular Western representation? What
is the use of political rights which allow, in the name of

liberty and law, such a revolting infraction of freedom and
truth ?

Such are the kinds of freedom promised to Russia by

worshippers of European liberal institutions. But the in-

stincts and the notions of freedom in the Russian people

are higher and broader than in any part of the world, be-

cause they are free from the conventional and formal

element, and are based on moral truth. They are easily

traced in our self-government, the broadest of Europe, and

in the largest application of the elective element. There

was no antagonism between our Emperor and the people,

as our superior power has been voluntarily recognised by

the whole country.

The Russian people has not entrusted full j)ower to a

heartless, soulless, mechanical apparatus, but to the 'holiest

of beings '—to a man with a human soul, with a Russian

heart, and a Christian conscience. The people know, and

know well, the drawbacks of every human institution, but

feel at the same time the power to overcome and improve

them. And our former Tzars have not deceived their hopes
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aiul oont'ulonce ; tlu\y licld majestically and rig-orouf^ly their

imiu'i-ial title, aiul askcil t\)r advioo the whole Russian

land in the shape of our Zfinxku' Sobori/, and the laud

never failed to brin<^ in response the love and the truthful

thoughts of the whole nation. There was no mentioning

any political rights, or supporting any kind of political

doctrine. It was the regidar, the natural manifestation of

national life itself. Neither the people nor the autocratic

Tzar ever thought themselves otherwise than in a con-

stant moiul and intellectual alliance of unity. The
superior power, far from finding itself attacked, was
supported by millions of loving hearts and intellects.

And therefore, after the destructive calamities which took

place before the year 1612, after that epoch, it gradually

became, to the amazement of the whole world, one of the

most powerful countries. The Emperor Peter the Great's

reforms have changed all that. I admit that change had
its cause, its raison d'etre ; but now it exists no more ; any

obstinacy shown in that direction by the Government
or the ' Intelligencia ' would be fatal, and has already

been the cause of our present state. But, if our adminis-

tration has forsaken for a time its national traditions, the

nation itself remains faithful.

There is, however, another side of the question, of

which I beg permission to say a few words. All that

Nihilism, Socialism, that last word of Western European
life, has a moral underlining. The idea of a State could

nowhere be developed with such fullness and consistency

as in the heathen world, where it constituted the highest

idea of truth. Christianity showing to the man the

highest vocation outside and above the State, designated

the principle of Divine truth as the moral source of every

strength and power. But, as soon as the Christian world

forgets the notion of God, the modern foundation of the

State is shaken, as Christianity is the only great principle
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subduing, moderating in due limits, the development of

mere State principle. Society, which repudiates Christi-

anity, but at the same time is unable to give up the exigen-

cies inspired by Christian truths, individual freedom, and

other Christian ideals—such a society is doomed to search

only in the State for the realisation of all these ideals,

though they are perfectly unattainable in that region. In

rejecting the spiritual weapon, that highest moral motive

for good, based upon faith in supernatural truth, there

remains only material force, however legal it may be.

But a Christian cannot simply cease to be a Christian

;

he will continually struggle with his former God, in his

own soul and in the outside world. Arid the more he

struggles the more discontented he becomes. Therefore

the final fate of every Christian society which excluded

Christ from itself is rebellion and revolution. But re-

bellion creates nothing, and from rebellion to rebellion

you come to anarchy, to a complete self- negation. The

beginning of all this is to be traced already in Western

Europe. In denying the existence of God and his soul,

the man deifies the body, and is subdued by animal in-

stincts. Such is the political and spiritual path recom-

mended to Russia. After she has been covered with the

so-called Liberal constitutional organisation by our social

revolutionists, and that part of our ' Intelligencia ' who
stupidly imagine that you may stop half-way, they try to

displace from her historical and Christian ground that

Russia, which to this moment we call ' Holy Russia,' and

simple people generally designate themselves as ' Chris-

tians ' and ' Orthodox world.'

No, that shall never happen ! Our people is hostile

to Liberalism preached along with the negation of

Christian faith and Christian morality, and which ex-

presses the greatest contempt for the political and

spiritual belief of the Russian land.
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The time is come for us to betliink ourselves. The

time is come to fix our mobile heart, our mobile thoughts,

ou the rock of Divine and national truth. I am happy to

have been able to express alouil, in the name of the

Slavonic society, the civil and moral aims and ideals of

the Russian people. But that is not sufficient. It is

necessary—it is absolutely necessary—for us to implore

our Emperor to allow us, the whole country, the whole

nation, to surround his throne and to express fearlessly,

openly to the whole world, our horror and indignation to

all who dare to make any attempt against what is most

sacred to our national feeling, the historical principle of

the autocracy, whicli constitutes the very foundation of

our political life. Yes ; let us implore that the old union

between the Emperor and the country shall be revived,

based upon reciprocal, sincere confidence, love, and union

of souls.

Possibly M. Aksakoff's terminology and modest

thought may be too Russian to be appreciated in the

West, or, perhaps, even to be understood. Let me,

therefore, supplement his remarks by giving in an

Appendix some extracts from a very good reply to

Professor Dragamanoflf, which Baron Nicholas Fred-

ericks, of St. Petersburg, published within a few weeks

of M. Aksakoff's speech. Baron Fredericks gives

a more occidental—a more St. Petersburg view of

the autocracy—but it is sufficiently Russian to de-

serve attention. Baron Fredericks is a man of ex-

perience, and for a St. Petersburger his views are

decidedly worth hearing.^

We ma}" be wrong, everybody is w^rong some-

' Vide Apijendix B.
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times, about the constitntional question. But whether

we are right or wrong, there can be no doubt that tlie

conventionahties of the West seem to us mere cant

—

an element which to us is most repulsive. You might

as well say that people take smallpox because of the

colour of their eyes, as to attribute all the troubles

from which we suffer to the lack of a Constitution.

It is really too absurd to read the grave lectures

which are addressed to poor Russia by her sapient

critics of the West. A mob, plundered to the bone

by Jewish usurers, turns suddenly upon its oppres-

sors and wrecks their houses and hunts them throuo'h

the street. If this is on our side of the Carpathians,

it is held up to the world as the natural consequence

of despotism. ' What can you expect in a country

so barbarous as to submit to an autocrat? ' All pro-

testations that the causes of the anti-Jewish movement

are, not constitutional, but economic ; that bad coun-

sels, in some cases given by Nihilistic instigations,

have resulted in illegal protests, are obstinately

ignored. But, if the selfsame attacks on the Jews

take place on the English side of the Carpathians,

in constitutional Hungary, then, all at once, it is dis-

covered that the anti-Jewish riots have no connection

whatever with Magyar constitutionalism. They are

due to any cause but the form of government of the

State in which they occur. It is just the same with

Nihilism. We have our Nihilists, our dynamitards,

and so have other countries, even those blest with

the freest institutions of the world. But when a
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Niliilist explodes a boml) in Russia, lie is the natural

})ro(luct of despotism. Wlien be uses dynamite in

France, he is merely a miscreant and a criminal.

' \ irtue and vice,' says M. Taine, 'arc products like

vitriol and suo-ar ;
' but what are we to think ol" tliis

anomalous classitication wherein the products change

their character with their geographical locations? In

the Baltic provinces, the peasants, imitating the ex-

ploits of the Irish, have also shot one of their land-

lords. This was fortunately a unique case. In

Ireland this is the result of landlordism, and can be

easily explained—some of my friends positively

assert—by the history of Ireland. But in the Baltic

provinces, when the same phenomenon occurs, it is

attributed in some mysterious way to the Pan-

slavists.

Now all this strikes us as so ridiculous, so trans-

parently absurd, that we can hardly take seriously any

remonstrances addressed to us by those who show

such bad faith, or at least such p«7'ff jom. If Eng-

lish critics wish to be attended to, let them at least

apply the canons of their criticisms impartially to

Russians and to their neighbours. What is virtue

in a ]\Iagyar cannot be vice in a Russian. Neither

can the mere fact that he lives east or west of a cer-

tain parallel of latitude convert an assassin into a

hero, or vice versa.

A very distinguished friend of mine, M. Anatole

Leroy Beaulieu, who has shown an exceptional energy

and good faith in studying Russian histor}- and Rus-
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sian life, recently published, in the second volume of

his very interesting work, ' L'Empire des Tzars,' a

diagnosis of our social malaise, and a prescription for

our cure. Of course the prescription was a Constitu-

tion, Has any Frenchman or Englishman, except

Mr. Carlyle and Mr. Froude, ever seen a disease which

a Constitution would not cure ; of course always

excepting in their own Eastern dominions? The

countries for whose good government they are respon-

sible, and the conditions of which they must know

the best, are just those where our Western mentors

most resolutely refuse to apply their constitutional

instrument. Germans, with their usual scientific

thoroughness, are more cautious in their liberal

doctrines.

Two years ago, on my way to Moscow, I stopped

for a few days at St. Petersburg. I went to see there

an old friend of mine, a German by birth, Protestant

by creed, but, having always been in close contact

with thorough Russians, very devoted to Russia.

' Well,' said I, ' what have you been doing since we
parted?' 'Sighing, sighing, and longing. . .

.' 'Oh,

yes,' interrupted I, ' of course longing for constitu-

tional freedom, for Western progress, as almost every-

body in Petersburg ?

'

' Not in the least,' was the reply ;
' nothing of tlie

sort. What do we long for ?—it is power, unity of

power, harmony of power, confidence in power, fide-

lity to power. . . . St. i*etersburg is carried away by

shallow phrases, loud words. It is so opposed to the
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Kussian character to prefer words to deeds, sham to

reality. But this is our present tendency. Life

becomes intolerable, simply because one meets too

many traitors to Russia, traitors to Russian views,

traitors to Russian traditions, to real Russian inte-

rests. If I went abroad as often as you do, I would

only implore our advisers to think of themselves, and

to let us alone. But people naturally prefer thinking

of others, especially if they fancy they can find causes

for blame and noble indignation. Cela ri oblige a

rien, et neanmoins cela pose

!

'

I had warmly praised M. Leroy Beaulieu's first

volume, in an article written before the second ap-

peared, and the words I had used about the first were

ingeniously used by one of my critics to cover a

laudatory resume of M. Leroy Beaulieu's constitu-

tional prescriptions. It was a clever trick, often

used they tell me, by ' truthful ' servants of good

faith. In reality, I endorsed the first volume, and

disagreed with several parts of the second, though

M. Leroy Beaulieu is very moderate, and admits

honestly so many difi3.culties in the use of his pre-

scriptions, that one is not altogether sure about the

way he would take himself, if suddenly he were

changed into Jupiter, and obliged to organise Russia

at a moment's notice.

Russia, thank God ! is not on the verge of rum

or of revolution, as M. Leroy Beaulieu supposes.

Those who have witnessed the great national exhi-

bitions which we held this year at Moscow know
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that Russia, instead of decaying, is making gigantic

strides in material progress. Against all the asser-

tions of the Nihilists put this suggestive fact, recog-

nised and stated by the ' Economist,' that in the first

eight months of this year, the percentage of increase

of traffic on the Russian railways has been seven

times greater than that on English railways in the

same period ; eleven times as great as the French

lines, and thrice as much as the most prosperous Hnes

of Europe. An increase of twenty-three per cent, in

railway receipts, I willmgly admit, is no proof of

other than material prosperity. Russians, at least,

do not gauge everything by a metallic standard
;

but it is at least a proof that the universal bank-

ruptcy and ruin which is supposed to be impend-

ing, is not visible from the railway.

What is the principle of a constitutional govern-

ment? Is it a government of the people by the

people? To that we have no objection. All our

government is based upon that idea. All that we

ask for is, that the people who govern shall be people

who understand the affairs with which they have to

do. Our peasants understand the affairs of their

commune ; they have therefore authority to govern

the commune. They manage its affairs, because they

are their own affairs. But they do not understand

Kuldja treaties or Egyptian protectorates ; they arc

even unable to understand the difference between

Lord Beaconsfield and Mr. Gladstone. What better

instance can I give of their incapacity for understand-
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ing? Those (|iiostions are, therefore, lelt in the hands

of those who are laniiliar with siicli things. In

Enghind. 1 willingly admit, the case is quite dif-

ferent. The English peasant has no voice in the govern-

ment of his commune. He is consulted only about

affairs of ' haute politique,' That does not seem to us

the most sensible plan
;
but we are not so imper-

tinent as to urge England to adopt Russian customs.

Let everybody mind his own business and avoid

foreign novelties. Few things pleased me more than

a Court reception in England. Could anything be

more picturesque and unlike what you see anywhere

else? One felt as if old times came back at a mo-

ment's notice, and that England, in the face of the

whole world and all its representatives, liked to be

as she was before, firmly clingmg to her own habits

and tastes, proudly disdaining the whimsical fancies

of fashion, the very nature of which is to be speedily

replaced and speedily thrown to oblivion. Had the

Russian Slavophils their own way, we also would

look more old-fashioned and more like ourselves.

But, I must apologise for those frivolous remarks,

and listen to the solemn voices of our judges. ' We
object to the one man power,' says one. ' We cannot

tolerate the autocracy of an individual,' says the

other. . .
.' I feel amazed and puzzled. But really

—surely it was not a dream which I saw from 1876

to 1880 ? Surely, England under Lord Beacons-

field's government did not seem so very much

opposed herself to one man power ? My English
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Liberal friends often urged me ' to admit that all that

happened in those bad times was not England's

doing, but that of her absolute ruler.' His will

—

not England's—was law. Even the majority of the

nation could only protest when he led them from

one extravagance to another. He put armies and

fleets in motion without asking the consent of Parlia-

ment, and he got as much money from the country

as he liked for the display of his forces. He adopted

one policy after the other, without any control or

restraint. In Afghanistan England's traditional policy

was reversed. He reversed first England's tradi-

tional policy, and then his own, in the Balkan

Peninsula ;
and all the time these antics were going on

the majority of the English people could only smg
hymns of despair, and wait till the English autocrat,

deluded by his own power, made an imprudent step

and committed political suicide by allowing a general

election. Fortunately, the man who can be con-

sidered as Lord Beaconsfield's extreme came to

power. But all the people I see, or at least all the

people whose opinions have any weight, tell me that

no man in Europe, not even exceiDting our own
Emperor, is more absolute than Mr. Gladstone. At
his bidding the House of Lords pass one measure

after another which they most abhor ; at his

command the House of Commons reluctantly con-

sents to impose— after twenty days' talking—the

closure upon interminable debates, which formed a

B B
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kind of concert wliicli no impresario in tlie world

would tolerate more than one night.

Mr. Gladstone's o]>ponents are powerless. Queen,

princes, lords, (•(•mmoiis, all the estates of the realm

are as nothing compared with him. It is no doubt a

noble s})ectacle, the devotion of the ilnglish people to

their greatest statesman ; but what about ' the one

man power ' ?

I shall be told, I daresay, the English can

tolerate an autocrat when they can dismiss him

at their pleasure. English autocracy is tempered

by general election, as marriage is said to be

moralised by divorce. The difference between the

two autocracies is that which exists between countries

where divorce is allowed and where it is forbidden.

But it is just as unfair to conclude that all wives in

the latter country are longing to be rid of their

husbands as it is to suppose that, because we cannot

dismiss our emperors, we are the victims of cruel

and degrading despotism. We do not want the

divorce.

The Xihilistic demonstrations form a passing

malady. In cholera times, Russia loses also many

victims ; but the cases of that other new-fashioned

malady are not numerous. They are not even such

an appreciable minority of the nation as Fenians

and assassins are of your country. Because English

Ministers cannot walk in the street without a police

escort, it does not prove that the nation wishes to

overthrow the Government. Is it fair, is it just.
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is it wise, to give to criminals in Russia a political

importance which Englishmen would be the first

to deny them in England ? They say tradespeople

find that in the long run nothing pays so well as

honesty and good name. Surely the same advan-

tages should also guide politicians and servants of

the press.

Who is it that has the right of dismissing the

English autocrat ? Clearly the majority of the whole

nation. But in 1874, if I remember right, there was

a very grave doubt whether the majority polled for

the Liberals was not even greater than that polled

for the Conservatives. So, at least, I was assured as

a foreigner. I have not the means of verifying

these facts by my own experience.

Is it not notorious that the majority of the

American nation was against President Hayes ? Yet,

by some curious constitutionalism, the elect of the

minority became President of the United States. But

the renewal of our autocrat's term of office, if it were

made terminable at intervals, would be secured by

overwhelming majorities. They are so overwhelming,

that it would be folly to take the vote. Not even

Nihilists—who do not practise great veracity in

their descriptions of Russia—would deny that ple-

biscites would result in majorities of millions for

the autocracy. Why, then, can we not accept the.

fact for granted ? Why do English doctrinaires deny

us the benefit of their own doctrines ?

There is another point I would like to refer to ?

B B 2
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When people talk of democracies and the rule of

majorities, how often is the real vote of the majority

secured ? Not in Italy, wliere tlie electoral college,

even when extended, is a mere fraction of the popu-

lation. Not in France, where the abstention of

electors from the jwll is alarming good Repuhlicans.

Is it in England ? Well, this year I have been in

Enoiand during the School Board elections. Every-

one, even the illiterate, has a vote, and the uneducated

majority has the election of the educational parlia-

ment of the capital. No one can deny, however, the

importance of the questions submitted to the electors.

But what was the result ? The new Board was

elected after an expensive contest in every district

in London, but not one of its members received the

votes of one-half of the electors on the register. In

some cases only one-fifth came to the poll, and

members were elected by one-tenth of their constitu-

ents. Yet the candidates who received that frac-

tional amount of support were authorised to act in

the name and on behalf of the nine-tenths who either

did not vote at all or voted against them. ' Quite

rio^ht,' I am told, for the many who remained at

home were content to delegate their rights to the

few who voted. It is true that the latter did not

recognise any responsibility for those who stayed

away : but it was there all the same, and the

handful were authorised to exercise what the

French call- ' the popular sovereignty.'

In Russia we accept that principle, only we carry
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it a little further. Instead of entrusting the exercise

of the national sovereignty to any chance fractional

group of irresponsible electors, we vest it in a family

trained generation after generation in the responsible

exercise of that sovereign trust. The majority—be

quite at ease about that—are very well content to

leave it there. 'With us,' said M. Katkoff recently,

in one of his leaders in the ' Moscow Gazette,' ' the

people forms only one indissoluble governmental

party,' and just as Liberals gave supreme power to

Mr. Gladstone, and the Conservatives to Lord

Beaconsfield, so Russians, regardless of party, give

a free hand to their Emperor. A power, indeed,

adorned by all the prestige of the Lord's anointed in

the eyes of a deeply religious people.

We are not without experience of elective institu-

tions in Russia, and our ex^^erience is not altogether

satisfactory. The ' Golos ' plays the part at St.

Petersburg of a ' constitutional organ,' and it is daily

misleading a great many readers. What did it admit,

however reluctantly, the other day ? ' One of the

essential vices of our provincial self-government is

the indifference of the elected to the discharge of the

duties of their mandate. It sometimes happens that

no sitting of the General Assembly can be held be-

cause there are not sufficient members of the Zemstvo

present to transact business, although one-third forms

a quorum. This was the case at KishinciF last

October, although very important business ouglit to

have been transacted.' Could this ever have hap-
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pened if roprosentativo meeting's of that kind suited

our tastes and beliefs ? It only shows that Russians

have little faith in majorities and decisions based

upon numbers and oratorical arguments. The repre-

sentation of the people often falls into the hands of

professional politicians, whose chief object is to

obtain a salaried post in the offices of the delegation.

This contingent of members of the Zemstvo, bound

together by the strongest ties of self-interest, forms

a ring against which the independent members are

powerless. Something of the same kind of thing

appears to exist on an even greater scale in the United

States ; but the ring, the machine, and the ' spoils

system ' are all to be found in an incipient state in

the heart of our democracy. If this is so where

the assembly deals only with the provinces, how

would it be if it controlled the destinies and dis-

posed of the patronage of the Empire? Of course,

the constitutionalists might object that ' the insig-

nificance of the questions discussed makes us indif-

ferent and lazy in attending the Assemblies.' But

that is a bad argument. There are no insigjiificant

questions when anything concerned with your country

is discussed.

But I am digressing unpardonably. SkobelefF

admired England, and the English institutions for

England, but not for Russia. He would have the

Slavonic races develop their destinies as Slavs, and

not as Germans or English. Russia has a nobility,

but without any political privileges. SkobelefF, like
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all Russians, was a democrat, and believed, like the

overwhelming majority of Russians, that our

democracy required the supreme will of an autocratic

concentrated power. He believed in the Emperor

and the Mir, These summed up for him, as for most

of us, his political and social creed.

Those who share a dream in some future of a

fraternal tie which might lead all the Slavs to a like

kind of federal organisation under the headship of

Russia, will have to wait a very long time, and realise

many other dreams, before that latter crowning of

the edifice is likely to take place.

We prefer the autocracy for ourselves. We are

firmly convinced that it suits us better than the

Western systems, but in the wide field of the Slavonic

family all systems of government flourish. No uni-

formity is insisted on. A unity of brotherly afl:ection,

that is all we seek for. At the same time we are free

to advise our younger brethren as to the best form of

government, and that M. AksakofF has frequently

done. This letter of his to the Prince of Bulgaria

is an admirable treatise on the Slavonic theory of

governments :

—

Truly it is a difficult task to which Providence lias

called you, and great indeed is the responsibiUty which

you have so courageously assumed. May God come to

the aid of your Highness and give to you the great, the

enormous fund of patience and of perseverance indis-

pensable for directing the government of a State whose

formation has hardly been outlined ! What, in my opin-

ion, is essential for the present moment is to imprint

on the government an emphatically national type.
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Tlio aspirations of the Slavonic racos are cMitirely

ileniocratic in tlic <iuo sonso of the word, not in the sense

of the revohitionarv theories so nim-h in vogne in Enrope.

The historic mission of the En<^lish Tories, of the Con-

servative parties in the West, die beharrende Kraft as the

Germans say, reposes among the Slav nations in the

popnlar ranks. It is here and not in the bourgeoisie, in

the population of the towns, in the soi-disant cultivated

classes, that the Government ought to seek its centre of

gravity. It is the good sense, it is the instinct of the

people which ought to regulate the administrative balance

and serve as compass in the devious roads that the State

has to travel. In Europe it is quite otherwise. The

tendency which becomes more and more manifest in the

Constitutional States of the West is to give a monopoly

of power to the class of doctrinaires and theorists, die

Literaten in Germany. These are they who, in the name
of the misleading principle of the ' sovereignty of the

people,' seek to impose on the people the most tyrannical

of yokes, to compel it to submit to the despotism of their

doctrines, and to direct the helm of the State according

to their j)assing whims and political passions. The ex-

ample of contemporary France is very edifying. It is in

the name of the people that a miserable minority of the

country, taking advantage of the title of the representa-

tives of the nation, and relying upon a parliamentary

majority of some dozens of votes, contrive to outrage

legally the religious beliefs of the real popular majority.

The Russian ideal, which is more or less common to

all the Slav races, is that of local self-government without

political powers, supported and crowned by a central and

superior authoi-ity, a personal authority, free and un-

trammelled in the governmental sphere.

The rural autonomy in Russia is so great that the

Russian communes resemble little republics, which govern

themselves according to their own uses and customs.
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The people do not want sovereignty, nor do tliey seek to

govern the State ; but that v^hich they do deske is a

Government which inspires them with confidence by its

energy, its strength, its disinterestedness, and its national

character. The reason why the Russian people know
their Tzar is, because the Tzar is not in Russia what the

king was formerly in France, le premier ge7itilhomme du

Ijays ; he belongs to no party and to no social position, he

is above and beyond all, he is the first man of the country,

and stands for the people as their own personification.

The supreme authority in Russia is neither an apparatus,

nor a collective body, nor a personal and abstract com-

bination, as in constitutional countries. That which the

Russian peoj)le want is an authority possessing a human
heart, a living being whose mind and soul are substituted

for the formalisn) of the bureaucracy and the dead letter

of the laws. Before Peter the Great, who introduced

into Russia Western notions about the relations between

authority and the people, the jealousy of power was entirely

unknown to Russian sovereigns ; they had the good cus-

tom of convoking the delegates of the country of all

classes of the people to consult with them when they

wished to settle questions more or less weighty, or when
they wished to secure the sincere support of the whole

nation. Although autocrats, they did not believe them-

selves to be infallible, and they recognised without reserve

the necessity for the Government to know the thought of

the country. These assemblies naturally were only con-

sultative, and only influenced the course of events by their

moral force, without prejudice to the dignity and the

authority of the Tzar. It is that which will rehabilitate

Russia in a time not far distant.

I believe, monseigneur, that this exposition of the

theory of the State among the Slav races, and especially

in Russia, may perhaps be of some use to you in your

political combinations. Such democracy, based on the
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aiitononi}' of the oomiuniios, the people, the true people

as centre of gravity, the national character recognised iu

every theory, the art to make yourself popular, the

country often consulted, religion respected, and the clergy

honoured—these, with God's help, will enable you to

make Bulgaria strong and happy.
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CHAPTER VIII.

DEATH.

Skobeleff's presentiment—Commander of the Fourth Army Corjjs

—

Over-exertion—Love for his parents—His views of married life

—Respect for women—His sudden death—A national sorrow—
Honours paid to the dead—His funeral.

Skobeleff, who had so often exposed his Ufe in

war, who led his troops into seventy actions, was

fated after all to die in time of peace, and in peaceful

Moscow. To me personally there was something

terrible in that fact. Not long ago, talking to him

of possible conflagrations and wars, I exclaimed, ' I

only hope and trust Russia will have no ground for

shedding new torreuts of blood. We have sustained

too many losses already. Men like yourself have to

serve their country at home, and not be the victims of

a bullet.' ' As to me,' said he, as if gazing at the

future, and talking to himself in an absent and

dreamy way, ' I am convinced that I shall not meet

my death on a battle-field.' And here came an

expression over Skobeleff's face which I do not

think it is possible ever to forget. There was some-

thing prophetic and fatalistic at the same time. He

looked as if, forgetting all the surrounding scene, he
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was brought into contact with destiny itscli", and all

the mysterious elements which surround our life. It

seemed as it" death was already in the room, and

trying to seize its prey. I endeavoured to give

another turn to our conversation, and said, trying to

smile, ' Well, we are all mortals. The old philosopher

was right. As long as we live, death is not there
;

and when it comes we do not feel it.' ' Of course,' he

hastened to say, as if awaking suddenly from a heavy

dream ; and he began talking of the Roman Catholic

propaganda in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The real cause of his death has never been ab-

solutely well defined. Late in the evening of the

^Giw^ 1882, he was dining with some friends, talk-

ative and gay, and all the time sketching plans and

maps, as he was fond of doing. At 3 a.m. the next

day he existed no more. Some ascribed it to the

rupture of an aneurism, others believed it to have

resulted from a contusion received in one of the

fiercest of his many battles. While before Plevna,

at the very time when the legend of his invulner-

ability was the most firmly believed by his soldiers,

he was struck by the fragment of a bursting shell.

Its force was broken by the fur which he wore under

his uniform, but the blow was so violent that he lay

senseless for a couple of hours. His wound was

concealed from his troops, who believed him to be

asleep ;
and their belief was confirmed when the

next day they saw him going about the same as

always in their midst. But the shell, although it
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had not pierced Lis body, is supposed to have left

there the germ of a fatal weakness. Such a hero

deserved to die under the folds of the flag which he

had so gloriously served ; but the course of history

both in Europe and in Asia might have been different

had he forgotten to put on that fur, on the day when

the shell burst beneath him at Plevna. He was

spared to his country for two glorious campaigns, and

then—ah ! then—the end came, when Skobeleff was

only thirty-nine.

After his return from Paris, he resumed his

military duties, and was appointed Commander of

the Fourth Army Corps, whose head-quarters were at

Wilna. In peace as in war, Skobeleff spared neither

himself nor his men, and every garrison in his wide

district felt the stimulus of his energy. As a speci-

men of his duties at home, I may be, I hope, allowed

to give the following account of how he spent a few

days in the last month of his life, as it illustrates

the recklessness with which he exhausted his superb

vitality.

At nine o'clock in the morning of the y\ of

June, Skobeleff set out on horseback from Wilna to

review the 4th regiment of the Cossacks of the Don,

who were stationed at Lida, a distance of ninety-six

versts (64 miles). He rode through the long summer
day, and reached Lida at ten o'clock at night. The

moment he entered Lida, without pausing a moment
for rest, he ordered the ' boot and saddle ' to be

sounded. The Cossacks formed into line and ready
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t(^ \;\kc lilt' ticlil. lie look the coiiiiikiikI, and

put tlu'in tlirouuii a nocturnal niana'uvri', whicli

tliey oxccutod s})lon(li(l]y. Marly next morning, he

was auain in thr t'u'ld, exercising the trooj>s, the

niancciivres on this occasion including the crossing

a river by swimming. In the very middle of the

review a despatch arrived, announcing the arrival of

the Grand Duke Michael, the Grand-master of the

Artillery, at Wilna. SkobelefF left the field, and set off

at once for Wilna, joined the Grand Duke, and pro-

ceeded with him to Orany. The next morning the

-1th reo-iment of the Cossacks of the Don, who had

ridden durmg the night a forced march of seventy-five

versts. presented themselves in excellent order before

him, and were commanded to take part in the review.

No one thought anything of this ; SkobelefF least of

all. It is the simple duty of a soldier to endure all

thino-s, and SkobelefF was soldier born. Whatever

our shortcommgs may be, Russians may at least

be proud of an endurance that never fails, a courage

that nothing can daunt, and a patient persistence in

the midst of all adversity, which brings the hour

of victory at a time when other nations would find

only hopeless irrevocable defeat. We are many, we

are strong, we have learned to suffer and to wait.

SkobelefF thought nothing of hardships. These

nio-hts without sleep after days m the saddle were

to him as natural as breathing. He did not speak of

them. He simply did what he wanted, and laughed

at those who warned him of the consequences. Had
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he been more careful, he might still have been spared

to us ; but if he had been more careful, he would not

have been Skobeleff.

He had left Wilna after the close of the manoeu-

vres at Warsaw on a 28 days' conge, in order to com-

memorate in the old house of Riazan the anniversary

of the tragic death of his mother.^ Skobeleff was

deeply attached to his parents, who also doted on

him. He could never speak of his mother's terrible

death without deep emotion, which he tried in vain

to control. It occurred in the region south of the

Balkans, which had been the scene of her son's most

heroic exploits. After the war, and the death of her

husband, Madame Skobeleff had devoted her life to

' Mr. Rose writes, in the Fortnightly Review :

—
' Skobeleff's inter-

course with his parents was peculiarly touching. It is rare that there

is such perfect contidence and mutual regard as existed in the case of

the older and the younger Skobeleff. The affection of Skobeleff for

his mother and hers for him was extremely beautiful. I recollect at

Philippopolis, in 1879, she spoke to me of her " noble, handsome boy."

He was always a boy to her. And the fine mobile features of the

stately, high-bred, and courteous dame worked with emotion as she

deftly touched on the "deeds o' derring do " by which he had attained

his well-merited fame. She had taken a deep interest in the Russo-

Turkish campaign, both because husband and son were prominent

figures in the great drama, and because, with Aksakoft', she believed

that its results would be "the regeneration, not only of the Slavs of

the Balkans, but of the whole Slavonic world." At the close of the

war, her husband no more, she came to Bulgaria, and found at once
consolation in her bereavement, and an outlet for her abounding

energy, in the organisation of hospitals for Bulgarian children, and in

the foundation of schools ; for, like her son, she had an enthusiastic

belief in education. When I met her she was in the midst of the

prej)arations for establishing in the noighl)ourliood of the battle-field

a school, hospital, and church, to be endowed out of her private

estate, in memory of her son's great victory (jf Shenova.'
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AYorks o( I'liaritv, aiitl w;is spi'iidiiig large .siinis of

iiionoy in providing ior tlie destitute and the orphans

in that part of l^ulgaria whicli is triiiporarily still

ealK'd I'lastern Koiiiiielia. iu'lnre starting lor the

East, she eaine to see nie, and urged nie to go with

her and work togetlier. My family duties compelling

me to spend the greater part of the year at Moscow,

1 had to decline her kind offers. But she seemed so

full of her scheme, so delighted to work for the Slavs,

whom her son loved so dearly, that only imperative

reasons could prevent anybody from uniting one's

fate to hers. However, there it was. I remained

comfortably at home, and she went to work, not with

her pen or her word, but in bringing practical, imme-

diate help to the Slavonic Avorld. Almost on the

point of reaching her destination, one of the men

assassinated both her and her maid. The fatal news

reached Skobeleff when he was far away, among the

Tekke- Turcomans. It left a scar which time could

never efface. As the year brought round the anni-

versary of her death, Skobeleff mtended gomg to his

country place, Avhere he spent his childhood, and

where his parents had generally spent then- summers.

Skobeleff, though a very good son, was not a sup-

porter of family ties, and was not happy m his mar-

ried life. He never blamed his wife, who deserved

no kind of blame, but they lived apart. ' A man,'

he used to say, ' cannot serve two deities. Marriage ab-

sorbs a man too much.' But with all these heterodox

views, Skobeleff had a very great regard for women,
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especially Russian women. I came across, the other

day, an extract from a letter in an American news-

paper, from one who knew him, which is worth while

quoting :

—

' Skobeleff told me,' says the writer, ' that he was

in sympathy neither with English Constitutionalism

nor American Democracy, but he admired the quiet

daring of the Americans, and loved in them their

reverence for women. He thought the old American

lady a more agreeable being to contemplate than the

young. Old English Quakeresses he pronounced
' most worshipful.' The staring, stuck-up British

peeress who ' clipped her words and was half choked

by her " R's " ' was his pet aversion. The English-

woman whom he most admired was an English

Quaker lady, who had a daughter married in some

Danubian town where he was quartered, and used

to lecture him on the sin of soldiering. Her sweet

eloquence and venerable manner affected him and

alarmed his conscience, which he lulled by resolving

to consecrate himself to the emancipation of his

Slav brethren.' But how could he support his Slav

brethren without committing the ' sin of soldiering,'

when that was the only means left for helping

them ? Does not Mr. John Bright, whose devo-

tion to peace is sufficiently known, show in his

' XXXI. Manchester Address ' that Russia was

drawn into war by England's determination to refuse

all her proposals for the peaceful solution of the

c c
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Eastern difficulties ? Speaking at JUrmingliam of

Lord l>eaconstield's Cabinet, Mr. ]5riglit deprecated

its being too much for peace. ^ ' They are willing

to sacrifice the interests, the happiness, and the

freedom of millions of the Christian population of the

Turkish provinces, and I am afraid they would make

another great sacrifice, the fair fame and the honour

of this country !
' Then again he says, ' People of

this country joined the Crusaders and went to Pales-

tine for the purpose of liberating the holy places

from the possession of the infidel and the Maho-

medan, and now what do we do ? ' SkobelefF could

admu-e old Quakeresses, but he could never consent

to sacrifice ' the fair name and the honour of Russia,'

nor give up sympathising with those of his co-

religionists ' who were suffering from the oppression

of centuries.'

When at Moscow, Skobeleff stayed a few days to

visit the National Exhibition of Russian Industry, a

collection of manufactures which has astonished even

the Russians themselves by the e\"idence it afforded

of the extent of our resources and the rapid develop-

ment of our industries. He had not been very well,

but he seemed to have recovered, and he was in high

spirits when he met some friends in the evening of

the yV J^y- -^t one o'clock in the morning he lay

dead—hardly thirty-nine years old.

It was the 'J^", 1882—day ever to be remem-

bered as one of the most disastrous in our history.

1 Bright's Speeches, p. 300, XIX. Birmingham Address.
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When the news of his death became known, Russia

wept. It was a terrible blow to the Russian heart.

Seldom was grief so universal, so bitter, so uncon-

trolled. Other great men have died and their country

has mourned, but few have been snatched away so

suddenly in the very prime and glory of their youth.

SkobeleiF had come to be regarded as the personifi-

cation of Russia. Almost invincible in war, terrible

to his enemies, devoted to his friends, the bravest of

soldiers, the kindest of chiefs, he was one for whom
hundreds would have been glad to die ; for it was

easier to die for him than to live for others. All

Russia, from the Emperor to the peasant, grieved

that national loss. All we can say is but as nothing

to what we felt. ' I am deeply shocked and afflicted,'

wrote the Emperor to Skobeleff's sister, the Prin-

cess Bielosselsky, ' at the sudden death of your

brother. His loss to the Russian army is one it is

hard to replace, and it must be deeply lamented by

all true soldiers. It is sad, very sad, to lose men so

useful and so devoted to their mission.'

' A frightful news comes to us from Moscow,'

said the ' Journal de St. Petersbourg; '
' Skobcleff is

dead.'

Frightful indeed was the news to Russians, nor

in the intensity of our grief did we even notice the

shameful exultation beyond our frontiers, over the

untimely death of a dreaded foe. Nor was it only

Russians who felt his death like a sword- stab ;
from

c c 2
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Sofia, from Bolgrade, from all parts of tlie Slavonic

worlil, came soumls of lamentation over the death of

the great Slav hero. ' lie ^yas the cham})ion of the

liberty of the l)iilgarian people ; our nation will pre-

serve religiously the memory of the dead from

generation to generation.' It seemed impossible, if

it had not been true. Skobelcff appeared to be the

very personification of youth and vigour. He had

gone through a hundred fights, shielded from the

hailstorm of bullets which swept down thousands

of the soldiers. There seemed to be a charm about

him which not only repelled death but made it

powerless. Hovr could he have died when Russia

was at peace, and he was far from the scene of danger

and of glory ? It seemed so wrong that we felt it

could not be, and yet it was ; the serene and energetic

expression still covered the face, but life was gone.

The body was laid out in a room in the Hotel

Dusseaux, wliich had been converted into a chapeUe

ardente, crowded with people, and the beautiful sing-

ing during the prayers was often interrupted by

passionate sobbing. Immense crowds would not

leave the place till late at night
;

others remained

all night. The next day, after embalming, the body

was moved in the evening to the Church of Three

Apostles, As the sad cortege passed slowly through

the streets, all Moscow stood mourning around the

dead. In the church the scene was, if possible, still

more touching. Representatives from all parts of

the country crowded the temple to do honour to the
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nero- patriot of Russia. SkobelefF's grandfother had

laid the foundation-stone of the church in which

unparalleled honours were being paid to the last of

the race. It had rained fast all night, but hundreds

had stood through the rain in order to take part in

the ceremony of the mornmg. All the authorities

of Moscow were present. Laurel crowns, enormous

bouquets were heaped on the cofRn, near which were

his sword and twenty-nine decorations, records of

his valour. Peasants brought simple flowers from

their fields, to him ' who loved the poor and the

little ones,' touching tokens of affection for the

leader whom their sons had so often followed to

victory. The highest and the lowest stood united in

a common grief before his bier. There was a sound

of sobbing almost as of women. How many hopes

were buried in his grave ! An old soldier, decorated

with the Cross of Koulm, who had served against

Napoleon, knelt down, and having kissed the fore-

head of the dead, placed his cross upon Skobeleff's

breast and went away. Another veteran, weak and

decrepid, stood gazing long on his placid features.

At last he said, ' God is angry with Russia. In His

vengeance He has punished Russia as he punished

Egypt in old times.' ' Skobeleff dead !' said another,

who saw the crowd and asked what was the matter.

' It is impossible, he would not consent to die,' and

he went away, happy in his mistaken faith. The

church was full all night, the people would not go

home
J
when any left, their place was imm.ediately
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taken by otliors nnxious to liave one last look of the

hero.

So great was the press that the da'is was damaged,

and admission was suspended for half-an-hour while

it Avas repaired.

C)n June ^^, at ten o'clock in the morning, the

funeral mass beo'an. All Moscow assembled round

the church. The church itself was filled with dioria-o

taries, from the brother and uncle of the Emperor

(both arriving for that purpose fi'om St. Petersburg)

downward. The Archbishop Ambroise officiated,

assisted by all the clergy, and a magnificent choir of

chanters. The service lasted three hours, durinoj

which all were standing in deepest grief; no one

stirred or spoke ; some murmured a prayer, others

bitterly sobbed. At the close the Archbishop pro-

nounced an oimison funehre ; his voice trembled with

emotion, tears filled his eyes. How could he help

it ? How could we help it, as we stood for the last

time around the bier of the hope, the glory, and the

pride of Russia ?

And then all was over ; the coffin, a simple shell

of polished chestnut, with a cross, was carried through

the streets to the station, to be conveyed to the

family resting-place near Riazan. The crowd in the

church flung themselves on the flowers which had

covered the bier, and he was counted happy indeed who

bore away a faded rose or lily as a memorial of the

dead.

The streets were full, every wmdow was crowded.
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men were standing on all the roofs. It was with

difficulty the cortege made its way through the

throng, which sorrowed as but with a single heart

over the bravest of the brave.

The coffin, preceded by singers of the Tchoudovo

monastery, was supported by the Grand Duke

Nicholas, the Grand Duke Alexis, the Prince Eugene

Komanoffsky, Duke of Leuchtenberg (the husband of

Skobeleff's sister), and several generals. After the

relatives and friends of the dead came the military

bands, playing a funeral march, and then the Cossacks

closed the procession. All Russia could not be more

fully represented in one feeling of homage to the dead.

When the cortege reached the station the coffin

was placed on the mortuary car, and the cannon

thundered forth a last farewell to our fallen chief.

Several miles before reaching the family property

(Spasskoje) the peasants of that place met the coffin,

and carried it on their shoulders to the grave.

Skobeleff was honoured in his death as no young

Russian has ever been before ; but it was not thus

that he would have been buried, if he could have had

his wish. During the siege of Geok Tepe, when

General Petrushevitch was killed, some one said the

General ought to be buried apart, with all due

honours. Skobeleff observed, ' If I am killed, I want

to be put in the common grave with the privates,

and without any privileges at all. It is a great

honour to be buried with the soldiers on the battle-

field.'
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That ' jiTcat honour ' was denied him, but such

other honour as Russia could pay she rendered to her

bravest son. He sleeps at Spasskoje, but his memory

remains, and will remain as a lasting source of inspi-

ration and of hope to the whole Slavonic world

!
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APPENDIX A.

SKOBELEFFS ORDERS OF THE DAY.

I.

The Trenches before Plevna, October y\, 1877. No. 335.

A TELEGRAPHIC despatch from tlie Commander-in-cliief,

his Imperial Highness the Grand Duke, announces the

fact that a brilliant victory was won yesterday in Asia

Minor. Mukhtar Pasha has been completely defeated,

driven back from Kars, and put to flight. I congratulate

my courageous fellow-soldiers of the 16th infantry division

on this telegram.

The matter which induced the most peace-loving of

monarchs to take up arms was a just one, which had the

approval of God. It will have a glorious ending. I

would remind the army that our own metal is likely soon

to be put to the proof. I would have you all know this

and fortify your minds by prayer, that you may be ready

religiously to fulfil to the end whatever may be required

of us by duty, by our oath, and by the honour of the

Russian name.

The officers and soldiers who have lately arrived from

Russia are especially called upon to reflect on the new
duties which fortune has mapped out for them. Their

late residence in our beloved country will serve as a great
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consolation to thorn Avliile on active service. They have

seen what sacrifices Russia bears for us who fight here,

and what she expects at our hands.

11.

October U, 1877. No. 360.

On this day the division entrusted to me, the 16th artillery

brigade, the third battery of the 2nd artillery brigade,

and a hundi-ed men of the 38th regiment of Don Cos-

sacks, roused up by a false alarm, were ready for action

in less than twenty-five minutes.

Here is another striking proof afibrded by my fine

army that neither losses, nor privations, nor bloody en-

gagements, nor the difficulties of a late autumn campaign,

are able to shake their endurance.

To-day I looked with pride upon you, my lads, so

dear to the whole of Eussia, and thought with confidence

of that day probably near at hand, when we shall again

stand face to face with the enemy, again cheerfully show

a bold front for the holy cause. The rapidity, the enthu-

siasm with which all officers and soldiers alike prepared

for action, burning with desire to co-operate valiantly

with our fellow-guardsmen, affords me a proof that the

division, reinforced as it is at present, will prove equal,

whatever it may be called upon to endure, to uphold the

immortal renown of its glorious standards. Trust me,

my lads, as I trust you, and then we shall soon again

strive, for the glory of the Russian name, to win the

thanks of our Father and sovereign.

I ofl'er my sincere thanks to all in command of com-

panies, especially to all officers and privates, who were at

the front.
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III.

Adrianople, January 10, 1878.

I CONGRATULATE the bravG army entrusted to me on the

capture of the Turkish capital second in importance. It

is to your endurance, to your patience, and to your

courage that this success must be ascribed.

The Commander-in-chief, the Grand Duke, has desired

me to thank you all. You have gladdened his Majesty

the Emperor, you have gladdened our most gracious

leader, you have gladdened the whole of Russia.

In giving you the credit which is due to you, I must,

however, tell you frankly that I have lately remarked

some falling off in discipline. During the march yester-

day from Haskio too many fell out from the ranks. I

even noticed that some privates dishonoured their uni-

forms by straggling for the purpose of plunder.

I address myself to all in command of companies, to

all officers, to all honourable soldiers of the valorous

army entrusted to me, and I remind them that on us,

fortunate that we are, the van of the army on active

service, are fixed the eyes of the whole of Russia, of the

whole world.

May the Lord deliver us from temptation. . . .

May we maintain in all its purity the glory of the

Russian name and the glory of the regiments—the glory

upheld in this war with the price of blood.

I warn all soldiers of the division entrusted to me,

that for all wilful absence from the ranks, not to speak of

pillage, drunkenness, and crimes set down in the articles

of war, culprits will be handed over to the court-martial.

Every act of pillage I shall regai-d as a proof of dere-

liction of duty on the part of commanders of companies.

This general order will be read before all companies,

squadrons, and batteries.
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IV.

St. George's Convent, February 22, 1878.

After the glorious victory at Sheiiova, where you
annihilated sixty hostile battalions and captured 104

guns, you did not march, but, so to say, flew up to the

walls of Constantinople.

Your valour surmounted all difficulties, and when you
threatened the enemy at the very gates of the capital,

vanquished Turkey hastened to sue for peace. On Feb-

ruary 19, at six o'clock in the evening, a glorious peace

was signed between Turkey and Russia, one purchased

with the costly price of your efforts and of your blood.

We are now on friendly soil. Our relations to a

conquered people ought to be not only just in a legal

sense, but also magnanimous, for the courageous Russian

soldier was never known to strike a fallen foe.

I am firmly persuaded that all ranks of the army
entrusted to me are fully alive to the new relations which,

from the date of the conclusion of peace, should exist

between ourselves and the inhabitants of the country

occupied b}^ Russian troops.

By order of his Imperial Highness, the Commander-
in-chief, I make it known that every act of plundering or

violence offered to such, however trivial or under what-

ever form, will be dealt with with all the rigour of the

articles of war. Further, his Imperial Highness, the

Commander-in-chief, will regard such an action as a proof

of want of influence over his men on the part of their

commander, and consequently, by his order, not only the

soldier immediately inculpated, but the officer in command
of the company in which such a breach of discipline

shall have occurred, will be called to account.

I am convinced that the courageous army entrusted to

me will not sully its immortal glory by improper conduct
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ill time of peace, and, mindful of tlie fact that one

diseased sheep will infect the whole flock, you will your-

selves keep a watchful eye on those among you likely, by

yielding to temptation, to lessen the high opinion in

which we are held by his Highness, the Commander-in-

chief—the opinion which we so highly prize.

V.

August 15, 1878.

Glorious Cossacks of the Ural sotnia,—Hitherto your

name struck terror in the steppes of Turkestan ; at

Makroni in the Caucasian campaign, at Baliksh and on

the Ouldjibaj you cut your way through mounted Asiatic

hordes and took guns and standards by scores; many's

the time that you excited my admiration there. I have

learnt to love and esteem you, my fine lads. In the

present war you have seen a new country and have en-

countered a new enemy.

It has not often fallen to my lot to be your leader in

this present war, but I witnessed your fearlessness, both as

warriors and as rowers, when the passage took place at

Sistova ; I heard of your victories in the first campaign

beyond the Balkans.

In conjunction with the Imetli detachment, the

Ural sotnia, under my command, participated in the

arduous and dangerous duty of reconnoitring the pass

across the Balkans and mapping out the way by which

was accomplished the glorious passage across the Balkans,

crowned by the capture of the Turkish army ; after this

the sotnia participated in the rapid advance to the walls

of Constantinople. Here, condemned to inactivity, the

sotnia spent six months in laborious outpost duty, and

distinguished itself by its zeal, alacrity, and exemplary

discipline.
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1 oiler my tluiuks to all Cossacks who upheld by their

blood that renown already won by them in Turkestan.

Many Ural heroes lie in European Turkey, but the

survivors and those now on their way back to the Ural will

tell in their native home how the Ural cavalry of Tur-

kestan renown were no less hij^hly esteemed in the

European war.

VI.

Adrianople, November 14, 1878.

By command of his Excellency, the Commander-in-chief,

some companies of the army corps under my command
are to be billeted in Adrianople and other places, by

reason of the fact that for many causes difficulties would

be experienced in the erection of huts.

I am well assured that the army, quartered for a time

among. Armenians, Greeks, and Turks, will leave behind

it a good report, that they will treat with due respect

their peculiarities in point of faith, nationality, and mode

of life, and by an amiable and a winning behaviour to-

wards such supply a further proof that the peaceable

inhabitants of the conquered territory will never find an

enemy in the Russian soldier, who has come hither with

the sole purpose of delivering the weak from the will of

the strong.

It must be borne in mind that good behaviour towards

his hosts will serve as a motive to excite these also to

acts of kindness, which will supply the soldier with many
little additional comforts.

I hope that the officers in billeting their men will take

all possible i)ains to quarter their soldiers in the best

possible manner.

In view of this fact that the dwelling and condition

in general of the soldier has a direct bearing on his

health and strength, and consequently on his fitness for
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military service and on his life itself, I would have all in

command bear in mind and apply all means calculated to

promote the health of the soldier and improve the condi-

tion of his mind. I would have them see also to the

maintenance of rigorous order in the quarters, where the

soldier naturally escapes the eye of his commander. In

furtherance of this end, I deem it advisable that the

officers of companies should live within the circuit of

their company.

The following points shall be attended to :

—

(1) The quarters shall be selected with care; there

must be no want in them of fresh air ; they must be warm,

clean, dry, and light ; all chinks must be stopped up and

broken panes replaced. There must be a stove in each

quarter, and a supply of fresh water must always be within

easy reach.

(2) Over every quarter there will be an inspector, who
will be answerable for order in the dwelling

;
privates will

retire to rest at twilight, the officer on duty in battalions

and companies will often visit the dwellings, in each of

which will be kept a list of the privates who inhabit it.

Each company will have its own court or square for the

purposes of drill.

(3) Officers in command will be careful that their men
attend to personal cleanliness and to that of their dwell-

ings. They must always wear clean linen, and all must

bathe at stated intervals.

(4) Inactivity is productive of mental decay, of drunk-

enness and disease. The soldier must always be occu-

pied ; hence, besides frequent drilling, instruction in the

articles of war and in the use of weapons, the officers will

encourage the soldiers to read and set on foot divers sorts

of games.
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VII.

Douz-Oloum, Novcmher 13, 1880.

The officer in comniantl of the tnansport service has cora-

luuiiicated to me a telegram from the commandant of the

N station, under date of November 1, to the following

effect :
' Eain fell in the night, the roads are heavy ; by

reason of this fact the supplies will not be moved on to-day.'

A strange thing this to hear and to read, that an ordinary

fall of rain should prevent the moving up of a military train.

For the stoppage of the transport on such frivolous grounds

I suspend Captain from his duties, and order him to

be confined to his house under arrest for three days.

Major , who permitted so irregular a proceeding in time

of war, will be reprim.anded. I make known to the army,

that even in case of heavy rains the supplies must be moved

up without interruption. Neither the difficulties of a winter

campaign, nor illness in an aggravated form, nor bloody

encounters with the enemy, may hinder the fulfilment of

the sovereign will of his Majesty the Tzar. The army

entrusted to me, strong in the determination to heroically

fulfil the intentions of our beloved monarch, are ready to

endure all things, to submit to all things . . . for God
and the Tzar are with us.

There is yet time ; let all who are moved by an honest

conviction that strength of mind and strength of body is

unequal to the task leave our valorous ranks. Our war-

like undertaking shall be accomplished come what may

;

separated fi'om those who are wanting in energy we shall

be still more united, still stronger than before, and shall

anew cover with glory the Eussian standards entrusted by

his Majesty the Emperor to our iron Eussian endurance,

to our Eussian valour.
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APPENDIX B.

Baron Fredericks addressed a long letter to the

' New York Herald ' shortly after the Emperor's

assassination, of which the following are the most

interesting passages :

—

My friends are all of the best educated classes ; I am
their most devoted adherent and strict follower in the

study of all that concerns our rights, our domestic and
public life, and therefore dare aflBrm and protest both in

their and in my own name, that we are very glad to have
an opportunity to assert, first of all, that we the educated
classes, exactly as every individual of the other classes,

are not so easily put into the condition of sufferers by any
arbitrary proceedings, when we have not transgressed our
rights or have not done anything prohibited by law.

Most of us, of the educated classes, have visited many
countries, observed many governments, and are convinced

that the same conditions for individual suffering and
exemption from suffering exist in every civilised country.

Every one of us who has taken the trouble to read atten-

tively the existing laws of his native country is perfectly

aware that the provisions of the so justly admired Habeas
Corpus Act have been reproduced in the first, tenth, and
fourteenth and fifteenth tomes of the Eussian code of

laws (edition of 1837-1876). The most ajipreciated of

those provisions—that which prohibits any arbitrary im-
prisonment, written in a more precise form than in the

aforesaid venerable Act of 1679, which prohibited sending
anyone to a prison beyond the sea—is included in Article

10 of our statutes of criminal proceedings of 1864, in the

edition of 1876, as follows :
—

' Every judge and every at-

torney who in his circuit of jurisdiction has ascertained

D D
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that anyone has boon arrostod without due sentence or

ordor of an authorisod tribunal or competent person must

liberate him instantly.' This provision waa confirmed by

the truly liberal-minded Emperor Alexander II. of Russia.

All our AvoU-educated men know that since the remote

epoch of 1G13, when, at the election of the Tzar Michael

of the ancient noble house of Romanoff, the delegate?

of Moscow, in the name of the whole Russian nation

solemnly promised him loyalty, which signifies, accord-

ing to the definition of our forefathers, an engagement

to furnish him with all necessaries, provided that he and

his descendants undertake the arduous task to govern

the country, combined with the still more difficult obli-

gation themselves to select their coadjutors and coun-

sellors. This obligation of loyalty meant that the nation

and its posterity would consecrate to the Tzar their

allegiance—not the blind obedience of a slave, but that

of a conscientious and devoted co-operator ; so that

every individual of our educated classes is also perfectly

aware that any needed alteration in such fundamental

stipulations, on account, for instance, of their being

superannuated, can only be effected by means of a reci-

procal agreement. That this stipulation, in its time, was

a perfect one is beyond doubt, because there are many and

many proofs of it ; and one of the most unquestionable

is the wisdom of our monarchs, by which they were

enabled during a period of more than two centuries and

a half to prevent internal wars. The mutinies of the

Strelitzs (1684), of Pugatshoff (1774), and the so-called

Decembrists (1825), although rebellions which required

armed force to quell them, cannot be classed as effective

wars. The population has been led on gradually towards

civilisation, and to enjoy the blessings of peace as long as

the political circumstances allowed it. An emancipation

from serfdom has been effected without the effusion of a

single drop of blood (1861). When we compare the
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emancipation in the Russian Empire with the more recent

one (1864) in the United States of North America, re-

nowned on account of the political liberties enjoyed by

its inhabitants, where the consequence was the awful war of

secession, then the Russian Empire has no reason to com-

plain. Every youth is admitted into the highest schools

—the universities—at the insignificant expense of about

35 dollars a year, and this trifling payment is in general

made by government or different private associations for

the relief of the poor. Every one of these great mea-
sures has been met with approbation and opposition ; but

that the wisdom of our monarchs has been beneficial to

the nation in the highest degree and deserving of the best

thanks is beyond doubt, when we look upon the attach-

ment and the faithful devotion, not of the courtiers, but

of the whole Russian nation to its Emperor.

Now, a few words about the question whether our in-

stitutions, based on the principle of self-government, are

perfect or not, and why. Having been for twenty-two

years consecutively a member of the city Common Coun-

cil (Douma, established 1847), and also, for the space of

twelve years, a constant member of the Common Council

of the Government (county) of St. Petersburg (opened

1868), the undersigned feels a right to express an opinion

founded on some personal experience. The city and

governmental Common Councils are not 'perfect, and for

the following reasons :—First, we, their members, are not

perfect beings, but ordinary mortals, who do their best,

and only what can safely be done without augmenting the

existing burdens ; second, a great many of the inhabitants

out of doors wish for and expect important improve-

ments, which cannot be effected without additional ex-

pense and discovering new sources of income, and who
criticise, if not curse, the councils, ascribing to them
abuses which never existed and cannot exist; third, a

divergence of opinions prevails which is sometimes rather

B D 2
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dirticuU to eonoiliato. This is wliafc coiicoriis the interests

of all the Jiti'erent classes who send their representatives

into both the councils. . . .

Is it not evident to anyone who has read attentively

the history of the world, that all the different denomina-

tions and forms of government are, were, and will for ever

and ever only be, experiments of more or less stability ? To
anyone who lias visited different countries it lias become

evident that the nominal form of a government does not

constitute tlie sole reason for the public weal ; that there

are certain necessary principles, admitted or excluded,

Avhicli influence more intensely the public weal, the happi-

ness and the prosperity ofa whole nation, than the mere de-

nomination and form of a government. The most essential

foundations for a good government are undoubtedly—first,

the educational principle of instilling into the minds of

the individuals of both sexes, during their tender age, that

their first and most sacred duty towards their native

country is to be obedient to the existing laws and to their

superiors ; to fulfil their duties, be they of a conspicuous

or a modest order, as perfectly and as conscientiously as

possible. If everyone will do the same, their country will

always be in a prosperous state ; if, on the contrary, they

will neglect their duties toward their country, they will

most assuredly ruin it, whether it be a republic or a

monarchy. Another essential principle is that of central-

isation or decentralisation : we see the system of central-

isation established in France, a republic, and in many
European monarchies, and that of decentralisation in the

United States of North America, a glorious republic, and

in Germany, a glorious empire. The above-mentioned ex-

change of opinions and wishes have been briefly enume-

rated here, with the intention of proving that the easy

and educated classes have not neglected to discuss the pro-

blems of government with the greatest care. . . . We are

all convinced that a great majority of our representatives
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in the councils, although, thej^ have not had an opportunity

of being brought up in the high schools of the Empire,

still are well disposed, highly honest men of business, with

the best intentions, and would look upon a motion to

petition to obtain a sanction of the right of calling public

political meetings as a mockery. They know by the ex-

perience acquired in the crowded assemblies in some of

our local credit institutions that at such meetings no

member can ever express his own opinion, for one is always

obliged to listen to the interminable and, in general, am-

biguous speeches of the leaders of such a meeting. . . .

The numberless gangs of outlaws of so many different

denominations who have usurped the title of political

parties, but have never been acknowledged as such by

anybody or anywhere, would at other times have been

looked upon only as extremely shocking and ridiculous

;

but now their importance has been augmented by the cir-

cumstance that they pride themselves on that account.

Russia is not, according to their boastful expression, ' the

sole field of their action.* It is now universally known

and recognised that the cynic Diogenes of the nineteenth

century has his nest and his supporters at Paris. Another

blamable oppressor, a German fugitive, a preacher of

death and destruction, has till lately had his readers and

supporters at London. A great many Eussian runaways

are established and supported at Zurich and Geneva.

Their demeanour is at present rather odious, and may
grow still more obnoxious if laissez faire is to be the rule

recrardins: them. The intentions of these criminals are

not only plainly defined in their denominations, but

openly professed in print, in the face of the whole world.

For instance, the fine denomination of ' Terrorists ' jsro-

claims the intention of frightening the easy and educated

classes, not only in Russia, but all over the globe. TLey

would make every individual belonging to these classes

their slave and their victim. . . .
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In conclusion, it may be niontioiiod tluit some of tlie

members of our City Common Council, a short time after

the horrid catastrophe of March -/_j-, considered it their

duty, in order to give a greater security to the movements
in his capital of their Emperor, the son of the late beloved

Emperor-Liberator, and acknowledging that local measures

would be insuthcient, were of opinion that it would be the

best to submit the question of putting an end to such

hideous crimes to the consideration of a European congress,

whose care it would be to employ the numerous armed
forces, which are still in existence in consequence of the

superannuated principle of an armed neutrality, not against,

but in aid of every one of the European States which

would be exposed to the attacks and machinations of the

occult band. First of all, such mutual aid would consist

in the drawing of a perfect, and at the same time general

measure, which would be adopted everywhere as a law.

Considering that the above-mentioned criminal agitations

are the result of quite modern inventions, they seem to

require the establishment of new criminal proceedings

and punishments which would be adequate to the enormity

of the crimes which are now being committed. In the

meantime, as it has now been discovered that the activity

and measures of the whole force of the police are insuffi-

cient to eradicate the existing secret associations of poli-

tical impostors, which are herding together from distant

localities, both at home and abroad, the best means to

solve the difficult problem would be to apply the efficacious

measure which was decreed by the British Parliament,

when the London police was no longer able to prevent the

activity of the ' garroters.'
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APPENDIX C.

LETTER FROM WIDDIN ON THE BURIAL OF THE
REMAINS OF NICHOLAS KIR£EFF.

No. XXVI. ' Euss,' June 26, 1882.

FROM A CORRESPONDENT OF THE 'RUSS.'

[Note by the Editor.—We have already informed our readers of a

report of the discovery near the village of Rakovitza of the remains of

Nicholas Kire'eff", the first volunteer who died a glorious death in the

war between Serbia and the Turks in 1876, under the leadership of

Tchernayeff. The brother of the deceased, Alexander Kire'eflT, de-

sirous of making himself personally acquainted with the truth of

the said report, visited the field of battle, the environs of the village,

and the monastery of Rakovitza. This visit took place in the month
of May. He was accompanied, among others, by the dragoman of

the Russian Consul at Widdin, who forwarded us a description of this

excursion, which we print jvist as it stands, in all its fulness and
artless simplicity. It will give a better insight into the relations of

the Russian people with Bulgaria than any inferences or conclusions

based on this subject, and of the reality of that bond which has been

established between Bulgaria and Russia ; of the great and sacred

significance of that heroic epoch (the part played by Russian volun-

teers in Serbia), which a certain section of our press has treated with

such contempt—one which is loud in its professions of liberalism, and
is by way of guiding the Russian people, leaving out of account its

national characteristics, and therefore out of sympathy with its national

aspirations.]

Widdin (Bulgaria), May 20 (O.S.), 1882

Three days ago A. Kireeff, tlie brother of tlie late N.

Kireeff, arrived at Widdin, on a visit from Russia. We
had already heard of the intention of this gentleman to

visit our obscure parts. As is well known, in the south-

west corner of the district of Widdin, not far from the

boundary of Serbia, near the village of Rakovitza, an ex-

officer of the Russian Imperial Guards, N. KireefiF, died a

heroic death, on July 6, 1876, in a battle between Serbian

troops and the Turks. He fell, so to say, on the very
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boundary which lios between tho two kindred peoples,

the BiilLrarians and tho Serbiiins—fallin<^ to free his

yoiuijxer brothrou.

On the day after the arrival of A. Kireeff, it was decided

to visit the vilhige of Rakovitza and the monastery of this

name. I will give you as simple an account as I can of

what I saw and heard during this interesting excursion.

On May 17, A. Kireeff visited his Holiness, the late

Exarch of Bulgaria, the Metropolitan Anthimos. The Bul-

garian chief pastor received his guest as a kinsman. Of

questions about Russia there was no end. Calling to mind

how the late Tzar, the Deliverer, had graciousl}'^ received

a Bulgarian deputation at Tzarskoe Selo, at the head of

which was his Holiness Anphim, the aged Bulgarian chief

pastor burst into tears. . . .

Being informed of A. Kireeff's intention to visit Rako-

vitza, the Metroj)olitan exclaimed :

' That is well ! I too will go thither ! We will go

together !

'

' Has your Holiness some matter of business at Rako-

vitza?
'

' Business ! I wish to accompany you ; I would wish

to visit again the field of battle at Rakovitza,' ' said

Anthimos, in an animated tone ; and it was found impos-

sible to dissuade the aged Metropolitan from this purpose.

He at once called for his coachman, and ordered him to

prepare for the journey. It was decided to start on the

following day, at five o'clock in the morning.

The distance from Widdin to the village of Rakovitza

amounts to about fifty versts. When we drove off" early

in the morning to join the Metropolitan, he had already

left. So we followed alone—A. Kireeff, a Bulgarian

Doctor J., and myself.

It was beautiful weather. The country through which

^ Hia Holiness Anthimos had but just returned from this spot.
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\ve passed is higlily favoured bj nature. The slopes of

the hills are covered v^^ith vines, and fruit-trees here and

there make a pleasing variety. Cherry-trees had already

doffed their bright green foliage. On this side and on

that, now peeping out into view, now lost again, were

seen in the depths of gardens the red-tiled roofs of the

white houses of the villagers. And yonder, there already

soared-up before us, seeming to float in mid air, the frown-

ing tops of the Balkans and their branches in Serbia.

The mountains were girded by a blue, thin mist, and

seemed to frown from their snow-capped summits on all

going on below at their feet in the verdant flowering val-

leys. . . . We see in the far distance Mount Rtau, which

faces Bani, in Serbia. This must be at least 150 versts

off, and from here it has all the appearance of a head of

sugar. ... I looked behind me. The Danube glittered

from betwixt a vast luxuriant valley, burning in a silver

streak, like a white satin ribbon on dark green velvet.

' Look over there,' said our coachman ;
' that is Mount

Vrshka-Chouka. From that point you find yourself in

Serbia. Not far to the left of that mountain is the village

we are bound for, Eakovitza,' resumed our driver, a Turk,

speaking Bulgarian.

*What do I see there? . . . Soldiers?' asked A.

Kireeff, pointing to a group of people, moving about oppo-

site a village on one side of us. The groups in motion

carried arms, but wore the dress of peasants.

' That's our "•' National Guard " ; they are drilling,' ex-

plained Dr. J. ' To-day is one of their feast-days ; on the

morning of such days, the militia are required to march
out and drill,' he added.

Soon we reached the neighbourhood of another village

in the vicinity of which more groups of villagers were

marching about.

' There are some more militiamen,' said our driver.

Our guest from Petersburg looked on with pleasure at
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the iiiinble inovcinonts of the vill;it,^e militia; and viewed

these * guards ' in their village costume going through

their exercise, with perhaps the same curiosity and inte-

rest as that he would feel in evolutions gone through by

our own splendid guards on the field of Mars.

' What capital guards you have ! They are simple

countrymen, yet how willing they appear to be to learn

their drill. . . . See how earnestly they prepare to fire.'

The word of command, ' fire !
' reaches our ears.

Again they mai'ch forward.

' Left—right ! left—right !
' exclaims the drill-in-

structor, in a surly voice. He is a soldier who has served

his time. * Eight-about-face . . . march !

'

The words of command are given in Russ. So far as

the words of command are concerned, it is difficult to

realise that the speaker is a Bulgarian, and not a Russian

soldier.

' Shorter steps ! shorter steps !
' is uttered in a surly

shout.

(The instructor of the militiamen is almost always an

inhabitant of their own village. It often happens that he

sees brothers, uncles, or other relatives in the ranks before

him.)

Let me take this opportunity, while we are still on the

road to Rakovitza, of giving you a short account of the

peasant militia of Bulgaria.

How is this matter progressing in Bulgaria? Officers

in the army will tell you that the peasant militia of Bul-

garia will soon equal (and perhaps, they will add, even

in time surpass) the peasant army of our neighbour,

Serbia. In my opinion, should Bulgaria be hereafter in a

position to defend her freedom by force of arms, it will

succeed in doing so as well as its neighbours. The Rus-

sians, whose arms secured that freedom, strive to instruct

and protect them. . . .

In the district of Widdiu, the militia amounts to one
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liundred cliets, or coinpagnies, numbering about 12,000, all

told. They use the Krinka system of firearms. Each
chet has its instructor. He draws pay from the govern-

ment—fifteen francs a month. The militia turns out to

drill not only on Sundays, but also on holidays. As to so-

called economy and administration, at the head of each

chet is found a chetnik, appointed by the regiment, whose

duty it is to see that the militiamen are punctual at drill.

He settles, along with the podchetnik and desyatnik

(the council, of which the chetnik is president), the

fines inflicted on absentees. The chetnik acts in con-

cert with ' the district committee of the peasant-militia,'

which administers the economic and administrative affairs

of the whole army of the district. The military part of

the affair is in the hands of the military commander of

the district. The latter, in all districts of the Principality,

are E,ussian officers. In Bulgaria, at the present time,

the militia amounts to more than 100,000 men. (The

Turkish inhabitants are exempted from this service.)

In front of Rakovitza we were met by the chet of that

village. Militiamen lined the road. They were without

arms. The instructor, when he saw our carriage, gave

the word ' Attention !
' . . .

Here we are at Rakovitza.

We drove into the village. The Metropolitan had

already arrived. We found him sitting on a bench,

covered with a carpet, in an arbour formed of vine

branches, in front of the little house to which our carriages

had driven up. He had been expecting us some little

time, as it seemed ; had had time to rest a little and drink

coffee. Eound the arbour stood groups of villagers with

uncovered heads. When they saw their guest, A. Kireeff,

who had come to see them from so great a distance, they

made before him a deep bow. My God, with what a look

of wondering, naive curiosity . . . one may say with

what reverence, they looked upon him, on the brother of
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that youno; man who, six years ago, was killed in action

oil their soil !

In the village of Rakovitza there are 300 houses. The
'I'uiks looked upon that village, situated opposite tlie

iSerbian bouudary, as an important strategic position.

They always kept a garrison here, about a hundred men
strong, which occupied a large blockhouse which faces

the village on this side of the little river of Rakovitza.

The blockhouse is in a state of perfect preservation. It

has two stories, and is constructed of strong materials.

In the upper story the Turks stored arms and cannon,

while below were barracks. The villagers are now minded
to transform the blockhouse into a church, there beinsrno

place of worship in Rakovitza.

In a line with the village of Rakovitza the Turks

established Tartar and Tcherkassian settlers, whose

numbers equalled those of the Bulgarians themselves.

There is now no trace of the village of these intruders.

On the approach of the Russians the Tartars and Tcher-

kassians took to flight.

In five minutes' time horses had been saddled, and all

the party, not excepting His Holiness, Anthimos, set forth

on horseback to the field of battle. This is situated imme-

diately behind Rakovitza. In order to reach it we had to

cross the little river Rakovitza, which flows through a

deep ravine, and then to ascend a somewhat precipitous

ascent to a wide plain. On that plain, not far from the

Turkish blockhouse, the battle took place, the site of

which, along with the Russian volunteer killed, unhappily

remained in the hands of the Turks. . . .

That plain is situated on a somewhat lower level than

that on which stands the village of Rakovitza, from the

houses of which the inhabitants could easily watch the

battle and observe all that took place. Eye-witnesses

relate how, with beating hearts, they observed the Serbian

line of battle spread itself out; how the leader of the
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Serbian detachments, clothed in white, advanced at its

head, sword in hand ; how, by and by, he dashed into the

Turkish trenches, and how, at length, as they watched,

the whole Serbian division suddenly retreated, unable

even to secure in their hasty retreat the body of their

courageous leader.

About twenty feet from the Turkish trenches, which

are still preserved, we saw an enclosure of oak. The
inhabitants of Rakovitza affirm that this is the very spot

where was left the body of the brave Kireeff.

General KireefiP entered the enclosure, in the centre of

which lay a large white stone cross. The villagers had
not yet set it up. The brother of the deceased, when he

stepped on the soil watered with his kinsman's blood,

crossed himself, and, deep in thought, stood over the cross

for a few minutes. . . . He could not conceal his agita-

tion. . . . Villagers stood with uncovered heads crossing

themselves. His Holiness, Anthimos, with head bowed
down and burying his face in his hands, clasped over his

pastoral staff, wept in silence.

' I thank you, my friends,' said Kireeff, breaking

silence, ' I thank you for your remembrance of my brother

Nicholas. Should any fresh enemy rise up against you,

perhaps another Kireeff may be forthcoming. . . .

* God bless you.' . . .
' Let us give thanks,' were

heard amid the crowd of villagers, who had perfectly well

understood the Russian words uttered by Kireeff.

I viewed the environs of the field of Rakovitza, which

is now entirely sown over with maize. It is only round

the monument that a small clear space is to be found,

covered with green grass. The field of Rakovitza is for

the most part level ; it is enclosed on three sides by the

river Rakovitza, behind which the ground begins to rise

abruptly. On the fourth side, the western, descend, and

as it were settle down on the plain, the feet of mountains,

which extend beyond the boundary into Serbia, The
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view of these moimtains is quite eiiclianting. Tliej are

thickly -wootleil with oak and lime trees ; to look at them

one would take them for gigantic green waves, quietly

swelling and bursting over the plain of Rakovitza. To
the south, in the far distance, the Balkans present a back-

ground of blue and white, bright with their snowy tops.

To the north Mount Vrshka-Chouka rises up in solitary

grandeur, and looks down on us. On its summit is seen

an opening in a wood, which forms the limit between the

Serbian kingdom and the principality of Bulgaria.

A. Kireeff, standing at the enclosure, sketched in his

note-book the environs of the field of Rakovitza for his

mother.

Before our departure we visited the school. There we
found no teacher ; the pupils had already dispersed, but

some of these latter, when they saw us on our way to the

school, came in of their own accord. A. Kireeff set two

children to read a passage from the Gospels. One of

these read pretty well, the other perfectly. A little girl

also read some lines. She was very shy, but read

distinctly. The children were praised, and promised a

map from Moscow and some copies of the Gospels. The

school meets in a low, but clean little house, where fifty

boys and eight little girls are under instruction.

After midday we left the village of Rakovitza and

went to the monastery of that name, dedicated to the

Holy Trinity. It is distant five versts from the village of

Rakovitza, and was reached in one hour. It lies at the

feet of the mountains, facing the boundary of Serbia.

At the monastery we were met by Archimandrite

Meletius, the head of that cloister. He is the only monk
in this monastery, there being no other brethren.

This cloister is very poor. I had never seen so poor a

one either in Russia, where I had visited a great many, or

in Serbia, where, during my journeys in that country, I

had visited nearly all its cloisters.
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The churcli, by reason of its smallness, should rather be

called an orator}^ 5 it is only large enough to accommodate

about twenty worshippers. In the monastic enclosure

there are two ancient wings, in one of which dwells the

Archimandrite, in the other servants.

We entered the church, and there we saw a coffin on

our right. It was placed on a shelf against the wall. In

that coffin, covered with calico of a lilac hue, were pre-

served the remains dug out by the inhabitants of Rako-

vitza. These were found on the field of battle, and were

held to be those of Kireeff and the Serbian soldiers who
had fallen in company with their chief.

General Kireeff begged His Holiness to permit the

remains to be interred opposite the church. A grave was

prepared forthwith. The brother of the deceased gave

directions in person as to its length and breadth, turned

up the turf with a sj)ade, and began to dig. Four

villagers lent a hand in the work, and with their aid the

grave was ready in a very short time.

The coffin was borne out from the church. His

Holiness having vested, tapers were lit and the funeral

service began. The choir was composed of the Archi-

mandrite and two priests. . . . The mournful funeral

chant, resounding through the monastic enclosure, was

deeply affecting. I shall never forget that laying to rest

of the mortal remains of heroes who fell in the cause of

Slavonic freedom. . . . When His Holiness Anthimos read

the prayer in which were commemorated the names of

' the servants of God, Nicholas and his companions,' the

villagers, according to the custom here, exclaimed, ' Lord,

have mercy !
' They sang the hymn ' Eternal remem-

brance.' All the assembled worshippers knelt down. . . .

The coffin was let down into the grave.

In the porch of the church, high up against the wall,

a portrait of the deceased was suspended in a golden
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fr;nm\ with the inseriptioii, in the hiiiKl\vritin<j^ of liis own
brother, ' Niehohis Kireeit'.'

From the monastery wo repaired to Widdin, but by

another road, throui^lj the little town of Koula. . . .

Onr postilion, a Turk, had put to the horses, and we
had already completed our preparations with a view of

eonuueneino;' oiu' return journey from the cloister to

^Viddin, when Kireeff was asked for an interview by tlie

Metropolitan Anthimos, and addressed as follows :
' Pray

tarry a little, 1 have something to say to you. Here, not

far from the monastery of Rakovitza, five versts off and

close to the high road, lies a village; it is a new one,

having been but lately peopled,

—

it has not yet been named.

The villagers have begged me to visit their village, and to

" baptize " it in the name of the deceased Kireeff. Let us

go out of our way a little in order to do this, whicb will

not involve much loss of time. . . . The villagers will be

highly gratified
!

'

The invitation was accepted, and we set out for the

' nameless ' village.

Here is a short account of this hamlet. Two years

ago, a few inhabitants of the village of Rakovitza addressed

a petition to the Government, asking leave to settle on

that site, which was left unpeopled from the time the

Tartars and Tcherkassians fled before the advancing Eus-

sian army. This request was acceded to, and over one

hundred families, of whom the greater number were

straitened in their birthplace by lack of sutficient land,

little by little transferred their dwelling-place to the new
dependency. These settlers formed a new village. It was

situated immediately under Mount Vrshka-Chouka on its

southern side. From the summit of this mountain (where

•we find the boundary of Serbia) we see at its base, almost

under our feet, this netv hamlet, from Avhence we can enjoy

the picturesque view it presents, and even observe all that

is passing within it. . . . If one turn to the south, one
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can descry at the foot of Vrslika-Chouka, the little Serbian

town of Zaitschar, and a bend of the river Timok. Zaits-

char is the point from whence, in 1876, the Timok army-

advanced to action, and from whence N. Kireeff with his

division entered Turkish territory. From its summit the

field of Rakovitza can be plainly discerned, and the enclosed

space can be plainly detected with the naked eye—the

open space where KireefiP fell. . . . (There is much to be

seen from this eminence, about half the kingdom of

Serbia, and almost as much of the Principality of Bul-

garia).

The idea of calling the village Kireeff was not one of

recent date. I can recall that about a year ago, when
M. PopoflF was governor of the district of Widdin, he

informed me that these villagers had acquainted him of

their desire to call their hamlet Kireeff, when he, M.
Popoff, was among them for the purpose of marking off

their new lands and dependencies. . . . This matter was

subsequently shelved (I could never ascertain the reason

why), and the result was that the village remained name-

less up to this very time. It was designated in different

ways : some called it New Eakovitza, others New Vil-

lage, &c.

Here we are, then, making a journey for an imposing

object—to a ' baptism,' as the Metropolitan Anphim ex-

pressed it. Our way would now make a circuit through

little forests of oak and nut, now it would issue forth into

open ground, and wind through vineyards and between

fields of maize; through meads, now and then being

hemmed in by a little river. The road was narrow. Often

now one horse, now another—we were drawn by three

horses yoked abreast—would entangle itself in bushes of

brambles or wild roses, causing them to cover us with

their leaves and exhale their perfume.

We drive into the village. A great crowd had assembled

E E
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to meet us. Iiifinn old men, women with cliilJren at the

breast; every iuliabitant would seem to have come out

into the streets.

The village is still in an unfinished state ; everything

was in a chaotic condition ; there were scarcely any

yards to be seen. The houses are wide, covered, or being

covered over with tiles. Around the dwellings wander

cattle and birds—buffaloes, oxen, sheep, pigs, geese, ducks,

chickens. . . . All spoke of confusion and disorder. It

was evening, the sun was setting. The household cattle,

driven in for the night, j)ressed around the houses, rend-

ing the air with a concert of divers sounds discordant to

our ears.

We stepped down from the carriage and went up to a

table which had been placed in a street in the centre of the

village. Here the Metropolitan offered prayers, sprinkled

the villagers with holy water, and then declaimed : 'Length

of days to the village henceforth called by the name of

Kireeff.'

When the prayers were over his Holiness Anphim
turned to the villagers and made an address :

—

'I am glad for your sakes, my children, for now you

are free. Where are the Tcherkassians and Turks from

whom you suffered such violence and outrage ? ' (His

Holiness Anthimos lifted up his eyes as he spoke and

looked out on the broad expanse before him, formerly

peopled by Tcherkassian marauders.) ' Of Tcherkassian

and Tartar villages there is left no trace ! Turks, Pashas,

and Zaptiehs will trouble you no more. ... I rejoice for

your sakes. But do not forget to whom you owe this

gift of freedom. It is Russia that has made you free.'

(Here the villagers raised a shout, ' Long live Russia

!

long live our deliverer ! ') ' And what has Russia sacri-

ficed to give you this freedom ? So great is the debt

you owe this country, that Bulgaria could never pay so

much as one thousandth part of that debt which is
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owed to her for the freedom you enjoy. . .
.' (Again a

shout is raised by the crowd, ' Long live Eussia !

')
* It

is not of money that I speak. . . . Think of the many
mothers and fathers in that great country who are mourn-
ing the loss of sons ; think of the many widows who are

weeping for the loss of husbands ; of houseless orphans

who mourn for lost fathers, sisters—for lost brothers !

And here on this day there is one amongst us ' (here his

Holiness Anphim turned to where Kireeff was standing)

' who is mourning a brother, who fell in this your oivn

country for the freedom of its people. . . . The news of

the death of Kireeff was nearly the death of his aged

mother. How shall we console the unconsolable, who
have lost their dear ones for our sake, to win for us our

freedom ? . . .

' By calling your village b}^ the name of the fallen hero

KireeflF, you have given a proof to his mother and relatives,

and to the whole of Kussia, our deliverer, that we do not

forget—that tve cannot forget those whose blood flowed for

our freedom. . . . Never forget Russia ' (here his Holi-

ness raised his hand to emphasise these words) ' remember

Russia, to whom you owe your deliverance. . . . Without

Russia we were like fish without water.' (' Long live

glorious Russia, our deliverer
!

' the crowd broke in.)

Words would fail to express the sensation produced

on the crowd by this address. I will not attemx)t to de-

scribe the naive ' ovations ' accorded by the villagers to

their guest Kireefi". ... It would take up too much of

your space. One thing, however, I must put on record

;

something original in the highest degree. The villagers

ran after our carriage, escorting it far beyond the village
;

several times they stopped our horses, and running up

asked us each time to drink a glass of wine. Meanwhile,

greetings were heard to the brother of Kireeff, and to their

village ' baptized ' in his name. . . .
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In the brief liistor}' of the vilhigo called Kireeff, that

day will constitute a great epoch ; tradition will no doubt

perpetuate its remembrance from generation to genera-

tion so long as the village of Kireeff shall stand.

The sun was already setting when we left the hamlet

of Kir<5efF on our way to Widdin. It was growing dark

when we reached the little town of Kula. Its inha-

bitants were j^robably aware at an early hour that a guest

would visit them in the evening, and, as it seemed, had

earl}' made preparations for his arrival.

At the very entrance of the town the street was lined

on either side with townsmen wh.o greeted us beai-tily

as we entered. The streets were decorated with flags,

and a mortar fired salutes on the town square. The
whole population of Kula gathei-ed together near the

cburch. The pupils of schools for both sexes stood before

their respective schools, and greeted their guest by sing-

ing the Russian National Air, the townsmen joining in

with cries of ' Long live Kireeff !

' A senior pupil presented

A. K. with a crown of roses and pinks, in the name of all

the pupils. The Bulgarian National Hj^mn was struck up,

and we repaired to a garden, where supper had been pre-

pared for the guest. Here the chief townsmen stood

behind the table, and waited on Kireeff; everyone strove

to pay their guest every possible attention. . . . Greetings

were exchanged and prolonged, interspersed with the

singing of national airs. . . . Suddenly a cry was heard :

' Everlasting remembrance ! everlasting remembrance to

Nicholas Kireeff !

' . . . A toast was drunk in his honour.

... 'To the church! to the church!' exclaimed others.

The church was rapidly filled, and a choir of pupils of

either sex sang the hymns, * Rest with the Saints,' and
* Eternal Remembrance.' When A. Kireeff passed through

the town to enter his carriage, all the townsmen and

pupils escorted their guest, singing as they went. The
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road was covered with nosegays of roses and other flowers.

Our carriage was so full of nosegays, that we literally had

difficulty in sitting. , . .

We spent one hour and a half in Koula. At two o'clock

in the night we were already in Widdin.
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.

Havelock's Memoirs, by J. C. Marshman
yI/afa«/(Tj''j Life and Letters, byG. O. Trevelyan
Malmesbury's Memoirs
Maunder s Biographical Treasury
Mendelssohn's Letters

Mini (James), a I'iography, by A. Bain
jijtll (yohn Stuart), a Criticism, by A. Bain. . .

.

Mill's (J. S.) Autobiography.
Mor-ley's Reminiscences of Oriel College, &c. .

.

Towns, Villages, &c.
Mailer's (Max) Biographical Essays
Neivman's Apologia pro Vita Sua
Pasolini's Memoir
Pasteur's Life and Labours
Shakespeare's Life, by J. O. Halliv/ell-Phillipps

Southey's Correspondence with Caroline Bowles
Stephen's Ecclesiastical Biography
Wellington's Life, by G. R. Gleig

BOTANY and GARDENING.
Allen's Flowers and their I'cdigrecs

De Caisne C^ I-c Maoui's Botany
Lindley's Treasury of Itotany

BOTANY and GARDENING-<v////;;w./.
Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Gardening 14

Encyclopaedia ot Plants. 14
Rivers' Orchard-House 20

Rose Amateur's Guide 20
Thome s Botany 22

CHEMISTRY.
y^ ;-««/; (j«(^'J- Organic Chemistry 22
AW/'f'j Inorganic Chemistry 13
j'l////i.;''j Elements of Chemistry 17— Liorganic Chemistry 17
Paycn's Industrial Chemistry 18
Thorpe &^ Muir's Qualitative Analysis , 22

's Quantitative -Analysis 22
Tildcn's Chemical Philosophy 22
//rt//i' Dictionary of Chemistry oj

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES,
LITERATURE, and ANTIQUITIES.

Aristophanes' The .Acharnians, trar.-^Iatcd 5A risiotlc's Works 5
Becker's Charlcles 6

Gallus g
Cicero's Correspondence, by Tyrrell 7
Homer's Iliad, translated by Cayley 12

Green 12
Hort's The New Pantheon 12
MahaJTy's Classical Greek Literature 16
Perry's Greek and Roman .Sculpture ig
Plato's Parmenides, by Maguire ig
Rich's Dictionary of Antiquities 20
Simcox's History of Latin Literature 21
Sophocles' Works 21
I'irgil's ^nid, translated by Coningi' 'n 8

Poems 8
Works, with Notes by Kennedy 23

lyitfs Myths of Hellas ,4
The Trojan War 24—: The Wand'-rings of Ulysses 24

COOKERY, DOMESTIC
ECONOMY, &c.

Acton s ISIodtrn Coukcry
4

Buckton's Food and Hon\e Cookery
7

Rcei'c s Cookery and llcuselu'i pin;' 'o

ENCYCLOPAEDIAS, DICTIONARIES,
and BOOKS of REFERENCE.

Ayre's Bible Treasury c,

Blacklcy's German Dictionary 6
Jhande'slJ'xct. of .Science, Literature, ami .Art.. 6
Cabinet Lawyer (The)

7
Cafes' Dictionary of Biography 7
Contanscau's French Dictionaries 8
( 'rcsy's Encyclopxdia of Civil Engineering 8
Ciuilt's Encyclopaedia of Architecture. n
Johnston's CjiinnrvX Dictionary of Geogi;ipliy .. i;
Latham's English Dictionaries 14
Lindley &' Moore's Treasury of Botany i j

Longman's German Dictionary 1
(

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Agriculture 14
Gardening

1

}

Plants 14
M'Culloch's Dictionary of Conunercc 16
Maunder's Treasuries 16
Quain's Dictionary of Medicine io
A' zV/i'i Dictionary of Antiquities 20
Roget's English Thesaurus 20
Ure's Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, I've 23
/( hitc's Latin Dictionaries 23
li 'Hitch's Popular 'J'ables 24
J V/zi'^c'i English-Greek Dictionary 24
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ENGINEERING. MECHANICS,
MANUFACTURES, &C.

.•<«../.-»f.-i'.- Strin.L;!li of M.,Um.vK 21

ii'.i/ ry 6-^ Jir.if::^ ...'.> K.illw .i> -, C^o 6

's K.»il\v.\y Al>l<li.lIlCc^ 52

Ji/.ul's TrratiNC on ISrcwint; 6

PcM'-H^'s Works on the ?tcain F.nginc 6

Cr(sy<! l"iKyL-lop.«;ili.i of Civil En^inccrinij .... S

Cfuo's H.^iiUbook of riACtic.il Telegraphy 8

^:,itc,trtis' Our Seamarks 9
Farr-fairrt's Mills and Millwork to

Useful Infonnation for Engineers .. lo

tTiVi/rryV Klcmciits of Mechanism it

IVinciiilcs of Mechanics it

Corf's KIcctro-MetalUirgy 52

On'i/:'s Lncyclopa-tlia of Architecture it

MiUktlfs Practical Ass.ijing 17

Xcrtiii'tt's I-athcs and 1 urning 18

FUssc's Art of Perfumery- 19

Frcf^-e A' Sk-nvright's I'elegraphy 22

AVwwj-i'/.i M.irine Steam Engine 21

Shellfy's Workshop Appliances 22

Szi infen's Electric Lig;hting 22

i'«:e;"»'.t Machine Design 22

i^tV dictionary of Arts, Manufactures. & Mines 23

ENGLISH LANGUAGE and
LITERATURE.

A rHolSs English Poetry and Prose 5
. Manual of English Literature 5

Latliam's English Dictionaries i.^

Handbook of English Language 14

Roi:et's English Thesaurus 20

;i 'hatc'i\'s English Synonyms 23

HISTORY, POLITICS, HISTORICAL
MEMOIRS, and CRITICISM.

Abbey 6^ Overton's Eng. Church in iSth CeiUury 4

An.os' Fifty Years of the English Constitution .

.

4
Primer of the English Constitution 4

Arnold's Lectures on Modern History 5

Btaconsfichi's Selected Speeches 6

.St7tt//to'.s History of the Church of England .. 6

Bramstcn &' Lcroy's Historic \Vinchester 6

BiakU's History of Civilisation 7

Clusney's Waterloo Lectures 7

Cox's General History of Greece S

Lives of Greek Statesmen 8

C»^f;^A/^«'.f History of the Papacy 8

De U 'itt's {John) Life, by Pqntalis 8

De TocijutfilU's Democracy in America 8

Doyle's Ihe English in America 9
Epochs of Ancient Historj' 9

Modem History 9
Freeman's Historical Geography of Europe .... 10

Fronde's Histcry of England 10
. Short Studies 10

The English In Ireland 10

Gardiner's History of England, 1603-42 10

Outline of English History 11

Grant's University of Edinburgh 11

Greville's Journal 1

1

Hickson's Ireland in the 17th Century 12

Z^c/t^f History of England 14—— European Morals 14
Rationalism in Europe 14

Leaders of Public Opinion in Ireland .

.

14

Le-Ms' History of Philosophy 14

Longmans ( IV.) Lectures on Historj- of England 14
Life and Times of Edward III 14

. {F. JV.) Frederick the Great 14

Macaiilay's Complete Works 15

Critical and Historical Essays .... 15

History of England 15

Speeches 15

Maunders Historical Treasurj' 16

Maxwell's Don John of Austria 16

May's Constitutional HLst. of Eng. 1760-1870 .

.

16

Democracy in Europe 16

MerivaU's Fall of the Roman Republic 17

General History of Rome .., 17

Rom.ans under the Empire 17

The Roman Triumvirates 17

Rawlinson's Seventh Great Oriental Monarchy.

.

20

Seebohm's The Oxford Reformers 20

The Protestant Revolution 20

HISTORY, POLITICS, HISTORICAL
MEMOIRS and CRITICISM-<w//.

S/wrt's History of the- Cluiroh of ICn^laiul 2t

.Vw///('i- C;utha.i;e .-mil llie L';irlli;igiiii;uis 21

7"<ij'/<'r'j History of India 22

// 'tilfiole's History of Kngland, 1815-41 23
;/ 'ylie's Eiiuland umlcr llenry IV 24

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS and
BOOKS on ART.

F>>esser's Jnp:\n ; its .Architecture, Kc 9
Fast/aAc's Five Great Painters 9

Hints on Household Taste 9
Notes on Foreign Picture Galleries.. 9

Jaiiieson's i^Mrs.) Works 13

/-<i«*.'-'i (.-I.) Princess Nobody, illus. by R. Doyle 14

Macaulay's {Lord) Lays, illustrated by Scliarf . 15
illustrated by Wcguclln 15

Moore's Irish Melodies, illustrated by Maclise .. 18

Lalla Rookh, illustrated by Tenniel iS

New Testament (The', illustrated 18

Ferry's Greek and Roman Sculpture r. 19

MEDICINE and SURGERY.
5«//'i Hints to Mothers 7

Malern.il Management of Children 7
Coats' Manual of Pathology 7
Dkkinson On Renal and Urinary Afifeclions. ... 9
Erkhsen's Concussion of the Spine 10

Science and Art of Surgery 10

Garfods Materia Medica 10

Treatise on Gout 10

//awrt^^/'j Orthopaedic Surgery 12

Hewitt's Diseases of Women 12

Mechanic. System of Uterine Pathology 12

Holmes' System of Surgery 12

Hnsband's Questions in Anatomy 12

Jones' The Health of the Senses 13

Utile's In-Knee Distortion 14

Livcing's Works on Skin Diseases 14
Longmore's Gunshot Injuries 14
Mackenzie's Use of the Laryngoscope . • • . • 15

Macnamara's Diseases of Himalayan Districts.

.

16

Morehead's Disease in India .-•:•• '^

Murckisoti's Continued Fevers of Great Britain

.

iS

Diseases of the Liver 18

Pagct's Clinical Lectures and Essays 18

Lectures on Surgical Pathology 18

Pereira's Materia ]\Iedica 18

Quains Dictionary of Medicine 20

Richardson s The Asclepaid 20

Salter's Dental Pathology- and Surgery 20

Stnith's Handbook for Midwives 21

Thomson's Conspectus, by Birkett 22

Watson's Principles and Practice of Physic .... 23
JVest's Diseases of Infancy and Childhood 23

MENTAL and POLITICAL PHILO-
SOPHY, FINANCE, &e.

Abbott's Elements of Logic 4
A mos' Science of Jurisprudence 4
A ristotle's Works 5
Bacons Essays, with Notes, by Abbott 5

by Hunter 5
by Whately 5

Letters, Life, and Occasional Works. ... 5
Promus of Formularies 5
Works. 5

Bagehot's Economic Studies 5

Bain's (Pro/.) Philosophical Works 6

De Tocquez'ille's Democracy in America 8

DoxuelVs History of Taxes 9
Hume's Philosophical Works 13

Jejferies The Story of My Heart 13

Justinian's Institutes, by T. Sandais 13

Kant's Critique of Practical Reason 13

Lang's Custom and Myth 13

Lewis' Authority in Mattersof Opinion 14

Lubbock's Origin of Civilisation 14

Macleods{H. D.)\Nq,xV% 16

MilCs {James) Phenomena of the Human Mind 16

Milts {J. S.) Logic, Killick's Handbook to ...

.

13

Works 17

.^Tiller's Social Economy. 17

MoNck's Introduction to Logic 18

Morelfs Handbook of Logic 17

i'<r^i^(?/zw'f English Village Community 20
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MENTAL and POLITICAL PHILO-
SOPHY, FINANCE, ^Q—continued.

Sully's Outlines of Psychology 22
Sivinhitrncs Picture Lo^ic 22
Tlioiii(•soil's A System of Psychologj' 22
7'hjiiisons Laws of Thought 22
'J'lL'iss on the Rights and Duties of Nations 22
//VWVThe Veil of Isis 23
ll'/iatclys Elements of Logic 23

Elements of Rhetoric 23
U^yliVs Labour, Leisure, and Luxury 24
Zijllcr's Works en Greek Philosophy 24

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.
Arnold's {Di . ) .Miscellaneous Works 5

A. K. H . /?., Essays and Contributions of 4
Bagehot's Literary Studies 5

Beaconsfield IJirthday Book (The) 6

Bcaconsficlits Wit and Wisdom 5

Evans' Bronze Implements of Great Britain ....

Farrars Language and Languages
French's Drink in England
Ilasselts Adulteration of Food
Johnsons Patentee's Manual
Longman's jNiagazine

ISlaraitlay's, {Lo7;l) Works, Selections fro:n ....

Miilkr's (Max) \\' orks
Pcc-l's A Highland Gathering
Smith's (SytJiuy) Wit and Wisdom

NATURAL HISTORY (POPULAR),
Dixon s Rural Bird Life

Hartwis's {Dr. G.) Works
Sifaunder's Treasury of Natural History
Stanley's Familiar History- of Birds
Wood's {Rcz: J. G ) Works

POETICAL WORKS.
Bailey's Festus
Dante's Divine Comedy, translated by IMinchin
Goethe's Faust, translated by Birds

translated by Webb
with Notes by .Seiss

Homer's Iliad, translated by Cayley
translated by Green

Iiigelozu's Poetical Works
Macaiilay's (Lord) Lays of Ancient Rome . . .

.

J\Iacdonald's A Book of Strife

Pennell's ' From Grave to Gay '

Reader's Voices from Flower-Lami
Shakespeare, Bowdler's Family Edition

Hamlet, by George Macdonald
Sontlicy's Poetical Works
Stevenson's Child's Garden of Poems
J'irj^ii's ilCneid, translated by Conington .. .

.

Poems, translated by Conington . . .

.

SPORTS and PASTIMES.
Dead Shot (The), by Marksman
Francis' Book on Angling
yefferies' Red Deer
Longman's Chess Openings
Dole's The INIodern Game of Whist
Konalds' Fly- Fisher's Entomology
Z 'erney's Chess Eccentricities

// 'alher's The Correct Card
// 'ilcocks' The S-a-Fisherman

SCIENTIFIC WORKS (General).
Arnott's Ekments of Physics
Jyanci man's Descriptive Mineralogy

— Systematic Mineralogy
Brande's Dictionary of .Science &c.
Ganol's Natural Philosophy

Physics
Crovc's Correlation of Physical Forces
J/anghton's Lectures on Physical Geography .

.

lielmUoltz Scientific Lectures
On the Sensation of Tone

llullah's History of Modern Music
Transition Period of Musical History..

Keller's Lake Dwellings of Switzerland
Kerls Treatise on Metallurgy
' Knowledge ' Library (The)
JJpyd's Treatise on Magnetism
.Uac/iirren's Lectures on Harmony
Manndei 's Scientific Treasury
Proctor's (R. A.) Works
Kntleys The Study of Rocks

SCIENTIFIC WORKS (Genepal)-f<?«/'.
Smith's Air and Rain 21

Text -books of Science 22
Tyndall's (fro/.) Works 22, 23

THEOLOGY and RELIGION.
Arnold's (Vr.) Sermons 5
Ayre's Treasury of Bible Knowledge 5
Boiiltbee's Commentary on the 39 Articles 6
/»Vo;c«t''^ Exposition of the 39 Articles 7
Calvert's Wife's Manual 7
CoUnso's Pen'ateuch and Book of Joshua 7
Conder's Handbook to the Bible 7
Conybeare and liowson's St. Paul 8

Davidson's Introduction to the New Testament 8
Deivcs' Life and Letters of St. Paul 9
Edershcim's Jesus the Messiah 9

Warburton Lectures g
.£///c:(7//"i Commentary -on St. Paul's Epistles .. 9

Lectures on the Life of Our Lord .... g
Ewald's Antiquities of Israel 10

History of Israel 10
Ilohart's Medical Language of St. Luke 12

Hopkins' Christ the Consoler 12

Jukes' (Rev. A.) Works 13

A'alisch's Bible Studies 13
Commentary on the Old Testament .

.

13

Lyra Germanica 15
jl/acdonald's Unspoken Sermons (second series) 15
M.inning's Temporal Mission of the Holy Ghost 16

Martineau's Kndeavours after the Christian Life i5
Hours of Thought 16

lifonscirs Spiritual Songs 18
Miillcr's (.Ma.v) Origin and Growth of Religion . 18

Science of Religion 18

Palcy's Christian Evidences, &c., by Potts .... 18

Psalms (The) of David, translated by Seymour.. 21

Rogers' Defence of the Eclipse of Faith 20
The Eclipse of Faith 20

^<r7WtV/'^ Night Lessons from Scripture 21

Passing Thoughts on Religion 21
. Preparation for Holy Communion .... 21

Smith's Shipwreck of St. Paul 21

Supernatural Religion 22

Taylor's (Jeremy) Entire Works 22

TRAVELS, ADVENTURES, GUIDE
BOOKS, &e.

Aldridge's Ranch Notes 4
Alpine Club (The) Map <.f Swit/:erland 4
Baker's Eight Years in Ceylon 5

RiHe and Hound in Ceylon 5
Ball's Alpine Guide 4
Brassey's (Lady) Works 7
Cra7i<ford's Across the Pampas and the .Xndes .

.

8

Dent's Above the Snow Line 8

Freeman's United States 10
Hassall s San Remo 12

Jlowitt's Visits to Remarkable Places 12

Johnston's Dictionary of Geography 13
Maritime Alps (The) 16
Maunder s Treasury of Geography 16

Melville's In the Lena Delta 16

Miller's Wintering in the Riviera 17

Three in Norway 22

WORKS of FICTION.
Anstcy's The Black Poodle, Kc 5
Antinous, by George 'J'aylor 5
Atolier du Lys (The) 17

Atherstonc Priory 17

BeaconsfieUrs (Lord) Novels and Talcs (

Burgomaster's Family (The) 17

hisa and her Vulture 17

Harte's (I!ret) In the Carnuinez Woods 1;

On the Frontier iv

In the Olden Time 13

Mademoiselle Mori 17

Modern Novelist's Library (The) 17

Oliphanfs (Mrs.) In Trust 17

Madam 1

;

Payn's Thicker than Water 17
Sewelfs (Miss) Stories and Tales 21

Six Sisters of the Valleys ('I'he) 17

Stvrgis' My Friends and 1 1.

7';o/A'/<;'.r (.("^/rcy) I'archester Towcu 1;

The Warden i;

Unawares 17

VVIiyte-MelvilU'i {Major) Novels j;
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ABBEY and OVERTON.— 7//^ J^xc-

LIS/I CIIlKCH IX THE ElGIITEEXTII

Cextcrv. By the Rev. C. J. Ai;nEY

and the Rev. J. II. Overton. 2 vols.

Svo. 36J.

ABBOTT. — The Elemexts of
Logic. By T. K. Aisdott, B.D. 121110.

2s. GJ. sewed, or 31. cloth.

ACTON. — Modern Cookery for
Private Families, reduced to a System

of Easy Practice in a Series of carefully

tested Receipts. By Eliza Acton.
With upwards of 150 \Yoodcuts. Fcp.

Svo. 4J. 6d.

A. K. H. 'B.—ThE ESSAVS AXD Co.v-

TRIBUTIOXS OF A. K. H. i9.— Uniform

Cabinet Editions in crown Svo.

Autumn Holidays, 3^. 6^/.

Chanc-ed Aspects of Unchanged Truths,

Commonplace Philosopher, 3J-. 6</.

Counsel and Comfort, 3^. 6</.

Critical Essays, 3^-. bd.

Graver Thoughts of a Country Parson.

Three Series, 3^. dd. each.

Landscapes, Churches, and INIoralities,

y. ej.

Leisure Hours in Town, 3^-. 6./.

Lessons of Middle Age, 3^. 6;/.

Our Little Life. Two Series, 3^. 6</. each.

Present Day Thoughts, 3.^. 6d.

Recreations of a Country Parson. Three

Series, 3^-. Gd. each.

Seaside Musings, 3^. 67.

Sunday Afternoons, 3J-. 6d.

ALDRIDGE. — Ranch Notes in
Kaxsas, Colorado, the Ixdiax
Territory axd Northern Texas.

By Reginald Aldridge, Crown Svo.

with 4 Illustrations engraved on Wood by

G. Pearson, 5^-.

ALLEN.—Flowers and their Pedi-
grees. By Grant Allen. With 50
Illustrations engraved on Wood, Crown
Svo. ']s. 61/.

ALPINE CLUB ij\i€).— Guides and
Maps.

The Alpine Guide. By John
Ball, M.R.I. A. Post Svo, with Maps
and other Illustrations :

—
The Eastern Alps, \os. 6d.

Central Alps, including all the
Oberland District, 7^-. 6(/,

Western Alps, including Mont
Blanc, Monte Rosa, Zermatt, &c, 6s. 6d.

The Alpine Cl ub Map of Switzer-
LAXD, on the Scale of Four Miles to

an Inch. Edited by R, C. Nichols,
F.R.G.S, 4 Sheets in Portfolio, 42^.

coloured, or 345, uncoloured.

Enlarged Alpine Club Map of
the Swiss axd Italian Alps, on the

Scale of Three English Statute Miles to

One Inch, in 8 Sheets, price ij-. 6d. each.

On Alpine Travelling and the
Geology of the Alps. Price is.

Either of the Three Volumes or Parts ot

the 'Alpine Guide' may be had with this

Introduction prefixed, is. extra.

AMOS.— IVoRKs BY Sheldon Amos,
m.a.

A Primer of the English Con-
stitution axd Goverxmext. Crown
Svo. 6s.

A Systematic View of the
SciExcE of Jurisprudexce. Svo. iSj-,

Fifty Years of the English
CoxsTjTUTIOX, 1830-18S0, Crown Svo.

IOJ-, 6d,
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ANSTEY.— 7>/£ Black Poodle, and
other Stories. By F. Anstey, Author of
'Vice Versa.' With Frontispiece by G.
Du Maurier and Initial Letters by the
Author. Crown 8vo. 6^-.

ANTINOUS.—An Historical Romance
of the Roman Empire. By George
Taylor (Professor Hausrath). Trans-
lated from the German by J. D, M,
Crown 8vo. bs,

ARISTOPHANES. — The Achar-
xiAXS OF Aristophaxes. Translated
into English Verse by Robert Yelver-
TON Tyrrell, M.A. Dublin. Crown
8vo. 2s. 6d.

ARISTOTLE.— 7//^ Works of.

The Politics, G. Bekker's Greek
Text of Books L III. IV. (VII.) with
an English Translation by W. E.
BoLLAND, M.A. ; and short Introductory
Essays by A. Lang, M.A. Crown 8vo.
7^-. 6d.

The Ethics ; Greek Text, illustrated

with Essays and Notes. By Sir Alexan-
der Grant, Bart. M.A. LL.D. 2 vols,

Svo. 32^.

The Nicomachean Ethics, Newly
Translated into English. By Robert
Williams, Barrister-at-Law. Crown
Svo. 7^-. 6i/,

ARNOLD. — Works by Thomas
Arxold, D.D. Late Ilcad-mastcr of
Rugby School.

Introductory Lectures on Mo-
dern History, delivered in 1841 and
1842. Svo. 7^. (id.

Sermons Preached mostly in
THE Chapel of Rugby School. 6
vols, crown Svo. 30j-. or separately, 5^.

each.

Miscellaneous Works. Svo. 75. 6d.

ARNOLD. — Works by Thomas
Arnold, M.A.

A Manual of English Litera-
TCRE, Historical and Critical. By
Thomas Arnold, M.A. Crown Svo.

Is. 6d.

English Poetry and Prose: a
Collection of Illustrative Passages from
the Writings of P2nglish Authors, from
the Anglo-Saxon Period to tlic Present

Time. Crown Svo. 6s.

ARNOTT.— 7///S Elements of Phy-
sics OR Natural PHH.osoriiv. By
Neil Arnott, M.D. Edited by A. Bain,
LL.D. and A. S. Taylor, M.I). F.R.S.
Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 12s. dd.

ASHBY. — Notes on Physiology
FOR THE Use of Students Preparing
for ExAMiXATiox. With 120 Wood-
cuts. By Henry Asiiky, M.D. Lond.,
Physician to the General Hospital for Sick
Children, Manchester. Fcp. Svo. 5^-.

AYRE. -The Treasury of Bible
KxoWLEDGE ; being a Dictionary of the
Books, Persons, Places, Events, and other
matters of which mention is made in
Holy Scripture. By the Rev. J. Ayre,
M.A. With 5 Majjs, 15 Plates, and 300
\\'oodcuts. Fcp. Svo. bs.

BACON.—77/£ Works and Life of.

Complete Works. Collected and
Edited by R. L. Ellis, M.A . J.
Spedding, M.A. and D. D. Heath.
7 vols. Svo. £1. \is. ed.

Letters and Life, including all
HIS Occasional Works. Collected
and Edited, with a Commentaiy, by J.
Spedding. 7 vols. Svo. £^. ^.

The Essays; with Annotations.
By Richard Wh.\tely, D.D., sometime
Archbishop of Dublin. Svo. los. 6d.

The Essays; with Introduction,
Notes, and Index. By E. A. Abbott,
D.D. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. price 6s. The
Text and Index only, without Intro-

duction and Notes, in i vol. fcp. Svo.
price 2s, 6d.

The Essa}'s; with Critical and
Illustrative Notes, and other Aids for

Students. By the Rev. John Hunter,
M. A. Crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

The Promus of Pormularies and
Elegancies, illustrated by Passages from
Shakespeare. By Mrs. H. Pott.
Preface by E. A. Abbott, D.D. Svc.
i6j-.

BAGEKOT. — JFoRKs by IFalter
BAGEHOT, M.A.

Biographical Studies. Svo. 12s.

Economic Studies. 8\-o. ios. 6d.

Literary Studies. 2 vols. Svo.
Portrait. 28s.

BAILEY.— Pestus, a Poem. By
Philip James Bailey. Crown Svo.

I2J-. 6d.

BAKER.— Jl'oRKs BY Sir Samuel
W. JiAKER, M.A.

Eight Years in Ceylon. Crown
Svo. Woodcuts. 5J-.

Till-. Rifle and the JFound m
Ceylon. Crown Svo. Woodcuts, '^s.
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BAIN. — //c'A-A.s- /.-r Aj.nxAXDEK
JSaix, LL.D.

MeXTAL AXD Moral Sciexce ; ^
Comficnilium of I'sychology ami Elhics.

Crown Svo. I0.f. 6</.

The Sexses axd the Ixtellect.
Svo. i5.f.

The Emotioxs axd the JI'/el.

Svo. I5.r.

Practical Essays. Crown Svo.

4J. 6./.

Logic, Deductive axd Ixductive.
Part I. Deduction, i^s. Part XL In-

duction, 6s. 6d,

James Mill; a Biography. Crown
Svo. 5^.

JoHX Stuart Mill; a Criticism,

with Personal Recollections. Crown
Svo. 2s. 6d.

BARRY & BRAMWELL. — i?.i/z-

WAYS AXD Locomotives : a Series of

Lectures delivered at the School of

Military Engineering, Chatham. Hail-

Ti'ays, by J. W. Barry, M. Inst. C. E.
Locomotives, by Sir F. T- Bramwell,
F.R.S., M. Inst. C.E. With 228 Wood
Engravings. Svo. 21s.

BEACONSFIELD.— ?Ft?i?A-5 by the
Earl of Beacoxsfield, K.G.

Novels axd Tales. The Cabinet
Edition. 11 vols. Crown Svo. ds. each.

Endpnion.
Lothair. Henrietta Temple.
Coningsby. Contarini Fleming, &c.

Sybil. Alroy, Ixion. &c.

Tancred. The Young Duke, &c.

Venetia.
|

Vivian Grey, &c.

Novels axd Tales. The Hugh-
enden Edition. With 2 Portraits and 1

1

Vignettes. 11 vols. Crown Svo. 42^.

Novels axd Tales. Modern No-
velist's Library Edition, complete in 11

vols. Crown Svo. 22J". boards, or27j. (>d.

cloth.

Selected Speeches. With Intro-
duction and Notes, by T. E. Kebbel,
M.A. 2 vols. Svo. Portrait, 32J.

The Wit axd Wisdom of Bex-
jAMix Disraeli, Earl of Beacoxs-
field. Crow n Svo. 3^. 6d.

The Beacoxsfield Birthday-
book: Selected from the Writings and
Speeches of the Right Hon. the Earl of

Beaconsfield, K.G. With 2 Portraits and
II Views of Hughenden Manor and its

Surroundings. i8mo. is. 6d. cloth, gilt

;

4^. 6d. bound.

BECKER. J I OR AS /,•)' /^RCUESSOR
Jil.CKER, translated from the German by
the Rrr. 1\ Metcalf.

Gallus ; or, Roman Scenes in the
Time of Augustus. Post Svo. 7.f. dd.

CiiARicLEs ; or. Illustrations of the
Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
Post Svo. 7^'. dd.

BLACK.

—

Practical Treatise ox
JUuAviSG ; with P'ormuhv fur Public
lircwers and Instructions for Private
Families. P.y W. Black. Svo. \os. 6d.

BLACKLEY & FRIEDLANDER.— .

7

JR.ici7c.iL Dicrio.wiRv of the Gek-
.MA.V A.YD E.XGLisii Laxguages: Con-
taining New Words in General Use not
found in other Dictionaries. By the Rev.
W. L. Black LEY, M.A. and C. M.
Friedlamjer, Ph.D. Post Svo. 3.f. 6d.

BOULTBEE.— /rbA-A-^ by the Rev.
T. p. Boultbee, LL.D.

A Co.vmextary ox the 39 Arti-
cles, forming an introduction to the

Theology of the Church of England.
Crown Svo. 6j.

A History OF the Church ofExg-
LAXD ; Pre-Reformation Period. Svo.

15.-.

BOURNE. — Works by Joiix
Bourxe, C.E.

A Trea tise ox the Steam Excixe,
in its application to Mines, Mills, Steam
Navigation, Railways, and Agriculture.

With 37 Plates and 546 Woodcuts. 4to.

42^-.

Catechism of the Stea.m Exgixe,
in its various Applications to Mines, Mills,

Steam Navigation, Railways, and Agri-

culture. With 89 Woodcuts. Crown Svo.

75. 6(/.

Haxdbook of the Stfa.m Exgixe;
a Key to the Author's Catechism of the

Steam Engine. With 67 Woodcuts. Fcp.

Svo. 9^,

RECEXT LmPROVEMEXTS IX THE
Steam E.xgi.xe. With 124 Woodcuts.
Fcp. Svo. 6^-.

Examples of Stea.m axd Gas
Exgixes of the most recent Approved
Types. With 54 Plates and 356 Wood-
cuts. 4to. 70.>-.

BRAMSTON & ^-E^OY,—Historic
IVi.xcHESTER ; England's First Capital.

By A. R. Bramston" and A. C. Leroy.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

BRANDE'S DicTioxARY ofSciexce,
LiTER.iTURE, A.\'D ART. Re-edited by

the Rev. Sir G. W. Cox, Bart., M.A.
"5 vols, medium Svo. 635'.
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BRASSEY. — Works by Lady
Brassey.

A Voyage ly the 'Sunbeam,^ our
Home o.v the Ocea^st for Eleven
Months. By Lady Brassey. With
Map and 65 Wood Engravings. Library

Edition, 8vo. 2IJ. Cabinet Edition, crown
8vo. 75. 6d. School Edition, fcp. 2s,

Popular Edition, 4to. 6J.

Sunshine and Storm in the East;
or, Cruises to Cyprus and Constantinople.

With 2 Maps and 114 Illustrations en-

graved on Wood. Library Edition, 8vo.

2is. Cabinet Edition, cr. Svo, 7^'. 6d.

In the Trades, the Tropics, and
THE ^ HoARiNG Forties^ ; or, Fourteen
Thousand Miles in the Sunbcat/i in 1883.

By Lady Brassey. With 292 Illustra-

tions engraved on Wood from drawings by
R. T, Pritchett, and Eight Maps and
Charts. Edition de Luxe, imperial Svo.

£1. ly. 6d. Library Edition, Svo. 21s.

BRAY.—Phases of Opinion' and
Experience during a Long Life:
an Autobiography. By Charles Bray,
Author of ' The Philosophy of Necessity '

&c. Crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

BROWNE.—An Exposition of the
39 Articles, Historical and Doctrinal.

By E. H. Browne, D.D., Bishop of

Winchester. Svo. i6s.

BUCKLE.—^/5roi?r of Civilisa-
tion IN England and France, Spain
and Scotland. By Henry Thomas
Buckle. 3 vols, crown Svo. 24,r.

BUCKTON.— Works by Mrs. C. M.
BUCKTON.

Food and Home Cookery; a Course
of Instruction in Practical Cookery and
Cleaning. With 11 Woodcuts. Crown
Svo. 2s. (yd.

Health in the House: Twenty-
five Lectures on Elementary Physiology.

With 41 Woodcuts and Diagrams. Crown
Svo. 2S.

'hM\Aj.- -Works by Thomas Bull,
M.D.

Hints to Mothers on the Man-
agement OF THEIR Health during the

Period of Pregnancy and in the Lying-in

Room. P'cp. Svo. \s. 6d.

The Maternal Management of
Children in Health and Disease.
P'cp. Svo. ij-. 6d.

CABINET LAWYER, The; a Popular
Digest of the Laws of England, Civil,

Criminal, and Constitutional. Fcp. Svo.

9^.

CALYEKT.—The Wife's Manual ;

or Prayers, Thoughts, and Songs on

Several Occasions of a Matron's Life. By
the late W. Calvert, Minor Canon of

St. Paul's. Printed and ornamented in

the style of Q/iccn Elizabeth''s Prayer

Book. Crown Svo. ds,

CARLYLE. — Thomas and Jane-
Welsh Carlyle.

Thomas Carlyle, a History of the

first Forty Years of his Life, i79S-i835»
.

By J. A. Froude, M.A. With 2 Por-

traits and 4 Illustrations, 2 vols. Svo. 32J-.

Thomas Carlyle, a History of his

Life in London : from 1834 to his death,

in 1881. By James A. Froude, M.A.
with Portrait engraved on Steel. 3 vols.

Svo. 32^.

Reminiscences. By Thomas Car-
lyle. Edited by J. A. FroUDE, M.A.
2 vols, crown Svo. iS.r.

Letters and Memorials of Jane
Welsh Carlyle. Prepared for pub-
lication by Thomas Carlyle, and edited
by J. A. Froude, M.A. 3 vols. Svo. 36^.

CATES. — A Dictionary op
General Biography. Fourth Edition,

with Supplement brought down to the

end of 1884. By W. L. R. Gates. Svo.

2%s. cloth
; 355-. half-bound russia.

The Supplement, 18S1-4, zs. 6d.

CHESNEY.— Wa terloo Lectures ;
a Study of the Campaign of 1815. By-

Col. C. C. Chesney, R.E. Svo. 10s. 6d^

CICERO.—The Correspondence op
Cicero: a revised Text, with Notes and
Prolegomena.—Vol. I., The Letters to

the end of Cicero's Exile. By Robert
Y. Tyrrell, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

College, Dublin, 12s,

COATS.—A Manual of Pathology.
By Joseph Coats, M.D. Pathologist

to the Western Infirmary and the Sick

Children's Hospital, Glasgow ; formerly

Pathologist to the Royal Infirmary, and
President of the Pathological and Clinical

Society of Glasgow. With 339 Illustra-

tions engraved on Wood. Svo. 3IJ. 6d.

COLENSO.— :77/y? Pentateuch and
Book of Joshua Critically Ex-
amixed. By J. W. CoLENso, D.D.,
late Bishop of Natal. Crown Svo. ds.

CONDER.—A Handbook to the
Bini.E, or Guide to the Study of the Hoi)

Scriptures derived from Ancient Monii

ments and Modern Exploration. By F.

R. CONDKR, and Lieut. C. R. Conder,
R. E. Post Svo. 7.r, 6</.
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CONINGTON. - Uo!:as /;y /v/.v

TiiR .ExEiD OF ViRGiL. Trans-
lated into English Verse. Crown Svo. 9.^.

The Poems of Virgil. Translated
into English Prose. Crown Svo. 9.?.

CONTANSEAU.— /rcu-A.9 m- Pko-
j .:sso;<. J.FOX Coxtaxsealk

A Practical Dictjoxarv of tiif
Frexcu axd ExcListi Laxgcagks.
Post Svo. 3>-. 6./.

A Pocket Dictioxarv of tiie
FRF.XCU Axn F.xousn Laxccages ;

l>cing a c.-ircful Abridgment of the Author's
' Practical French and English Dictionary.'
Square iSmo. is. dd.

CONYBEARE & H0WS0N.-7//^
Life axd Efistles of St. Paul.
By the Rev. W. J. Conybeare, M.A.,
and the Very Rev. J. S. IIowsoN, D.D.
Dean of Chester.

Library Edition, with all the Original
Illustrations, Maps, Landscapes on Steel,

Woodcuts, &c. 2 vols. 4td. 42^.

Intemiediate Edition, with a Selection of
Maps, Plates, and Wood-cuts. 2 vols.

square crown Svo. 2\s.

Student's Fldiiion, revised and condensed,
with 46 Illustrations and Maps, i vol.

crown Svo. 7^. 6(/.

300KE. — Tablets of Axatomy
AXD Physiology. By Thomas Cooke,
F. R.C.S. Being a Synopsis of Demon-
strations given in the Westminster Hos-
pital Medical School, a.d. 1S71-1S75.
Anatomy, complete. Second Edition,
4to. I5J-. Physiology, complete. Second
Edition, 410. loj.

*#* These Tablets may still be had in
separate Fasciculi as originally published.

COX. JJ'ORA'S BY THE Ref. SlR
G. W. Cox, Bart., M.A.

A Gexeral History of Greece :

from the Earliest Period to the Death of
Alexander the Great ; with a Sketch of
the Subsequent History to the Present
Time. With 1 1 Maps and Plans. Crown
Svo. "]$. 6d.

Lives of Greek Statesmex.
Solox-Themistocles. Fcp. Svo. 2s.td.

CRAWFORD.—^ciro55 the Pampas
AXD THE AXDES. By ROBERT CRAW-
FORD, M.A. With Map and 7 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

CRElGKTOli. — H/STORY of the
Papacy Durixg the Reformatiox.
By the Rev. M. Creighto.n, M.A.
Vols. I. and II. Svo. 32^-.

CRESY.—ExcYci.or.EDiA of Civil
FxGiXEEKtXG, Historical, Theoretical,
and Practic.ll. By liDWAiU) Cresy.
\\'ith above 3,000 \\'oodcuts, Svo. 25j-.

C ULLEY.—Handbook ofPractical
J'hlegraphy. By R. S. Cii.i.ey,
M. Inst. C.E. Plates and Wotidcuts.
Svo. i6j-.

DANTE.— 7///S DivixE Comedy of
Daxte Alighieri. Translated verse for

verse from the Original into Terza Rima.
By James Innes Minchin. Crown Svo.
15.-.

DAVIDSON.—Ax Ixtroductiox to
THE SrVDY OF THE NeW TeSTAMEXT,
Critical, Excgetical, and Theological.
By the Rev. S. Davidson, D.D. LL.D.
Revised Edition. 2 vols. Svo. 305.

DEAD SHOT, The, or Srorts-
max's Complete Guide ; a Treatise on
the Use of the Gun, with Lessons in the
Art of Shooting Game of all kinds, and
Wild-Fowl, also Pigeon-Shooting, and
Dog-Breaking. By Marksman. With
13 Illustrations. Crown Svo. ic.f. 6d.

DECAISNE & LE MAOUT.—

^

Gexeral System of Botaxy. Trans-
lated from the French of E. Le Maout,
M.D., and J. Decaisne, by Lady
Hooker ; with Additions by Sir J. D.
Hooker, C.B. F.R.S. Imp. Svo.' with

5,500 Woodcuts, 3IJ-. 6d.

D'E^l.—Above the Sxoiv Lixe :

Mountaineering Sketches between 1870
and 1880. By Clinton Dent, Vice-
I'resident of the Alpine Club. Witli Two
Engravings by Edward Whymper and an
Illustration by Percy Macquoid. Crown
Svo. "js. 6a.

D'EON DE BEAUMONT.— 7//^
Straxge Career of the Chevalier
HEox DE Beaumoxt, Minister Pleni-

potentiary from France to Great Britain

in 1763. By Captain J. BrciiAN Tei.fer,
R.N. F.S.A. F.R.G.S. With 3 Portraits.

Svo. \2S.

DE TOCQUEVILLE.—Z>^.i/ocie^ci'
/.\' America. By Alexis de Tocque-
ville. Translated by H. Reeve, 2 vols,

crown Svo. i6j.

DE WITT.— 7///; Life of John de
Witt, Gra.xd Pexsioxary of
IIollaxd ; or. Twenty Vears of a Par-

liamentary Republic in the 17th Centurj'.

By M. ANTONIN LEF^,VRE PONTALlk
Translated from the French by S. E. and
A. Stephenson. 2 vol--. Svo.
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DEWES.— T//^ Life and Letters
OF St. Paul. By Alfred Dewes,
M.A. LL.D. D.D. Vicar of St. Augus-
tine's, Pendlebury. With 4 Maps. 8vo.

7^'. 6i/.

DICKINSON. — On Rexal and
( 'kixarvAffectioxs. By W. Howship
Dickinson, M.D.Cantab. F.R.C.P. &c.

With 12 Plates and 122 Woodcuts. 3
vols. Svo. £2- 4-f- 'J'''-

*^* The Three Parts may be had sepa-

ra'.ely : Part I.

—

Diabetes, los. dd. sewed,

I2J-. cloth. Part II. Albiiininuria, 20s.

sewed, 2ls. cloth. Part III.

—

Mis-
cellaneous Affections of the Kidneys and
Urine, t,os. sewed, 31.?. dd. cloth,

DIXON.

—

Rural Bird Life ; Essays
on Ornithology, with Instructions for

Preserving Objects relating to that

Science. By Charles Dixon. With

45 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 5.r.

DOWELL.—^ LLiSTORY of Taxa-
tion AXD Taxes in Exglaxp, from
THE Earliest Times to the Fresext
Day. By Stephen Dowell, Assistant

Solicitor of Inland Revenue. 4 vols. Svo.

48^.

DOYLE.

—

The EnglishINAmerica;
\irginia, Maryland, and the Carolinas.

By J. A. Doyle, Fellow of All Souls'

College, Oxford. Svo. ?»Iap, iS-f.

DRESSER.—//5i/'^i\^; its Architec-
ture, Art, and Art AIaxcfactures.
By Christopher Dresser. Ph.D. F.L.S.

&c. With 202 Graphic Illustrations en-

graved on Wood for the most part by
Native Artists in Japan, the rest by G.
Pearson, after Photographs and Drawings
made on the spot. .Square crown Svo,

3U. 61.

EASTLAKE.—ivr/T Great Paixt-
ERS ; Essays on Leonardo da Vinci,

Michael Angelo, Titian, Raphael, Albert

Diirer. By Lady Easti.ake. 2 vols.

Crown Svo. l6s.

EASTLAKE,— Works cvC. L. East-
LAKE, F.R.S. B.A.

Hints on LLousEHOLn Taste in
Furniture, Upholstery, &c. With
100 Illustrations. .Square crown Svo. I4i'.

Notes on Foreign I^icture Gal-
leries. Crown Svo.

The Louvre Gallery, Faris, with 114 Illus-

trations, 7^. 6d.

The Brera Gallery, Milan., with 55 Illustra-

tions, 5^.

The Old Pinakothek, Munich, with 107

Jllutrations, "is. 6d.

EDERSHEIM.— Works bv the Rev.
Alfred Edersheim, D.D.

The Life and Times of Jesus
the Messiah. 2 vols. Svo. 42^-.

Prophecy and History in rela-
tion TO the Messiah : the Warburton
Lectures, delivered at Lincoln's Inn
Chapel, 1880-1S84. 8\'0. 12s.

{A\-arly ready.

EDWARDS.~Cr'^ Seamarks. By
E. Price Edwards. With numerous
Illustrations of Lighthouses, &c. engraved
on Wood by G. H. Ford. Crown Svo.
Si-. 6d.

ELLICOTT. — Works by C. y.
Ellicott, D.D., Bishop of Gloucester
and Bristol.

A Critical and Grammatical
CommentaryON St. Paul's Epistles.
Svo. Galatians, Sj. 6d. Ephesians,
2,s. 6d. Pastoral Epistles, los. 6</. Philip-

pians, Colossians, and Philemon, \os. 6d.

Thessalonians, 7^. 6d. I. Corinthians

[.Vcar/y ready.

Historical Lectures on the L^ife
OF Our Ford Jesus Christ. Svo. 12s.

EPOCHS OF ANCIENT HISTORY.
Edited by the Rev. SirG. W. Cox, Bart.

M.A. and C. Sankey, M.A.
Beesly's Gracchi, Marius and Sulla, 2s. 6d.

Capes's Age of the Antonines, 2s. 6d.

Early Roman Empire, 2s. 6.V.

Cox's Athenian Empire, 2s. (yd.

Greeks and Persians, 2.c. 6d.

Curtcis's Macedonian Empire, 2s. dd.

Ihne's Rome to its Capture by the Gauls,
2s. 6d.

Merivale's Roman Triumvirates, 2s. dl.

Sankey's Spartan and Thcban .Supremacies,

2S. 6d.

Smith's Rome and Cartlinge, 2^. Gd.

EPOCHS OF MODERN HISTORY.
Edited by C. Culheck, M.-A.

Church's Beginning of the Middle Ages,
2s. 6d.

Cox's Crusades, 2s. 6d.

Creighton's Age of Elizabeth, 2s. 6d.

(jairdner's Lancaster and ^'ork, 2s. 6d.

Gardiner's Puritan Revolution, 2s. 6d.

Thirty Vears' War, 2s. 6d.

(Mrs.) French Revolution, 2j-. 6d.

Hale's Fall of the Stuarts, 2s. 6d.

Johnscjn's Normans in luirope, 2s. 6d.

Longman's Frederick the Great, 2s. 6d.

Ludlow's War of American In<lcpendence,

2s. 6/.

M'Carlhy's Epoch of Reform, 1S30-1S50,
2S. 6d.

M(jrris's Age of Anne, 2s. Gd.

.Seebolim's Protestant Revolution, 2s. Gd.

Stubbs' Early Plantngenets, 2(. 67.

Warburton's Edward 111. 2s. Gd.
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ERICHSEN.— U'oA-As Dv/oux Ekic
Erichsea', E.K.S.

The Sciexce a.xd Art or Sl'r-
CERV: Being a Treatise on Surgical In-

juries, Diseases, and Operations. Illus-

trated by Engravinijs on Wood. 2 vols

Svo. 42y. ; or bound in half-russia, 60s.

Ox Coxcussiox OF THE Spixe, Ner-
vocs S/rocKS, and other Obscure Injuries

of tiie Nervous System in their Clinical

and Medico-Legal Aspects. Crown Svo.

ioj-. 6./.

EVANS.—TheBroxzeImplemexts,
Arms, axd Orxame\ts of Great
Britaix axd Irelaxd. By John
Evans, D.C.L. LL.D. F.R.S. With
540 Illustrations. Svo. 25^.

EWALD.— U'oRKs Bv Professor
Heixrich EiVALD, of Gottingen.

The Axtiquitjes of Israel.
Translated from the German by H. S,

Solly, M.A. Svo. \2s. 6J.

The History of Israel. Trans-
lated from the German. Vols. T.-V. Svo.

63^-. Vol. W. Christ and his Times, Svo.

i6s. Vol. VII. The Apostolic Age, Svo.

2is.

FAIRBAIRN.— rFo^A'5 by Sir W.
Fairbairx, Bart, C.E.

A Treatise on Mills and Mill-
work, with iS Plates and 333 Woodcuts.
I vol. Svo. 25^.

Useful Ixformatiox for Exgi-
XEERS. With many Plates and Wood-
cuts. 3 vols, crown Svo. 31J. 6^/.

FARRAR.—Iaxguage axd Lax-
GUAGES. A Revised Edition of Chapters

on Language and Families of Speech. By
F. W Farrar, D.D. Crown Svo. 6j.

FITZWYGRAM. — Horses and
Stables. I]y Major-General Sir F.

FnzwvGRAM, Bart. With 39 pages of

Illustrations. Svo. los. 6d.

FOX.—The Early History of
Charles James Fox. By the Right

Hon. G. O. Trevelvan, M.P. Library

Edition, Svo. iS^. Cabinet Edition,

cr. Svo. Gs.

FRANCIS.—^ Book ox Axglixg ;

or. Treatise on the Art of Fishing in every

branch ; including full Illustrated Lists

of Salmon Flies. By Francis Francis.
Post Svo. Portrait and Plates, lt,s.

FREEMAN.— Works by E. A. Free-
.MAN, D.C.L.

The 'Historical Geography of
Europe. With 65 Maps. 2 vols. Svo.

31.V. 6,/.

Some Impressions of the Uxited
States. Crown Svo. 6s.

FRENCH. — Nineteen Centuries
OF Drixk IX England, a History.

By Richard Valpy French, D.C.L.
LL.D. F.S.A. ; Author of 'The History

of Toasting ' &c. Crown Svo. \os. 6d.

FROUDE.— JFcA-A-^ BY James A.
Froude, ALA.

The History of Englaxd, from
the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat of the

Spanish Armada.
Cabinet Edition, 12 vols. cr. Svo. ^^3. 125.

Popular Edition, 12 vols. cr. Svo. £2. 2s.

Short Studies on Great Sub-
jects. 4 vols, crown Svo. 24J.

The English in Ireland in the
Eighteexth Century. 3 vols, crown

Svo. iSj-.
I

Thomas Carlyle, a History of the
\

first Forty Years of his Life, 1795 to
|

1835. 2 vols. Svo. 2fis.
I

Thomas Carlyle, a History of His
Life in London from 1834 to his death in

]

1881. By James A. Froude, M.A. with

Portrait engraved on steel. 2 vols. Svo.
i

32-S-.

I

GANOT.— Works by Professor !

Gaxot. Translated by E. Atkinson,
Ph.D. F.C.S.

j

Elemextary Treatise ox Phy- \

SICS, for the use of Colleges and Schools.

With 5 Coloured Plates and 89S Wood-
cuts. Large crown Svo. i^s.

Natural Philosophy for Gexe-
RAL Readers and Young Persons.
With 2 Plates and 471 Woodcuts. Crown
Svo. Ts. 6d,

GARDINER.— Works by Samuel
Paivson Gardiner, LL.D. I

History of England, from the

Accession of James I. to the Outbreak of

the Civil War, 1603-1642. Cabinet

Edition, thoroughly revised. 10 vols,

crown Svo. price 6s. each.

Outline of English History,
B.C. 55-A.D. 1880. With 96 Woodcuts,

fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

*^* For Professor Gardiner's other

Works, see ' Epochs of Modern History,'

p. 9.
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GARROD. — JVoRKs by Alfred
Baring Garrod, M.D. F.R.S.

A Treatise on Gout and Rheu-
matic Gout[Rheumatoid Arthritis).
With 6 Plates, comprising 21 Figures

(14 Coloured), and 27 Illustrations en-

graved on Wood 8vo. 21s.

The Essentials of Materia
JllEDiCA AND Therapeutics. Revised
and edited, under the supervision of the

Author, by E. B. Baxter, M. D. F. R. C. P.

Professor of Materia Medica and Thera-

jjeutics in King's College, London.
Crown 8vo. I2s. (>ii,

GOETHE.—i^wi/5r. Translated by
T. E. Webb, LL.D. Reg. Prof, of Laws
and Public Orator in the Univ. of

Dublin. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Faust. A New Translation, chiefly in

Blank Verse ; with a complete Introduc-

tion and Copious Notes. ]5y James
Adey Birds, B.A. F.G.S. Large
crown Svo. I2i'. 6d.

Faust. The German Text, with an
English Introduction and Notes for Stu-

dents. By Albert M. Selss, M.A.
Ph.D. Crown Svo. 5^-.

GOODEVE.— Works by T. M. Good-
eve, M.A.

Principles of Mechanics. "With

253 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 6s.

The Elements of Mechanism.
With 342 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 6s.

GRANT.— U 'orksbySirAlexander
Grant, Bart. LL.D. D.C.L. &-r.

The Story of the University of
Edinburgh during its First Three Hun-
dred Years. With numerous Illustrations.

2 vols. Svo. 36^.

The Ethics of Aristotle. The
Creek Text illustrated by Essays and
Notes. 2 vols. Svo. ^zs,

GREVILLE. — Journal of the
Reigxs of A'ixg George IV. axd King
JViLLiAM IV. By the late C. C. F.

Greviele. Edited by IL Reeve, C.B.

3 vols. Svo. 36.?.

GRIMSTON.— T///' ILon. Rop.ert
Gkimston: a Sketch of his Life. By
Frederick Gale. With Portrait.

Crown Svo. los. 6d.

GRAY. — Anatomy, Descriptive
AND Surgical. By Henry Gray,
F.R.S. late Lecturer on Anatomy at St.

George's Hospital. With 557 large

Woodcut Illustrations ; those in the First

Edition after Original Drawings by Dr.

Carter, from Dissections made by the

Author and Dr. Carter ; the additional

Drawings in the Second and subsequent

Editions by Dr. Westmacott, and other

Demonstrators of Anatomy. Re-edited

by T. Pickering Pick, Surgeon to St.

George's Hospital. Royal Svo. 30J-.

GWILT.—An Encyclop.edia of
Architecture, Historical, Theoretical,

and Practical. By Joseph Gwilt, F.S.A.
Illustrated with more than 1,100

Engravings on Wood. Revised, with

Alterations and Considerable Additions,

by Wyatt Papworth. Additionally

illustrated with nearly 400 Wood En-
gravings by O. Jewitt, and nearly 200
other Woodcuts. Svo. <,2s. 6J,

GROVE.— r//ir Correlation of
Physical Forces. By the Hon. Sir

W. R. Grove, F.R.S. &c. Svo. 15J.

HALLIWELL-PHILLIPPS. — Out.
LINES OF THE LiFE OF SHAKESPEARE.
By J. O. Halliwell-Piiillipi'S, F.R.S.

Svo. 7.f. 6d.

HAMILTON.—Z/y^TT of Sir William
A\ Hamilton, Kt. LL.D. D.C.L.
jNI.R.I.A. &c. Including Selections from

his Poems, Correspondence, and Miscel-

laneous Writings. By the Rev. R. P.

Graves, M.A. Vol. I. Svo. \^s.

"^kKT^lQi.— Works by Dr. G.

ILartivig.

The Sea and its Living Wonders.
Svo. with many Illustrations, 10s. 6d.

The Tropical JForld. W'ith about
200 Illustrations. Svo. 10^. 6d.

The Polar World ; a Description

of Man and Nature in tlie Arctic and

Antarctic Regions of the Globe. Maps,

Plates, and Woodcuts. Svo. \os. 6d.

The Arctic Regions (extracted from
the ' Polar World '). 410. 6d. sewed.

The Subterranean World. With
Maps and Woodcuts. Svo. \Qs. 6d.

The Aerial World; a Poi)ular

Account of the Phenomena and Lift of

the Atmosphere. Map, Plates, Wood-
cuts, Svo. I0J-. 6d.
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HARTE. — (^v ////; /Xwv/vaa-. 'I'linc

Moiics. Ivy l!Ki:r llAurr.. lOino. Ij-.

HASSALL. — JloKAs m- Aktjiik
II.::. J/assali., M.D.

Food ; its Adulterations and the Me-
thoils for their Detection, liluslratetl.

Crown Svo. 24J,

S^ix RK.yrOy climatically and medically
considered. With 30 Illustrations. Crown
Svo. 5.-.

HAUGHTON. — 5/.V Lectures av
FiivsiCAL Geografiiv, delivered in 1876,
with some Additions. By the Rev. Sami'EL
HArGnroN, F.R.S. ISI.D. D.C.L. With
23 Diagrams. Svo. 15^^.

HAVELOCK. — Memoirs of Sir
JJiiXRv JIai'elock, K.C.B. By John
Clark Marshmax. Crown Svo. 35. dd.

HAWARD.—^ Treatise oy Or-
Tiior.KDic Surgery. By J. Warring-
ton IIAWARD, F. R.C.S. Surgeon to St.

George's Hospital. With 30 Illustrations

engraved on Wood. Svo. 12s. 6d.

HELMHOLTZ.— Works by Pro-
fessor Helmholtz.

Popular Lectures OiY Sciextific
Subjects. Translated and edited by
Edmund Atkinson, Ph.D. F.C.S.
With a Preface by Professor Tyndall,
F.R.S. and 68 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

Crown Svo. 15^. or separately, "js. 6d. each.

On the Sexsatioxs of Toxe as a
Physiological Basis for the Theory
OF Music. Translated by A. J. Ellis,
F.R.S. Second English Edition. Royal
Svo. 2 I.e.

HERSCHEL.—C6-rx/A-^5- of Astro-
XOMY. By Sir J. F. W. Herschel,
Bart. M.A. With Plates and Diagrams.
Square crown Svo. lar.

HEWITT. — Works by Graily
Hewitt^ M.D.

The Diagxosis axd Treatment
of Diseases of IVomex, ixcludixg
the Diagxosis of Pregxaxcy. New
Edition, in great part re-written and
much enlarged, with 211 Engravings on
Wood, of which 79 are new in this Edi-

tion. Svo. 24J.

The Mechaxical System of Ute-
rixe Pathology. With 31 Life-size

Illustrations prepared expressly for this

Work. Crown 4to. "Js. 6d.

HICKSON. — Lreland in the
SEVEXTEExrti Cextury ; or, The Irish

Massacres of 1641-2, their Causes and
Results. Illustrated by ICxtracts from the

unpublislied .State Papers, the uniniblislu-d

MSS. in the ISodleian Library, Lambeth
Library, <S:c. ; a .Selection from the unpiili-

lished Depositions relating to the Massa-
cres, anil the Reports of the Trials in the

High Court of Justice, 1652-4, from the

un])ublished MSS. By Mary Hickson.
With a Preface by J. A. Froude, M.A.
2 vols. Svo. 2Sj.

H BART.—TheMedica l Laxguage
OF St. Luke: a Proof from Internal

Evidence that St. Luke's Gospel and the

Acts were written by the same jierson,

and that the writer was a Medical Man.
By the Rev. W. K. Hobakt, LL. I ).

Svo. i6-f.

HOLMES.—^ System of Surgery,
Theoretical and Practical, in Treatises by
various Authors. Edited by Timothy
Holmes, M.A. .Surgeon to St. George's

Hospital ; and J. W. Hulke, F'.R.S.

Surgeon to the Middlesex Hospital. In

3 Volumes, with Coloured Plates and
Illustrations on Wood. 3 vols, royal Svo,

price Four Guineas.

HOMER.— 7//ir Iliad of Homer,
Homometrically translated by C. B. Cay-
ley. Svo. I2J-. 6d.

The Iliad of Homer. TIk^ Greek
Text, with a Verse Translation, by W. C.

Green, M.A. Vol. I. Books I.-XII.

Crown Svo. 6s.

HOPKINS.— Cz/A-Arr the Coxsoler ;

a Book of Comfort for the Sick. By
Ellice Hopkins. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

HORSES AND ROADS ; or Hoxv to

Keep a Horse Sound on His Legs. l!y

Free-Lance, Crown Svo, 6s.

HORT.—The Nejv Paxtheox, or an
Introduction to the Mythology of the

Ancients. By W. J. Hort. iSmo.
2S. 6d.

HOWITT.— F/s/r5 to Remarkable
Places, Old Flails, Battle-Fields, Scenes

illustrative of Striking Passages in English

Flistory and Poetry. By William
FIowiTT. With 80 Illustrations engraved

on Wood. Crown Svo. 7^. 6d.

HULLAH.— Works by Johx Hul-
lah, LL.D.

Course of Lectures ox the His-
tory of AIoderx Music. Svo. S.r. 6d.

Course of Lectures ox the Trax-
siTiox Period of Musical History,
Svo. io.f. 6d.
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1{\]^E.—TheI'mLosop/ncALJVoKAS
OF David Hume. Edited by T. H.
Green, M.A. and the Rev. T. H.
Grose, M.A. 4 vols. 8vo. 56j-. Or
separately, Essays, 2 vols. 28j'. Treatise

on Human Nature. 2 vols. 28^.

HUSBAND.— ExAMiNA tion Q ues-
TIOXS I.V AXATOMV, PHYSIOLOGY, BO-
TANY, Materia Medica, Surgery,
MedicIXE, Midwifery, and State-
medicine. Arranged by H. A. Hus-
band, M.B. M.C. M.R.C.S. L.S.A. &c.

32mo. 4j". iid.

\^^E\Sy^.— Poetical Works of
JeanIngelow. New Edition, reprinted,

with Additional Matter, from the 23rd
and 6th Editions of the two volumes
respectively. With 2 Vignettes. 2 vols.

Fcp. 8vo. \2s.

IN THE OLDEN TIME.—A Novel.
]>y the Author of ' Mademoiselle Mori.'

Crown Svo. 6^.

JAMESON.— Works by Mrs. Jame-
son.

Legends of the Saints and Mar-
tyrs. With 19 Etchings and 187 Wood-
cuts. 2 vols. 3IJ-. dd.

Legends of the Madonna, the
Virgin Mary as represented in Sacred
and Legendaiy Art. With 27 Etchings

and 165 Woodcuts. I vol. 2\s.

Legends of the Monastic Orders.
With II Etchings and 88 Woodcuts.
I vol. 2IJ'.

History OF THE Saviour, His Types
and Precursors. Completed by Lady
Eastlake. With 13 Etchings and 281

Woodcuts. 2 vols. 42J-.

JEFFERIES.— JFo;eA-5 by Richard
Jefferies.

The Story of My Heart: ISly

Autobiography. Crown Svo. 5s.

J?ED Deer. Crown Svo. 4^^. 6d.

JOHNSON.— r//ir Ta tentee's Man-
ual ; a Treatise on the Law and Practice

of Letters Patent, for the use of Patentees

and Inventors. By J. Johnson and J.
H. Johnson. 8vo. \os. 6d.

JOHNSTON.—^ General Diction-
ary OF Geography, Descriptive, Physi-

cal, Statistical, and Historical ; a com-
plete Gazetteer of the World. By Keith
Johnston. Medium Svo. 42^.

JONES. — The Health of the
Senses: Sight, 1/earing. Voice,

Smell and Taste, Skin ; with Hints

on Health, Diet, Education, Health Re-
sorts of Europe, &c. ]!y II. Macnaucih-
TON Jones, M.D. Crown Svo. 3^. QJ.

JUKES.— Works by the Rev. An-
drew Jukes.

The New Man and the Eternal
Life. Crown Svo. ds.

The Types of Genesis. Crown
Svo. ']$. dd.

The Second Death and the Re-
stitution OF ALL Things. Crown 8vo,
3^. 6d.

The Mystery of Tiiii Kingdo.y,
Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

JUSTINIAN.—The Institutes of
Justinian ; Latin Text, chiefly that of
Huschke, with English Introduction,.

Translation, Notes, and Sumniaiy. By
Thomas C. Bandars, M.A. Barrister-

at-Law. Svo. 18^.

KALISCH. — Works by M. M.
Kalisch, M.A.

Bible Studies. Part I. The Pro-
phecies of Balaam. Svo. lo.f. dd. Part

II. The Book of Jonah. Svo. \os. 6d.

Commentary on the Old Testa-
ment; with a New Translation. Vol.1.
Genesis, Svo. iS.f. or adapted for the

General Reader, \2s. \o\. 11. Exodus,
15-f. or adapted for the General Reader,
I2s. Vol. HI. Leviticus, Part I. 15^. or

adapted for the General Reader, Sj.

Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part II. \^s. or

adapted for the General Reader, 8j.

KANT. — Critique of Practical
Reason, and other Works on the Theory
of Ethics. By Emmanuel Kant
Translated by Thomas Kingsmill Abbott,
B. D. With Memoir and Portrait. Svo.

I2i-. dd.

KELLER.—The Lake Dwellings
OF Switzerland, and other Parts of

Europe. By Dr. F. Keller, President

of the Antiquarian Association of Ziirich.

Translated and arranged by John E.

Lee, F'.S.A. F.G.S. 2 vols, royal Svo.

with 206 Illustrations, 425.

KERL.—A Practical Treatise on
Metallurgy. By Professor Kerl.
Adapted from the last CJerman Edition by
W. Crookes, F. R.S. &c. and K. RiJhrig,

Ph.D. 3 vols. Svo, with 625 Woodcuts,

KILLICK.—Handbook to Mill's
Sysiem of Logic. By the Rev. A. II.

KiLLiCK, M.A. Crown Svo. 3^-. 6d,

KOLBE.—^ Short Text-book of
Inorganic Chemistry. By Dr. Her-
mann KOLiiE. Translated from Ihc

German by T. S. HuMriDc-.E, Ph.D.
With a Coloured Table of Spectra and
66 Illustrations. Crown Svo. Js. Q,d.
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LANG.— JJ'oRA's BY AyDREiy Lang,
idle Fellow of Muton Colhs^i.

Cl sroM AXD Myth : Studies of Early
I'sAgc mul Belief. \Vith 15 Illustrations.

Crown Svo. js. 6.;'.

7//A- J^/!/xc/:ss A'oBODY: a Talc of
Fairjland. After the Drawings by
Richard Doyle, printed in colours by
Kduunul Kvans, Tost 4to. 5^. boards.

LATHAM.— //'c'^A->r by JioD£RT C.

I.A.UAM, M.A. M.D.
A DiCTIOXARY OF THE EXGLISII

Laxci'age. Founded on the Dictionary

of Dr. Johnson. Four vols. 4to. £].

A DiCTIOXARY OF THE EXGLISH
Laxgvage. Abridged from Dr. Latham's
Edition of Johnson's Dictionary. One
Volume, iledium Svo. 145-.

HAXDBOOK OF THE EXGLISH LaX-
Gi'AGE. Crown Svo. 6s.

LECKY.— Works byW.E. H.Lecky.
History OF Exglaxd in the \'6th

Cexturv. 4 vols. Svo. 1 700-1 784,

TheHistoryofEuropeaxMorals
FROM Augustus to Charlemagne.
2 vols, crown Svo. i6j.

History OF the Rise axd Ixflu-
EXCE OF THE SPIRIT OF RATIONALISM
IN Europe. 2 vols, crown Svo. i6s.

Leaders of Public Opinion in
Ireland. — Swift, Flood, Grattan,

OConnell. Crown Svo. 7^. 6d.

LEWES.—The History of Philo-
sophy, from Thales to Comte. By
George Henry Lewes. 2 vols. Svo.
32.r.

LEWIS. — On the Influence of
Authority IN Matters of Opinion.
By Sir G. C. Lewis, Bart. Svo. 14J.

LINDLEY and MOORE. — The
'J're.islRY of Botany, or Popular
Dictionary of the Vegetable Kingdom.
Edited by J. Lindi.ey, F.R.S. and T.

Moore, F.L.S. With 274 Woodcuts
and 20 Steel Plates. Two Parts, fcp.

Svo. I2j-.

LIVEING.— IVoRKs BYRobertLive-
ING, M.A. and M.D. Cantab.

Handbook on Diseases of the
Skin. With especial reference to Diag-
nosis and Treatment. Fcp. Svo. 5^.

Notes on the Treatment of Skin
Diseases. iSmo. y.

Elephantiasis Grjecorum, or
True Leprosy. Crown Svo. 4J. dd.

LITTLE.—On In-knfe Distortion
(Genu Valg-uni) : Its Varieties and Treat-
ment with and without Surgical Opera-
tion. By W. J. Lnri.E, M.D. Assisli '

by MiTiRHEAU Little, M.K.C.S. Wi.h
40 Illustrations. Svo. ^s. 6d.

LLOYD.—^ Treatise on Magnet-
ism, General and Terrestrial. By II.

L1.OYI), D.I). D.C.L. Svo. los. 6d.

LLOYD.—The Science of Agricul-
ture. By F. J. Lloyd. Svo. \2s.

LONGMAN.— 7f^o^A-s by William
Longman, E.S.A.

Lectures on the History or
England from the Earliest Times to the

Death of King Edward II. Maps ami
Illustrations. Svo. I5.r.

History of the Life and Times
of Edward III. With 9 Maps, 8

Plates, and 16 Woodcuts. 2 vols. Svo. 280.

LONGMAN.— Works by Frederick
]V. Longman, Balliol College, Oxon.

Chess Openings. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Frederick the Great and the
Seven Years' War. With 2 Coloureil

Maps. Svo. 2s. 6d.

A New Pocket Dictionary of
THE German and Exglisii Lax-

-'- guages. Square l8mo. 2s. 6d.

LONGMAN'S MAGAZINE. Tub-
liihed Monthly. Price Sixpence.

Vols. 1-4, Svo. price 5^. each.

LONGMORE.— 6^ra'5//or Injuries
;

Their Ilistor)', Characteristic Features,

Complications, and General Treatment.
By Surgeon-General T. Longmore, C.B.
F.R.C.S. With 58 Illustrations. Svo.

price 31^. 6d,

LOUDON.— /FoA-A'^ BY/. C.Loudon,
F.L.S.

Encyclop.edia of Gardening ;

the Theory and Practice of Horticulture,

Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Land-
scape Gardening. With 1,000 Woodcuts.
Svo. 215.

Encyclopaedia of Agriculture :

the Laying-out, Improvement, and
Management of Landed Property ; the

Cultivation and Economy of the Produc-
tions of Agriculture. With 1,100 Wood-
cuts. Svo. 2IJ-.

Encyclop.hdia of Plants; the
Specific Character, Description, Culture,

History, <S;c. of all Plants found in Great
Britain. With 1 2,ooo Woodcuts. Svo. 42^'.
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LUBBOCK.— r//^ Origin OF Civili-
ZA riON AND THE PRIMITIVE CONDITION
OF Man. By Sir J. Lubbock, Bart.

M.P. F.R.S. Svo. Woodcuts, \Zs.

LYRA GERMANICA ; Hymns Trans-
lated from the German by Miss C.

WiNKWORTH. Fcp. Svo. 5^.

MACALISTER.—^i\^ Introduction
TO THE Systematic Zoology and
Morphology of Vertebrate Ani-
mals. By A. Macalister, j\LD.
With 28 Diagrams. Svo. IOJ-. 6d.

MACAULAY. — WORKS AND
LIFE OFLORD MACA ULA Y.

HISTOR V OF ENGLAND from
THE Accession of James the Second:

Student's Edition, 2 vols, crown Svo. I2s.

People's Edition, 4 vols, crown Svo. 16$.

Cabinet Edition, 8 vols, post Svo. 48^".

Library Edition, 5 vols. Svo. ^^4.

CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL
ESSAYS, with LAYS of
ANCIENTROME, in i volume :

Authorised Edition, crown Svo. 2s. 6d. or

3^. 6d. gilt edges.

Popular Edition, crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL
ESSA YS:

Student's Edition, i vol. crown Svo. 6s.

People's Edition, 2 vols, crown Svo. Sj.

Cabinet Edition, 4 vols, post Svo. 24^-.

Library Edition, 3 vols. Svo. 36j-.

ESSA YS which may be had separ-

ately price 6d. each sewed, is. each cloth :

Addison and Walpole.
Frederick the Great.

Croker's Boswell's Johnson.
Hallam's Constitutional History.

Warren Hastings.

The Earl of Chatham (Two Essays).

Ranke and Gladstone.

Milton and Machiavelli.

Lord Bacon.

Lord Clive.

Lord Byron, and The Comic Dramatists of

the Restoration.

The Essay on Warren Hastings annotated

by S. Hales, \s. bd.

The Essay on Lord Clive annotated by
H. COURTHOPE-BOWEN, M.A. 2S. 6d.

SPEECHES:
People's Edition, crown Svo. y. dd.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS
Library Edition, 2 vols. Svo. Portrait, 2\s.

People's Edition, I vol. crown Svo. 4J. bd,
.

\Continucd above.

MACAULAY —WORKS AND
LIFE OFLORD MACA ULA Y
—continued.

LA YS OFANCIENTROME , d-r.

Illustrated by G. Scharf, fcp. 4to. lo^. dd.

Popular Edition,
fcp. 4to. 6d. sewed, \s. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. Weguelin, crown Svo.

3^. dd. cloth extra, gilt edges.

Cabinet Edition, post Svo. 3j-. dd.

Annotated Edition, fcp. Svo. is. sewed,
is. 6d. cloth, or 2s. 6d. cloth extra, gilt

edges.

SELECTIONS FROM THE
Writings of Lord Macaulay. Edi-

ted, with Occasional Notes, by the Right
Hon. G. O. Trevelyan, M.P. Crown
Svo. 6s,

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS
and Speeches:

Student's Edition, in One Volume, crown
Svo. 6s.

Cabinet Edition, including Indian Penal
Code, Lays of Ancient Rome, and Mis-
cellaneous Poems, 4 vols, post Svo. 24^.

THE COMPLETE WORKS of
Lord Macaulay. Edited by his Sister,

Lady Trevelyan.
Library Edition, with Portrait, S vols.

demy Svo. £$. 5,f.

Cabinet Edition, 16 vols, post Svo. ^4. i6s.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS of
Lord Macaulay. By the Right Hon.
G. O. Trevelyan, M.P.

Popular Edition, I vol. crown Svo. 6s.

Caliinet Edition, 2 vols, post Svo. I2.f.

Library Edition, 2 vols. Svo. with Portrait,

2,6s.

MACDONALD,— fFc)A-A-.v nv Georok
Macdoxald, LL.D.

Unspoken Sermons. Second Scries.

Crown Svo. "Js. 6d.

A Book of Strife, in the form
OF The Dliry of an Old Soul:

Poems. l2mo. 6s.

Hamlet. A Study with the Texts of

the Folio of 1623. Svo. 12s.

MACFARREN.—Z^crwv-A.s- o.v ///A-.

MONY, delivered at the Royal Institution.

By Sir G. A. Macearren. Svo. \2s.

MACKENZIE.—av the Use of the
L.ARVNGOSCOrE IN DISEASES OF Tim
Throat ; with an A]ipcndix on Rhino-

scopy. By Moueli, Mackkn/.ik, M.D.
Lond. With 47 Woodcut Illustralions.

Svo. 6^.
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MACLEOD.— Jf'oA'Ks /.•}• I/fxrv J).

MACLEOD, M.A.

PrIXCIPLES of ECOXOMICAI. PniLO-
SOPHY. In 2 vols. Vol. I. Svo. 15J.

Vol. II. Part i. i2j.

The Elemes'ts of Ecoxomio;. In
2 vols. Vol. I. crown Svo. "js. dd. \'ol.

II. crown Svo.

The Elemexts of JJaxkixc.
Crown Svo. ^s.

The Theorv axd Practice of
Baxkixg. Vol. I. Svo. \zs. Vol. II.

Elemexts of Political Ecoxomv.
8vo. i6j.

EcoxoMics FOR Pegixxers. Svo.
2S. M.

Lectures ox Creditaxd Baxkixc.
Svo. 5.-.

MACNAMARA. — Himalayax axd
S-jB-Hiy.ALA VAX Districts OF BiiiTisii

JXDiA, their Climate, Medical Topo-
graphy, and Disease Distribution. By
F. N. Macnamara, M.D. With Map
and Fever Chart. 8vo. 21s.

Mcculloch. — the dictionary
OF Commerce axd Commercial Na it-

GATIOX of the late J. R. McCuLLOCH,
of H.M. .Stationery Office. Latest Edi-
tion, containing the most recent Statistical

Information by A. J. Wilson, i vol.

medium Svo. with 1 1 Maps and 30 Charts,
price 63J. cloth, or 70^. strongly half-

bound in russia.

MAHAFFY.—^ History of Clas-
siCAL Greek Literature. By the Rev.

J. P. ^L^HAFFY, M.A. Crown Svo.
Vol. I. Poets, 7J-. bd. Vol. II. Prose
Writers, "]:. 6d.

MALMESBURY.—J/£.i/o/;^.? of ax
Ex-MixiSTER : an Autobiography. By
theEarlof Malmeshurv, G.'C.B. Cheap
Edition, i vol. crown Svo. "js. 6d.

MANNING.— 7>/^ Temporal Mis-
sroxoF THE Holy Ghost ; or. Reason
and Revelation. By H. E. Manning,
D.D. Cardinal-Archbishop. Crown Svo.
8j. 6d.

THE MARITIME ALPS AND THEIR
SEABOARD. By the Author of ' Vera,

'

'Blue Roses,' &ic. With 14 Full-page
Illustrations and 15 Woodcuts in the '1 ext.

Svo. 21s.

MARTINEAU.— /ro/TA-.v /;i- James
Martixeau, D.D.

I

Hours of Thought ox Sacred
I

Tnixcs. Two Volumes of Sermons.

I

2 vols, crown Svo. "js. 6d. each.

I
EXDEAIVURS AFTER T/IE ClIR/STIAX

I in:. Discourses. Crown Svo. 7,1-. dd.

MAUNDER'S TREASURIES.

i

Biographical Treasury. Ivccon-

[

structed, revised, and brought down to
I the year 1SS2, by W. L. R. Cates.

Fcp. Svo. 6j.

Treasury of Natural History ;
or, Popular Dictionary of Zoology. Fcp.
Svo. with 900 W^oodcuts, bs.

Treasury OF Geography, Physical,
Historical, Descriptive, and Political.

With 7 Maps and 16 Plates. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Historical Treasury.- Outlines of
L-niversal History, Separate Histories of
all Natijiis. Revised by the Rev. Sir G.
W. Cox, Bart. M.A. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Treasury of Kxowledge axd
Library of Meferexce. Comprising
an English Dictionary and Grammar,
Universal Gazetteer, Classical Dictionary,
Chronology, Law Dictionary, &c. ]-"cp.

Svo. 6s.

SciEXTiFic axd Literary Trea-
sury: a Popular Encyclopccdii of Science,
Literature, and Art. P'cp. Svo. 6.c

MAXWELL. -Z'av Joiix of Aus-
tria ; or. Passages from the History
of the Sixteenth Century, 1 547-1578,
By the late Sir William Stiri.ino
Maxwell, Bart. K.T. With numerous
Illustrations engraved on Wood taken
from Authentic Contemporary Sources.
Library Edition. 2 vols, royal Svo. 42^-.

MAY.— Works by the Right Hox.
SirThomasErskineMa j -, K. C.B.

The Coxstitutional History of
Exglaxd sixce the Accessiox of
George IIL. 1760- 1870. 3 vols, crown
Svo. iS,f.

Democracy ix Europe ; a History.
2 vols. Svo. 32J-.

MELVILLE.—Zv the Lena Delta:
a Narrative of the Search for LlEUT.-
COMMANDER De Lo.ng and his Com-
panions, followed by an account of the
Greely Relief Expedition, and a Proposed
Method of reaching the North Pole. By
George W. Melville, Chief Engineer,
LT.S. N. Edited by Melville Philips.
With Maps and Illustrations. Svo. 145-.
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MENDELSSOHN.—27/^ Letters of
Felix Mendelssohx. Translated by
Lady Wallace. 2 vols, crown 8vo. ioj-.

MERIVALE.— Works by the Very
Rev. Charles Merivale, D.D.
Dean of Ely.

History of the Romans under
THE Empire. 8 vols, post 8vo. 48^.

The Fall of the Roman Repub-
lic : a Short History of the Last Cen-
tury of the Commonwealth. i2mo. 7^. 6d.

General History of Rome from
B.C. 753 TO A.D. 476. Crown 8vo. 7.C 6d.

The Roman Triumvirates. With
Maps. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6J.

MILES. — IVoRKs BY William
Miles.

The Horse's Foot, and How to
KEEP it Sound. Imp. 8vo. 12s. 6(1.

Stables and Stable Fittings.
Imp. 8vo. with 13 Plates, i5j-.

Remarks on Horses' Teeth, ad-
dressed to Purchasers. Post 8vo. is. (yd.

Plain Treatise on Horse-shoe-
IXG. Post 8vo. Woodcuts, 2s. 6d.

MILL.—Analysis of the Pheno-
mena of the Human Mind. By
James Mill. With Notes, Illustra-

tive and Critical. 2 vols. 8vo. 2%s.

MILL.— Works by John Stuart
AflLL.

Principles of Political Economy.
Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 30^'.

People's Edition, i vol. crown 8vo. 5^.

A System of Logic, Ratiocinative
and Inductive.

Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 2<^s.

People's Edition, crown 8vo. 5.^.

On Liberty. Crown 8vo. \s. 41/.

On Representa five Go i -ernment.
Crown 8vo. 2s.

Autobiography, 8vo. ']$. dd.

Essays ON some Unsettled Ques-
TIOXS OF POUTICAL ECOXOMY. 8vo.

6s. 6d.

Utilitarianism. 8vo. 5^.

The Subjection OF JFomen. Crown
8vo. 6^.

Examination of Sir JPllliam
IIamiltox's Piiilosoi'Iiv. 8vo. i6s.

Dissertations and Discussions.
4 vols. 8vo. £2. 6s. 6d.

Nature, the Utility of Religion,
Axn Theism. Three Essays. 8vo.

\os. 6d.

WIAJ^^.— Works by W. Allen
Miller, M.D. LL.D.

The Elements of Chemistry,
Theoretical and Practical Re-edited,
with Additions, by II. MACLEOD, F.C. S.

3 vols. 8vo.

Part I. Chemical Physics, 16^-.

Part II. Inorganic Chemistv, 24^.

Part HI. Organic Chemistry, 31^-. 6d.

An Introduction to the Study
of Ixorgaxic Chemistry. With 71
Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. y. 6d.

MILLER. — Readings in Social
EcoxoMY. By Mrs. F, Fexwick
Miller, Member of the London School
Board. Library Edition, crown 8vo. 55,

Cheap Edition for Schools and Beginners,

crown 8vo. 2s.

MILLER.— Wintering in the Ri-
viera : with Notes of Travel in Italy

and France, and Practical Hints to

Travellers. By W. Miller. With 12

Illustrations. Post 8vo. 7^. 6d.

MITCHELL.—^ Manual of Prac-
tical Assayixg. By John Mitchell,
F.C.S. Revised, with the Recent Dis-

coveries incorporated. By W. Crookes,
F.R.S. Svo. Woodcuts, 3i.r. 6,/.

MODERN NOVELIST'S LIBRARY
(THE). Price 2^-. each boards, or 2s. Gd.

each cloth :

—

By the Earl of Beaconsiteld, K.G.
Endymion.

[
Henrietta Temple.
Contarini Fleming, &c.

Alroy, Ixion, &c.

The \'oung Duke, &c.

Vivian Grey, &c.

Lothaii

Coningsby.
Sybil.

Tancred.
Venetia.

By Mrs. Oliimlvnt.
In Trust.

By James Pavn.
Thicker than Water.

By Bret Harte.
In the Carquinez Woods.

By Anthony Trolloi>e,
Barchcster Towers.
The Warden.

By Major Whvte-Melvii.i.k.
Digby Grand

I
Good for Nolhin

General Bounce.

Kate Coventiy.

The Gladiators.

By Various Writers.

The Atelier du Lys.

Atherstone I'riory.

Tlie liurgomaslei's l''ami!y.

l'"Jsa and her X'ulture.

Mademoiselle Mori.

The Si.\ Sisters of llie N'.dlcy.s

Unawares.

1 lolmby House.
The Interijretei;.

( )uccn's Maries.
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MONCK. — --/.v /xn^onrcT/ox to
/.v.\-. liy Wii.i.iAM II. Stam.ky
MoNCK, M.A. Prof, of Moral riiilos.

Univ. of Dublin. Crown Svo. $s.

MONSELL.

—

Spiritual Soxgs ivr
. .... Siwp.i \s Axn IfoLin.ivs rnROucn-
ol:t the Year. Uy J. S. 1?. Monsell,
LL.D. Fcp. Svo. S-f. i8n\o. 2s.

MOORE.— r//y: JI'orks of T//ojr.is

J/OORR.
Lalla RooK'/f, Tenniel's Edition,

with 6S Woodcut Illustrations. Crown
Svo. I or. 6(/.

Irish Melodies^ Maclise's Edition,

with i6i Steel Plates. Super-royal Svo.

2 I .-.

^O'RE^^kH.-CLIXICALRESEARCHES
cx Disease ix Ixdia. By Charles
MOREHEAD, M.D. Surgeon to the Jani-

setjce Jcejeebhoy Hospital. Svo. 2\s.

MORELL.

—

Haxdbook of Logic,
adapted especially for the Use of Schools

and Teachers. By J. D. MoRELL, LL.D.
Fcp. Svo. 2s.

MOZLEY.— rFc^A-A-^ BY THE Rev.
Thomas Mozlev, M.A.

Remixjscexces chiefly of Oriel
College AXD the Oxford Movement.
2 vols, crown Svo. I Si'.

Remixiscexces chiefly of Towxs,
Villages, axd Schools, z vols, crown
Svo. iS.f.

MULLER. — Works by F. Max
MULLER, M.A.

Biographical Essays. Crown Svo.

7j. (>ci.

Selected Essays ox Laxguage,
Mythology axd Religiox. 2 vols.

crown Svo. i6s.

Lectures ox the Sciexce of Lax-
guage. 2 vols, crown Svo. \6s.

IxDiA, JFiiAT Cax it Teach Us?
A Course of Lectures delivered before the

Unis-ersity of Cambridge. Svo. 12s. 6(1.

HiBBERT Lectures ox the Origix
AXD Growth of Religiox, as illus-

trated by the Religions of India. Crown
Svo. is. 6d.

IXTRODUCT10X TO THE SciEXCE OF
Religion : Four Lectures delivered at the

Royal Institution ; with Notes and Illus-

trations on Vedic Literature, Polynesian

-Mythology, the Sacred Books of the

East, &c. Crov\-n Svo. "js. 6d.

A Saxskrit Grammar for Begix-
XERS, in Devanagari and Roman Letters

throughout. Royal Svo. "js. 6J.

MURCHISON.— f/'c^vTA-.v BY Charli
MuKCHisox, M.D. LL.J\
KR.C.S. c-r.

A Treatise o.v the Coxtixuf
Fevers of Great Britain. Ni .•.

Edition, revised by W. Cavley, M. I >.

Physician to the Mid<llescx Hospital.

Svo. with numerous Illustrations, 25^^.

Clinical Lectures ox Diseasi
of the Liver, J.iuxdice, axd Ar.-

DOMiXAL Dropsy. New Edition, re-

vised by T. Lauder Brunton, M.D.
S\<). with numerous Illustrations. 24J.

NEISON.— TV/ij Moox, and the Con-
(lilion and Configurations of its Surface.

By E. Nf.ison, F.R.A.S. With 26
M.Tps and 5 Plates. Medium Svo. 3U. bd.

NEVILE.— /rciAA-5 BY George Ne-
riLE, M.A.

Horses axd Ridixg. With 31 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo. 6^.

Farms axd Farmixg. ^^'ith 13
Illustrations. Crown Svo. 6j.

NEWMAN.—.^pt^/^oc/.-i PRO VitA
Sua ; being a History of his Religious

Opinions by Cardinal NEWMAN. Crown
Svo. ds.

NEW TESTAMENT (THE) of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Illus-

trated with Engravings on Wood after

Paintingsby the Early Masters chiefly ofthe

Italian School. New and Cheaper Edition.

4to. 2\s. cloth e.xtra, or \2s. morocco.

NORTHCOTT.—Z.4r//i^5 axd Turx-
ixg. Simple, Mechanical, and Ornamen-
tal. By W, H. NORTIICOTT. With 338
Illustrations. Svo. I St.

OLIPHANT. — Madam. A Novel.
By Mrs. Oliphant. 3 vols, crown Svo.

2 1 .

.

OWEN.— 7i/^ Comparative Axa-
TOMY AXD Physiology of the
Vertebrate Aximals. By Sir

Richard Owex, K.C.B. &c. With 1,472
Woodcuts. 3 vols. Svo. £1. 13.?. 6d.

PAGET.— ?FoAA-5 BY Sir James
Paget, Bart. F.R.S. D.C.L. d-r.

Clixical Lectures axd Essays.
Edited by F. Howard Marsh, Assistant-

Surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

Svo. 15^-.

Lectures ox Surgical Patho-
logy. Delivered at the Royal College

of Surgeons of England. Re edited by
the Author and W. Turner, M.B,
Svo. with 131 Woodcuts, 2\s.
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PALEY.— ViEJv OF THE Evidences
ofCuristiaxityandHorae Pa ulixae.
By Archdeacon Paley. With Notes and
an Analysis, and a Selection of Questions.

By Robert Potts, M.A. Svo. los. 6(1.

Vk^QLlYil,—Memoir of Count
Giuseppe Pasolixi, late Freswe.\t
OF THE Senate of Italy. Compiled
by his Son. Translated and Abridged
by the Dowager-Countess of Dal-
iiousiE. With Portrait. Svo. i6s.

PASTEUR.—Zow5 Pasteur, his Life
and Labours. By his Son-in-Law.
Translated from the French by Lady
Claud Hamilton. Crown Svo. 7^. dd.

PAYEN.—Ind ustrial Chemistry ;

a Manual for Manufacturers and for Col-

leges or Technical Schools ; a Translation

of Payen's ' Precis de Chimie Indus-

trielle.' Edited by B. H. Paul. With
69S Woodcuts. Medium Svo. 42^.

PEEL.—A Highland Gathering.
By E. Lennox Peel. With 31 Illus-

trations engraved on Wood by E.

Whymper from original Drawings by
Charles Whymper. Crown Svo.

PENNELL.—'iv^-ai/ Gra ue to Ga r '.•

a Volume of Selections from the complete

Poems of H. Cholmondeley-Pennell,
Author of Puck on Pegasus ' &c. Fcp.

Svo. 6s.

PSREIRA.—Materia Medica and
Therapeutics. By Dr. Pereira.
Abridged, and adapted for the use of

Medical and Pharmaceutical Practitioners

and Students. Edited by Professor R.

Bentley, M.R.C.S. F.L.S. and by
Professor T. Redwood, Ph.D. F.C.S.
With 126 Woodcuts, Svo, 25^'.

PERRY. — A Popular Introduc-
tion TO ThE History of Greek axd
RomanScuLi ture, designed to Promote
the Knowledge and Appreciation of the

Remains of Ancient Art. By Walter
C. Perry. With 268 Illustrations.

Square crown Svo. 2i'^s. 6d.

PIESSE.— 7>/^ Art of Perfumery,
and the Methods of Obtaining the Odours
of Plants ; with Instructions for the

Manufacture of Perfumes, &c. By G.
W. S. Piesse, Ph.D. F.C.S. With
96 Woodcuts, square crown Svo. 21s.

PLATO. — The Parmenides of
Plato; with Introduction, Analysis,

and Notes. l!y Thomas Maguire,
LL.D. D.Lit. I'ellow and Tutor, Trinity

College, Dublin. Svo. "js. 6d.

POLE.— 7>//: Theory of the Mo-
dern Sciextific Game of Whist.
By W. Pole, F.R.S. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

^^OQ,TO^.— lVoRKs BY P. A Proc
TOR.

The Sun; Ruler, Light, Fire, and
Life of the Planetary System. With
Plates and Woudcuts. Crown Svo. 14^.

The Orbs Around Us ; a Series of
Essays on the Moon and Planets, Meteors
and Comets. With Chart and Diagrams,
crown Svo. 7^^. 6d.

Other Worlds than Ours; The
Plurality of Worlds Studied under the
Light of Recent Scientific Researches.
AVith 14 Illustrations, crown Svo. los. 6,7.

The Moon ; her ]\Iotions, Aspects,
Scenery, and Phjsical Condition. With
Plates, Charts, Woodcuts, and Lunar
Photographs, crown Svo. los. 6d.

Universe of Stars; Presenting
Researches into and New Views respect-

ing the Constitution of the Heavens.
With 22 Charts and 22 Diagrams, Svo.

lOJ. 6d.

New Star Atlas for the Library,
the School, and the Observator)', in 12
Circular Maps (with 2 Index Plates).

Crown Svo. <^s.

Larger Star Atlas for the Library,
in 12 Circular Maps, with Introduction
and 2 Index Pages. Folio, \^s. or Maps
only, 12^-. 6d.

Light Science for Leisure Hours;
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects,

Natural Phenomena, &c. 3 vols, crown
Svo. 7j-. 6d. each.

Studies of Venus-Transits ; an
Investigation of the Circumstances of the

Transits of Venus in 1S74 and 1SS2.

With 7 Diagrams and 10 Plates. Svo. Sj.

Transits of Venus. A Popular
Account of Past and Coming Transits

from the First Observed by llorrocks in

1639 to the Tr.insit of 2012. With 20
Lithographic Plates (12 Coloured) and 38
IllustrationsengravedonWood, Svo. Zs.bd.

Essays on Astronomy. A Series
of Papers on Planets and Meteors, &c.

With 10 Plates and 24 Woodcuts, Svo. \2s,

A Treatise on the Cycloid and
ox all Forms of Cycloidal Curves,
and on the use of Cycloidal Curves in

dealing with the Motions of Planets,

Comets, &c. &c. With 161 Diagrams.

Crown Svo. los. 6d.

Pleasant Ways in Science, with
numerous Illustrations. , Crqwn Svo. 6s.

Myths and Marvels of Astro-
NOMY, with numerous Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 6s. \Coiitiiiii(d on ttcxf /'a^c.
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PROCTOR— //'.'A- A..S- M- A'. ./. Pkoc-
.

>• V inulimiixl.

THE 'KNOWLEDGE' LIBRARY.
IaIIuvI by KicilAKi) A. I'ROi. lou.

Ifoir TO P/..\y Jlj//sr: wrrii the
/..Ills .ixn EriQCiiTTK or ll'itisr

;

Whist Whiltlings, and Forty fully-anno-

titcil Caincs. By ' I'lVK OK Ci.li'.s
'

(R. A. rroctor). Crown 8vo. $s.

SciK.vcK Byir.ivs. A Series of Fa-
miliar Dissertations on Life in Other
Worlils. By Richard A. rKOcroK.
Crown Svo. 6.f.

Tnr. Por.TRy of Astroxomv. A
Series of Famihar Essays on the 1 leavcnly

I5o(lies. By Richard A. Procior.
Crown Svo. 6s.

A'lTCR/; Studies. Reprinted from
A'ltcru'Mi^f. By Grant Allen, An-
drew Wilson, Thomas Foster,
Edward Clodd, and Richard A.
Proctor. Crown Svo. 6s.

Leisure Readings. Reprinted from
Kiioii'ledgc. By Edward Clodd,
Andrew Wilson, Thomas Poster,
A. C. Ruxyard, and Richard A.
Proctor. Crown Svo. 6s.

The Stars i.v their Seasons.
An Easy Guide to a Knowledpje of the

Star Ci roups, in Twelve Large ?klaps. By
Richard A. Proctor. Imperial Svo. 5.-.

QUAIN'S ELEMENTS ofANATOrylY.
The Ninth Edition. Re-edited by Ali.en
Thomson, M.D. LL.D. p-.R.S.S. L. & E.

Edward Ali;ert Schafer, F.R.S. and
George Dancer Thane. With up-

wards of 1,000 Ilhistrations engraved on
Wood, of which many are Coloured.
2 vols. Svo. i8s. each.

QUAIN.

—

A Dictionary of Medi-
ciXF.. LicUiding General Pathology,

General Therapeutics, Hygiene, and the

Diseases peculiar to W^omen and Children.

By V.irious Writers. Edited by R. Qitain,

>LD. F.R.S. &c. With 138 Woodcuts.
Medium Svo. 31^. 6J. cloth, or 40^. half-

rusiia ; to be had also in 2 vols. 34?. cloth.

RAWLINSON. — The Seventh
Great Oriextal Moxarciiy : or, a
History of the Sassanians. By G. Raw-
LINSON, ^LA. With Map and 95 Illus-

trations. Svo. 2Sj.

READER.— Voices from Flower-
Laxd, in Original Couplets. By liMlLY
E. Reader. A Birthday-Book and Lan-

,

guage of P'lowers. i6mo. 2s. 6</. limp
cloth

; 3^. 6d. roan, gilt edges, or in vege-

table vellum, gilt top.

REEVE. — C'()<)A7;a-i- and IIouse-
KRRlWXi; ; a Manual of DomesticlCconomy
for Large and .Small Families. By Mrs.

Hknry Rekve. With SColoured Plates

and 37 Wooilcuts. Crown Svo. 7^. 61I.

RICH.

—

A Dictionary of Roman
AXD Greek Axtiqiities. With 2,000

Woodcuts. By A. Rich, B.A. Crown
Sv,.. y.c. 6./.

RICHARDSON. — The Asclf.paid:
a Book of Original Research and Obser-

vation in the Science, Art, and Literature

of Medicine, Preventive and Curative.

V>y Benjamin Ward Richardson, M.D.
Y. R. S. Published Quarterly, price 2^. 6d.

\o\. I. 1S84. Svo. 12S. 6d.

RIVERS. — Works by Thomas
RITERS.

The Orchard-House ; or, the
Cultivation of Fruit Trees under Glass.

Crown Svo. with 25 Woodcuts, 5^.

The Rose Amateur's Guide.
Fcp. Svo. 4J-. 6d.

ROGERS. — Works by Henry
Rogers.

The Eclipse of Faith ; or, a Visit

to a Religious Sceptic. Fcp. Svo. 5^.

Defence of the Eclipse of
Faith. Fcp. Svo. 3^-. 6d.

ROGET.

—

Thesaurus of English
Words axd Phrases, classified and
arranged so as to facilitate the expression

of Ideas, and assist in Literary Compo-
sition. By Peter M. Roget, M.D.
Crown Svo. 10s. 6d.

RONALDS. — The Fly-Fjsher's
EXTOMOLOGY. By ALFRED RONALDS.
With 20 Coloured Plates. Svo. I4f.

SALTER.

—

Dental Pathology and
Surgery. By S. J. A. Salter, M.B.
l-'.R.S. With 133 Illustrations. Svo. iZs.

SCOTT.— 27/i? Farm-Valuer. By
John Scott. Crown Svo. 5^-.

SEEBOHM.— Works by Frederick
Seebohm.

The Oxford Reformers—/ohn
CoLET, Erasmus, axd Thomas More;
a History of their Fellow-Work. Svo.

I4r.

The English Village Community
Examined in its Relations to the Manorial
and Tribal Systems, and to the Common
or Openfield System of Husbandry. 13
Maps and Plates. Svo. 16^.

TheEra of the ProtestantRevo-
lution. With Map. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.
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SENNETT.— 7>/^ Marine Steam
£XGI.XE ; a Treatise for the use of Engi-
neering Students and Officers of the Royal
Navy. By Richard Sennett, Chief
Engineer, Royal Navy. With 244 Illus-

trations. 8vo. 21S.

SEWELL.— fFavA-i- by Elizabeth
M. Sewell.

Stories and Tales. Cabinet
Edition, in Eleven Volumes, crown 8vo.

3J-. 6d. each, in cloth extra, with gilt

edges :

—

Amy Herbert. Gertrude.

The Earl's Daughter.

The Experience of Life.

A Glimpse of the World.
Cleve Hall. Ivors.

Katharine Ashton.
Margaret Percival.

Laneton Parsonage. Ursula.

Passing Thoughts on J^eligion.
Fop. 8vo. 3J-. 6d.

Preparation for the Holy Com-
munion ; the Devotions chiefly from the

works of Jeremy Taylor. 32mo. 3j-.

Night Lessons from Scripture.
3 2mo. 3.f. dd.

^YXW^'XS^.—ThePsalms ofDa vid;
a new Metrical English Translation of the

Hebrew Psalter or Book of Praises. By
William Digby Seymour, Q.C. LL.D.
Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

SHORT.—Sketch of the History
OF THE Church of England ro the
Revolution OF 1688. By T. V. Short,
D.D. Crown Svo. 7^^. 6d.

SHAKESPEARE.—^t?/Fi?z^;^'.s- Fa-
MiLY Shakespeare. Genuine Edition,

in I vol. medium 8vo. large type, with

36 Woodcuts, 145. or in 6 vols. fcp. Svo.

2IJ-.

Outlines of the Life of Shake-
speare. By J. O. IIalluvell-Phil-
Lipps, F.R. S. Svo. 7J-. 6(/.

SIMCOX.—^ LLisTORY OF Latin
Literature. By G. A. Simcox, INI. A.
Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford. 2

vols. Svo. 32^.

SMITH, Rev. SYDNEY.— 7///. Wit
a::i) Wisdom of -the Rev. Svdnev
Smith. Crown Svo. 3.r. G(L

SMITH, R. BOSV/ORTH. — Car-
thage AND THE Caethagixians. By
R. BoswoR'iH Smith, M.A. Maps,
Plans, &c. Crown Svo. los. 6d.

SMITH, R. k.—AiR AND Rain; tlic

Beginnings of a Chemical Climatology.

By R. A. Smith, F.R.S. Svo. 2.\s.

SMITH, JAMES.— 7//2r Voyage and
.^H/nrEEc/c of St. Raul. By James
Smith, ofjordanhilj. Wiih Dissertations

on the Life and Writings of St. Luke,
and the Ships and Navigation of the
Ancients. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 7^. 6d.

SMITH, l.—A Manual of Opera-
tive Surgery on the Dead Body.
By Thomas Smith, Surgeon to St.

Bartholomew's Hospital. A New Edi-
tion, re-edited by W. J. Wai.siiam.
With 46 Illustrations. Svo. 12s.

SMITH, H. F.—TheILindbook for
Mh)\vives. By Henry Fly Smith,
M.B. Oxon. M.R.C.S. late Assistant-

Surgeon at the Hospital for Sick Women,
Soho Square. With 41 Woodcuts.
Crown Svo. ^s.

SOPHOCLES.—6'ti/^//oczM- Tragce-
DLK superstites ; recensuit et brevi Anno-
tatione instruxit Gulielmus Linwood,
M.A. /Edis Christi apud Oxonienses
nuper Alumnus. Editio Ouarta, auctior

ct emendatior. Svo. 16^-.

SOUTHEY.— 7>/i? Poetical Works
OF Robert Southey, with the Author's

last Con ections and Additions. Medium
Svo. with Portrait, 14^-.

The Correspondence of Robert
Southey with Caroijxe Bowles.^
Edited by Edward Dowden, LL.D.
Svo. Portrait, I4.r.

STANLEY.—^ Familiar History
OF Birds. By E. Stanley, D.D.
Revised and enlarged, with 160 Wood-
cuts. Crown Svo. 6s.

STEEL.—^ Treatise on the Dis-
eases OF THE Ox ; being a Manv.al of

Bovine Pathology specially a<laptcd for

the use of Veterinary Practitioners and
Students. By J. II. Steel, M.R.C.V.S.
F./.S. With 2 Plates and u6 Vs'ood-

cuts. Svo. 15^.

STEPHEN.—^5.9. n-5 in Ecclesias-
TiCAL Biography. By the Right Hon.
Sir J. SiEi'HEN, LL.D. Crown Svo.

7.r. Qd.

STEVENSON. -The Chili's Gar-
X OF ROEMS. By RolUORT Lot' IS

Sri'.vi.NSoN. I vol. small fcp. Svo.

|)rintcd on hand-made paper, 5.i-,

' STONEHENGE.'— r//A- Dog in
Health axd Disease. By 'Stone-
hence.' With 78 Wood Engr.ivings.

Square crown Svo. "js. Cd.

The Greyhound. 13y'ST0NKHi;N(;K,'

With 25 I'ortrails of Greyhounds, ivc

Square crown Svo. i ^s.
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STURGIS.— ^/r I'urEXPs axp I. V,s

111 IAN SriRr.ls. With rronti>picco.

C'rown Svo. 5 •.

SULLY.

—

OvTi. ixES orfs 1 -cuoLOi: 1 •,

\> itl» Sncci.xl Reference to the Theory of

Education. r>y Jwirs Sn.i.v, M.A.
Svo. I IS. 6ii.

SUPERNATURAL RELIGION; an
Ini;'.iiry into ilic Ke.ililv ol PiviiK- Ki-vo-

I.\'.io:i. Coiujilcte K.liiion, thoroiij^hly

reviseil. ^ vols. Svo. ^Cts.

SWINBURNE.—y/c 77-/^^ Zoc7fc; an
A'.icmp; to roinilarise the Science of

K'.a-oniiii;. l>y A. J. SwiNisuRNE, B. A.

l\..l Svo. 5r.

SWINTON.— 7//y: Pkixciples axd
J'a\!C77ce pf Electric LrciiriXG. By
Alan A. Campbell Swinton. With
54 Ilhistrations engraved on AVood
Crown Svo. <,s.

TAYLOR.—Studext's ATaxual of
THE History OF IXDiA, from the Earliest

Period to the Present Tims. By Colonel

Meadows T.wlor, C.S.I. Crown Svo.

7/. 6,/.

TEXT-BOOKS OF SCIENCE: a
.Series of lilementaiy Works ou Science,

Mechanical and Physical, forming a Series

of Text-books of Science, adapted for

the use of Students in Public and Science

Schools. Fcp. Svo. fullj- illustrated with

Woodcuts.

Abney's Photography, 3^-. dd.

Anderson's Strength of Materials, 3^'. dd.

Armstrong's Organic Chemistry, 3^, ()d.

Ball's Elements of Astronomy, 6j.

Barry's Railway Appliances, 3^. 6^/.

Bauerman's Systematic Mineralogy, ds.

Descriptive Mineralogy, 6.f.

Bloxam and Ilurtington's Metals, 55.

Glazebrook's Physical Optics, 6s.

Glazebrook and Shaw's Practical Physics,

6.r.

Gore's Eleclro-Metallurg}% ds.

Griffin's Algebra and Trigonometry, 3^. dd.

Jenkin's Electricity and Magnetism, 35. 6(/.

Maxwell's Theory of Heat, 3^. bd.

Merrifield's Technical Arithmetic, 3^-. dd.

Miller's Inorganic Chemistry, 35. dd.

Preece and Sivewrighl's Telegraphy, 5^.

Rutley's Petrology, or Study of Rocks, a^. 6d,

Shelley's Workshop Appliances, 4^. dd.

Thome's Structural and Physiological

Botany, 6.f.

Thorpe's Quantitative Analysis, 4^. dd.

Thorpe and Muir's Qualitative Analysis,

y. dd.

Tiklen's Chemical Philosophy, 3J. dd. With
Answers to Problems, i^. 6d.

Unwin's Machine Design, 6s.

Watson's Plane and Solid Geometry, 3.?. 6d.

TAYLOR. -Tj/k Complrte Works
OF Jitsiioi' Jeremy Taylor. Witli
Life by Bishop Ilebcr. Revise 1 and
correcteil by the Rev. C. P. Edex. 10
vol,. /:5. 5.V-.

THOMSON.—--/.v OuTuxr. or r/n:
jVecess.iry L.m's of Thought; a
Treatise on Pure and Applied Logic. By
W. Thomson, D.D. Archbishop of
^'ork. Crown Svo. 6s.

THOMSON'S CONSPECTUS
.InAPjrj) TO riir ./yR/ris//

PiiARMAcopcEiA. By Edmund
Li.OYi> BiRKETT, M.D. &-:. Latest
Edition. iSmo. 6^.

THOMPSON.—.4 SysTHM or Psv-
cifOLOGY. By Daniel Greenleae
Tito.MPSox. 2 vols. Svo. 36.f.

THREE IN NORWAY. By Two of
THE.\r. With a Map and 59 Illustra-

tions on Wood from Sketches by the
Authors. Crown Svo. 6s.

TREVELYAN. — Works by the
Right Hox. G. O. Trevelvax,
Af.R

The Life axd Letters of Lord
Macaulay. By the Right Hon. G. O.
Trevelyan, M.P.
Library Edition, 2 vols. Svo. 36.?.

Cabinet Editiox, 2 vols, crown Svo.
12S.

Popllar Edition, r vol. crown Svo.
6s.

The Early History or Charles
James Fox. Library Edition, Svo. i2>s.

Cabinet Edition, crown Svo. 6s.

TWISS.— /rt)/?A'? BY Sir Travers
Tiviss.

The Rights axd Duties or Na-
tions, considered as Independent Com-
munities in Time of War. Svo. 21s.

Ox THE Rights axd Duties of
Natioxs IX Time of Peace. Svo,

15.^.

TYNDALL.— m^Ti-A'^^ by Tohx Tyx-
DALL, R.R.S. Q^'C.

Fragmexts of Sciexce. 2 vols.

crown Svo. 16^.

LIeat A Mode of Motiox. Crown
8vo. \2s,

SouxD. With 204 Woodcuts.
Crown Svo. 10^. 6d.

Essays ox the Floatixg-Matter
of the Air in relation to Putrefaction

and Infection. With 24 Woodcuts.
Crown Svo. ']s. 6d.

\_Continiied on next page.
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TYNDALL.— f/Wa-5 by John Tvx-
DALL F.R.S. c>-r.—continued.

Lectures ox Light, delivered in

America in 1S72 and 1S73. With Por-

trait, Plate, and Diagrams. Crown 8vo.

Lessons in Electricity at the
Royal Institution, 1875-76. With
58 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Notes of a Course of Seven
Lectures on Electrical Pheno-
mena AXD Theories, delivered at the

Royal Institution. Crown 8vo. is. sewed,
is. 6d. cloth.

Notes of a Course of Nine Lec-
tures ON Light, delivered at the Royal
Institution. Crown Svo. is. sewed, is. 6d.

cloth.

Faraday as a Discoverer. Fcp.
8vo. 3J-. 6t/.

URE.—^ Dictionary of Arts,
J\/anufactures, AXD MiXES. By Dr.
Ure. Seventh Edition, re-written and
enlarged by R. PIuxT, F.R.S. With
2,064 ^^'oodcuts. 4 vols, medium Svo.

£7- 7^'-

VERNEY.

—

Chess Eccentricities.
Incluciing Four-handed Chess, Chess for

Three, Six, or Eight Players, Round
Chess for Two, Three, or Four Players,

and several different ways of Playing

Chess for Two Players. By JNIajor G eokge
Hope Verxey. Crown Svo. los. (3d.

VILLE.—On Artificial Manures,
their Chemical Selection and Scientific

Application to Agriculture. By Georges
ViLLE. Translated and edited by W.
Crookes, F.R.S. With 31 Plates.

Svo. 21S.

VIRGIL.—/'r/.v./ Vergili Maronis
BucoLiCA, Georcica, ^7':xeis ; the

Works of ViRaiL, Latin Text, with Eng-
lish Commentary and Index. By B. II.

Kennedy, D.D. Crown Svo. los. 6d.

The AiNEiD of Virgil. Translated
into English Verse. By J. Conington,
M.A. Crown Svo. <js.

The Poems of Virgil. Translated
into English Prose. By John Coning-
ton, M.A. Crown Svo. ^s.

WALKER.— 7///; Correct Card;
or. How to Play at Whist; a Whist
Catechism. By Major A. Cami'DEI.i.-

Walker, F.R.G.S. Fcp. Svo. 2s. Gd.

^kL?0]aE.—LriSTORY OF ENGLAND
FROM THE Conclusion of the Great
War in 1815 to the year 1841. By
Spencer Walpole. 3 vols. Svo.
£2. i^s.

WATSON.—Lectures on the Prin-
ciples AXD Practice of Physic,
delivered at King's College, London, by
Sir TiiOMAs Watson, Bart. M.D.
With Two Plates. 2 vols. Svo. 36^.

WATTS.—.4 DictionAr y of Chemis-
try and the Allied Branches of
other Sciences. Edited by Henry
Watts, P'.R.S. 9 vols, medium Svo.
;^I5- 2.-. 6d.

WEBB.—Celestial Objects for
Common Telescopes. By the Rev. T.
W. Webe, M.A. Map, Plate, Wood-
cuts. Crown Svo. 9^.

WEBB. — The Veil of Lsis : a
Series of Essays on Idealism. By Thomas
W. Webb, LL.D. Svo. lo.r. 6d.

WELLINGTON.—Z/^yr of the Duke
of IVellixgton. By the Rev. G. R.
Gleig, jNI.A, Crown Svo. Portrait, 6s.

WEST.—Lectures on theDiseases
OF Ixfaxcy and Childhood. By
Charles West, M.D. &c. Founder of,

and formerly Physician to, the Hospital
for Sick Children. Svo. iS.c

WHATELY. — English Synonyms.
By F. Jane Whatei.y. ICditcd by her
Father, R. Whaiely, D.D. Fcp. Svo.
3J-

.

WHATELY.- Works BYp. JIiiately,
D.I).

Elements of Logic. Svo. 10s. Gd.

Crown Svo, 4^-. 6d.

Elements of Rhetoric. 8\o.
lOJ. (>d. Crown Svo. 4^. dd.

Lessons on Reasoning. Fcp. 8\-o.

i^. 6(/.

Bacon''s Essays, with Annotations.
8v0. lO.r. 6r/.

WHITE.—^ Concise Latin-Eng-
lish Dictionary, for the Use of Ad-
vanced Scholars and University Students.

By the Rev. J. T. Whitk, D.D. Royal
Svo. 12S,

WHITE & RIDDLE.—yi Latin-Eng-
lish JiicrioxARY. By J. T. WiiriE,

D.D. Oxiin. and J. J. E. RiDDi.K, M.A.
Oxon. Founded on the larger Dictionary

ofFre\uul. Royal Svo. 2ls.
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WILCOCKS.- -Tu/: Sf.a FisiiKKM.ix.
I .>ulpri^in^ the «.l»iof Methods of Monk
auil Line Fi>lunjj in the Hrilisli ami otlier

Seas, ami Kenuirks on Nets, Hoats, ami
lUxitinj;. !>>• J.

(.". \Vii.coii;s. I'ro-

lusely Ilh'.siialeil. New ami Cheaper
I'.l'tioii, much enlargeil, crown Svo. 6^.

WILLICH.— yti/T/.-fA- Tables for

giving Information for ascertaining the

value of Lifeholil, I-ea«>ehoKl, and Church
Property, the I'uhlic Tunds, &c. Hy
C'liAKi.Ls M. Wii.i.icii. Edited by

MOMAC.U MAKlilOTT. Crowu Svo. \os.

WITT.— Works by Prof. Witt,
Head Master of the Alstadt Gymnasium,
Konigslicrg. Translated from the Ger-

man by l-RANci:s Vou.nc^husdand.

Tin: Trojax War. With a Preface
by the Kev. W, G. Rutherford, M.A.
llead-Master of Westminster School.

Crown Svo. 2s.

Myths of Hellas; or, Greek Tales.

Crown Svo. 35. dd.

The WasherIxcs of Ulysses.
Crown Svo. 3^. 61/.

\im^.— Works by Rev. J. G.
Jl'OOD.

Homes IVithovt IIaxds ; a De-
scription of the Habitations of Animals,

classed according to the Principle of Con-
struction. With about 140 \'ignettes on
Wood. Svo. 10.C 6</.

IxsECTS A t Home ; a Popular
Account of British Insects, their Stnic-

ture, Habits, and Transformations. Svo.

Woodcuts, \os. 6(i.

IxsECTS Abroah ; a Popular Account
of Foreign Insects, their Structure,

Habits, and Transformations. Svo.

Woodcuts, \os. 6ii.

Bible Axlmals ; a Description of
every Living Creature mentioned in the

•Scriptures. With 112 Vignettes. Svo.

los. 6d.

Straxce Dwellixgs ; a Description
of the Habitations of Animals, abridged

from 'Homes without Hands.' With
Frontispiece and 60 Woodcuts. Crown
Svo. 5^. Popular Edition, 410. (3d.

Out of Doors; a Selection of
Original Articles on Practical Natural

Histor)'. With 6 Illustrations. Crown
Svo. is.

\Cciitiiiucd above.

WOOD. — Works by Key. J. (/.

U\h^j>—continued.

Co.u.uo.vBr I TisiiIxsEcTs:Beetl es,
Jt/or//s, .ixn BuTTERrt.iES. Crown
Svo. with 130 Woodcuts, y. dd.

Petlaxh Reyisited. Witli nume-
rous Illustnations, drawn specially by
Miss Margery May, engraved on Wood
by G. Pearson. Crown Svo. 7^. dd.

WYLIE.—History of Exglaxd
IXHER I/i;.\i;y the FOCRTIf. l!y Jamf.s
Hamilto.n Wylie, M.A. one of Her
Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. Vol. i,

crown Svo. los. 6d.

WYLIE.—Labol-r, Leisure, axd
LiWYRV ; a Contribution to Present
Practical Political Economy. liy

Alf-XAN i)ER ^\VLIE, of Glasgow. Crown
Svo. 6.>-.

YONGE.— T/fENewExglish- Greek
/-EXjCOX, containing all the Greek words
u>ed by Writers of good authority. l?y

CiiARi-ES Duke YcNGE, M.A. 410. 2i.f.

YOUATT. — JJ'oRKs BY Wjlllim
YOi-ATT.

The Horse. Revised and enlarged
by W. Watson, M.R.C.V.S. Svo.

Woodcuts, 7^. bd.

The Dog. Revised and enlarged.
Svo. Woodcuts, ds.

ZELLER. — Works by Dr. E.
Zeller.

History OF Eclecticism ix Greek
Philosophy. Translated by Sarah
F. Ali.eyne. Crown Svo. los. 6d.

The Stoics, Epicureaxs, axd
Sceptics. Translated by the Rev. O.

J. Reichei., M.A. Crown Svo. 15^.

Socrates axd the Socratic
Schools. Translated by the Rev. O. J.
Reichel, M.A. Crown Svo. ioj-. 6d.

Plato axd the Older Academy.
Translated by S. Frances Aei,eyne and
Ai.FREU Goodwin, B.A. Crown Svo.

iSy.

The Pre-Socra tic Schools ; a His-
toiy of Greek Philosophy from the Earliest

Period to the time of Socrates. Trans-

lated by Sarah F. Allevne. 2 vols,

crown Svo. 30^,

S/'otiisiLcodc &^ Ce. Printers, Xiw-sircct Squaj-e, Lciidott.
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